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PREFACE

TiiK excavations on the site of the Arjrive Ileraeum were carried on by tlie American

School of Classical Studies at Athens, witii the active support of the A rcliiu'olo^ical

Institute of America, under my direction, durinj^ the four springs fron> W.fi to 1H{)5.

In presenting this official record of the work there done, I venture to hojie that this

publication will in some degree be worthy of the excavations theniwdves. It cannot

be denied that the site itself and the remains there discovered by us are of extreme nn<l

exceptional importance. No period of ancient Hellenic life, historic or prehistoric, is

known to us at the present day, of which our excavations have not yielded instructive

illustration. All the new evidence concerning the prehistoric i>eriod of the ancient

classical world fmiiished by the Ileraeum and other sites becomes the more im|H)rtjint

and illuminating from the fact that our excavations show an undoubted and continuous

connection between the Mycenaean age, its immediate precursors and successors, and tlie

historical periods of ancient Hellas. No other site can furnish such evidence in the

same way and to the same degree. In this respect the Argive Ileraeum holds a posi-

tion unique among all sites of the ancient world hitherto excavated.

Shoidd this publication be at all worthy of the results of our excavations, I feel tliat

this will have been achieved in the face of exceptional difficulties, which made them-

selves felt in the work of excavation itself, as well as in every jjhase of the pre|)ar:ition

and elaboration of the finds and their publication.

The young men who acted as my cassistants at the excavations, who one and all stoinl

by me so loyally in all difficulties and ultimately became so efficient in their work, came

to me, with hardly an exception, as novices who, in those days, had not even been able

to pursue a complete course in archaeology in any of the home universities (a want

which is now being rapidly supplied in many American universities). In most eases,

when they had thus become really efficient assistants they were called away by the ofiFer

of some appointment at home or by some other inducement, the organiaition of the st;iff

was disturbed, and the same period of preparation and probation had to be gone through

anew with others. Among those who remained ^vith me for more than one campaign,

and whose help was in consequence the more efficient, as the part they played in the

excavations was more important, are Professor J. C. Hoppin, Professor Kichaku Nor-

ton, and Dr. H. S. Washington.

I should like to say at once that the proportion of work done by the several assist-

ants at the excavations is not adequately shown by the part they fcike in the publica-

tion. This I regret much ; but it has been inevifcible. I had hoped that all those who had

done service at the excavations might in some way be directly associated with the publi-
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cation. But it happened in many cases that, when it came to the work of preparing the

material at Athens, and, still later, of writing on the material thus prepared, the former

assistants were occupied elsewhere or could not find time for the work. Professor

Norton, who has since been made Director of the American School in Rome, is repre-

sented in this book by a short chapter, which is far from showing the prominent part he

took in the excavation at the Heraeum and in the sorting and arranging of the finds at

Athens. The same is true of Dr. Washington. So too the prominent part taken by

Professor C. L. Brownson during the first year's work receives no acknowledgment at

all, so far as his jDarticipation in this book is concerned, owing to the fact that his Uni-

versity work has kept him occupied in America since 1893. The same was the case with

his colleague, our architect during the first year, Mr. Thomas A. Fox, who furnished the

excellent plan of 1892 {American Journal of Archaeology, 1893, VIII. PI. xii.). His

place was taken in the last year of excavation by his able successor, Mr. E. L. Tilton.

Among those who find no place at all in the publication are Professor W. C. Poland,

Mr. John Alden, Dr. C. L. Meader, Professor Barker Newhall, and Dr. J. D.

Rogers. The latter has, however, given a careful preliminary publication of the inscrip-

tion on a bronze tablet found in 1895 {American Journal of Archaeology, Second

Series, 1901, V. pp. 159 tf.).

In looking back upon my association with all these scholars, so different in tempera-

ment and training, I cannot help feeling intensely gratified when I recognize that all

have become and remain my sincere friends.

I must further thank the Greek authorities, notably M. Cavvadias and his ephors,

for the manner in which they furthered the work of excavation and were always ready

to meet my wishes, while conscientiously fulfilling the duties which their office laid upon

them. Our relations have been from beginning to end those of complete and undis-

turbed harmony and friendliness. I must also express my thanks in this connection

to the Archaeological Institute of America, which provided about half of the funds

for this excavation ; and among those persons who privately contributed when funds

were most needed I must record my sense of gratitude to the late Mr. John Taylor

Johnston and to Mrs. J. W. Clark, as well as to Professor Hoppin and Mr. W. C.

Schermerhorn.

Few readers are aware how large and important a part of the labor in such archaeo-

logical undertakings is given to the work of cleaning, piecing together, classifying,

and studying the remains which an excavation has produced, before the results can be

made public in a book. When I but mention, among other similar tasks, that about

265 baskets of vase fragments had to be cleaned, sorted, and, as far as possible, pieced

together before they could be studied properly ; that the same is true of thousands of

small terra-cottas ; that brojizes often were found in a shapeless mass in which all indi-

cation of their form, probable design, and insci*ibed marks were hidden by corrosion

and incrustation, and that these bronzes had to be treated by a laborious and lengthy

process of immersion in acids and of cleaning, before the original design and decoration
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could be restored, — when I merely enumerate them- factM, mine iden will Iw ;>;aiiie<! of

the imj)(>rtiint preliminary work neceshitated before an account of the excuvatiuii could

be presented in book form.

If such work always presents many difficulties, they were mucli enluinc(*d in our ciiue :

(1) The plan of our excavation coidd not i)e laid out on a lar^e and {MTiminent scab'

at the outset, and therefore provision could not be made for the pro|>er Htorin^r and

arranf»;einent of the objects foun<l that all mijjht be kept tofjether from one seaiwin Ut

another.

(2) All our portable finds had to be transferred from Arjjos to AtheuH, where they were

deposited in the National Museum. If such a transference of unclaHMified material—
some in baskets, some in boxes, and some unpacked— contribute<l to confuKi<»n, the fact

that in the National Museum we had twice to move from one room to another did not

diminish these difficulties. In spite of these unavoidable inconveniences, I must here

record the willinjrness on the part of the officials of the Museum to further our work,

and I have much |)leasure in thanking M. Cavvadiah, the Director, and his distinf^uishetl

assistiints, MM. Stais, Tsountas, Castkiotks, and Lionardos.

(3) Our difficulties in this stage of the work were still further increased by my ilifsire

to cjirry out the suggestion, informally made, of the Managing Conunittee of the ScIun*!,

that all the students should make, for purposes of study, direct use of the material fur-

nished by the School's excavations, and should therefore be drawn into the actual work

of sorting and cleaning. I complied with this suggestion for a time, but soon foun<l

that not only the students, unprepared for such work, gained but little advantage, but

the labor of arranging and classifying the material was impeded and nuide much more

difficult.

(•1) Finally, although, after I had resigned the Directorshij) of the School, I came to

Athens every year and Liid down the system of classification to be followed, the great

difficulty to which I have referred above made itself felt nu)st banefully in this pha.se of

the work ; for the main supervision passed from one hand to another, and, in matters <if

detail, one new man had to take up the half-finished work of another at the |M»int where

it had been left.

All these difficulties recurred in another form when it came to the actual writing of

the book. Not one of my assistjints intrusted with the separate departments was present

during the whole of the excavation, nor could they— with the exception of Professor

HoPPiN and Mr. De Cou— remain for any continuous time in Greece while elabor.iting

their material and writing their chapters. Still, the principle I followed was to allow

each member intrusted with a department as much independence as possible ; and though

I have arranged with each the general lines of his publication and have revised all the

manuscripts, so that I may claim an organic unity of conception and execution for the

book as a whole, I have not stood in the way of the expression of well-founded individual

opinion, for which each collaborator deserves the credit and retains the resiH)nsibility.

But, scattered as these workers were and changing their residence all over the globe, from
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Egypt, Greece, and Italy to various parts of the United States, the extra labor which was

entailed by the attempt to keep in touch with each man, the correspondence it necessi-

tated, and the complications which increased the difficulties incidental to the publication

of such work even under the conditions most favorable to speedy and facile publica-

tion, can easily be imagined.

The work of conducting all these matters through correspondence and the consequent

delays were considerably increased by the fact that from England I had to communicate

and arrange, not directly with the publisher and ^irinter in America, but with a Com-

mittee which had to decide upon the ways and means of publication (which occupied

some years),— a task to which the members devoted themselves with much sacrifice of

time and labor.

The inevitable result was considerable delay in publication. For it is but right that I

should state that my own manuscript (written more than four years ago), as well as that oi

Professor Hoppin, has been in the hands of the Committee on Publication, ready for the

press, for nearly three years. Thus, besides the difficulty of returning, when correcting

proofs, to a subject which had lost much of its freshness and some of its familiarity, it

was impossible to take note of the results of similar excavations which have since been

undertiiken and are still in progress ; while anticipations of important new light thrown

upon archaeological inquiry by our finds and our publication, and for which a certain

amount of honorable credit might be claimed, are not so manifest at this stage of publi-

cation. To recast the whole book was not possible. I have therefore left the manuscript

as it stood, only adding a few footnotes with regard to work done since 1898.

I had hoped to publish both volumes at the Siime time, but owing to the delay of one

contributor, we have determmed to publish the first volume at once and to leave the

second volume to follow within a few months. I regret this the more as Professor Hop-

pin's work on the Vases, which has been ready for press since 1899, will thus be kept

back still longer.

In spite of these regrettable delays, I do not think that we have been exceptionally

long in bringing the results of our excavations before the public after their completion

in 1895. When it is remembered that an interval of seventeen years elapsed between

the completion of the excavations of Olympia in 1879 and the official publication in

1896, and that the excavations of the Acropolis of Athens, completed in 1889, have not

yet been published, our own publication must be considered a comparatively speedy one.

Nor can I be unmindful of the kind help tendered me by all members of the Committee.

But I must especially mention with gratitude that received from Professor Seymour and

Professor Fowler, Avho looked over the manuscript of my General Introduction and

offered useful criticism and correction ; from Professor White, Professor Wheeler, and

Mr. Robinson, who also made valuable suggestions at different stages ; and, above all,

from Professor Wright (assisted by Dr. Chase), who acted in my stead while the book

went through the press in America, and without whose labor and kindness the publica-

tion must have been indefinitely delayed.
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All other <aekiiowU><l^nents will, I hope, \ie fuiiiid in their due place in the b«M»k.

The (liiKciiltieH with which I have had to contend have l>een reheatNed aUive, an<i I

have thou<rht it right and jiiHt that they Hhould he known. Painful and diHtreMMin); uh

these conditions were, they vanish from the horizon now that the work in done, and I

look back upon the scenes of hibor behind nie with unmixed pleasure and with di-«'p }rrati*

tude,— {gratitude first to the American School at Athens which, in IHHU, when for nciirly

ten years I bad been occupied with official work here in Kngland, should have ;fiven me

such brilliant opportunities of research in Greece and of direct iismM-iation with an institU'

tion of learning belonging to my native home
;
gratitude to the University of Cambridge

and to my own College here, in my adopted home, which allowed me to undertake work

officially associated with another country, gjive me the necessary leave of al)Hence, and

enabled me to retain the post in this University which I have now held continuously for

twenty-two years. I venture to think that this example of international comity and

generosity in the cause of science, of which I have been the immediate Iwueficiiiry, is not

only a signiKcant instance and result of the uniting power of science and learning, but in

more directly an earnest of the confraternity of the two great English-speaking nations.

That it should be in the cause of Hellenic culture that this international and fraternal

spirit should manifest itself against the survival (if not revival) in our times of blind and

savage international alienation and hatred sounds like the faint echo to the pledge of

civilized humanity made in Athens more than two thousand years ago by Aeschylus in

the Euuienides. That great drama seems to me to glorify, with all the consummate skill

of artistic expression, the establishment of civilization and its laws, superseding the blind

spirit of savagery, hatred, and revengeful fury. By the intercession of the great gcxldess

of Wisdom is founded the Areoj)agus, the first court of law to embody the ideas of

human justice ; the hounding Erinyes are converted into Eumenides ; by the jiersuasive

and gladdening language of Reason, blending Truth and Beauty with Goodness, the

vindictive Furies are tamed and are given a home in the centre of civilized life, violet-

crowned Athens ; and, adopting the tuneful and joyous measure of Attic poetry, they

sing

:

Ae^ofiat ITaXXaSo? ^vvotKLau.

CHARLES WALDSTKIN.
King's College, Cambridge, April 30, 1902.
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Bv CHARLES VVALDSTEIN

The Argive Heraeum was one of tlie iiioHt iiiiiM»rUiiit HunctuarieM of uiicient Hcllaji

;

indeed, its position in tlie life of the uncient Greeks, und more (•H|M.'ciiilly it** ruLition

to and illnstration of the earliest history of the Hellenic |)eo|)le, iniike it ap|H'ur to

have been at one time the foremost sanctiwry of Peh)ponnesus, |)erhaps of the whole of

Greece.

Archaeolojrically, too, the Hcraenm holds a unique iM)Hition in regard to the early

history of Greece, and the finds made on this site have in conse(|uenfe a H|)eeial

importjince. For while similar objects have been found at Hissarlik, on the Islaniht, at

Tiryns, and Mycenae, tiicir relation to the place in which they were fonn«l dm's not give

thcni the siime significance as pertJiins to the objects from the Heraeum. For the

Heraeum lay not only in Greece proper, but was the centre of the earliest Greek life aM

such,— which cannot be siiid for Hissiirlik or even for the Islands ; while the continuity

of its history transfers the element of continuity to the objects there found,— and this

cannot be s<iid for Tiryns or Mycenae, each of which represents definite and distinct

periods only.

To wv'ite a complete history of this sjinctuary woidd be to write the history of the

Argolic plain.' For while Tiryns, Mycenae, and Argos, in turn, had political preemi-

nence in this district, the Heraeum always remained the chief religious centre. And iis

these three cities, in the early ages, were the most import^int political centres of Hellenic

civilization, the histoiy of the Heraeum is an import<int part of the history of Greece.

Whenever these three political centres— Tiryns, Mycenae, and Argos— were distinct

and separate stiites, they clashed and struggled for preeminence. In the earliest days,

indeed (according to tradition the days of Phoroneus and his successors down to Alias),

there was imity of dominion over the " Argive " land ; but, as we shall see, the sub-

division began uilder the sons of Abas ; and from this time on, until the final suprenuicy

' A clear definition of the name Argolis was not given evident from the existence of the Orestian Argos in the

to the land before Roman times ; though Argos, with interior of Macedonia, the Pelasgian in Tliessaly, and the

all tlic confusing vacillation in tlie use of this term to modern survival of the term to designate small plains

wliich I sliall recur, certainly designated the same district surrounded by mountains in the interior of several island*,

in the earliest periotl. It comprised three districts: (Cf.KiejteH, Lehrhuchder A ItenGeoifraphif. p. 'ill.) This

(1) the eastern peninsula, Acte, (2) the northern slopes Argive plain is of light chalk soil, has much less rain-

from the moiiiitaiiis to the Gulf of Corinth, and (3) the fall than the western coast of Ppluponnesns, and is thus

southern slope from these mountains down to the gulf of subjected to drought (woKuSHruw 'A^yvt). The mouDtain

Naiiplia. The third portion is Argolis proper. The plain, streams run dry in the summer ; but in the rainy i

bounded by the Arachiiacaii range on the east and the all combine to swell the Inachus. To sink wells is tbete-

mountnins of Artemisiuiii on the west,— which converge fore of great importance in the present day and was to

at the nortliern end, while to the south the plain opens out in the earliest times, as is evident from the myths of the

to the gulf,— was called Argos in the earliest prehistoric Danaides. Daiians (explained as (iipit by the gi«mma-

tiiiie, and is the district to which we shall specifically rians) is the inventor of the art of digging wells, and aa

apply the term Argive. The original meaning of the Archegetes of the Danaans, the inhabitants of the plain, b
word "Apyos must have been lost to the later Greeks, so himself a representative of the plain. Through thisarti-

that Stephamis Byzantinus explains it as o-x***"- Tav xftior ficial irrigation by means of wells, the plain waa and b
leoTo $i\a<r(ray. But this meaning is too restricted, as is fertile in com and pasture, woKiwvfor, Irrifirrmr 'Afr/nt.

3



4 GENERAL INTRODUCTION

of the city of Argos, there was rivahy between the several cities. But through all periods

the one point of union in the Argolid amid all the elements of rivahy and disruption,

even when the ties of blood and common descent were of no cohesive efficiency, was

this central sanctuary, which represented at once the oldest as well as the most con-

tinuously ruling religious cult in the district,— the worshiji of Hera. Apparently

only dm'ing one short period was the worship of Hera superseded by another in the

city of Argos, namely, when the Dorian sujiremacy was established and when the

cities which fell to the " lot of Temenus " formed a kind of confederacy under

the direction of Argos,* with the sanctuary of Apollo Pythaeus, at the foot of the

Larisa of Argos, as the centre. The Argives mainteiined that theirs was the oldest

sanctuary of Apollo Pythaeus ;
" even in later times the Argives collected contribu-

tions for this sanctuary,^ and made it the repository of treaties.* But the supreme

importance which the Heraeum liad for the city of Argos ® from the earliest to the

latest times is amply proved, among other evidence, by the fact that the Argives always

reckoned their time by the years of office of the priestesses of Hera, and that these

chronological tables were used also elsewhere in Greece.''

The cult of Hera at our Heraeum was thus the principal worship of the city of Argos,

and before the preeminence of the city of Argos in the Argive district, the Heraeum

was the chief sanctuary of Mycenae. As Strabo puts it,' it was the sanctuary used

in common by both these cities.

Not only was Hera the earliest divinity for the peoples which dwelt in the Argive

plain, but the Argive Heraeum presented the earhest form of this divinity and her wor-

ship in ancient Hellas.

In Homer, Hera is called 'Apyeurj.^ In the Iliad (iv. 51), Argos, Sparta, and

Mycenae are her favorite cities. The oldest of the sanctuaries of Hera mentioned at

Sparta is evidently ^ that of "Hpa 'ApyeCa, said to be " founded by Eurydice, daughter

of Lacedaemon and wife of Acrisius, the son of Abas." Thus not only the attribute

"Argive," but also the tradition of its original dedication, through the Argive kings

Acrisius and Abas, immediately point to its Argive derivation.

No doubt in this use of the term "Apyo^ and the attribute 'Apyeirj, the ancient Argive

district, including, both geographically and historically, Tiiyns and Mycenae, is meant,

and not the city of Argos.'" The city of Argos itself had four— possibly six— separate

sanctuaries of Hera," each with a separate cult. Still, as we have seen, our Heraeum

remained its chief sanctuary, as it was the oldest.

' Herod. I. 82 ; Strabo VIII. 3. 33. of Mytilene, his 'U'pemi as well as the Atthis and Persica,

2 Paus. II. 35. 2 (Telesilla, Fmgm. 3). see Biisolt, Or. Geschichte, I. pp. 151 ff.

' Thucyd. V. 53 and Diod. XII. 78. 1. Le Bas, Inscr. "' Ttfre 'Apyos kol tAs MuK^ivas, khI rh 'Hpahv eTfoi Koivhv

rec. a Argos, No. 8. Uphv to irphs rah Muk^xois a/Mpoiv. Strabo VIII. C. 10.

* Thucyd. V. 47. 13. » Horn. II. v. 908 ; of. Hesiod, Theog. 12 ; Aesch. Suppl.

^ It looks also as if at one time tlie Poseidon cult 299. Piud. Nem. x. 2, certainly refers to the Heraeum

endangered Hera's supremacy, which may be inferred when he says "Apyoj 'Hpoj SdD/iei fleoTptTrf's. Cf. also Eurip.

from the legend (which probably has some foundation in Tro. 23, Herad. 349.

the earliest ethnological history of the land) related by " Paus. III. 13. 8. The temple mentioned by Pausanias

Pausanias (II. 15. 5, 22. 4 ; cf. also Pint. Q. Conv. xi. (III. 11. 9) as in the market-place, which slie apparently

6). Compare the similar struggle between Athena and held in conjunction with Apollo, as well as that of Hera

Poseidon at Athens. The division of national patronage Aphrodite (which may be the same as the Argeia) and

between her and Zeus Nemeios (Paus. IV. 27. 0) is evi- Hera Aigophagos (III. 13. S and III. 15. 9) are evidently

dently of later origin and naturally arises out of the Uphs later.

7<£|Uos and its special cult. '" See Note A.

° Thue. II. 2, IV. 133. For references to Hellanicus '' Cf. Roscher in Roscber's Lexicon d. Gr. and Rom
Mythologie, I. pp. 2075 ff.
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There can hardly be a doubt that all the other culttt uf Hera, xueh aH thoM of Samoa,

Corinth, Olympia, Attica, Boeotia, Euboea, those in Thrace, on LeHboH, and many other

islands of the Aejj^ean, as well as the important cults of Sicily and Ma^na Graecia, e. g.

at Croton and on Eryx, are all directly (lerive<l from the Arjfive cult.' The most

important of all tliese other cults, after that of the lleraeum (in later time* |>erimpH

8uii)a8sin<j this in splendor), was the famous sanctwiry on Samos. Hut all the evidence

goes to show that this Samian cult was derived and imported from Argos. Tradition

had it" that the Samian temple was founded by the Argonauts, who bnmght their

sacred image with tiiem from Argos. The Samiiins, of course, maintained that Hera

was born on their island, on the banks of the Imbrasus or Partlienius,'^ under a

willow (\vyo<;), which was preserved in the Samian Heraeum in the times of PauHanias.

But the development of the Epidaurian myths concerning the birth of AsclepiuM,

a divinity evidently imported from the north, and many similar instances in ancient

mythology, show too well the j)revailing tendency to make a divinity and a cult au-

tochthonous, to allow us to attiich much weight to an isohited tradition. More<iver, tliis

tradition may have arisen merely out of a confusion of the traditions grouping round the

Xuyo?, itself again a survival of a still more ancient rite of which the original meaning

was lost. According to Menodotus of Samos* the Samian Heraeum is an Arg^ve foun-

dation by Admete, daughter of Eurystheus. We stand on much firmer historical ground

when we hear that the first hiunan-shai)ed (dj/S/jiai/ToetSe'?) image of Hera was intro-

duced into Samos from the Argolid (Epidaurus) eVi UpoKkeov^ a.pxovTO<;^ i. e. about

the time of the Ionian migration. At all events, the change from the hoard to the

image assigned by Clement to the immigration of Procles seems to me to imply the

importation by him of the cult of his house. These traditions, all of which indicate

the dependence of the Samian on the Argive Heraeum, while this dependence is reversed

in none, establish the primacy of our sjinctuary and cult.

The nature and evolution of the Argive Hera and her worship is a question of

great comi)Iexity, and would demand an elaborate exposition.* In studying carefully

all the indications in ancient authors concerning this divinity, the customs and rites of

her worship, and the archaeological evidence concerning her sanctiuiries, we see that

long before she bad been defined by the Homeric " theology " in the Olympian circle

of divinities as the spouse of Zeus, she was the supreme goddess of an earlier })eople,

or of earlier peoples. Whether we call the people who originally worshiped her as

'Hpa IleXaa-yi?,' Pelasgians, or by any other name, this fact remains: that all the

1 Cf. (). Miiller, Dorier, I. 39C. Die Hochzeit des Zeus und der Hera (Bivslau, 1867), and
' Paus. VII. 4. 4. Uelxr die alUslen Ueriihilder (1868). Of course for bcr

* Schol. ApoU. Rhod. I. 187 ; Appiileiiis, Met. 6. 4. ctiltiis, Iwan MuUer's Handbuck (vol. v. part 3) on Gr.

* Ap. Allien. XV'. (i72 a-e. Sakralallerthumer, by Stengel, A. Mwiimsen's Heoriologit

6 Clem. Alex. Pmtr. IV. 40. See infi-a the evidence and Festte Athens, and the older worits, K. Vr. Hermann'*

furnished by the teI•^a-^l)ttas found in our excavations. (ioltesdiensll. Allerlhiimer, and Schiunanii's Gr. Alterlk.,

' Most of the passages relating to Heia and the cnlt of are important. In tlie Argonautic tales Jason it abo

Hera will be found in Iloseher's able monograph on Juno founder of temples of licra : Strabo VI. 1. 1 ; Pant.

und Hera, 1875, and his article in Roschcr's Lexicon, .is well VII. 4. 4.

as an account of tlie literature which deals with the sub- ' I leave it to my friends. Professor Ridgeway and

ject. His work, however, seeni.i somewhat vitiated by his Mr. .1. G. Krazer, to enlai;gi> ui)on the ethnological signif-

tendency to consider Hera above all as a " nioon-goddcss," icancc of this female deity, ns well as to explain further

which, so far as her primitive nature is concerned, is un- the interesting features in the Samian rites, the Itfit

tenable. I would also make special mention of two older yiiioi. by means of the excellent methods of compam-

monographs which enumerate the greater part of the live mythology which Mr. Frazer luis applied to good

liteniture on the subject of her cult, namely, R. Fiirster's purpose.
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indications seen in a careful study of the material now before us point to Hera

among these early peoples, not as the spouse of the supreme King, but as herseK the

Queen,' though she may have had her consort. Had these peojjles dwelling in the

Argolic plain remained in supreme and unbroken possession of the land, and refciined

the sway over it, and had Argolis maintained its hegemony over the Greek peojjles in

historic times, the Heraeum might have become the Olympia of Hellas, and would have

brought the Greek peoples together in the highest form of national federation, as in the

oldest Greek colonies the cultus of the Lacinian Hera at the promontory near Croton

brought all the Greek communities of Magna Graecia together at her festival.'- We
might then have had a Panhellenic Hera as the presiding Hellenic divinity ; and Zeus

might possibly have found his place as Consort to the Queen of the gods.

Of this primitive divinity we can single out several clear characteristics, some of

which the subsequent adaptation to the prevailing theology accentuated or re})ressed.

That Hera was, as we have said, the chief divinity of the peoples who dwelt in the

Argolic plain, and of those who were derived from them, is evident from the simple fact

that her worship remained supreme in this regit)n through all times. She is then the

chief guardian of the city and the citadel, and from this conception must be derived the

epithet Acria, which maintained itself at Argos^ and places which derive their cult

from Argolis.* For as the selection and fortification of such a citadel was one of the

first acts of a community which had come to occupy fixed habitations, so the consecra-

tion to the national divinity would be a necessixry consequence. There can be but little

doubt that Tiryus and Midea had a worship of Hera on their citadels ; though the

importance of these cities and, in consequence, of the worship on their citadels was

desti-oyed at a comparatively early date.

Thus we may suppose that the Argive Hera guarded the land and the life and pros-

perity and presided over the occupations of the people who spread al)out the foot of this

fortified stronghold. The dwellers in the Itttto^otov and iroXvirvpov Argive plain clearly

led a pastoral and agricultural life. The name Euboea ^ given to the hillock upon which

the Heraeum stood clearly points to it as a favorable site for the grazing of cattle, and

the intimate connection with the cow, the sacred herds at the temple," the position

of the white cows in her rites," and perhaps the immediate relation of the /Sowttis

goddess herself to the cow into which she is once changed and with which the myth

of lo is so curiously connected, and finally the transplanting of these associations into

the Hera-cult of other districts, — all this clearly indicates the original life of the early

' C. I. A. 172 KAeiSoCx"* PaaiKiiiSos "Upas. Cf. Find. (VIII. 6. 22), wliicli was ail ancient oraele, .and thus

Nem. i. 59 (39); Horn. Hymn. xii. 1 seq. ; Noiinus, Dinnys. points to a primitive goddess of the land. Liv. XXXII.
viii. 207; Kaibel, Epig. 208. 3; 822 a, 7; Kiukel, Epic. 33; Xen. Hell. IV. 5. 5. Cf. Boucli^-Leclercq, Hist, de

Graec. Fragg. p. 211. la divination dans VAntiq. II. pp. 395 f.

- Aristot. jV/iVaJ. 96 ; Strab. VI. 1. 11 (Kramer); Dion. ^ Pans. II. 17. 1. The whole island of Euboea was

Perieg. 371. sacred to Hera (Apoll. Rhod. iv. 1138), and here, too, the

' Pans. II. 24. 1; Hesych. s. v. hxpla. Cf. Panotka, UfAi yi/u>i takes aii important place. She is especially

' Die Gottlieiten auf Larissa, der Hochburg von Argos,' associated with the monntains Oches and Dirphys. It is

ALh. d. Berl. Akad. 1854, pp. 552-554. It is a notewor- also worthy of note that similar importance is given to

thy fact that the district of the Heraeum was divided into her, and similar rites are found in Boeotia, especially on

Euboea, Acraea, and Prosymna ; Paus. II. 17. the Cithaeron (Eurip. Phoen. 24). Cf. Ceplial. ap. Malal.

* Among these the most important is the one on the p. 45, and Schol. to 24 as well as 1760. Cf. also Pint.

Acropolis of Corinth (Apollod. I. 9. 28; Eurip. Med. ap. Euseb. Pr. Ev. III. 83; Paus. IX. 2, 7; III. 1-9.

1379; Musaeus ap. Schol. Eur. Med. 10; Didymus and ' Arg. Pind. Nem. iii. p. 425 (Boeckh) ; P.alaeiih. 51 ;

Creophylus ap. ScAoi. Eur. A/e(/. 27.3. Another very ancient Herod. I. 31.

sanctuary of Hera Acraea lay between Lech.aeum and Pa- ' Seiu. Again. 364.

gae, |)robably the same as the one mentioned in Strabo
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Fig. 1.— Map ok thk Kkuio.n aiuht tiik Ukrakim.
Enlarged from Steffeii's Karlen I'tm Mykenai (Aijjolis), with additions. IleighU in metres. The recUiigle incloses

an enlarged section of the Ueraeuiu Site as indicated on the Map (see Fig. 'Z).
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Hera-worshipers in the Argive plain. Perhaps also the fact that sacred horses were

kept at Argos for Hera points to the same conclusion.* As to Hera as the protectress of

vegetation, the epithet 'A^vOeia " and the ceremonies connected Avith this aspect of the

divinity, as well as the survivals of ceremonies connected with the hiding of the image

under the \vyo^ at Samos and various customs in the tepos ydixo's— all make her out

as a goddess of vegetation and vernal power.

But besides presiding over the land and the occupation of its inhabitants, Hera guarded

and regulated the social and domestic life of her people. By itself the fact that the

chief divinity of these early peoples was a goddess indicates that the woman and the

mother may have held a dominant position in the family and tribal history of these

communities, and, in the beautiful story of Cleobis and Biton, and the filial piety which

it illustrates, we may see, perhaps, a survival of the supreme position occupied by the

mother in Argive tradition. In the lepos ydfio'; or siicred marriage, which formed a

central feature of the great festival of Hera at Argos and elsewhere,^ her relation to

Zeus appears to reflect a change of classification in Greek theology in the process of

organization to which subsequent ages led, as well as corresponding social changes in

the domestic and tribal life of the Greek nation ; but that side of Hera which makes her

preside over the domestic and family life, as the guardian of women and of marriage,

always remains prominent.

The ceremonies in connection with this tepo^ yayxos * were reproductions of the actual

marriage ceremonies of ancient Greece, in which probably some of the forgotten customs

of a ruder nature-worship of agricultural peoples survived. No doubt the young

affianced couples made dedications at this temple (and hence may have come many of

the votive offerings found in our excavations), as the affianced girl visited the temple

and performed certain functions before the wedding. Hera was thus also the protectress

of maidens.' But it was chiefly to the mother, the child-bearing mother, that Hera ex-

tended her helpful protection ; and this she does as Hera Eileithyia. There is but little

doubt in my mind that, as in the relation of Nike to Athene, so here Eileithyia was Hera

in one of her functions, and only later developed into a separate divinity. Most of her

temples in other parts of Greece and those of Juno in Italy were centres of a worship

where the goddess responded to the prayers and offerings of the women who required

such help ; and thus the Heraeum of Argos, with its baths, formed a kind of special

sanitarium for women in their troubles."

Besides the ceremonies connected with the lepo? ya/io? at the Heraeum, there was a

great public offering of cows, of which perhaps even one hundred were offered iq) at the

chief festival, and those cattle were probably taken from the temple-herds sacred to

Hera.^ The feast was thus called e/card/x^aia.*

1 Diodor. IV. 15. ° Cf. what I have said in the preliminary publication

2 Pans. II. 22. 1; cf. Pollux IV. 78, Cometas Anlhol. {Excavations of' the American School of Athens at the He-

Gr. ix. 586. rainn of Argos, 1892), p. 20, and note the terra-eotta, PI.

* Herniione, Attica, Boeotia, Cithaeron (the Daidala), viii. No. 19, as well as No. 8, which corresponds to an-

Euboea, Sanios, Lesbos, Cyme, Cuossus, etc. other holding the bow as an attribute of Hera Eileithyia

* For the numerous passages on this subject we can — the latter dating from about B. c. 500.

best refer to R. Fiirster, Die Hochzeit des Zeus und der ' Pind. Nem. x. 22, SovBvaiav "Hpov ; Partlien. Narr.

Hera, cited above, and Roscher, Lex. I. pp. 298 ff. 13 ; Eurip. Electr. 172 seq. ; Sen. A gam. 364.

5 A very curious and significant feature of the myth ^ C. I. G. 1515 a, 1. 10, b, 1. 8, 1715 ; Schol. Pind.

is that she herself, after bathing in the fountain Canatlius 01. vii. 152 ; cf . also the customs at tlie Olympian He-

at Nauplia every year, became a virgin (Pans. II. 38. 2; raeum and the prize of olive wreath and part of the victim

Schol. Pind. 01. vi. 149), and that as TiapSfvos she protects sacrificed to the maiden runners (Paus. V. 16 and 17).

maidens.
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Another great feature of the chief festival at the Argive Heraeum were the^games,

wliiili, from the nature of the prizes olt'ered, were called dcTTri? iv "Apyeu or i^ "Apyov;

dcnri? ' or ;(aX/ceo? dyaivj' a name sometimes given to the whole festival. The prize

to the victors in these contests consisted of a bronze shield or some other object in bronze

and a myrtle wreath.^ This may in part account f(»r the numerous objects in bronze

found on this site during our excavations/ The games were supposed to have been

founded by Lynceus or Archinus,'' and in historical times took place in the stiidium of

Argos." Then followed a great Trofiirrj^ or procession in which were armed youths,

maidens, etc., reminding us of the main features of the Panathenaic procession. In the

times of the supremacy of the city of Argos this procession probably traversed the Avliole

distaiu;e from the stadium of Argos to the Heraeum, a feature which no doubt Avas intro-

duced when the chief care of the Heraeum was transferred to Argos from Tiryus and

Mycenae.

TOPOGRAPHY.

To appreciate the historical relation wliich the Heraeum bore to the three great cen-

tres of early Greek history in the Argolid we must consider the topography of the

temple precinct (Figs. 1-4).**

Pausanias" tells us that the Heraeum is fifteen stadia from Mycenae. Stralx),'" on

the other hand, says that the Heraeum was forty stiidia from Ar^s and ten from

Mycenae. Both authors underestimate the distance from Mycenae, which is about

twenty-five stcidia, or a little more than three miles ; while the distance from Argos is

forty-live stadia, or a little more than five miles. The distance from the Heraeum to the

site of the ancient Midea is slightly greater than to Mycenae, Avhile that from the

Heraeum to Tiryns is about six miles, i. e. slightly greater than to Argos.

Were we to judge merely from actual distance, the Heraeum would thus be most closely

associated with Mycenae. We must, moreover, note that both Pausanias and Strabo

appear to associate the Heraeum only with Mycenae and Argos. The closer association

with Mycenae implied in the notice of Pausanias is to be ascribed simply to the fact that

his journey naturally took him from Mycenae to the Heraeum. Strabo, on the other

hand, makes Argos his centre ; and while he recognizes the priority of Mycenae in the

» C. I. G. 2.'54
; 10G8.

2 Piiid. Nem. x. 22 ; Ilesych. s. v.

» Kiiibel, Epiijr. 846.

* An epigram on the base of a statue erected to King

Nicocreon of Cyprus lueiitioiis as the cause of erecting

tlie statue the sending by him of bronze "Hpai tv els fponv

ir€'(U'''o[i' it]9\a veois, Le Bas-Foucart, Pelop. 122 ; Iloscher,

Lex. I. p. 2077.
'" Ilyg. Fab. 275, 170 ; Schol. Pind. 01. vii. 152.

« Pans. II. 24. 2.

' Aen. Tact. 1. 17, Eurip. El. 172 ; Dion. Hal. I. 21.

' The chief passages in ancient authors on this sub-

ject are Pausan. II. 15 ff., and Strabo VIII. 6.

The cliicf modern books on the topograpliy are tliese :

Steffen, Karlen von Mykenai, Berlin, 1884, and pp. 39-42;

Bnrsiau, Gengraphie von Griechenland, II. pp. 47 secj. with

map of the Heraeum (Tapei); W. Vischer, Erinnerungen

und Eindriicke aus Griechenland, pp. 310, 317, and the ex-

cellent short account in Frazer's Pausanias, III. pp. 165-

181. For earlier books cf. Leake, Peloponnesiaca, pp. 258-

264 ; Murf'.s Journal, II. pp. 177-182 ; Curtius, Der Pelo-

ponnex, II. pp. 390-400, 509 ff. ; W. G. Clark, Pelopon-

nesus, pp. 81 ft'.

° Tlie passage in Pausanias, so far as it relates to the

topography runs (II. 17. 1 and 2): MvKTtvavSi fi/apiartpS

ffeVre atrtxfi Kal SeVo ffrdSLa rh 'HpaTov. pel 5e Kara t^v ohhv v^tep

''E.KivQtpiov KaKovfievoy ' xp^i/rat Si avTi^ vphs Ka6tip(ria al irtpi

rh Uphi/ Kal Twv dvaiwv 4s ras airopp-fiTovs- avrh Se rh lfp6v 4(Ttiv

iv x^'^f^^^^'^^Py "^"S Y.u^oias. rh yap 5?; vpos tovtq ovop-a^ovaw

Y.fj^oiav, \4yovTis 'Affrtplwyt yfvfffBat r(fj irora/jL^ Ouyarepas

KCffotav Kal TlpStrvf^'mv Kal 'A.Kpaiav, (Ifal 5e rpoipovs t^s "Hpas •

Kal awu AHpaias ri) upos KaKovat Th aTrayriKpu tov 'Hpaiov, avh

Se Eu^oias oaoi/ v^pi ri Uphf, Tlpoirvfivav 5e t^v unb rh 'Hpa'aif

X<opap. d 5e 'AffTipiwv ovtos pfoiv virip rh '\ipatov is (papayya

fffTTiTTTuiv wpavi^erat.

"* The passages in Strabo are (VIII. 0. 2. 368) : airh Si

Tov'^Apyovs els rh 'Hpaiop TftrtrepaKovTa, evSev 8e fls MvK'ffyas

Sfxa, and (VIII. 6. 10. 372) rrf re 'Apyos Kal ras NvKwas,

Kal rh 'Hpatoi/ tJvai Koii/hv Uphp rh trphs Ta?s MvK'qvats afi<l)olv,

K. r. \.



TOPOdUAPHY II

pliiiise TO TTpo? Ttti? MvKrjuai';, in other reKpwrtH, when (h-alinj; with the hiMtory of thvm
two centres of early history, lie reverts to ArgoH as tlie luMtoriciil protiiRoniHt aind itrnurtii

the historical iniportaiice of Tiryns and Midea.

We can understiind then (see Notk A) why we find no nientitin in StralMi of the rela-

tion which the IIera(;uni holds to Tiryns. The importance of this remark will hecome

Fig. 3.— TllK AKHIVK 1'LAIN with THK SKCOND TkMPLK in THK KOKKliKUCND.

Argos and Larisa are at the upper right-hand corner, the Naupliau Gulf at the left.

clearer when we come to the history of the Heraeum and consider the archaeoloirical

evidence which the excavations have yielded. But it is well to sjiy at once, what will

require and receive fuller confirmation as we proceed, that three main periods are dis-

tinguishable in the histoiy of the Heraeum : the first, the period of its construction,

and its connection with Tiryns ; the second, the Mycenaean period ; and the tliird, that

in which the Heraeum is directly under the influence of the city of Argos.

Though nearer in space to Mycenae and to Argos than to Tiryns and Midea, the

Heraeum is not so as regards natural connections. It is most improbable that the site

of the Heraeum would have been chosen as that of the sanctuary by the inhabitants of

either Mycenae or the city of Argos. For, as regards Mycenae, far up in a moun-

tainous corner at the northeast extremity of the Argive plain, it is not visible from the

Heraeum, nor could the Mycenaeans see their sjinctuary from their citsidel. And as

regards the city of Argos, the Heraeum is separated from it by the Inachus, which is at

times unfordable, and the two have, in so far, no immediate connection. The Inachus

divides the plain into halves, and, as we shall see, this division is recognized by the early

traditions of the Argive region. The district on the western bank is well definetl, and

completely connnanded by the heights which terminate in the Larisji or citiidel of the

city of Argos, jutting out into the centre of this part of the pLiin. The wider eastern
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half occupies the greater part, and while it directly overlooks the sea, the best means

of protectmg the plain were found in the fortresses built on elevations somewhat farther

inland, namely, at Tiryns and Midea. Furthermore, the marshy nature of the soil close

by the sea naturally led the inhabitants in the northerly direction inland. We thus have

a well-defined broad plain, bounded on the south by the sea, on the west by the Inachus,

on the east and north by the Arachnaean group of hills, and on the north by the

Euboean group. This northern hill projects, moreover, in a southerly direction into

the plain in a similar manner to that in which the Lycone-Larisa hills project in an east-

erly direction into the western portion of the Argive plain. The Heraeum is thus the

fittest northern ending to the district commanded by Tiryns and Midea, and is really

most accessible from Tiryns, as the plain is comparatively level from the foot of Euboea

to Tiryns itself. Mycenae behind its hills is a kind of " after-thought," built i]i this

northernmost corner for special reasons of inland defense, and the earliest traditions,

as we shall see, when subdividing the regions of the Argive country, do not know even

Fig. 4. — Argive Vlain with excavated remains of the Old Temple in the foregkound.

Argos and Larisa are near the upper left-hand corner.

its name. But as the visitor approached from the south, the sanctuary of the

Heraeum in its commanding position could be seen from every point. And as the

visitor stands upon its platforms, the most entrancing survey of the whole plain lies

before him (see Note B).

According to Pavisanias the Heraeum stood " on one of the lower slopes of Euboea."

The term Euboea did not designate the eminence upon which the Heraeum is placed, or
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Fig. 6.— View of Mount Kuboea, with South Stoa in the roRKoKouNn.

The foundations of the Second Temple rise above tlie South Ston, and above these the Cyclopean supporting

wall of the Old Temple.

only the mountain-top behind the Heraeum; but, as Pausanias distinctlv indicateH, the

group of foothills and the hilly district adjoining the mountiiin. When once we admit

that Euboea designated not only the hill immediately behuul (to the northeast of) the He-

raeum (Fig. 5) which is 532 metres high, but also the hilly district adjoining it, the gen-

eral scale of distance on which we identify the sites mentioned by Pausanias must grow

larger. He divides the territory of the Heraeum ' into three parts, viz., Euboea, Acraea,

and Prosymna. Two of these (Euboea and Acraea) are manifestly moiuitainous distrietM

;

the other designates the plain. We shoidd thus follow Steffen in his identification of

Euboea (see Fig. 1), which, even among the modern inhabitiints, has the name of

Evvia, while we should see Acraea, lying " opposite the Heraeum," opposite Euboea to

the east, in the mountiiin now called Elias Berbatiotikos. While it is difficult to define

the extent of each hill-country, it is still more difficidt to fix the bounds of the low-

lying land Prosymna, which Pausanias defines as " the district below tlie Heraeum." I

am incHned to believe that this part of the " sjicred domain," which, though Iwlow the

hill-land of the Heraeum, was, relatively to the plain, nearer Tiryns an<i the banks of

the Inachus, " lofty and green " as Statins calls it,-' was of considerable extent. The

passages in Strabo* {ravrr) [MiSea] S'o/ao/3os Upocrvfiva) and Stephanus of Byzantium

' The land belonging to the sanctuary, the glebe land,

must liave extended far beyond the ri/ttyos itself, as is

already suggested by the fact that from the sacred lierds

probably one hundred head were sacrificed at the festival

alone. In the passages qviotcd below from Statins, the poet

is clearly speaking of large and wide tracts and subdivi-

sions of points on the whole Argive plain : Larisa, Iverna,

Prosymna, Midea,— and thus evidently implies a larg^

tract of grazing land under Prosymna. So too in Ihv

passage quoted from Stephanus Byz., his definition of

irfMo-v^Kuat as i ati(V<f>. shows that a habitable district i*

meant. Cf. the curious epithet rpoviiur^ of Deniet«r at

Lerna. Pans. II. 37. 1.

-• Theh. i. 383; iii. 325; iv. 44.

» VIII. 6. 11. 373.
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{Up6(rvfj.pa, fiolpa tov "Apyous) ^ might lead one to believe that it bordered to the south

on the territory of Midea, and to the west on the territory of the city of Argos. It

would thus perhaps have included the site of such modern villages as Chonica, Anyphi,

and Pasia. But it is uncertain whether we have any right to include the passage from

Strabo as applying to the Prosymna of our Heraeum. The passage in Strabo, as it now

stands, tells us that Prosymna was near Midea, and also contained a temple of Hera.^

And though the coins of Midea have on the reverse a head of Hera Argeia,^ and that

place possibly may have had a small Hera temple of its own, it would be a curious

coincidence if it also had a district bordering on the Heraeum to which the same name

was given as to that of the adjoining Heraeum territory ; still, the Greek of the passage

in Strabo, which, moreover, mentions the Upov (and he has been speaking of the Heraeum

but a page befiu-e this) without the article, points to a separate temjde and a separate

Prosymna. In the time of Stephanus, we must remember (see above) that the term

Argos might well have been used to include the great sanctuary of that city, namely, the

Heraeum.

Pausanias begins his description of the Heraeum by telling us that " beside the road

flows a water which is called the Water of Freedom (Eleutherion)." And he subse-

quently informs us that " the Asterion [he calls it a river, iT0Taix6<;, a few lines before]

Fig. G. — Site of IIerakum fuom tiik East.

The East Revina in the ininiediate foreground ; beyond it the three terraces : the Old Temple,

the Second Temple, and the South Stoa.

flowing above the Heraeum falls into a gully and disappears." Early travelers and topo-

graphers like Mure,* whose whole scale of identification was smaller, saw the Asterion

in the Glykia stream which descends from the mountain behind the Heraeum, and

loses itself in the gully or Revma to the southeast of the tem})le rock ; while the Eleu-

therion would be the present Revma-tou-Kastrou bordering the rock on the northeast.

This view was held also by us when we began our work at the Heraeum.'^ But Cai)tain

Steffen's" convincing arguments in favor of his new identification of this river have

1 Steph. Byz. ,s. v. irpSauixva.

^ Speaking of Midea he continues: toiSttj S'ifiopoi Up6-

trv/j-va [kuI] oStt; Uphv (xovaa'Hpas. Unfortunately there

are nine or ten letters missing in one MS. between irpoav

and aSri). Kramer's note says : sed iwa modo sec. m.

restituit : inde /tal om. cgh. Videtur autem scriptuni

fuisse Tlp6i7vfivd (crri, Kal aVrt] K. t. \. — Kal—"Hpas om. B
(sed sec. m. in marg. add.) I. Whatever is done, the

aSrti, and the omission of the article before I't/joV, point to

a second temple.

' Head, Historia Niimor. p. 370.

< Journal, II. p. 180.

•' Cf. C. L. Brownson, Amer. Joum. Arch. VIII. (1893),

p. 206.

« L. c. pp. 40 ff.
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coiiiiiuiiKled acceptunee. He i<lt)ntifie8 the AHUjrion with " the river which ri«e* uiiiuiig

the niountiiiiiH to the iiurtheaHt uf Mycenae, Howh (h)Wii to tlie eaitterii tiaiikM of the

Prophet EHus inoimtiiiii and Euhoea, and then, after tmverMin); tJie narrow glen of

the Kli.siira, enters the Ari^olic jtlain ahout two and a half niilen to the wiutheut of the

IleraeiiMi. Many Hniall triitutjiries dcHcend to it from the hIo)m*m of Mount RuInmm and

Acraea, the two mountjiinH which were mythically reprettenteil nn the <hiU(rht4*rM of the

river. PausaniaH's utitttMnent that the AsttM-ion (liHap|R*ared in a }^dly applies well to the

river in (pie.stion, the water of which, ahout a «piarter of a mile mnitli of itH entmiico

i'lii. 7. — Site of the Hkkai-im kkom the Southwest.

Tlie Revraa-tuu-Kastruu in immediate foregroiiiiil ; l>cyoii(l, the siiccessiuii «if tirmcea. 'Hie ntnicr

of the Southwest Stoa shows in the foreground ; above it, in the middle, the West Itiiihiini;.

into the narrow Klisura glen, vanishes wholly among the shingle and houldeni of its

nigoed bed." ' So soon as we interpret Euboea, Acraeji, and Prosymna an larger heights

and districts, and not merely as the immediate border-lines of the temple itself, and

remember that Asterion was considered the father of the three localities personified, we

cannot identify him with the small Glykia stream (smaller than the one on the north-

west), but must seek him in one of the larger rivers of the whole Argive district. When
Pausanias, moreover, mentions Inachus, Cephisus, and Asterion a.s the arbitrators in the

legend of the strife between Poseidon and Hera,^ this river must be on a scale with

the other two. (Cf. Figs. 6, 7.)

The same claim for size does not hold good for the Eleutherion. Pausitnias at once

indicates the difference in speaking of the Asterion as Trora/io?, while the other, Eleu-

therion, he calls vScjp. We must first examine the passage itself, is given by

Pausjinias,'^ and see how it defines the exact position and the nature of the Eleutherion.

A good deal will depend upon how we translate the phrase Kara Tr/v oSni'. As Pausa-

nias has just left Mycenae, and speaks of the distance between it and the Heraeuni, it

is but natural that his next remark, in which he mentions the road, is made as if from

the road. The usual translation of the phrase in question would be " beside or «lown

by the road flows," etc. In this case the Eleutherion would be identified with the

Revma-toii-Kastrou running round the northern side of the Heraeum, and imnie<li;itely

below its western peribolus towards the south of the jjlain.

> Frazer, Pausanias, vol. III. p. 181. '^ Paus. II. 15. 6. P;ius. /. c.
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Those who would look for the Eleutlieiion on the road to Mycenae at some distance

from the Heraeum may well point to the phrase avrb 8e to lepov, which immediately

follows Pausanias's words on the Eleutherion, and which, marking this phrase as the

opening of the description of the temple itself, imphes that in the passage preceding

it the writer is not yet supposed to have arrived at the sanctuary. Captain Stett'en

'

thus supports the view, first expressed by Lolling, that the Eleutherion is to be found

in a well which flows to the present day near the Panagia chapel, near the road which

leads from Mycenae to the Heraeum, and about three quarters of a mile from the latter.

He points out, further, that the form of the name (Eleutherion) is not suited to the

designation of a stream. We at once raise the question, " Why, then, did Pausanias

not use the term Kpyjvr), which was used for the Eleutherion drinking-fountain by

Hesycliius and Eustathius ? " " The answer may be that he is here referring to baths,

while the others refer to drinking-fountains ; and that both baths and drinking-foun-

tains were supplied by the water in the stream. But StefEen would answer this by

maintaining the fact that the stream in question was dry for the greater part of the

year, and thus would not yield water. On the other hand, the well near the Panagia

chapel " on the road " is a branch of the stream which is fed by a basin from which the

shepherds now take their water. This again is supplied by a well with fine old masonry,

a little higher up, about which are grouped ruins of very ancient dwelling-houses. Stelfen

surmises that these dwelling's belonjjed to the Heraeum and served for the attendants of

the temple as well as for the freed slaves Avho drank from the well, of which the special

name was Cynadra. In support of this view we might urge that during our excavations

we were forced to get our supply of drinking-water from a distance, and, finding the

water of this very Panagia well purer and cooler than that of the well in the village

of Chonica, the continuous journeys of the donkeys with water-barrels along the

Mycenae " road " formed one of the many picturesque scenes which lent a peculiar

charm to our day's work. Furthermore, if in identifying the landmarks given by

Pausanias, we arrange our topography on the large scale which we have adopted as

regards Euboea, Acraea, Prosymna, and Asterion, then the Panagia well and stream, on

the very slopes of Euboea, would come within the domain of the sanctuary, and would

not appear too far removed from the temple.

But, on the other hand, we must recall the definite statement of Pausanias,— which,

considering the paucity of his remarks on the great sanctuary, and the numerous remains

and interesting works and records before him, throws this fact into the strongest

relief,— " that the women who minister at the sanctuary employ it (the water of Eleu-

therion) for purifications and for secret sacrifices." Now it seems to me hard to believe,

when we consider the integral part which this water played in the important, nay essen-

tial, functions of the temple, in the rites and ceremonies, by the very nature of the cult,

that we must look for it over a hilly path three quarters of a mile from the sanctuary

itself.^ And this doubt is greatly confirmed— nay, becomes almost insurmountable

— when Ave consider the elaborate system of water-works which our excavations have

so clearly laid bare withm the sanctuary itself, and which are manifestly in innnediate

relation to the Revma-tou-Kastrou. We have here not only cisterns and aqueducts, but

also baths and drinking-fountains, and they form a marked feature of the whole site.

> Op. cit. pp. 41 and 42. tion we often experienced at the delay of donkeys and

2 See below, p. 18. chatting agoyats in bringing the water over this rough

^ Especially when I recall the inumtience and irrita- and hilly path from snch a distance.
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Indeed, I believe that the exteiinive euily-Greek .Siuthwent fiUm (the largmt building on
the site), the Ilomun liouse on the west, and the bath and weII-hoii«, on the went >idf iif

the North Htca, and peihaps n\m the Went lU\U\\ng, were in more or k-^ din^t connec-
tion with tliese water-works, tlie <en.in.,i,i,.8 to whi.I, tliey niiniHtertHi, and the ehanM-t«r
of quasi health-resort which the sanetiuiry niiist have had.

Cisterns are scattered al)out the sjinctimry, all, however, in the direction of the bed
of the stream. With the exception of the more o|)en cistern nuirkeil A, Ut the wi?i.t of
the Old Temple, they are cave-like, or in the forms of rock-«-ut tombs.' Amon^ thc^
the cross-shaped one, mentioned by earlier travelers, below the West HuildinffCVII)
and the northeast end of the I^,wer Stoa (X), is closest to the a.tual U-mple bnildinjfH.
Immediately beside this is the semicircular basin cut into the r(M.-k * ui whi«di a Htrigil wan
f(. .111(1, and which was probably a bath adjoininjr the cistern. Another r.K-k-fut ciHt<-ni
ruiiuiiijr far into tiie liillside is below the northwest sloi)e of the Hemenm hill toward*
the bed of the stream, and seems to have been fed by the overH<.w from the river. For
although, as is the ease even with the Inachiis and most rivers of Greece, the l>e<l of the
stream is j-cmually dry, after rains the stream swells to a very torrent and overflows itn

banks.' Still more clearly do we realize this intimatt? connection of the temple with the
stream when we consider the underjjround cisterns, bath-like chambers cut int<. tJie rock,
and rock-cut aqueducts, on the river bank about two hundred yards to the mmthwest
of the temple, at whidi Mr. Brownson * and Mr. Fox excavated with untirinjf energy.
Here, also, we find a subterranean conduit (Fig. 8) cut into the solid rock, with three
" avenues leading, one toward the plain

and town of Argos, the second back

toward the temple, the third at right

angles to the direction of the other two,

or about southeast." The second and
third lead back into the bed of the

river, and were thus evidently feeders for

the main channel of the waters in the

stream. The first runs back, however,

at least 13.70 m. towards the temple, and

was followed by Mr. Brownson and Mr.

Fox with their gang of " miners " for

34.70 m. in the direction of Arjros.

This hard work was not carried farther.

Mr. Brownson suggests that this might

have been connected with a system of

irrigation for the plain. There is another

possibility to which we shall return pre-

sently. Meanwhile I must at once re-

mark that this rock-cut watercourse reminds us of that discovered by Diirpfeld ut

Athens in connection with the identificjition of the Enneacrunus, and I shall have to

point to other resemblances between the waters of Eleutherion and those of Enneaoru-

FiG. 8. — Ma.v-iiolk a.nd rock-ci.t CoxDcrr at
STRKAM-BED OF ReVMA-TOI'-KaSTROC.

' We at first considered them sueli. They were prob-

ably used as dwellings or churches in Byzantine times.

' K ill Mr. Fox's plan of the excavations of 1892. See

Twelfth Annual Report of the Arch. Inst, of America, 1894.

See also Waldstein, Excavations of the Am^can School of

Athens at the Heraion of Argon, 1892, p. 4; cf. altu lituwD-

8on, /. c. pp. 210, 211.

» Cf. C. L. Brownson, /. c. p. 206.

* L. c. pp. 211 ff.
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nus. Besides these water-works immediately connected with the stream, there was an

elaborate well-house and bath with chambers on the southwest corner of the second 2)lat-

form, abutting- on the North Stoa (II). Adjoining this well-house, which no doubt

contiiined water for drinking- and sacrificial purjjoses, we recognized a bath ^ in a flat,

cemented square with a channel for the off-flow of water, found during the first year of

our work. A channel of terra-cotta jjipes ran from this well-house, between the north

side of the Second Temple and the North Stoa towards the northeast end of the temple.

It is probable that the sacred water was thus conducted to the east platform to be used

in the sacrifices and ceremonies which took place before the temple.

Enough has been said to show how elaborate and important were these water-works

within the temple precinct, and that they bear some immediate relation to the stream

— these facts all being in favor of the identification of the latter with the Eleutherion

mentioned by Pausanias. It is possible that the waters of the stream, stored in these

cisterns, were fed also by some other watercourses belonging to its immediate system,"

but the stream itself would be the centre and bear the name ; and so this name could

not be given to the Panagia well.

Mr. Frazer^ strives to reconcile the two conflicting views by suggesting that possibly

the waters from the Panagia well may have been conveyed in the rock-cut aqueduct

to the temple. But even if the direction of our aqueducts did not contradict this, it

would not solve the difficulty. For the name Eleutherion, if given to the water drunk

at the Heraeum and led in the conduits by the stream-bed " which flows by the road,"

Avould have to ajjjjly not to this transported water but to the stream itself, or to the

distjint well.*

The puzzling question is further complicated by the passages in Eustathius" and

Hesychius," according to whom this water of freedom came from a well called Cynadra

at Argos, of which the slaves drank on being freed. Not much weight need be given

to the term Argos as used loosely by these late writers. Still, if their evidence stands,

it seems to me worth suggesting that the rock-hewn aqueduct discovered by us leading

in the direction of Argos may have taken the sacred water from the sanctuary to the

market-place of Argos, and have been there used in the ceremony of freeing slaves.

The water of Eleutherion was thus used primarily by the priestesses for the immediate

ceremonies of their own cult, and secondarily in the ceremony of freeing- slaves. It is

worth considering for a moment whether there may not be some inner connection be-

tween these two uses.

This old lustral ceremony of the temple of Argive Hera reappears in other cults. At

the temple of Artemis Triclaria at Patrae it is connected with the offering which took the

place of human sacrifice and with the beautiful story of Comaetho and Melanippus.'

There it is the river Amilichus, "the stream," in the waters of which the children must

' See first Report and Excavations, I. c. neighborhood. For a well there might be iniiiiediately

^ I was told by some workmen that there was a vriii connected with the stream — or perhaps there may have

and walled well in the gully immediately to the north- been one which is now dried up.

west of the Heraeum and belonging to this system, and ' Pausanias, vol. III. p. 181.

once set out to hunt for it but without success. Owing to the ^ See also Mr. Frazer's i)ertinent criticism (Paiwonjos,

multifaiious and continuous tasks before me, necessarily vol. III. p. 180) of Wilamowitz-MoIIendorff's sugges-

eonnected with the work of directing such excavations, tions in Hermes, XIX. (1884), pp. 463-465.

and to the impossibility of realizing at the time how impor- ^ Eustathius, VIII. 408.

taut each smallest point may become, I did not sift this ° Hesjch. s. v.

question to the bottom. I hope some member of the ' Pans. VII. 19-20, 2.

American School will some day again explore the whole
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hatlie. At Lehadea it w the river Ilercyiia ' in wlios© watern lie who winhed Ut wjiihuU
thi! oracle of Trophonius had to hatlic, " whih; ohnervinjr strict rul«» of purity ami not
hathiiij-- in warm water."- At the tenipli- of the Cranaean Athi-na ni'ar KLiti'a tin- Ix.y

priest " acts as priest for five years, (hirinj? whicrh \u- Io(1^«>h with tlic jjoildeiiti aiid hnthe*
in tuhs after the ancient fashion."^

Now, all these ceremonies point to very ancient custonw. At tlie Hcnu>uin no doiiht

thes(! were connected with the sii(re<I and " secret HacriKc-eH " of the u/)6? ydfioK, the

type of actual niarria<fe ceremo-

nies. It is well to remend)er the

important part which the hath

played in the wedding- of the an-

cients.' For this special water

was used." The Xovrpov vviJL(f>iK6i>

was ttiken at Athens from the well

Callirrhoi!, made over hy Pisistra-

tus into the Enneacrunus ;
'' at

Thehes the water was taken from

the Ismenus;' at Troy from the

Scamander.*

This lustral use of the water in

connection with marriajj^e would

precede its use as a part of the

ceremony of emancipation, which

already presupposes a th()rou<>hly

developed and complicated civic

organization ; but we can under-

stiind that the Eleutherion water, when used for nuptial ceremonies at Argos, miglit lie

used also in the emancipation of slaves, and that" drinkinj^ the water of freedom " niijjlit

become a proverbial phrase for being freed. Strange as it may appear to Jis, the act of

marriage to the ancient Greek, especially to the Greek maiden, kept in the strict se<-ln-

sion of her napOeutou, the step which made her yafierrj or even a naWamj, was one of

comparative freedom and emancipation.*

While the balance in the weight of evidence thus appears to us to incline towanls the

identification of the Revm<a-tou-Kastrou with the ancient Eleutherion, the argument« in

favor of the Panagia well appear to us still to be very strong, and we can therefore not

speak with anything approaching to certainty on this point of topography.

Flo. U. — Dkum a.ni> Catitai, mi<»m .Sm:o!«d 'Vvjivw-, am

FOUND BKIIl.ND TUB SOUTH iJTOA.

> Piiiis. IX. 39, 2-7.

^ It is perhaps wortli noting that the older city of I^e-

badea " originally stood on high ground, and w.is named

Midea," bearing the same name as the high ancient city

in the Argive plain.

» P.1US. X. »t, 8.

* I cannot enter here into the interesting question of

the Kourpoip6pos.

' Cf. Lasaulx, ' Znr Gesehichto nnd Philos. der Ehe

bei den Grieelien,' Abh. tl. k-. Bayr. Akud. IS")!, phil. cl.

VII. Abth. 1, p. 73; cf. lieckcr, Charikien, III. j). .«)().

" Aristoph. LysiMr. 378; Tliiicyd. II. 15; Poll. III. 43;

— Harpocrat. s. hovrpixpipos.

' Kiirip. Phoen. 347.

« Athen. X. 680.

* The psissages quoted by Athenaeiis, III., 12.% from

Antiphanes or Alexis, in which a wjinan »«y« : " nwy

I never drink of the water of freedom, if," etc., i« prob-

ably said by a slave-woman u meauing " may I ncTer be

freed." But it is just conceivable that tbey might bare

been used by a girl as meaning " may I never find a hus-

band." For other passages referring to this use of tlie

term Eleutherion see Ca.saubon on the aliove paasage of

Atlieuaens. Attention may be drawn aha to the fact

that by the end of the fourth century B. c. it was eiutom-

ary for frecil slaves at Athens to dedicate to Athene silver

saucers which wen- known by the name of fiiAai HtKtvttpt-

Kii. Cf. e.g.C. I 4. II. 2. 720.
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Pausanias, having fixed the general topography of the Heraeum, proceeds to describe

the site, and what lie considered the objects of chief interest there. . He begins with the

temple which he saw before him in perfect condition in his own day, and tells us that

" they say that the architect of the temple was Eupolemus, an Argive." This Argive

architect is otherwise unknown to us. The foundations of this temple (the Second

Temple), which was built immediately after the burning of the Old Temple in 423 B. c,

were laid completely bare by us after previous excavatcn-s had made shallow cuttings

at the east, north, and south sides. A sufficient number of architectural details (cf. Fig. 9)

were discovered to enable Mr. Tilton to draw not only ground-plans, but also elevations

of this important and beautiful building.' The temple, as far as the south, southwest,

and southeast sides are concerned, was constructed on elaborate foundations of limestone,

rising, at the southwest corner, to a height of about three metres. The rock on which

the temple stood was cut and leveled, especially on the north side and in the interior,

while the remaining inequalities of the rocky summit of this " platform " were removed

by elal)orate filling up with dry rubl)ish, similar to the procedure on the Acropolis of

Athens in Cimonian times. Before the Second Temple Avas built, this rocky platform

must have been used from the earliest times."

Pausanias then describes, in the following terms, the sculptures which decorated the

temple :
^ " The sculptures over the columns represent, some the birth of Zeus and the

battle of gods and giants, others the Trojan war and the taking of Ilium." These sculp-

tiu'es, of which many interesting fragments have been found, will be dealt with at length

in the special chapter on Sculpture. But we may say here that the expression virep tov^

KLova<; refers not only to the metopes, of which there were sixty-two in the temple,

but also to the pediments, from the sculptures of which iuidoid)ted fragments have been

discovered by us. We hope to prove, also, that the sculptured decorations of the temple

illustrate Polycleitan art at its best.

Having described the outside of the temple, and standing at its east end, or entrance,

Pausanias continues :
" Before the entrance stand statues of women Avho have been

priestesses of Hera, and statues of heroes," etc.* Some of the bases for such stiitues

have been found in our excavations to the northeast of the Second Temple (see Fig-

ures 2 and 10). It is important to note that there are no traces of such statues at

the west side of the temple, where, moreover, the nature of the space would not have

admitted of their erection. This fact alone would contradict the assumption that

1 See chapter on Arcliiteetiire (pp. 117 ff.). < Cf. also Pans. III. 5, G ;Thucyd. IV. 133; Aniob. VI.

'' One or more large altars doubtless stood on tlie 23 ed. Ileiff. p. 207. Such statues were certainly placed

site later occupied by the Second Temple. Some vestiges there before the middle of the fifth century B. C, and

of these altars may remain in the rough masonry within probably much earlier; for Clirysei's had been priestess

the foundations of the temple, while the so-called black for forty-eight years at the beginning of the Peloponne-

layers of soil, to which reference will be made below, sian War (Thucyd. II. 2). Moreover, as Curtius (Ges.

though almost continuous round and below the founda- AJihandl. I. 44) has drawn attention to the fact that the

tious of the temple from east to west on the south side, Argives did not remove the statue of Clirysei's in spite of

were thicker and richer in finds at certain points or " pock- the destruction of the temple through her negligence,

ets," and must, as at Olynipia, have marked the locality such statues of priestesses must have been erected during

of an ancient altar. The slight remains of the rudest the lifetime of the priestesses: Hitzig-Bliimner, Pau-

form of early walls, to my mind antedating the Cyclopean sanias, I. 2, p. 5C8. Similar statues are mentioned by

wall of the upper terrace, to be seen on the bed-rock on Pausanias at Ilermione (II. 35, 8) and in Cynneia in Achaia

tlie southernmost slope and to the west of this temple (VII. 25, 7), and were probably placed before the temple

platform, also confirm the earlier use to which this part of Asclepius at Epidaurus. See Cavvadias, Foulllex d'

of the Heraeum precinct was put before the building of EpUlaure ; Frazer, Pausanias, III. pp. 182 f
.
; Hitzig-

the Second Temple. BlUmner, I. 2, p. 5C5.

' I give throughout Mr. Frazer's translation.
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such sfcitucH existed at the west end, even if PauHiiniuH did nut distinctly limit them U>
the east end.

Now, enteiin<>- the temple, Pausiinias says : "In the fore-temple are ancient inuijfeH of
the Graces on the U-ft, and on tiie right is a c(nuh of Ileni, and a votive offerinjr .onhiHt-

ing of the shield whi(;h Menelaus once took from Kiiplntrhus at Ilium." He then entern the
j/ao? j)roper, and is there at once confronted hy the great gold and iv(»ry inwge of Hera
hy PolycleitiiH, the culminating work of art of the whole wmctmiry, «if the whole Argive
district, nay, with the Olympian Zeus an<l the Athene Parthenos of Phidiiin.of the whole
of ancient Greece. For we must never forget that ancient authorities use terms of pniim!

with regard to this work (upon which the fame of Polycleitus to a great extent n-stwl)

which correspond to those ap[)lied to the great works of Phidias,' and that one authority,

Straho,- calls it " the most beautiful work of all.? Though colossal in dimensions the

Via. 10. — Foundations of the Second Templk, showing statuk-uasks at tiik kaiitkun i..m».

st^itue of Ilera was not so large as either the Zeus or the Athena of Phidias. Acconl-

ing to Mr. Tilton ' the totjil height of the image, including the hnm^ and the top of the

throne, was about eight metres, the seated figiu-e of the goddess alone about 5.50 metres.

Pausanias describes it as follows :
—

" The statue of Hera is seated on a throne, and is of colossal size : it is made of jjold anil ivory,

and is a work of Polycleitus. On lier head is a erowu witli the Graces and Seasons wrought on it

in relief : in one hand she carries a pomegranate, in the other a sceptre. The story aliout the

pomegranate I shall omit as it is of a somewhat mystic nature ; but the cuckoo jn'rchetl on

the sceptre is explained by a story that when Zeus was in love with the maiden Hera he changed

' Seo Overbeck, Schrifiquellen, pp. KMJ and 167. Liician

(^Somn. 8), while referring to the four greatest artists

(Phidiius, Polycleitus, Praxiteles, and Myron), singles out

two works— the Zeus of Phidias and the Ilera of Poly-

cleitus. Plutarch (^Pericl. 2) couples the same two statues,

while Martial (X. 89) sars Phidias would hiiTe be«ll

glad to vlaiin the Hera as his work.

2 VIII. p. 372 (Overb. SchrifiqueUen, No. 933).

^ See bis own account of the temple below, pp. 117 T.
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Fig. 11 a, h.— Two Coins of Argos.

Ueka ok Polyclkitus.

The

himself into this bird, and that Ilera caught the bird to play witli it. . . . It is said that beside

the image of Hera once stood an image of Hebe, also of ivory and gold, a work of Naucydes."

The exact position for the base of this statue of Hera is shown in Mr. Tilton's plans

(cf. Platb XVL). We are helped in forming- some conception of the general composi-

tion of this great sfcitue by extant Argive coins ; ' though we must remember the evident

truth that small coins of a later period (these belong to imperial Rome) can hardly convey

any adequate idea of the artistic spirit or finish of such colosssd statues by a master-hand.

However, these coins show us the seated Hera on her throne, and even represent the

pomegranate in her right hand, and the sceptre upheld by her left hand (Fig. 11). We
naturally come much closer to the artistic spirit

of the statue in such coins as do not attempt to

render the whole figure and throne, but merely

give the head. One of these Argive coins," in

particular, has been recognized by all authorities

as being directly inspired by the gold and ivory

statue of Polycleitus (Fig. 12). Furtwiingler ^

goes so far as to consider it a direct copy of the

stsitue. If this be so (and I am inclined to

agree with him) we must always allow, especially in the rendering of details and orna-

ments, for the necessary modifications to be made in reducing a head and neck from at

least four to five feet in height to a flat relief half an inch in diameter. We are, then,

not surprised that the elaborate decoration of the crr€(j)dvr] with Graces and Seasons,

should be reduced to a decoration of flowers and honeysuckle scrolls. To realize

how this reduction in ornament occurs, we need only compare with one another the

several coins of this series,* which 2)resent this sfime ty])e in varying degrees of artistic

accuracy and excellence, to find how the crre^ai/rj becomes smaller and

less significant, and reduces its ornament. But in view of the evidence

furnished by the coin as to the ornamenfcition of the arecfidvr] on the

gold and ivory statue, it may perhaps be advisable to compare a pas-

sage in TertuUian ^ with the descrijjtion of Pausanias. If Tertullian

is referring to the Polycleitan Hera, he implies in his vine-wreath a

plant-ornamentation about the head. The band part of the crown

possibly— or even probably— was decorated with such a scroll jiat-

tern ; while the Graces and Seasons (omitted from this coin) were

fashioned in the round or in high relief, and projected as points to

this crown. The coins which give the whole figure show such points.

The importance of this fact and its bearing upon the results of our excavations will

Fig. 12. — Coin of

A u G o s . The
HEAD OF POLY-

CLEITUS'S 1 1 ERA.

' See Imlioof-Bliiiiier .and Gardner, Numismatic Com-

mentary on Pausanias, p. 34, pi. i. 12, 13, 14, 15; Gard-

ner, Types of Greek Coins, p. 137, and pi. viii. 13; Over-

beck, Kunstmythologie, III. p. 41, and Muuztafel ii.and iii.;

Head, Historia Nummorum, p. 367; Frazer, Pausanias, III.

p. 184, fig. 29; Ilitzig-Bliimner, op. cit. i. 2, pi. xvi. No. 18.

^ Inihoof-Bliiniei' and Gardner, op. cit. pi. i. 14 ; Over-

beck, op. cit. Miinztafel ii. 6; Hitzig-Bluinuer, op. cit. pi.

xvi. 19.

' Meisterwerke, p. 413.

* Cf. the several types as given in Gardner, Types of

Greek Coins, pi. viii.

' De Cur. Mil. 7. Bijtticlier, Kunstmyth. II. 288,

and Brnnn, Gesck. der Griech. Kiinstler, I. p. 213, refer

this passage to the Polycleitan Hera, though others doubt.

Cf. Hitzig-BIunmer, op. cit. I. 2, p. 5CC : these same

scholars (p. 5C7) quote several authorities in support of

their view that the authemia (Palmetteti) ornament is in-

timately related to Graces and Seasons :
" In der synibo-

lischen Bedeutung stinimen freilich beide uberein ; denn

wie die Chariten und Horen Bliiheu uud Anniutb bedeu-

ten, so geht auch das Anthemien-Ornanient aiif vegeta-

bilischen Segeu."
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becoine evident when we conipure the urniiinen tuition on the trrt^tn) of the eoiii with

the marble sima^ from tlie ueeond temple, which once contJtiiie<l thiM Htutiie, and Hev-

eral pieces of which we diHcovered in our excavutioiiH (wje Arcliit«fture, Fig. 53). For

it will readily he seen that the Hcroll pattern with hunevHiickle in the nanie in huth.

Nay, it Ih pos.sil)le that even a marked and indiviiliial' feature of our ximn ornament rtH.'ur»

in the ornament on the cnt^avT] of the coin ; for in the left-hand up|N-r corner, lietwemi

the two honeysuckles, there are individual tnu-es of what I ladieve to la* a hini, |ien-he«l

on a smaller volute of the scroll patttu-n, exactly in the pkice where hucIi a l*inl apiN-unt

in our mna, forming- the most distinctive and churacteristic feature of thif* Ilenieum

marble-work (see Fij^ures 12 and ^uS).

It will readily be seen of what ^reat imp«>rUince tluH observation of a «letail \» in it*

bearin«^ upon all the scul|)tures which we discovered in the Heraeum. For if the m-uI|»-

turi'd decoration of the tenij)le and its stoni^-arvinj^ show such immeduit** de|K'nderice

upon the sculpture in the temple-stiitue by Polycleitus, we have a strong bit of evidence

from the works themselves that the sculptures which ornamented the tem]»le itjwlf HtoiMl,

as regards their authorship, in immediate i-elation to tlje temple-stjitue. Such evidence,

arising directly out of the works themselves, has, from the nature of the cane, never

before appeared, and it is manifest what light by analogy this may throw ujnmi tlie gn-sit

question of the relation which Phidias held to the Parthenon sculptun^s— nay, u|M»n the

whole question of the authorship of sculptured deconttions in Greek temples.

This Argive coin is thus the most authentic illustration extant of the ty|>e of Hera as

end)odied by Polycleitus in his gold and ivory stitue. For many years attempts have

been made to identify extiint marble heads with this great work of Greek sculpture.

The famous Juno Ludovisi has had to cede her place to the Heni Farnese ;
' nor could

the bust of Hera from the Egremont collection, now in the British Museum,'^ maintiiin

its claim. The beautiful marble head (Frontispik(!k) discovered in our first year's

excavation ^ appeared and still appears to me to reflect the style of Polycleitus most

directly, and to have been in so far influenced by the great stiitue. But I never meant

to mauitiiin or imply that it aimed in any way at being a direct copy or reproduction

of the gold and ivory stsitue in the tenqile. On the other hand, I must hiy stress \\\wn

the fact that it was in studying the style of this and other heads from the Henieum

sculptures that I was able to single out a bust in the British Museum (hitherto known

as a head of Apollo, Bacchus, or Dionysus ^) as reproducing the chief characteristics

of this style. This done, a confrontiition of the profile of this bust with the Argive

coins led to the identification of a marble reproduction of the PolycleitiUi Hem which

will, I believe, be universally accepted. This I hope to estjiblish in mmw other place.*

By the side of the colossal stiitue of Hera there once stood a gold and ivory statue of

Hebe. This statue, standing beside the seated goddess, is reproduced on coins of Argoe

' One piece of this was first piihlislicd in my Excam- * See my Excavntiom, p. 11. Though I do not (biak

tiomallhe IleraioHof Argos,Wi'2,Y\.y\\. This .iima will it "quite certain " that this head i» that of Hera, it

he more fully dealt with by Mr. Tilton iu the chapter on corresponds more to tliat divinity than to any other ; and.

Architecture (pp. 123 f.). in spite of what FuHwiSnglor says {Melttmcrrlr. pp. 557

2 Luey M. MiteluU, //wton/ of Anc. Sculpture, pj). and 576 ff.), I hold the same as regards the Fames* hurt.

390 ff. ; Murray, History of Greek Sculpture, I. pp. 305 » No. 140 in the Graeco-Roman Guide Iu Ike Brituk

ft". ; CoUignon. Histoire de la Sculpt, grecqtte, I. pp. 511 Afuseum (Newton) ; Museum Marble*, XI. pi. 5 ; EWi«,

ff. ; Overheck, Gesch. il. Griech. Plast.,'lth ed., I. pp. 509- Toimley Gallery, I. p. 322.

511 ; Friederichs-Wolters, GypsabffiLise, Nos. 500, 501 ;
• Since this was written (in 1898), I hare eaUbliahwl

Baumeister, Denkmaler, p. 1352. this identification in the Jnumal of HelUtue Shuiia, vol.

» Archdol. Zeit. XXVII. p. 32. XXI. (1901), pp. 31 ff., pis. u., iu.
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of the Roman imperial times.' The passage relating to it in Pausanias is very obscure.

Mr. Frazer translates it :
" It is said that beside the image of Hem once stood an image

of Hebe, also of ivory and gold, a work of Nancydes." In view of the date and evi-

dence of the above-mentioned coins, it has been remarked that the expression of doubt

(Xe'yerat) refers to the authorship of Naucydes and not to the existence of the statue. I

might add that if it does not refer to the existence of the statue, it might apply to the

identification of the sfcitue as Hebe— nay, to identification and artist together. Thus

either Pausanias did not see the statue (which appears to conform to the usual reading

of the Greek) ; or he refers doubtfully to its being a work of Naucydes ; or he dovd)ts

whether it is a statue of Hebe ; or, finally, he doubts whether the statue beside Hera is

the Naucydean Hebe. This Naucydes is recognized as the son of Patrocles," nephew and

pr(jbably pupil of the great Polycleitus. His brothers, also well-known sculptors, were

Daedalus and the younger Polycleitus. He may in his youth have been an assistant,

besides being the pupil of Polycleitus, and hence, as is the case with the pupils and

assistants of Phidias, the ascription to him of part of the gold and ivory statues in the

Heraeum may have been open to doubt.

The mind of Pausanias is evidently still in the temple when he proceeds to describe

more archaic images of Hera such as the one he mentions as being on a pillar. This

statue must not be confused with the earliest symbolical pillar representing Hera men-

tioned by Clement of Alexandria.* Of this earliest symbolical pillar we shall have

more to say when we deal with the sculpture ; for it is highly probable that we have

discovered a portion of it in our excavations (see Fig. 15). The pillar may not have

stood within the second temple. The most ancient image seen by Pausanias in the

temple was " made of the wood of the wild pear-tree : it was dedicated in Tiryns by

Pirasus, son of Argus, and when the Argives destroyed Tiryns they brought the image

to the Heraeum : I saw it myself." The early terra-cottas, which we have found in

great numbers during our excavations, will perhaps throw some light on the nature of

the earliest image seen by Pausanias ; and in the chapter on terra-cottas we shall again

refer to this wooden image.

Pausanias then notes " some other remarkable dedicatory offerings " in the temple,

such as an altar of silver with reliefs representing the marriage of Hebe and Heracles,

and a golden peacock adorned with " shining stones," dedicated by the Emperor Hadrian.

A peacock, this bird being sacred to Hera, is figured on the Argive coin with Hera and

Hebe referred to above. General Gordon (see p. G5), in his account of his excavations

at the Heraeum, mentions a jiart of a marble peacock which he excavated there. I no

longer believe that the bronze bird we found at the end of our first year, and which I

described as a peacock,* is really a peacock. Pausanias further mentions "a golden

crown and purple robe, offerings of Nero," among the votive offerings in the temple.

The Periegete then leaves the interior of the temple and, unfortunately for us, breaks

oft" his description of the site upon which were at least nine buildings besides the second

temple. But we must be grateful that at least he did refer to " the foundations of the

1 Imhoof-Bluiiier and Gardner, op. cit. pi. i. 15 ; Hitzij;- the work of this eminent artist are in Overbeck, Schri/t-

Bliininer, op. cit. I. p. 567, where especial stress is laid quellen, etc. No. 995 to 1001, as well as Nos. 983, 932,

upon the unusual position of rexini Nou/cuSous- 547. For the inscription on the extant base of the Olym-
- See Murray, Hist, of Gr. Sc. II. p. 234 ; CoUijifnon, pian victor Encles, see Die Innchriften v. Oh/mpia, No.

Hist, de Sculp, grecque ; E. Gardner, Cfr. Sculpt. II. p. 159 ; Lbwy, Inschr. Gr. Bildh. No. 86 ; and Frazer, I. c.

338; Furtwangler, Masterpieces, p. 225 ; see also Frazer's ' Strom. I. 24. 151, from the Phoronis.

note on Pausan. VI. 1. 3. The passages which refer to * Excavations, etc. p. 5.
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former tempUi above thiH [hccoikI] U>m\>h, titjfi'tlier with tli«- f«'w otluT n-niainH at it

wliicli escaped the flanieH." For it was tlje ext^int Cy(loiM>aii Hii|t|M)rtiii^ wall alH.ve thi*

Second Temple platform which put the identification of tluH Hit*? iM'yund u doiilit, fH|ii-

cially when in our excavations we finuid the layers of charred wood and other reiiuiinM,

clearly hearinjr out the acccnnit of its hnrninfj. With the nn-ord of the accident caUMtl

by the carel(!ssnj'ss of the priestess Chrywis, the chapter ends, and I'auHanias disnuMM^H

the Ileraenm. We shall often refer to the Old Temple, and itji reinainM will lie

described by Mr. Tilton in tin? chapter on Architi-cture, He will tlierif also treat of

the numerous other buil(lin<>;s of which Pausjinias makes no mention.

THE EARLY HISTORY OF THE HKRAKUM

We have seen that fjeofirijiphically and topojyraphically the Henieum bears the cloHitit

relation to the plain defined on the south and east by Tiryns and Midea, while it is lesM

closely connected with Mycenae and the city of Arjros. The tirijrinal estjddiHlinient of

the earliest temple of Hera on the site which it occupies wcuild thus come from Tiryni*

and Midea, neither from Mycenae nor from the city of Arjfos.' This conclusion ix

borne out by all the results of our excavation, the evidence of the archittH-turul

remains on the site, as well as of all the individual finds there made, and also by the

traditions of the earliest history of the Arj^ve Plain. In fact, a careful consideration of

all the material before us forces us to this conclusion."

The chronology which I venture to jfive in the followiufj pajjes does not aim at l>ein^

absolute, but only comparative. I follow the genealogical system of Pausiinias, believing

I As will be evident from passaf^es below, there are

traces of a pri'-Tiryntliiiiii ucciipatiuii of the Ileraeiim

site. I have in the first instance been mainly concerned

with showing that the Heraeum is pre-Myccn.iean and

hears an earlier relation to Tiryns. I was unwilling at

the time to complicate the presentation of this view by

the introduction of further hypotheses. Hut there c.in

hardly be any iloubt that there was a pre-Tirynthian

period of the Heraennl — in fact, it looks as if this

was the citadel of the earliest community in the Argive

country. I have since this was written published my
views on this subject in an article on ' The Karliest Hel-

lenic Art and Civilization, and the Argive Heraeum,'

American Journal ofArchaeology, vol. IV. (1900), pp. 40 IT.

Compare also an article in the North American Review,

vol. CLXXir. No. .'5^2 (1901), pp. 4;U ff., on ' Kecent

Discoveries in (Jreece and the Myceiuiean Age,' as well

as the Classical Review, Dec, 1900, pp. 47.'J ff., ou 'The

Argive Heraeum and Bacehylides (xi. 43-84).'

" It would incumber this exposition too nuicli were I

to attempt to give the various views of all the authori-

ties who have written on the Mycenaean and Pre-Myce-

naean age. I must remain content with naming a few

of the chief works to which I have referred and which the

reader will find most useful. Perrot and Chipiez' L'A rt

dans rAntiijuilc' contains a masterly synthesis of all the

material. Mr. Tsountas's articles in the Ephemeris have

been summarized in his own book, which h.is been tr.ins-

lated and retidited in Tsonntas and Manatt's The Myce-

naean Age. Schuchhardt's Schliemann's Au-tgrabungen has

passed through two editions and has been translated into

Knglish by Mrs. Eugenie Sellers-Strong. This book gives a

goo<l summary of Srliliemann's own mono|p«phii on Troja,

Mycenae, and Tiryn.t. To these must Itc added Diirp-

fold's more recent articles in the Athen. 3/i//A.v«U. III.

1878), pp. 1 ff., and VIII (1882), pp. 241 ff. ; llelbig, /Am

Homerische IC/ms ; Milehlioefer, Die An/Ungt der Kuntl.

More recent works of importance have been contribiitnl

by Diimnder, Alhen. Millh. XI. (188(5), pp. 1 ff., 44 ff. ;

XII. (1887), pp. 1 ff.; XIII. (1888), pp. 'ITA ff. ; Percy

(lardner. New Chapters in flreek Hinlnri/ ; Kraier's I'au-

sanias, vol. III. pp. 98 ff., containing an excellent critiral

summary of Mycenaean Antiquities ; Kci.vb, Die Mgke-
nische Frage. Professor Kidgeway ban raised a mo<it im-

portant issue in his article, ' What People priMlneetl the

Objects called Mycenaean ?
' {Journal nf llrltenie Stwi.

XV^I. [1896], pp. 79 ff.),and has long been engage<l on a

comprehensive work dealing with this tpie^tion, entitle*)

the Early Age of Greece, of which the first vobinie ban

recently been published. I can say with confldeD<.-e

that his studies nuist command most serious attention.

In my own conclnsionH here given I Uave endeavored

conscientiously to put fn>m my mind n'l wider problem*

based upon a wider sphere of induction. Tlie very first

year of our excavation produced material which showed me

that many accepted views would liave to be reconsidere<l.

Since then I have limite<l myself to allowing the artoal

facts revealed by our spades to speak for themselves, and

have intriHlnced other spheres of study and inference only

as they affect the Inxly of evidence which I can actually

control. I venture to believe that our work will be the

nu>r« useful in its l>earing u|>on wider qnettioas from

being thus centralized. Individual referenees to other

works will be made as the occasion antes.
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him to have secured his accounts from the most trustworthy sources,— at the Heraeum

and at Argos. I am well aware that a vast amount of wholly imaginative matter has

heen mingled with these myths, but I believe that a residuum of historical truth is

not only contained in the stories but is attainable by us. I am not here concerned with

any individual name or figure, not with Phoroneus, Proetus, etc. ; but what I do feel is

that the succession of Argive rulers, as handed down in the genealogy given by Pausjinias,

confirms the evidence we derive from other sources,— that there was a continuous

" political " community in the Argive Plain long before the advent of the Atridae.

The first imporfcint evidence as to the age of the Heraeum is to be derived from the

comparison of the walls of Mycenae with those of Tiryns. All authorities to my know-

ledge are agreed upon considering the circuit wall of Mycenae later than those of Tiryns

and Midea. To quote the words of Schuchhardt :
' " The walls of Tiryns give one

the impression of being older than even the oldest part of the circuit wall of Mycenae.

They consist of colossal blocks very Uttle hewn and show no trace of having been

restored at a later time. The circuit wall of Mycenae, on the other hand, was built origi-

nally of somewhat smaller stones, and has been subsequently strengthened and completed

at various times with carefully executed ashlar and polygonal masonry."

Now the Cyclopean supporting wall of the older Heraeum corresponds to the oldest

parts of the wall of Tiryns. The colossal unhewn blocks— some of which are as much

as thirteen and eighteen feet long, larger than any I have seen at Tiryns— are piled up

one upon the other, supported in places by smaller stones inserted between them, and

tiix our imagination to suggest the methods applied by the early peoples in moving them

about. We can well understand how in the minds of the Greek people the legends con-

cerning the Lycian Cyclopes shoidd have been grouped round such structures. Now, as

we shall see, according to tradition it was Proetus who brought these Lycian craftsmen to

build the walls of Tiryns, and to the same hands are to be ascribed the foundation walls

of the temple of the Heraeum. On the other hand, as we shall see, tradition placed the

founding of Mycenae two generations later than Proetus,— ascribing it to Perseus.

The remains which our excavations have laid bare confirm the earlier date of Tiryns

in a striking manner. The xqiper platform upon Avliich the Old Temple stood, facing to

the east, with the broad flattened space in front, overlooked the plain towards Tiryns

and Midea. Access to this front was gained either over the lower hills to the east,

from the northeast, or from the southeast, where the present path from Chonica leads

up to the temple. The entrance to the older sanctuary at this southeast corner passed

over the elevation upon which the Second Temple was subsequently built, either at the

east or more probably at the west end ; and it is here, on the slope of the Second

Temple, that we found, below the remains of the steps that in later times of Argive

supremacy were built for the Second Temple, a large number of very early objects,

especially primitive terra-cottas.
*

The buildings below the original temple platform veer round more and more, as it were,

towards the west. Here they extend down towards the stream, not only because of the

Eleutherion rites, to which reference has been made above, but, as is clearly the case in

building VHI, which distinctly reminds one of a propylaeum, because we here approach the

road leading from Mycenae. It is, moreover, on this site, about two luuidred yards along

the road to Mycenae, that we discovered three beehive-shaped tombs, with " Mycenaean "

objects that are cei-tainly connected with the Heraeum. Thus in this second period of

' Schliemann'.i Auxqrnhungen. 2(1 erl., j>. 119.
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the aieliitectmal history of tlie Hemeuin, oh maniffHti'tl \>y tlw rcnuiiiiH iM'fore um, tUvn
is an intliiiatioii towards, an attmction to,Mycentte ; an«i while the Ka»«t Hiiihiiii); (IV) and
many of tlic Iiuildiiicrs at the extreme eaHtern aiijfh) of tlie Secoiid Teiii|ih' pbitfonn Mtlll

point to a living rehition with Tiryns, the tliree larfr« Wentern Hiiihliii^ (VII, VIII,

and X) distinctly show the {riowinfr preponderance of Mycenae. Thin in the Myceiuumii
Period. IJiit at the risk of appearin<; fanciful and exaK>j:«'"'tinj; the ini|M>rt of tho mere
position of such huildin<,% we would point out that the We«t Huihlin}r (VII) and the

Lower Stoa (X), while placed at the west or Mycenae end, show a tendency towanlM the

south or Arjfos side, as they undoubtedly helonjj to a iwriod in whi< h tiic pnwi-r nf

Arj'os asserted itself more and more.

When, however, the second jjlatfonii was cleared and filled in Ui the level and tlie

temple of Eupolemus was huilt, about H. c. 420, the edifices of this period, the temple

itself (V), the cluuubers and buihlinjjs at the northeast of the second ternice (II), and the

South St<)a (VI), with the elaborate terrace and stt^ps below it, and the others to the eant

of it, all chaufi^e their common orientjiticni, and the splendid entninee t«» this temple, on

the south slope, distinctly faces the city of Arjfos, which n«»w reij^ns supreme over tlio

land and has complete charge and patronage over the Ileraeum. In the to|Htgniphicnl

history of the siicred precinct itself, the location of the buildings thus indicates three

main periods,— the Tirynthian, the Mycenaejin, and that of the city »»f Argos.

The point which concerns us most at present is the origin of the early temple, which

leads us back to Tiryns ^md to Proetus.

But the site which we have excavated has yielded monumentiil evidence pointing t<» an

earlier date for the occupation of this site by a temple of Hera than the erection of the

Cyclopean walls. Objects which show the existence of iidiabit;ints possi>ssing distinct

forms of civilized life have been found below these Cyclopean walls. W<' have als<»

come upon a system of ruder and smaller walls, which i)oint to a period anterior to the

building of the Cyclopean foundation wall ; for the walls in (piestion, built of nnle

ludiewn small stones, which jn-obably formed the foundation for superadded walls of sun-

dried brick or mud, correspond to the walls found by Schliemann at Ilis-ssirlik in his First

and Second City. Now if the jjulace in the Second City of Ilissjirlik corresponds to the

Tirynthian Palace of Proetus,' then the structures corresponding to the earlier His-

sarlik settlements must be earlier in date than the foundation walls built for Proetus at

Tiryns or the Heraeum. 1 am here referring to the slight remains of walls imme<liately

below the Cych)pean foundation wall on the rise above and to the east of Stoa II as well as

to a series of such primitive walls found by us in excavating down to the bed-r<H'k iM'hinil

the South Stoa and between the West Building and the Secoiul Teniple. These rutle

walls from their primitive construction were readily destroyed, and we must consider

ourselves fortunate in having found so many clear traces of them. The mass of these

below the Cyclopean foundation Avail were mentioned by me in my Annual Re|K)rt for

1892-93.'- Since within these we found the most primitive form of c<M)king-|>ot,

' This Second City %vas formerly, with gre.it assur- lik, be older. To use DiirpfeldV own word*: "Tlir

anee, — evidently unwarranted st-ientifieully in view of second stratum must l>o older than this stratum with tb«

the complete reversal of the last opinions expressed by Mycenaean v.nses [Sixth City] — how much older it is ini-

Diirpfcld, — identified with the Homeric city. We now possible to say, but the interval caimot have boon a short

hear that it is the sixth city which can " with certainty
"

one, as between the two lie two otiier strmta of poor

be identified witli the Homeric Troy. H this be the case, settlements." Cf. Tsountasi-Manatt. np. eil. p. .TIW.

then (I fortiori must the palaces of Tiryns and perhaps '^ Twelfth Annual Re/mrt of the Anierirau S.-l»ool »t

Mycenae, which correspond to the second city of Hissar- Athens, pp. 30, 31.
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I then surmised that they might have been dwelling-houses for the priestesses of the

early temple. This may be so ; but they at all events appear to me now to antedate the

supporting wall of the Proetean temple. The rude lower walls of this class run with

fair continuity from east to west on the lower southern slope of the Second Temple plat-

form behind the South Stoa ; but what remains of them now on the west side of the

slope abutting on the supporting wall which separates the West Building from the Second

Temple platform presents an imintelligible line, and certainly one which lias no relation to

the later structures of the West Building or of the Second Temi)lo ])latform.* Outside

of these walls were found the small " Salaminian " shaft-tombs (Fig. 13), and these tondjs

were evidently put there after the walls had been erected. It appears to me that these

walls mark the peribolos of the earliest sanctuary when the Second Temple was not

thought of, when the site iipon which it was erected was uneven ground containing

merely an altar, and that the Cyclopean foundations were not yet built in the time of

Proetus. Mr. Tilton, moreover, succeeded in discovering some plan in the present indi-

cations.

At all events, it is highly probable that before the erection of the temple to which

the Cyclopean supporting wall and polygonal platform belong (which would hardly have

been built on this site unless for a long time before it had been associated with the

cult of the goddess), there was some form of sanctuary on this spot.^

All these considerations lead us back to times long anterior to the date hitherto assigned

to the beginnings of Greek civilization ; that is, earlier than the Mycenaean period, gen-

erally grouped round the fifteenth century B. c. We must, moreover, always bear in

mind that the Argive Heraeum is distinguished from Hissarlik-Troy, in that it is not

only a site in the heart of Greece proper, but is in a district associated with the earliest

records and traditions of the Hellenic people, nay, it was the s])iritual centre of the

earliest Hellenes of whom we have knowledge. The remains of the temple belonging

to the Cyclopean wall, Avhich we are justified in associating with Proetus of Tiryns, thus

form a central point for the dating of the earhest period, with evidence of preceding

and succeeding occupation. Now the method of dating Greek temples by means of their

orientiition, as applied by Dr. F. C. Penrose,' has provided us with definite dates for

these buildings ; and I have heard from the most competent astronomical authorities

that, as regards the astronomical side, his computations rest on a sound scientific basis.

In the case of our Heraeum such inference is much strengthened in that we have two

temples, one above the other, the date of the later one absolutely fixed in historical times,

and that these two temples show some divergence in the line of their orientation. Dr.

Penrose has concluded that the earlier Heraeum is one of the two oldest temples in the

ancient Greek world, the other being the earliest temjile of Athena on the Acropolis of

Athens, and he assigns to these two temples the date of b. c. 1830. I here give Dr.

Penrose's letter on this subject :
—

* Since I wrote this I have conferred with Mr. Tilton, ^ See my articles cited in note 1 on p. 25.

our architect, who, working independently on the archi- ^ ' On the Orientation of Greek Temples and the

tectural remains, has come to the same conclusion as to Dates of their Foundation derived from Astronomical

the early date to he assigned to these walls. He has Considerations, being a Supplement to a Paper published

succeeded further in discovering indications in the vestiges in the Transactions of the Royal Society in 1893,' by

of these walls at the west end which point to what was F. C. Penrose, F. R. S., in Philosophical Transactions of

probably a tower marking the entrance to the second the Royal Society for 1897, London, 1898, vol. 190 (A),

terrace here. This will be made clearer in the introduc- p. 43.

tiou to the section on Architecture (pp. 108 if.).
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"In answer to your qntHtions, the most ancient U-inplen m derivwl from the orientation ara
(that IS, a<<<.r.Iin- to tli., ail.itrary .-..nHtaiitH I have iweU in the calculation, which, however, adiuit
of et'itaiii allovviiiices whicli I will refer U> afterwardH) :

M. <

The Arehaic Temple on the AcrojjoliH
)

Tile lieraeuni of Argos (
• • . . . 1830

3. The Athena Temple at Tegea 15g0
4. The Herueuin at 01ym])ia . 1445
5. The AseU'ideum at KpidaiiriiH 1370
6. The Olympieum at Athens ; i. e. I)eiiealioir» fiiundations . 1000

The later Argive Ileraeum is not connected in it» orientation with the luime ittar u the Old
Temple. The arhitraiy constants, as I have called tliem— and esiKJcially one of them, namely.
the depression of the sun below the liorizon wiien the stjir <-<mld Ik; re<-ognized. u a Hul.j.-.-tivJ

matter wliieii would allow of a little variation. In my scheme 1 do not allow of any capririouB
variation of this constant — and by so

doing I hold that I get a tolerably rigid ex-

])ression for the relative dates of the foun-

dations; but there would be no great dis-

turbance of the principle if we allow a little

more depression of the sun than wouhl be

absolutely necessary for a clear visioned observer to sight the star in average fine weather.
" By allowing an additional degree of solar de))ression in the ease of your llenieum l)efore the

star's appearance was to be announced, the 1830 would become 11»10. This arrangement wouhl Ijo

very easily managed in practice, for instjince, by allowing it to rise to the heigiit of some mark
[see cut] before it was said to be heliacal."

This, then, — B. c. 1910-1830,— Is the date which we adopt for the PnH-tean
Heraeum, and we have indications at the Heraeinn of lon<i;-coiitiniied liahitiition before

this date. We are thus driven back to dates much earher than tiiose liitherto assiinietl

for the beginnings of Hellenic civilizjition. The only fixed date connected with the

Argive region which we find is that assigned, according to Acusilaus, to PhoroneiiH, i. e.

1020 years before the first Olympiad, which brings us close to the year B. c. 1800. For
the present it is enough to s;iy that this computation of Acusilaus seems to have Imth

made on some good grounds ; but 1 should be inclined to place the period marked by

Phoroneus much earlier.

But evidently it is necessary to weigh critically the ancient genealogies of the Arjfive

rulers handed down by tradition, preserved to us in greatest completeness by Pan.siinias

;

and our main contention, of the existence of a Pre-Mycenaean period of Gi-eek civilizji-

tion, towards which all our evidence converges, will be strongly supported by such

critical stiuly. It will be finally confirmed, I believe, by the objects of earliest art and

craft whicli we have had the good fortune to discover on this site.

In taking serious account of the local traditions of earliest Greek history handed

down in ancient literature, and in weighing and sifting them critically, we must feel a

general misgiving as to whether we are justified in attaching any weight to them for

the purposes of historical research. This doubt is caused by the intrusion of so nutny

myths and legends grouped round certjvin individual names which in themselves form a

rational and simple genealogical table. But these misgivings will be greatly allayed

when we consider the parallel instances within our well-authenticated historical ken to

some of which my friend Professor Ridgeway has drawn my attention. It will then be

seen that, by what might almost be called a mythogenetic law, popular legends have an
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inherent tendency to group round the most famous and historical figures. There can,

for instance, he no doubt that Charlemagne and Arthur and Vergil and Alexander the

Great are historical figures, with a continuous roll of sober historical records preceding

their own lives and times and following u])on them. And yet there is a rich mine of

legend clustering about the name of Charlemagne, the Arthurian Court, about Alexander

the Great and Vergil, and, I might add, the Greek philosopher Pythagoras. These

legends were sometimes formed by slow growth centuries after the period in which the

central hero lived. Nay, we can, in our own diiy, immediately about us, study and realize

the process by which story and legend are formed and crystallized about one central

figure, when we but notice or recall how striking incidents or deeds, clever or epigram-

matic sayings, witty or comic remarks or actions, show a natural tendency to be fathered

upon persons whom we have known ourselves, and who were remarkable for any one of

the qualities or actions mentioned above. S(j the imaginative and wonder-loving mind

of the people spins its web of legend round the solid core of some prominent personality

in the actual tradition of its past ; and if not round a person, then round a striking

object or locality. As Belger has shown in discussing Mycenae,' this is especially the

case with graves and sepulchral monuments. And he has shown this process in a com-

paratively recent instance in the case of the tomb of a certain Count Gleichen. We can

furthermore hardly be charged with arguing in a circle if, in considering carefully and

giving due weight to the earliest Argive chronologies as preserved in the traditions

handed down especially by Pausanias, we lay stress upon the fact that the residuum of

fact which we thus obtain is strengthened by all collateral evidence in extant literature

and in the ancient monuments at our disj^osal, and is supported by all the results of our

excavations at the Heraeum. When once we grasp and control the confused mass of

literary traditions concerning this earliest period of Greek history, and carefully sift the

crude stjitements, placing them side by side in an orderly manner, the logical sobriety,

the salient figures, and their organic relation to one another become manifest and con-

vincing.

As regards the earliest Argive genealogies, Pausanias is and will ever remain the chief

and safest guide. His account in the sixteenth and eighteenth chapters of the second

book was evidently derived from the best traditions extant in the localities themselves in

his day— and this at a time when the printing-press had not yet destroyed the per-

sistence and accuracy of individual as well as traditional memory. Moreover, the student

of Pausanias must realize that this very sphere of antiquarian research was the one in

which that author was most interested and showed considerable critical capacity. In

this very (sixteenth) chapter we are struck by the critical selection he makes of what

is on the face of it the soimdest tradition, and then adds the popular variants. Take,

for instjince, the careful manner in which he renders the doubtful record ascribed to

Acusilaus concerning an eponymous hero of Mycenae,— Mycenaeus as a son of a simi-

larly fictitious Sparton — and then rejects it. " I cannot accept the account which they

attribute to Acusilaus, that Mycenaeus was a son of Sparton, and Sparton a son of

Phoroneus ; for the Lacedaemonians themselves do not admit it. The Lacedaemonians

certtiinly have in Amyclae a statue of a woman Spartii ; but it would surprise them even

to hear of Sparton, son of Phoroneus."

At first sight we must be somewhat confused by the two different accounts of the

genealogy of Argive rulers, as given in the sixteenth and eighteenth chajjters of Pausa-

' Die Mykenische Lokalsagc, pp. 1 ff. Cf . also article " Ileros," iu Reseller's Le.xikon, and Rhode's Psyche, pp. 164 ff.
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nius. Ah there given they ai)i)ear to he entirely diHc-onnect^d, while tleiiling with the

stinie re<;ion. But a more careful study will show that tliey Hupplenient one another.

We uiulcrstaiid this hest when we realize what I'auNaniaH, the traveler and anticjuarian

ill the time nf the AiitoiiineH, really did to collect thin infonmition, an<l what Hourceii of

iiifonnation he had at his disposjil on the spot.

In his journey in the jirevious chajitei-H I'auHiuiias had «'onie Houthwanh* from Sit-yon,

Titiine, Phliiis, and Nemea, to the northern opening of the Argive pLiin neureNt t«>

Myceiiue, just as the modern niilway travt^ler approachex this diNtrict. Of the great

centres of early Greek civiliziitioii in this plain three were pnu-tically dextroywl and
deserted, namely, Mycenae, Midea, and Tiryiis. The centres which he found HtninHhing

were the city of Argos and the Ileraeum, Of these two the city of Argos had not

always possessed supreme and primary iiiiportince in the history of the plain, or, as we
shall realize more and more, it had not gained itw prominent position until u coni|Hira-

tively late period of this early history. The Ileraeum, on the other hand, had retaintHl

its essential and intrinsic importjince in an unhroken sequence from the earliest times t«

the year in which it was visited by Pausjinias. This intrinsic importance, moreover, waj»

knit up with the very function of keeping siicred and traditional records of the j«ist, not

only by means of the list of priestesses there deposited, which served as the chronological

foundation for the reckoning of the people, but also the function of preserving witii piety

the honor of the great goddess and the memory of the heroized ancesttirs of the |)«ople

who founded her worship and were always intimately associated with it. At the ch)se

of the fifteenth chapter, where he leaves the Corinthian and Sicyonian regions to enter

the Argive plain proper, he makes some preliminaiy renuirks referring to the worship of

Hera in this plain, and about the first figure in the genejilogical series of Argive rulers,

Phoroneus. Entering the plain, the first point he arrives at naturally is Mycenae, of

which he gives a comparatively meagre description in the next chapter, after which he

proceeds to the Heraeum and then continues his journey to Argos. It is thus at least

unlikely that he would have found in the deserted village of Mycenae living records of

early history, or, if he had, that he would have remained content with those that he

found there in view of the living traditions in the most competent hands among the

priestesses of the thriving sjinctuary which he at once visits. From the Ileraeum he

again joins the main road, where he sees and describes the tomb and shrine of Perseus,

and then enters the city of Argos. Now it is in this chapter that he gives us the

genealogy of the rulers of the city of Argos.

The genealogy which Pausanias gives in the sixteenth chapter he received at the

Heraeum, while that of the eighteenth chapter he gathered in the city of Argos. We
are not astonished, then, to find that the Argos tradition only begins with Megapenthes,

the fourteenth link in the chain of Argive rulers preserved in the Heraeum tradition
;

while the Heraeum tradition leads us much farther back. The relative lateness, more-

over, of the foundation of this Argos dynasty, as compared with the history of the whole

Argive plain, is confirmed by all other evidence. To gain a comprehensive view of this

chronology before entering into details, I will at once give the following tjible of the two

traditions and their relation to one another :
—
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HERAEUM TRADITION ARGOS TRADITION

B. C. Plioroneus

Daughter of Phoioneus

Argus

Pirasus ami Pliorbas

Triopas

lasHS Agenor

lo Crotopus

Sthenelas

Gelanor

Danaiis

Lynceus

Abas

circ. 1830 b. c. Acrisius and Proetus (Tiryns

and Ileraeuni)

Danae, Megapenthes (Argos) Megapenthes

Perseus (Mycenae) Argus

Four generations Anaxagoras (Melanipus and Bias)

Agamemnon Aleetor

(Ipliis, Capaneus)

Sthenelus

(Agamemnon) Cylarabes

Orestes (" Muster of Argos, for he dwelt near,"

and added the larger part of Arcadia to his do-

main, Sparta, etc.)

Tisamenur;

(Dorians)

Tenienus and Cresphontes

etc.

The first person we meet with in the genealogy of Paiisanias, Phoroneus, is probably

the native founder of the Argive people, or, more probably, the chieftain who raised the

people out of their " unpolitical" state into one of comparative social order and unity.

As Pausanias says :
* " he brought mankind together for the first time, for hitherto

they had lived scattered and solitary, and the place where they first assembled was named

the city of Phoronicum." That he was native born is shown by the fact that he is called

the son of the river Inachus. Now his act of civilization consisted, in the first place, in

bringing the people together in a city, a place of union within and a place of strength

towards the outside world. The same act of civilization is, as regards the Attic peoj)le,

there ascribed to Theseus in his Sijnoikismos, an event perpetuated in the history of

Attica by the Panathenaic Festival." Similar memorials of this definite step in civiliza-

tion may be found in other Greek centres.

Besides this act of political union, Phoroneus gave spiritual and social unity to the

inhabitiints by the establishment of the worship and the cult of Hera.^ His grave

was sh(jwn at Argos in later days, and he was there worshiped as a hero. Eusebius,

quoting from Acusilaus,^ estimates his date as having been 1020 years before the first

Olympiad, which would bring us to about the year b. c. 1800. We must assign a much

earlier date to him, on the ground of the genealogy of Pausanias,— about 2200 B. c.

1 II. 15. 5. s Hynr. Fab. 143 ; Tatiaii, Or. adv. Graecos, 60 ; and
^ Cf. Waldstein, Essays on the Art of Pheidias, Note 39, yi. 148. Pausanias, I. c, ascribes this to Inachus.

E, p. 256. •* Praep. Ev. X. 10.
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In the case of IMioroneuH, as well an of the Hiil)He(|iuMit Arjfive rulerH iiUfiitioiitHi uInivi*,

the dillerent ancient authors present variants as to the exact nfliitionship wlii«li they liehl

to one another. But I maintain eniiihatically that such variation, ho far from jtrovin); the

purely fictitious nature of these personalities, is evi<lence of their real exisUMice in remott*

antiipiity. It shows the vitiility of ancient tradition, and illustratt's the livinjf nuinner

in which it is handed on. For, if such sttiries and ^enealo^ieH were the pun" (i^nent of

some poetic or ima}>;inative hrain, they wiudd then he njore likely U» show complete

unanimity and loffical consistency in the presentation of the individual lives as well as of

the sequence in the j^enealo^ical series. The variation hrinjjs home to us an<l ilhiHtrates the

a(!tual process hy means of which these tnnlitions were kept alive an<l handetl on in the

different localities. And it is in this natural process, in the popular jjrowth of tniditioii,

that souu; deviation and confusion will aris(> as it is handed on in distinct hM-alitie».

Thus we hear' that Phoroneus was the hrother of Ae^ialeus, or IVfjeus, and the huslmnil

of Peitho. And we have still <>;reat<'r confusion in that Peitho is made the mother of

Aejrialeus and Appia. The position hehl hy Niohe is also confusing. In A]HdlodoruH,*

Phoroneus is the hushand of the nymph Laodice, and thus the father of Apisand Niolie.

Still another authority' makes him the father of Pelasfjus, lasus, and Ajfenor. and

attrihutes to him the suhdivision of the Arjjive district amon<r his sons, which, we shall

see in the account of Pausanias, tjvkes place eleven ^enenitions later under AliiiM. The
confusion which thus arises is no douht attrihutiihle to the inaccuracy of various l(M-aI

traditions, increased hy the jtoetic remouldinj]^ when once the rhapsodist and the artist

puts his fashionin<^ hand to the rough material of popular tradition. In the case of

Phoroneus, we know that this was the case, and that there existed an epic iM>em calliHl

Phor•onis 4

It is a sij^nificant fact that the inheritance seems to have passed on from Phoroneus to

his grandson through the mother. According to Apollodorus (/. c.), the next ruler was

the son of Phoroneus's daughter, hy Zeus, here called Niohe. This s<'cond Argive ruler

is called Argus, a name which naturally is common within these genealogies, and is f«MUi<l,

also, at a later period, in the tradition of the city of Argos. He is mentioned hy most

of the authorities (juoted ahove, as well as hy Herodotus " and the Scholiast t4) Euripi-

des.'' He is readily confused with the other Argus Panoptes, the great grandson of this

Argus, son of Agenor, whose story is so fancifully interwoven into the legend «if To.

Acccnding to the genealogy of Pausanias, Argus has two sons, Pii-asus and Phorlias.

Pirasus is interesting to us inasmuch as it is to him that the very ancient woo<len image

which Pausanias sjiw at the Heraeiun ^ is ascribed. Phorbas, who bec«)mes the father of

the next ruler, Triopas, and the grandfather of lasus and great-grandfather of lo, is con-

fusingly merged into the whole lo group of stories, as his own name and the name

Euboea all point (see above, p. G) to legends grouping round the cow and the |Kistur(>-lund

of the Heraeum. But this distinctly lies beyond our province. It is enough to siiy that

this name would lead us towards Rhodes, which archaeologically shows iin interesting

connection with the Argive district, as well as with Thesstdy and Messene. These

remarks apply also to Triopas, the son of Phorbas.

' Schol. Eurip. Or. C32. ' Eur. Phoen. UlC.

» ApoUod. II. 1. 1. ' Pans. II. 17. .">. See also jMissngos in Overbeck'i

« Hellaiiieus ap. Eustatli. p. 385, 38. Srhriftqnellen, etc. 14a-14«. Weattacli some iraportanee

* ScAo/. Apoll. Rhod. i. 1129 ; Clem. Alex. Strom. I. 2,'>, to this tradition as regards the earliest images of lletm,

p. 380. Cf. Kiiikel, Epic. Graec. Fragg. pp. 209-212. and shall refer to it when dealing with th«' terra-eotta*

i Herod. VI. 8. irom the Heraeuin.
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The sons of Tiiopas are lasus and Agenor. In the case of lasiis we again have

traces of great confusion of tradition, inasmuch as he is alternately called the son of

Triopas, the son of Phoroneus, and brother of Pelasgus and Agenor ' son of Argus

and Evadne or Peitho, etc.^ He is father of To. We dare not enter here into the

problems grouping round To, in whose story we cannot go far wrong if we see either

an indication of the spread of the Argive people far into the distance, to Byz;intium,

Ethiopia, and Egypt, — or at least some indication of intercourse between the Argive

people and those of these distant realms. Nor can we here decide the puzzling question

of lo's relation to the Hera cidt in Argos and in Euboea, her identification with the cow,

or even her possible identification with Hera herself. We can only point to the more sober

records concerning her, which identify her with the first priestess of Hera under the

name of Callithoe who headed the list of jjriestesses preserved at the Heraeum.^ It is

she who decorates the earliest image of Hera at the Heraeum in the form of a pillar

(klwv) with ribbons and wreaths.* Thus, leaving all the fanciful legends aside, we have

a personality intimately connected with the worship of Hera in the Argive district.

The line of rulers proceeds in the son of lo's uncle Agenor to Crotopus, her cousin,

who is succeeded by Sthenelas, a name which we meet with in a slightly different form

in the subsequent tradition of the city of Argos and which again appears in the Homeric

story associated with this district.

With Gelanor we come to a period which undoubtedly has indications of troubled

times and the passing of Argive sway into other hands,— from Gelanor to Danaus.

But Danaus in all traditions is of the blood of Arrive king's, thouo;h he comes from

abroad. As the tradition grouping round him points to a violent change in the ordinary

succession of previous rulers, it also confirms the previous existence of generations of

indigenous rulers. This important figure, who undoubtedly comes in or returns from

abroad, probably from Egypt, illustrates the mythogenetic " law," which we referred to

above, in concentrating upon himself a rich layer of myths. This is especially the case

with the Danaids, his daughters, who are ultimately identified with the nymphs guarding

the wells by means of which an early ruler increased the fertility of the dry Argive plain.

It is with one of his daughters, Hypermnestra, that Lynceus, the only survivor among
the sons of Aegyptus, is wedded. Lynceus succeeds Danaus, either in the natural course

of events or by slaying him, and is in turn succeeded by his son Abas.

It is difficult to determine what is the lelation of this Abas to the warlike tribe, the

Abantes, localized in Euboea. But the connection between Euboea and Argos is fully

indicated throughout all traditions. It is to Abas that his father Lynceus gives the

shield of Danaus which strikes terror among his enemies,^ and it is owing to this relic

shown in the Heraeum that, tradition has it, bronze shields were given to the victors in

the games and that these games received the name of do-Tri? iv "Apyei.

As Danaus marked a change in the normal development of Argive rule, so another

new era opens at the death of Abas, who, according to the account given in Pausanias,

divides the Argive district between his two sons, Acrisius and Proetus. The district is

naturally divided by the Inachus, Acrisius taking the western half, and Proetus the eastern

half. But the brothers are from the very beginning " inimical to one another. Proetus

1 Eustath. p. 389, 39. '^ Hygin. Fab. 170 and 273.

2 Schol. Eiirip. Phoen. 1151 (1123, etc.). ^ According to Apollod. II. 2. 1. these twin brothers

' Cf. Roscher, Lex. s. r. were at variance even before they were actually born.

* Phoronis {fr. 4) ap. Clem. Alex. Strom. I. 26, p. 418.
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luis to leave the cuuutry, und HiuIh u Hiielt«;r with Iubat«M of Lyeia, whoitu daughter

Aiiteu or Sthenoboeu he iimn-ieH. lie then returiiH und holdit hiH portion of tla* pluin.

He brings with him the Lycijin uiUMonH who build for him hiH fortri?HH und |Niliu-e ut

Tiryns. These foreij^n iutisjins tlius introduce u new form of urchitecture und forti-

fication anionjj the coninnuiitieH civiHzed by Ph«)roneuH. It in imi>ortunt to remark that

no such act is attributed to Acrisius at Arj^os, and that we have no grountl for iM^Heving

tiiat up to this time the city of Argos had hucIi fortiHcationH. It ia two genemtiouH

hiter that Perseus builds the walls of Mycen>ie ; und we ure thuH not UMtonished t4t find

that, while the Iliad speaks of Tiryns as TipwOa T«i;(io<o-o-a«' and of Mycena** an

ivKTifieuov TTTO^Udpov aiul eupuayuia }AvKJ)vy] and of llios's kKutol Tii\f.a or of the city

as evrei^eov, etc., there is no attribute of this kind attached t4i the term ArgoH in the

Homeric poems.' Acrisius is followed by his grandson, the Hon of his (hiugiiter, PerwaiH.

In connection with this prominent iigure of Perstnis again legend und myth huve l»e«tii

freely developed. IJut the account of his life and deeds points, on tlie one hand, to

foreign travel (Seriphus and Ethiopia) and, on the other hand, to Argos und ThoHMaly.

The story of his accidentjilly killing his grandfather AcriHiuH at Ijarimi in Thewuily, or

at Argos-Larisii (the early name for the city of Argos), points to an ethnical conne<-tion

between Thessaly and Argos. lie then exchanges territories with the son of Proetus,

Megapenthes, or wrests the district from him. And we now find MegiUH-Mithes eHtjib-

lished on the Liirisa-Argos side, and Perseus on the other or Tiryntiiian side. The latter

now goes farther inland to the north end of the plain, and there founds the fortress-city

of Mycenae." As with Acrisius and Proetus we had the foreshadowing of a politiud

division of the Argive district, which before had a unity of rule, so now we have a

distinct and clear dualism fixed by definite fortified cities. The tradition concerning

Acrisius and Proetus seems to be based upon disunion. It leads to the building of the

Tirynthian fortress ; then follows the fortification of Mycenae ; and with MegajR'nthes

begins the real establishment of the city of Argos. For it is a noteworthy fact that the

genealogical table which Pausanias derives from the city of Argos does not Iwgin witli

Acrisius or Abas but with Megapenthes.

It is not necessary for us to continue a detailed consideration of the succeeding nders

at Mycenae and the city of Argos as illustrated in the fcible given above. It continues

from Megapenthes for at least seven generations, with the indications of internal dissen-

sions and changes, until, in the time of Cylarabes at Argos, Ag-.imemnon takes posses-

sion of Mycenae, and his son Orestes extends his rule over the city of Argos, over Arcadia

and into Ljiconia.

The advent of the Atridae thus marks another epoch, which, however, does not liear

such clear traces of foreign irruption. But it may be admissible to adduce even a poetic

tradition in so late an authority as Dictys Cretensis (I. 16) to show that the Henieum

maintained its religious sway during the period of the Atridae at Mycenae. For it is

at the Heraeum that Agamemnon is reported to have been chosen leader of the expedi-

tion against Troy.

The great change in the leadership of the Argolid takes phvce when in the time of

Tisamenus the Dorians flood the country.

In giving this genealogy of rulers in the city of Argos as it is linked to the earlier

series of indigenous rulers which we found preserved in the Heraeum tradition, the link

1 See my note on ' Tlie Argive Heraeum and Bacchy- ' Paus. II. 16.

lides, xi. 43-84,' Classical Review, December, 1900.
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being in Megapenthes, I have not considered the house of Melampiis, who, as Pausanias

tells us, was the ancestor of six kings in six generations down to Aniphilochus, son of

Amphiaraus. I have not done this because, as Pausanias continues, " the native dynasty

of the house of Anaxagoras outlasted the other two." Nor have I referred to that

splendid figure in the Homeric poems, Dionied, who is probably connected with the

house of Bias, inasmuch as the name Aegialeus occurs in the genealogy and Aegialea

was the wife of Diomed. I am not here concerned with an independent study of these

Argive genealogies. The main reason why I have entered upon this topic at all is that

any account of the striking evidence which our excavations yield, as regards the earliest

monuments found, would be imperfect unless the Hterary traditions of these remote ages

were considered and studied in the light of these finds, and the indications which they

afford were used, to a certain extent, as guides in our threading of this labyrinth.

The main results which these early traditions thus yield us are, first, the confirmation

in a striking manner of the chronological sequence in the history of the Argive plain—
first Tiryns, then Mycenae, and then Argos ; secondly, the confirmation of the evidence

presented by our excavations of a considerable period of comparatively civilized life at

the Heraeum, not only before the so-called Mycenaean period, but also before the building

of the Cyclopean temple ascribed to Proetus of Tiryns. The study of these genealogies,

moreover, confirms our belief that, though around many of these figures is grouped a

rich and variegated mass of legend, and though there be variants and divergencies in

the account of the succession among these rulers, the list, fciken as a whole, distinctly

points to the existence of organized social communities in this district long before the

political life described by Homer.

With the death of Orestes and the reign of Temenus the hegemony in the Argive

plain is transferred from Mycenae to the city of Argos ; and here it remains ever after,

until the whole district loses its prominent position in Greek history when the leadershijJ

is transferred to Athens and Sparta.

We can hardly doubt that the city of Argos obtained its real preeminence with the

conquest of the land by the Dorians. What became of Mycenae and Tiryns in this

period, it is difficult to determine exactly. On the one hand, we hear that all the inhab-

itants of the Argive district subdued by the Dorians, whose political centre was in the

city of Argos, were repressed into a position corresponding very much to that of the

Lacedemonian helots and were called yvfjivfJTes or yu/xi-r^crioi.' As contrasted with

the inhabitants of the city of Argos they became metics, or, as they were called from

the first of these subdued centres, Orneae, vepLOiKoi 'OpveaTai? Mycenae certainly

appears after this time to have held a dependent relation to the city of Argos. On the

other hand, both Mycenae and Tiryns must have retained a considerable amount of inde-

pendence ; this is evident from the fact that Mycenae sent eighty men to Thermopylae,

and Mycenae and Tiryns together 400 men to Plataeae, while Argos sent none. At the

close of the sixth century B. c, moreover, we find that the slaves at Argos, the (jymnesii,

after their successful revolt, settled at Tii-yns and held this place against the Argives

for some time.^

During the whole of this Argive period the Heraeum, no doidit, retained its religious

importance over the weakened centres of Mycenae and Tiryns as well as over the Dorian

1 Poll. III. 83. ' Herod. VI. 83.

2 Herod. VIII. 73 ; cf. also Strab. VIII. 6. 11. 372 and

Paus. V. 23. 2.
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city of Aigos. But we must not forget that, with the ri«e to power of TenieiiUM at

Ai}4<).s and the prominent position whicij that city hehl as the capital of the Dorian con-

fV'denicy or " amphictyony," new temples and new cults were estahlishcd on the weatern

hiuik of tho Tnachus and in closer proximity to the city itnti\f ; and that, moreover, att

was indiciitod iil)ove (p. 4), tiic new national relifrion and divinities of the victorious

invader were naturally pushed forward as much as possihle. Thus a more or less con-

scious attempt woidd he made to jfive prominence U> Huch a cult as that <»f A|N»no

Pythaeus, who was the relijrious expression of the distinctly national I)«irian supremacy,

and whose temple on the Ljirisa of Arjros was the locnil centre for the Dorian leiipie of

cities (Cleonae, Plilius, Sicyon, Epidaurus, Troessen, and Aegina). We win thus under-

stand how under the Dorians there may have heen a tendency to counteract the dominant
supremacy of the Hcraeuni. Perhaps it was this spirit of Dorian sepjiratism which still

survived into the fifth century ». v. and caused the city of Argos to refniin from slutring

the glory of Thermopylae and Plataejie when Mycenae and Tiryns entered the lists.

Still, as was remarked above (pp. 4-6), the overpowering prestige of the Heraeum, tlie

most ancient of the great centres of ancient Hellas, withstood all these tem]>orary atteniptjt

at repression, and it rebiined its supreme sway and its high ])osition in the Greek religious

world so long as the Argive district itself remained a pLice of im]M)rt<'incc. With the

successors of Temenus, however, the Dorians could not retain for any great period the

preeminence which Argos had previously enjoyed. For after Medon, who 8uccec<Ied

Cisus, as second after Temenus, the power of Argos began to wane. It is then, alniut

the ninth century B. c, that the great struggle with Spai-tii began for the possession

of Cynuria,' and it is well known who ultimately carried off the vict<}ry and g:iine<I

undoubted preeminence in Peloponnesus. The rulers following Medon, Thestius,

Merops, Aristodamidas, Eratus, maintained this struggle. Then followed one great

figure who again gave preeminence to Argos, namely, Phidon. Under this powerful

ruler, Argos revived its supremacy. He is, however, especially interesting to us for his

more peaceful deeds in the history of ancient civiliziition ; for to him is attributed, not

only the establishment of a stiindard of fixed weights and measures, but also the coin-

age of money. His activity probably belongs to the second half of the eighth century

B. c, though according to some it may have extended into the seventli century. We
shall see of what interest he is in connection with the results of our excavations, when

we come to give a summary account of the metal work there found.

A few words may suffice to indicate the subsequent history of the Heraeum in strictly

historical times. After Phidon the power of Argos declines steadily during her struggle

with Spartii. The crushing victory which Cleomenes of Sparta gsiined over the Argives

about B. c. 520 is immediately connected with the Heraeum. For, as we are told by

Plutarch,'- when the Spartan had reduced the plain he mockingly asked for the keys of

the temple that he might sjicrifice to Hera. But the doors remained locked, and the

heights were guarded by the enemy. So he had to remain content with ssicrificing

below the temple. Herodotus ^ makes bun justify himself to his accusers after his

return to Sparta by referring to an oracle and the miraculous phenomena on the image

of Hera in whose sanctuary he had sjicrificed.*

If Argos lost its political preeminence after the age of Phidon, it on the other hand

1 Pans. II. 19. 2. * Pausanias (II. 20) gives other reasons why he did

* Plutarch, Cleom. 26. not actually take the city.

« Herod. VI. 76, 82.
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always retained its high position among the communities of Greece as a centre of the

highest culture, its preeminence in music and in art. In the first half of the fifth

century B. c. it was the home of the most famous school of sculpture, for it is to the

sculptor Ageladas at Argos that the three most prominent artists of that age are reported

to have gone to learn their craft, namely, Myron, Phidias, and Polycleitus. Under

Polycleitus the fame of Argive sculptors rivaled that of Athens, and stood alone in its

supremacy after the death of Phidias. These traditions of art maintained themselves

through many generations of artists after Polycleitus. And when in 423 b. c. the old

temple was burned and the new temple erected by Eupolemus was adorned with the

sculptures of Polycleitus, the Heraeum received an importance and a splendor Avhich,

to some extent, counterbalanced the loss of preeminence which, as the religious centre,

it had held in the centuries when the term " Argos " stood for the most representiitive

part, nay for the whole, of the Hellenic world. With the growth and preponderance of

other political centres in the subsequent history of Greece and the rising preeminence,

not only of the other religious centres themselves, but also of the religious importance

and weight of other divinities— a process which strikingly follows in the wake of jjolitical

changes in the history of Greece— the Heraeum did not retiiin the highest position in

the ancient religious world. It is after the downfall of Greek independence that, under

the Romans, the Argolid again receives comparative political importance, and by accounts

of the gifts of Hadrian and Nero,' and by the vestiges of Roman buildings which our

excavations have laid bare, we have evidence of this late revival.

We cannot follow the history of the Heraeum through the Byzantine, Mediaeval,

Frankish, Venetian, and Turkish times. If, however, we can picture in our imagination

the ten or more splendid buildings erected on its lofty site, gleaming with their white

marble over the distant plain, we can well understand how these late " Vandals," whether

Christians or Moslems, were attracted by it, and how it had to pay the penalty of its pre-

eminence and beauty by becoming the quarry from which they drew the material for the

erection of their churches, fortifications, and dwellings in the modern Nauplia and Argos

and in the villages of the plain.

THE EVIDENCE OF THE FINDS AS TO THE AGE OF THE HERAEUM.

The records of ancient traditions which we have just examined thus confirm the evi-

dence furnished by the general topography of the sanctuary as well as by the special

topography of the site as revealed in the relation of extant buildings to one another and

their relative changes. The general conclusions to which these sources of evidence point

are further strengthened when we examine the finds of Individual objects made on the

site during our excavations. In the examination to which I wish to subject these finds

in this place I am far from aiming at any complete account of these various objects in

themselves, nor do I propose in any way to give a complete list of what has thus been

found. These will be separately dealt with by myself and the various collaborators at

our excavations. But in this place I am considering these finds in their totality, in the

relation which the several groups of objects bear to one anf)ther, and in the ultimate

light which they can thus shed upon the history of the Heraeum as a whole, and hence

upon the relation which the sanctuary and what it contained held to the general history

of Greek civihzation and art.

1 Paus. II. 17.
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When we consider the totiility of our finds in individiml olijettti, one Htrikinfr fact at

once impresses itself upon us from the very outset— a fact which I nientione<l at once
in the report of the first year's di},'f,nnf,' Jis well as in suhsecjuent years,' — namely, the

piiiicity of oI)ie(ts diitiuff from the cliissicul and later periods as comiwred with the vast

nuiiiher of primitive and pri-ckssical ohjects. Of marhle sculptures we have, of cours*',

the largest number dating from the construction of the Second Temple, about 420 ». c.
;

and the disjippearance of other marble works, such as inscriptions, as well an of Lirjf«'r

bronzt! figures, will be readily accounted for when we come t4i consider these ohjecU.

But the paucity of works from the " classical " and later periods becomes more striking

with regard to vases, terra-cotbis, small bronzes, engraved stones, etc. Here we should

certjiinly have been justified in expecting to find objects counting at least by liundre<lH

when compared with the mass of pre-classical objects, which are nund)ered by thousiinds.

Yet, as we shall see, we have but few specimens of these objectH,— in fact they are

counted by units.

To account for this striking phenomenon I would make the following suggestions :—
1. The position of the sanctuary itself on the hill-slopes, in a district where the occa-

sional rains sweep down with sudden violence and wash all before them, would natunilly

cause all smaller objects on the immediate surface to be washed down the sIo|k's and to

spread far afield over the plain. And this would be the ca.se especially after the masonry

and stones, massed on the surface, which would have arrested the downward flow of

portable objects, had been carried away as building material by the later hordes that

passed over the Argive plain. The peculiar situation of the Heraeum would thus fav«»r

the dispersion of the later objects as compared with objects originally on a level site.

But even on such level sites the same conditions have been found to prevail, and have,

for instiince, been noticed by the German excavators at Olympia.'- In speaking of the

large proportion of pre-classical smaller objects there found, Furtwiingler says :
" By

far the greater portion of our bronze finds are votive otterings or fnigments of these

of the early period which had already found their place below the earth before the

classical epoch. That it was just the lowest layers which were richest in bronzes is to

be explained by the fact that the simple, and j)artly rude, votive offerings of the oldest

times had subsequently made room for others, and had come under the ])rotecting cover

of the earth at an early period ; while, on the other hand, the votive offerings of the

classical period were highly valued and carried off or cast in the melting jH)t in later

ages by people who prized them, at least for their metallic value."

We must remember, moreover, that the chief places in which we found these smaller

objects were all far below the level of the stylobate, i. e. below the actual necessary

foundations of the Second Temple.

Though this fact undoubtedly accounts for a good deal, we must still fwl astonished

that on various points of the site we did not come upon a gi-eater number of objects

belonging to the classical and subsequent periods.

2. To account for this we must consider also the possibility that in classical times,

with the rise of the city of Argos and its political supremacy over the district, as well

as with the numerous other sanctuaries there built, the Ileraeiun may have hist the \Mai-

tion of imique importance which it had previously occupied, and may thus not have

attracted the sjvme number of pious donors as was previously the cjise.

1 See Reports, 1892-95. '^ Olympia (Archilectur, Diirpfeld), vol. II., and espe-

cially Die Bronzen (Furtwaugler), vol. IV. pp. 1 ff.
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3. Finally, we must not overlook a very importiint point which applies not only to the

Heraeum, but to the whole of Peloponnesus and of Greece. If the later hordes carried

off the metal they found, as well as objects of intrinsic value, we cannot believe that they

would have transported or annihilated ceramic works, both vases and terra-cottas. Now
it is with regard to these that the puzzling phenomenon which we are endeavoring to

account for most clearly presents itself to us. Is it not possible, and even probable,

that the early style of working cheap objects, manufactured by inferior artisans and

sold by small hucksters at the gates of the temple-])recinct, continued and fixed to some

extent the ruder ancient style of workmanship handed down from the earliest ages ?

This makes it all the more incumbent upon us to bear in mind, that, though such

objects probably continued to be made in later times, they even then illustrate the earlier

and cruder phases of art and craft which they continue. Some can be proved to be of

earliest date, some may be of a later origin ; but the style of both is the same, and the

later are merely a continuation of the earlier. But when, for instance, we find on this

site comparatively so few vases, both black-figured and red-figured, of the ordinary Greek

type, while we find later developments of the Argive (or so-called Proto-Corinthian) and

Corinthian styles which mark the supreme finish of later dates— may we not then conclude

that these typical black and red figured vases were never manufactured in the Argive

district? ' With the exception of Corinth they were perhaps never made in Peloponnesus,

and found the real centre for their industrial production at Athens, Eretria, Corinth,

and in Apulia, Campania, Etruria, and other Graeco-Roman centres.

Perhaps all these three causes together may have had tlieu- influence in affecting the

general proportion of the objects we have found. Yet, as I have said before, by far the

greater number of these objects were found in layers which obviously antedate the build-

ing of the Second Temple— nay, the fifth century b. c. Still it would be rash to say

that the actual provenience {FumhteUe) was, in the case of most of these objects, a safe

guide to their chronology within the broad outer limit I have just given. F(u- we must

consider : (1) the rough, uneven, and sloping ground occupied by these various buildings
;

(2) the fact that by far the greater portion of these objects were found in the ground

surrounding the Second Temple platform, which ground was evidently made even and

smooth, strengthened by supporting walls, for the preparation of the building ; and the

hollows and sides of the terrace were filled with what builders call " dry rubbish," prob-

ably taken from the site of the burnt and destroyed temple above and packed with

objects which had accumulated during centuries ; and (3) that the more rugged second

platform before the building of that temple served for some sacred function in the ear-

liest times, and most probably confciined a great alttir, and that thus it would accumulate

such objects round it in the " black layers," which we found here like those found by the

excavators of Olympia round the altars there. When we consider these facts, we have

even less ground for using the provenience as a definite means of fixing the date than

the German excavators had at Olympia. But even there Fiirtwiingler " has conscien-

tiously remarked :
" Though the general characteristics of the layers as defined by us

were easily recognizable throughout, they are still individually and shar2)ly defined at but

few points to allow of more definite chronological distinctions. Generally these layers

gradually run into one another, and often their regular succession is disturbed. This

' Herod. V. 88 .amply accounts for this. The A'rgives ' The Argive Exclusion of Attic Pottery,' Classical Re-

instituted an embargo on Attic pottery. Cf. Hoppin, view, 1898, p. 86.

2 i. c.
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Fig. 13. — Eakly Shakt-ti..., V'aHM (ir DlILIM.'<>l.(>liKI>

' Mycknakan " Styije.

fcnild hardly be otherwise witli the gradual coitHtructioii «)f Ltrj^er and Hiimller lniUdiiipi

and bases, of aqueducts and, at hist, even of Cliristian frnives. F<»r tliew all nttfeiwi-

tiited an upheaval of the h)wer hiyers. It could thus hai>|>en at any time that older

objects were transixtrted from the lower to the hifrher kyers, alH4) that later ohjitctM found
their way to greater deptlis. The individual occurrence of objects in this or that Liyer

can therefore oidy be used with <;rcat caution for chronolojfical (oncluMions." Fnrt-

wiingler finds such conclu-

sions adnii.ssible only when

there is a re<;ular recurrence

of objects in a definite layer.

Finally he points to a difli-

culty wiuch (I fortiori ap-

plies to the conditions of our

excavation :
'* For only in

comparatively few inshmces,"

he stiys, " have we accurate

re(!ord of observations in in-

dividual finds of this kind.

In order to carry this out

systematically at every point

in an excavation of such ex-

tent, it would have re(piired

a special stiiff, specially

trained for this purpose, and a slow and very careful peelin<( off of single kyers. Unfoi^

tunately the conditions of our excavations did not admit of such care."

With these limit«itions we can, however, point to certiiin facts which may be claimed

as chronological landmarks beyond the broad distinctions of the earlier and later temples

and buildings.

1. Many of the earlier objects discovered on the upper terrace were found not only

below the burnt layer which marked the destruction of the early temple, but below the

portion of the exfcint wall of this temple which was visible when the temple was com-

plete. The small piece of stylobate, which, fortunately for us, still remains standing on

the Old Temple platform, is reguhirly and smoothly cut half way down ; but below this

point it remains rough. It is manifest that the rough portion was not meant to l)e seen

when the temple was comj)lete. We are thus justified in claiming for the object.s found

below this point a period antedating the fii-st temple. Objects were also found below

the huge Cyclopean stones of the supporting wall.

2. The rude smaller and earlier walls, referred to above as being on the s<Nith slope of

the Second Temple platform, evidently belonged to a period when this platform was

in all probability used as an altar. Portions of these walls were built on the bed-rock
;

and the objects found on this bed-rock level most probably belonged to tlie earhest |)eriod

of their construction.

3. The small horizontjU tomb (Fig. 13) found immediately to the south of these walls

confcilned quaint vases decorated with linear ornaments in dull {mattfdrbiye) colors (see

below, Fig. 22); while the rock-cut beehive tombs (Fig. 14) found by us in the vicinity

of the Mycenaean Road contained Mycenaean vases ' of Furtwiingler-Loeschcke's tliird

or fourth periods.

* These will be described by Dr. Hoppin in the section on Vaaei.
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4. Besides stone implements which point to the NeoHthic period, copper and bronze

were found in every part of the excavation. Iron was foinid in greatest jjrofusion at

the northeast corner of the Second Temple platform, as well as at the Southwest Stoa.

We have thus traces oi the Neolithic, the Bronze, and the Iron Ages on this site.

With these facts before us we must begin a general survey of the individual objects

found, in view of the light which they may throw upon the general historical questions

before us.

TERRA-COTTA IMAGES.

In dealing' with the summary evidence of the terra-cottas we must premise a few words

on plastic art in general. Besides the sculptures of the Second Temple we found a few

isolated fragments of archaic or transitional scidpture in stone, but no actual stone

sculptures of the earlier dates. Though there is one exception in carved stone-work

to be found in the block which was subsequently used in one of the walls to the north

of the Second Temple upon which the early waved pattern has been carved, there is no

insfcince of such early sculpture in stone. From the paucity of even primitive terra-

cotta images on the Old Temple platform

we may naturally conclude that the begin-

nings of worship on this site were in

an aniconic form. The first step to the

creation of an image was the erection of

the pillars or Mones which Pausanias stiU

saw there in his time, and of the existence

of which in other centres of Greek wor-

ship we have ample evidence.^

Now, as I ventured to surmise at the

time of its discovery,^ it is highly proba-

ble that in the lower fragments of a large

limestone " pillar " we have preserved to

us the very klon which Pausanias saw,

and which symbolizes the first image to

Hera on this ancient site (see Fig. 15).

The stone in question is carved into a

pillar tapering towards the to^i in the

rudest manner, evidently with jnimitive

tools, the marks of which can still be pei--

ceived. At the broader " foot" there is a projection forward which serves as a plinth

to keep the pillar in an upright position, the projection being merely in front and not

behind. It thus corresponds to the lower portion of the rudest images in stone and

clay of which we have cognizance. The edges at either angle in front are leveled off

Fig. 14. - Bkkiiivk Tomb near thk Hkkaeum, on

THK ROAD TO MyCENAE.

1 Pausanias (II. 9. 6) mentions one representing Ar-

temis Patroa at Sicyon. He also saw thirty of these at

Pharae in Achaia, each Iiaving the name of a god (VII.

22. 4). Coins and vases give us later renderings of these

early objects. So an Apollo on a coin of Ambracia

(Overbeck, Griech. Kunstmyth. Y. pp. 1-5, MUnztafel i.

Nos. 1-7). A coin of Ceos has Hera and Zeus in the

form of two pillars (Overbeck, I. c. I. p. 5). So also

Zeus is represented as a square pillar on a vase (Gerhard,

Aladem. Ahhandl. p. 59, Nos. 2, 3, 4, 7 ; cf. Collignon,

Hist. Sculpt. Gr. p. 103).

2 See Report, 1892, and my Excavations of the Ameri-

can School at the Heraion, etc. p. 19.
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Fiu. 15.

.7i»l

• Kai;i •
I !

From the Ileraeuiu.

iMAIiK."

HO US to make it hexaj^oiial. This pillar could have Herved no architectiiml |tiir|Niiw* uf

which we know, and, standiiifr uprijfht im it does, with all the niurkH of the nioHt prinii-

tive worknianshij), we are juHtified in helievinjf that hucIi an ohje<t of no intrinsic value,

which .survived to tiie second century of our era, ndjrht he and is pri-serveil t4» us now.

Of primitive idols in stone and marhle chips, such as were found at Ilissarlik, PuroK,

Naxos, Amorfjos, etc., we have no specimens

here at the Heraeum. On the other hand,

we have the richest collection ever found

of terni-cottii idols, presentinj^ a new and

uiiltrokcn .series from the very earliest to

the classical times, and thoujrh these terra-

cottiis will receive more dettiiled treatment

in a special chapter by Dr. Chase and myself,

we must now consider them in their {general

connection, and their bearing upon the

main point before us.

I may sjiy at once that we find types of

" Mycenaean " fi<>urines at the Heraeum,

but we also find a much larger nund>er of

types distinctly earlier in an unbroken

.series, among which we can distinguish at

least two categories.

The first and earliest tyj)e was probably developed out of the symlwdic klon (Fig. Hi).

The primitive coroplast has merely taken small lum{)s of clay, and luus fashioned them

into a mere suggestion of a human form by indicating projections for the arm.s. The
lower portion of the body remains in rude, uneven roundness, and for the head he has

merely allowed the upper portion to be squeezed into an almost conical shajM?. There is

no further articulation, and no distinction of sex. But this primitive coroplast is n<»t iut

yet tied down to any fixed conventionalized type, and so there is a gradiuil development

and progress in his naturalism within the narrow range of his artistic power (Fig. 17).

Gradually the arms become more extended, the clay is j)inched more finnly,

accentiuiting the waist still further, until, at last, the workman gives

another pinch between his two fingers to the portion which he has left

for the head, and proceeds to add two minute globules of clay on either

side of this jjrotuberance of the head to indicate the eyes. From this

moment he proceeds to elaborate this bird-like face, adding a round

circle of clay to the top, which is meant to indicate either the hair, or

more probably, in this case, the polos or early diadem of the goddess

Hera. Without indicating the sex of the figurine by means of modeling,

he does so by the indication of dress ; and to the bird-like head is added

a series of ornate decorations running round the neck and breast from

shoulder to shoulder, which soon becomes one of the most striking

features in these Heraeum terrjv-cott^is. In the special chapter on terra-

cottas, we shall deal with the question whether these ornaments are

necklaces with brooches at the shoulders, or scarves, or even wreaths

owers, or, finally, indicate an elaborate folding and ornamentation to the top of

the low-necked dress. We have summarized in a few words what really represents a

most varied series, illustrative of a very long and continuous development.

Fui. 1(5. — Primi-

TIVK TkKKA-COT-

TA FiGUKINE.

From the Heraeum

of flc
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A new stage is reached when these figures that have been represented as standing erect

are represented as seated (Fig. 18). This is done in a quaint manner, in that the liat

lower portion of the figure is bent forward, thus forming a step-Hke projection, and then

two thin, tusk-Hke pieces of clay are stuck on behind, like the legs of a chair, which

made it possible for the figurine to be set down in this quasi-

seated posture. In technique and detail work, this second class

is also much further advanced. Besides the elaborate ornamen-

tjition round the shoulders, the arms are in many cases actu-

ally modeled, and the waist is indicated Avith greater naturalism.

A few more ambitious coroplasts have attempted to model the

whole chair or throne, and actually to jilace one of these figures

upon it. When we recall the fact that the erection of a seated

image in wood is attributed to Pirasus,' the son of Argus, and

that Pausanias saw this early image made of pear-tree at the

Heraeum, whither it had been brought innn Tiryns, and that,

further, this sacred image was seated,— we may attribute the

innovation in our terra-cottas which, from this point, belong

chiefly to the seated type, to the influence of such an image

endowed with great sanctity. But the idols of this class do not

rise above the bird-shaped

head ; and, in spite of the

prominent influence of some

such seated examples, even

upon the standing types of

this period, there is no

hard and fast conventional-

ized type to be found. I mean by this, that with

all the quaint and crude artistic imperfections of

the primitive coroplast's work, there is a free and

naturalistic tendency, which leads him to produce

varieties, with marked differences in the extent to

which he indicates articulation and individual details

among these types.

It is importsmt to note that specimens of these

two earliest types were found by Schliemann at

Tiryns," but that to my knowledge few have been

found at Mycenae.^ We thus call this second cate-

gory, marked by the seated figure of earliest tech-

nique, Tirynthian-Argive.

The next, or third category with which we have

to deal, the Mycenaean type (Fig. 19), is found

chiefly at Mycenae and Mycenaean centres ; and

has been found also at Tiryns and the Heraeum.

As in the graves of Mycenae, so in the rock-cut beehive tombs with Mycenaean pottery,

See above, p. 24. ' Since I wrote this, Dr. Chase has iiifoiined me that

2 Tiri/ns, pp. 150 ff., figs. 77-93
; p. 339, fig. 159 ; in one " exceptional " grave at Mycenae, Tsountas lias

and Perrot-Chipiez, vol. VI. p. 750. found isolated specimens of such terra-cottas.

Fig. 17. — Eakly Fkmale
Figure, showing Devkl-

OPMENT OF DrAPEUY.

From the Heraeum.

Fig. 18.— Pearly Seated Figure.

From the Heraeum.
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discovered by us in close proximity to the Hemeuin, themj early iniaf;e«i are found with

the most heaiitiful specimens of Mycenuean ware in pottery us well tut other nuit^riuU.

At first sight it mifjht appear that these thoroughly conventional tigtirineit are earlier

than some of tiiose we iiave just described. They consiHt, in form, generally «»f a round

elongated foot, like that of a cup, a Hattened, more or less cin-ular or Hcmicircubir ImkIv

above it, again reminding us of a Mycenaean cup, and an upjH'r portion whirh genendly

curves outward and leaves the top like the lip or rim of a vatie. Thin general outline, in

spite of all defciiled variation, is kept in a fixed and stereotyjMjd manner, and in a«!hen.*d

to as a convention by the modeler in so manifest a way, that he clearly telU us he

does not intend to follow nature, though he is well able to do so. Thus in their liare

outline they are further removed from naturalism than many specimens of the primitive

type we have just examined. On the other hand, the fine clay of which they are nuule,

the certiiinty of touch and neatneas with which they are modeled in this conventionali7.e<|

form, and, above all, the modeling and painted decoration on any portions which the

artist chose thus to decorate, show a degree of artistic skill and

a suppressed power of naturalism which is never to be met with

in the works of the previous class, and is not always found in

some of the succeeding classes. Within the circumference of

this rounded, shield-shaped, flattened surface which represents

the torso, the female breasts and the arms hidden under the

drapery (compare Fig. 19) are indicated with great delicacy and

skill, and are certainly out of keeping with the stiff convention

of the outline form. Moreover, the painted ornamentation

shows a power of free-hand brush-work, a fluency and variety of

line, which are the reverse of conventional, and which, together

with the glazed color used, are to be found only in vases of the

Mycenaean order.

We are here brought face to face with a most curious pheno-

menon : whereas the chief distinctive characteristic of Mycenaejin

art in other spheres is its naturalism (esj)ecially when contrasted

with the " Geometric " style which succeeds it), we have the

most pronounced instance of stereotyped conventionalism in the

form of these figures. But this archaeological paradox is most

readily accounted for by the explanation which the facts invari-

ably attending their discovery necessarily force upon us. These

figurines are, we may say, almost always found together with

Mycenaean vases ; and their painted decoration betrays the hand of the nwiker of these

vases. Their shape, moreover, is constructively and intrinsically " vase-lik^ ." They are

distinctly ceramic figurines, and not coroplastic figurines. Now it was the Mycenaean

potter who produced the greatest innovations and marks the gi-eatest advance in ceramic

art,— we may stiy for all times. But besides his chief characteristic of naturalistic

painting and his introduction of glazed color into ceramic painting, there is one thing

which appears to me almost greater and more important,— he was the first really to

estjiblish constructive and final ceramic forms and shapes for the ves-sels that were to

receive, refciin, and preserve fluids. And it is this central tectonic attitude of mind of

the ceramist which has influenced him in fashioning these Mycenaean figurines, and in

giving them the stereotyped form to which he adheres. We have this interesting phe-

Flfl. 19. — M Y C K X A K A M

Typf. ok Tkrra-ccitta.

From a Tomb near llie He-

meiim.
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nomenon in the early history of clay-work : the primitive clay-worker is before all a

corojilast, and actually models his vessel with his hand. He is thus sometimes misguided

into giving eccentric animal or human shapes to some of his early vessels.' The Myce-

naean clay-worker is before all a ceramist, and thus introduces ceramic conventionalism

into his terra-cotta figurines.

It is curious to note how the vase-rimmed head is even introduced into a most complex

terra-cotta of this Mycenaean class, in which a female figure is represented as holding an

infant in her arms.^

This third Mycenaean class was not powerful enough to drive the previous classes out

of the field, for these show a continuous development.

It is to Dr. Chase that I owe the identification of a " Dipylon " class of fignnines,

recognized by him as such chiefly by the colored ornamentation on the dresses which

indicate the Dipylon style (Fig. 20). These types, while presenting the same marked con-

trasts to those of the Mycenaean order as

the previous classes, and showing a general

elation to the more primitive figurines, are

nore advanced in the treatment of the head,

in which they do not, however, attixin the

distinct naturalism of the succeeding class.

The most marked fact to be noticed in this

category is the extreme paucity of the spe-

cimens of human figures,— there is com-

paratively a greater abundance of animal

terra-cotttis of this class. This fact, it

appears to me, can be explained by one oi

two causes : either the human fisure was

not frequently represented by the "artists"

of the Dipylon period, or the peojjle to

whom they belonged did not dwell for a

long period in the Argive district, nor exer-

cise great influence upon the artistic life of

the place.

When we realize how imperfect and

wooden, how completely " decorative " and

conventionalized is the treatment of human
figures on the Dipylon vases, Ave must at

the same time realize that this purely con-

ventional and decorative treatment does not

lend itself to the spirit of art production in

plastic works, — either in terra-cottji or

stone. The statue and statuette as such,

Avhich arise out of a naturalistic as opposed to a decorative impulse, are not likely to be

developed by such workers. In bronze, we might more readily find them, because the

maker of bronze vessels and implements of peace and war would use the same technique

1 See Scbliemaim's Itios, pp. 340-345 ; 375, 377, etc. ; op. cil. VI. p. 743, and Collignoii, Hist. d. I. Sculpt. Or. I.

Rayet-Collignon, Hist. d. I. Ceram. Gr. pp. 1 and 7. p. 52.
' 'E.(t>rt^fpii, 1888, pi. ix. fig. 16 ; cf. also Perrot-Chipiez,

Fig. 20. — Figurk of thk " Dipylon " class.

From the Heraeum.
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of beatinj»' the metal, and miylit make such figures as ornunieiits or a|t|)en(lageM Ut the

implements.

When, however, we consider according to what I he»r from Mr. De Cou, tliat there

wero also comparatively few specimens of hronu^s in the Dipylon (i. e. the " Attic

Geometric ") style, and that, as I hear from Dr. Iloppin, even the vases of this style an*

of small niunher compared to those of the other classes, we are tem|)ted to conclude

that the people who represented this technicpie did not dwell m l«»njr on this sit4?, nnd

were either assimilated rapidly, or were not adapted to lejive a lasting stamp u|M)n art

production.

The iil'th stiige is reached in that a marke<l advance is made among tlie M-a(fd idolH:

namely, the bird face is supei--

seded by the human face (Fig.

21 ). To the profuse and

elaborate decorations round

neck, breast, and shoulders of

the second type, we here have

added most elaborate head-

dresses, in which I can see not

only varieties of the jio/os,

but also floral ornamentations

which probably refer to the

Antheia side of the Hera cult,

and for which floAvers from the

river Asterion were woven

into wreaths. How long- this

human shape of Heraeum fig-

urines continued we cannot

determine. We are, however,

actually at the gates of re-

corded history when we learn '

that the Argive type of the

human-shaped Hera was cai*-

ried to Sanios by Procles, the

son of Pityreus, when the lat-

ter was expelled by the Dori-

ans from Epidaurus. This

would bring us to about the year 1000 u. c. This human-shaped image su|)ersede<l the

sanis, or board-shaped idol, which was previously woi-shiped at Samos.'-'

The next (sixth) class, though not numerous, shows in subject, technitpie, and style

the infusion of orientjil influence.

After this sixth category, our terra-cottiis lead us to the archaic Greek type of figurine

corresponding to the erect 6re<as-shaped statues of the class of the Artemis found at

Delos."

An eighth class is distinguished from this as marking the advanced archaism of the

close of the sixth and the beginning of the fifth centuries B. c. ; until, finally, we have

Fl(i. 21. — FlOURK OF ADVANCKD AWilVK STYLK (WITH III MAN JACK).

From the Heraeiiin.

' Pans. VII. 4. 4 ; Menodutiis of Samos ap. Atlieii.

XV. C72a.

» Clement Alex. Protrei>t. IV. 18, p. 184.
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a few fine specimens of heads forming a ninth class, and illustrating good Greek art of

the fifth century B. c.

Before drawing the conclusions to which this survey of our terra-cottas leads us, I must

point to the interesting collateral evidence furnished by the earliest types of bronzes

found at Olympia and classified in so thorough a manner by Professor FurtwJingler. We
cannot but regret that the terra-cotta figurines, of which he tells us large numbers were

found in the lowest layers round the Heraevim at Olympia,' did not receive the same

thorough treatment at his hands, and are not represented in a sufficient number of

specimens in the plates which illustrate the German publication. On plates xviii. and

xix. of the Olympia Bronzes he has presented a most instructive series of bronze animals

from the earliest primitive class to the fixed type of Geometrical style, the so-called

Dipylon horse."

The earliest and rudest primitive bronzes rejiresenting animals are made out of thin,

flat sheets of bronze, and have, like our earliest terra-cottas representing human figures,

only the vaguest suggestion of natural forms. The thin sheets of metal are cut to indi-

cate legs and head, and are then twisted in various directions. The style of this rudest

class is called by Furtwangler the " sheet-style " (Blechstyl). Then follows a very

numerous class which evidently has been influenced by the process applied in fashion-

ing such primitive figurines in terra-cotta, to which he gives the name the " Terra-

cottenstyl." ^ More and more within this long series, presenting a most interesting

evolution, the early bronze-worker is trying to develop a style suited tectonically to his

manipulation of bronze in beating and casting, until, at last, he arrives at a fixed settled

shape of horse from this technical point of view which, irrespective of naturalism or the

exact imitation of what he saw in nature before him, satisfies his artistic instinct and

becomes a fixed type for the small bronze horse. This stereotyping of bronze technique

in this direction checks development and free effort in the tendency towards naturahsm

which is noticeable in the earlier primitive ware ; and apparently for many generations

after this establishment of the Dipylon horse, that form holds the ground and practically

ends the series as far as these early layers of discoveries at Olympia are concerned.*

Somewhere within this series is to be placed a comparatively small number of animal

representations," into which the goat seems for the first time to have been introduced,

which are strikingly contrasted with the main continuous series in that they possess

advanced naturalism. I would suggest that these are the sti'ictly " Mycenaean" types

which apparently were found in the vicinity of the Pelopeum wall.

Now the excavators of Olympia tell us that the terra-cottas come from the very earliest

layers, and, as far as their position in the earth is concerned, correspond to the very

earliest bronze figures found there. These terra-cotta human figures, to judge from the

specimens which are published," mark a later stage than our earliest figurines. They

are much more advanced in articulation and the sex is clearly indicated. All these terra-

cottas and bronzes were found in the " black layers " surrounding the earliest altar to the

south of the Heraeum wall at Olympia, towards the wall of the Pelopeum. The lowest of

these layers, and partly the second as well, are earlier than the building of the Heraeimi

of Olympia." The earliest layer runs beneath the foundation walls of that temple.

1 See Olyvipia, IV., Bronzen, pi. xvii. Nos. 279, 280, * Pis. xiii., xiv.

281, 283, 284, iu which a few specimens of terra-cottas ' Pis. xi. and xii. Nos. 178-196.

are given. « PI. xvii. Nos. 279, 280, 281, 283, 284.

2 Op. cit. pis. X., xi., xii., xiii., xiv., xv., and xvi. ' Furtwangler, Olympia, IV., Bronzen, p. 2.

= Op. cit. pi. X. Nos. 106-133, pi. xi. to about Nos.

177 or 178.
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Now the Hfiiieum of Olympia, which is the oldest tcmph: there, and, liy thi««? find»i

heneath it, j)oints to a worHliip of Hera on thi» Hit« before the wonihip of Z«'iw wan

there introduced,— this Heraeuni of Olympia, we are told,' was built by ScilluntianK

eight years after Oxylus had tiiken possession of Elis, which would lead us bat-k to the

Dorian invasion (between b. c. IKH) and KKX)) for the building of the temple. The
reniarkal)lc replacing of the old wooden pillars by biter stone ones has l»een carefully

noted by Diirpfeld.'-' Dr. Penrose assigns this temple to the year 144.'>. The date

given by Pausjinias may refer to the erection of the stone jrilhirH in the wirly temple,

which retained its original orientiition and was built there by Pre-Dorian |ieople.

lie this as it may, we know that, k)ng before the foundations of this 01ym|)ian ti'mple

were erected, the remains of the altiir and the acciunulation of primitive votive oiTerings

in the black layers surrounding it point to many generations of Hera cult on this very

spot. The terra-cottiis found in these early layei-s are much later in style tluin Clas« I.

and II. of our Ileraeum terra-cottjis. Thus the bronzes and h'rni-cottiis of Olvmpia

confirm the early date which we assign to our Pre-Mycenaean terra-eottas from the

Argive Heraeum.

VASES.

The finds of early ceramic ware at the Heraeum are so numerous and complete, and

have such imporfcmt bearings upon the earliest art of Greece, that, in dealing with them

here, we cannot confine ourselves to their consideration merely in the light of the strik-

ing illustration they offer to the main point which we have hitherto considered in the

history of the Heraeum. For their bearing upon the early history of ceramic art in

Greece is such that I venture to maintiiin they will lead to a new classification of this

important branch of archaeological evidence, or at least to a thorough reconsideration

of the classification hitherto accepted. Nay, beyond this I believe that these finds furnish

most invaluable material for the study of the origin and development of art in general.

But while this latter aspect is most imporfcmt, so that we can hardly resist dniwing

conclusions which the objects jiresented by our spades have revealed to us, we feel that

the introduction of so wide and fai'-reaching a topic would lead us too far and would be

out of proportion to the main scheme of this publication. We nuist therefore reserve

the treatment of this aspect of our finds for some future occasion. On the other hand,

it would be impossible for us to utilize our collective material of vases for the informa-

tion they give as to the earliest history of the Heraeum without considering the new

light Avhicli these finds throw upon the whole classification of early Greek pottery.'

At the close of our first year's digging (in 1892) one fact of fundamentiil importance

impressed itself upon me. And though I ventured to give partial pubhcation to these

views at the successive public meetings of the American School at Athens, I did not feel

justified in fixing them in print until the huge number of specimens which we had trans-

ported to Athens had been cleaned, and to some degree clas.sified by the int^'lHgent

industry of my colleague, Dr. Hoppin.* After careful observation of the material thus

before us and the mature application of inductive principles, I now feel confirmed in the

1 Paus. v. 16. 1. a new departure in such inquiry. I am bappy to find

' Olympia, II. (Architecture), p. 35. that these results iu the main confirm the conclusions to

=* Since this w.as sent to the printer, among other impor- which the Heraeum discoveries led me.

tant discoveries and publications, the striking discoveries The detailed classification of all the rich flnd» in

of Messrs. Evans and Hogarth in Crete and the publica- vases will be given by him in the special chapter derutod

tion of Professor Ridgeway's Early Age of Greece mark to these works.
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Fig. 22. — Mycknakan Vase, with

dull unglazed color.

From Fiirtwaiigler and Loesclieke,

Mykenische Vasen, pi. xxiv. No. 175.

first impression which the excavations themselves forced

upon me, and feel justified in submitting them to the

judgment of archaeologists.

The preponderance on this site of so-called " Proto-

Corinthian " ware attracted our attention at the very be-

o-innintr of the excavations. And when further the fact

forced itself upon our notice that in the distinctive chai^

acteristics of this ware there was a continuity, not only in

its development from the earliest j^rimitive to the latest

vases, but also from the most inferior and cheapest hand-

made vessel— probably sold for the smallest coin in the

booths of the local potter before the walls of the sanctuary,

together with the cheap and rude idols— to the most per-

fect specimen of delicate ceramic work, I then felt that we

here had to deal with local manufacture peculiar to the

Heraeum or the Argive plain, to which I propose to give the name of Argive-Linear.
But if this be true, then the current and established classification of all the early Greek

pottery will have to be reconsidered,

and the modifications thus caused in

this important class of archaeological

evidence will tend to modify our views

with regard to the early history of the

Greek people.

The current view most widely ac-

cepted by archaeologists for the his-

torical classification of early Greek

Ijottery is chiefly based upon the funda-

mental work done by Furtwangler and

Loeschcke ' on Mycenaean vases. In a

l)rief form this classification is marked

by the following subdivisions."

Primitive ware, for which we prac-

tically rely uj3on the finds of Hissar-

lik, consists chiefly of rough hand-

made pottery, either of the simplest

rounded bowl shape, with holes for

suspension by means of a cord instead

of handles, or eccentric human and

animal fonns, which I would call the

coroj)lastic 'phase of early jiottery.

The decorations upon these are chiefly

those modeled or incised. This cate-

gory receives scant treatment at the

hands of most writers on Greek ceramics, and is practically left as an unknown quantity.

Fig. 23. — Mycenaean Vase (KROiM Ialysus), natukalistic,

WITH LUSTROUS GlAZE.

From Furtwiiugler and Loeschcke, Mykenische Vasen, pi. v.

No. 281.

' Furtwangler and Loeschcke, Mykenische Vasen and Klassischen Alterthums, article ' Vasenknnde ;' Rayet et

Mykenische Thongefiisse. CoUignon, Hist. d. I. Ceramique Grecque ; Dumont et

2 Cf. Von Rohdeu iu Baumeister's Denkmaler des Chaplain, Les Ceram. d. I. Grice Propre.
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prerodinp^ the socoiul class with which the specifically Greek aiiti(|uitie«, a« well um

traditioiiiil liistoiy, have been supposed to hejrin,— namely, Mycenaean ware. Thi*
broad and diversified cLiss includes a very early form of vase, decomted in color, which,

especially in the types of Thera (Santorini), forms a transition from the primitive t<i tlie

Mycenaean. As a matter of fact the Santorini vases cannot he distinffuished in their

essential (jualities from tiic earliest specinu-ns included amonyf the My<-enaean viiitew.

First, there are vases with dull, un<^lazed color ( Fi<r. 22). From tlies*- rudimentary

beginniM<>s the Mycenaean vases rise throujfh many catejrories, minutely distiriffuishe*!

by Furtwiiii<>ler and others, to avery hij^h form of ceramic perfecti«»n. This is eM|M*4-ially

the case when the new feature of <j^la/cd or lustrous color is adde<l (Fif<;. 2;{), which

gives such variety to their painted decorations and foreshadows the most heautifid vases

of the later historical Greek periods. These vases found at Mycenae and on Myeenaeiin

sites in company with beautiful work in fjold and other materials have hitherto l)een

connected with tlu^ Homeric! descriptions of the

surroundiii<>s in which the Atridae and their

fellow heroes lived at Mycenae and elsewhere.

The third category (Fig. 24) differs es.sentially

from the Mycenaean class ; and though it

maintiiins, as regards the actual performance

of the potter's skill, a very high stiindard, the

peculiar fciste in the forms adopted by him, as

well as the peculiar system of painted orna-

mentation, mark a distinct change or break

from the previous traditions which appear to

vanish wlien this third class comes into the

field. And as regai-ds artistic feeling this

third class distinctly shows a retrograde move-

ment of a more inartistic people. This period

has been identified with the inroad of the

Dorians which swept away the Achaean civili-

zation preceding it. From the peculiar style

of ornamentiition on these vases they are known

as " Geometric," or, as some of the most strik-

ing examples were first found about the Dipy-

lon gate of Athens, as " Dipylon " ware (Fig. 25). Next follows a fourth class of gen-

erally smaller vases of pecxdiar shape and refined workmanship, with neat linear orna-

menttition (Fig. 2G), into which subsequently friezes of certain animals are introduced

(Fig. 27), the so-called Proto-Corinthiun ware, for which Dr. lloppin has with good rea-

son proposed the name " Argive." * This gradually becomes more elaborate ami redun-

dant in its decoration, until it naturally leads over to a ela.ss intimately relate<l t<» it,

namely, the fifth class, or Corinthian ware. It is at this point that oriental influences are

manifest in the wealth, as well as in the specific detjiils, of ornamentation. Hut in time

these foreign characteristics are eliminated in this Corinthian ware, and the final emanei-

pation from archaic conventionalism as well as from alien influences is gradually worked

out in the esfcxblishment of the typical Greek style of historical times. This is done

chiefly at Athens in the earlier black-figured and then in the beautiful red-figured ware

' See Am. .four. Arch. VMKh p. 445.

Fig. 24.— Mycknak.vn Vask. with m'stroub

(jl.AZK, CONVKNTIONAI-

From Furtwiiiigler and Loesclirke, Myl-enlsche Vaaen,

p. 29, fig. 17.
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of the classical period (7 and 8). In this rapid survey, I have of course omitted the

minor intermediary subdivisions localized m the Greek islands and elsewhere.

What we are here chiefly concerned with is the relation which the Mycenaean vases

and the style they represent hold to those forms with which in time and space they come

into immediate contact. The chief

and most striking characteristic of

Mycenaean ware, besides the great

advance that is made in the refine-

ment and elaboration of the clay

itself, and the characteristic variety

of beautiful shapes which are given

to the vases as such, is to be found

in the distinct artistic quality of the

painted decoration, which quality cor-

responds to that of the designs in

precious metal, in cut stones, gems,

and other materials. This charac-

teristic is the free naturalism both in

the feeling for line as well as in the

forms, and in the life which these

lines and colors render. And this

freedom of naturalistic drawing is

directly opposed, and marks an anti-

thesis, to the geometrical or more

mechanical feeling of ornamentation
;

and thus the decorations on the typi-

cal Mycenaean vase can be appreciated

in their characteristic qualities by

contrastinjj them with those of the

Geometric vase by which they are

succeeded, and by the mechanical

feeling of primitive decoration in the

vases which precede them. The

Mycenaean principle would thus be

naturalistic as opposed to decorative and linear, and freehand in drawing as opposed to

the more conventional decorative feeling and mechanical drawing of the geometric order.

While admitting, nay, confirming this distinctive attribute of Mycenaean vase-decora-

tion, I on the one hand maintain that it does not apply to the earhest groups included

in this subdivision, namely, the dull-colored vases, nor to a great number of later dis-

tinctly Mycenaean vases, especially small vases ; and on the other hand, I would insist

upon the fact that at no time Avas a certain geometrical element entirely excluded from

the ornamentation of the Mycenaean vases. I may at once say now, wliat will receive

fuller confirmation as Ave proceed, that, though, in the latest forms of Mycenaean vases

showing signs of degeneracy, the growth of conventionalism prepares the way for their

supersedence by the Dipylon vases, and shows transitional stages between the tAvo, I main-

tain that also at the other end of the Mycenaean scale, at its earliest beginnings, Ave have

a preponderance of geometric feeling.

Fig. 25. — Dipyi.on Va8e.

From Moil. d. Inst. IX. pi. 39.
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Fio. 20. — Akoivk (I'koto-Couintiiiaii)

Va»K, LiNKAH STVLK.

Frum the lleraeum.

The ffiwitest coiifusioii lias been lauwid hy the iniHiioiiier *' Gwrnictrii-," '
a|>pli(f<l U)

the so-called Dipylon vases. As we shalf see, the ffeoinetiie feeling of oriutnieiitiUiMn

prevails in the earliest times, and is never lost in any
|M'rio(l within the history of all these early vases.

The characteristic dillerence in the application of

this i)rinciple in the so-called Dipylon vasti is not

so much in the linear, meaningless decoration, as

contrasted with the renderin<^ of life and nature, uh

in the redundancy of geometrical ornament over

the whole vase, which is thus subdivided hy these

desig-ns into " compartments " that hold a mathemat-

ical relation to one another ; and in the fact that

these crowded elements of decoration are repeated,

if not always with identity, at least with the greatest

simihirity of character. It has thus been justly re-

marked that this style of ornamentjition on painted

vases seems to have been borrowed from some other

form of manufacture in which the design, owing to

the mechanical system of its 2)roduction, necessiirily

leads to this redundancy, and to this repetition. This

is to be found chiefly in the art of weaving patterns

or of basket-work, and it is highly probable that

these crafts had their influence upon the decorative feeling of the Dipylon vase-pain t4*r.

The importiint point upon which I wish to insist is that the geometric feeling an

expressed in regular and symmetrical lines, whether straight or curved, irrespective of any

imitation of objects in nature or of any meaning beyond the direct appeal to the aesthetic

sense of vision as such, was always present as a prominent element in the decoration of

Mycenaean vases, and that at the earlier stages it was predominant, because these earlier

stiiges were the direct and natural development of the sjime principle in primitive art.

Among the various groups into which Mycenaean vases have Iwen divided,

there is not one in which we could not find vases the decoration of which

consists solely of linear or geometrical ornaments. This Ls especijilly the

case with the Mycenaean vases of smaller size,— in fact, it is generally

only in the larger and finer specimens that the more elaborate, natural-

istic ornament is introduced. And where this naturalistic ornament is

present, we must not forget that it is set off by a series of lines dniwn

round the vase, the most importiint part of its general ornament, which

Fig. 27. — .Vkgivk is SO much like the Argive-Linear, hitherto caUed Proto-Corinthian deco-

(I'ROTo-CoRiNiiii-
i-iition, that when we merely find fragments of Mycenaean vases contain-

sTYi.K. "'o tlit'se linear ornaments, it is extremely difficult, if not impossible, to

From the Heiiieiiiii. decide whether they belong to a vase of the naturalistic Mycenaejin cla.ss

or to the Argive-Linear chiss. This is still more difficult, if not inijM>s-

sible, in the case of small vases, where we merely have a shape that has been jissigiied

to them as distinctly Mycenaean, but which does not seem to me to justify us in classing

them as Mycenaean instead of our advanced Argive-Linear (Proto-Corinthian).

' I sincerely hope that the term "Dipylon," which " Mycenaean," will be henceforth used instead of " Geo-

iu its connotation of locality corresponds to the term metric."
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But it may be urged that these smaller Mycenaean vases containing linear ornaments

like that of the Argive-Linear class belong to a late and degenerate period, when Myce-

naean naturalism was dying out, and having passed into the stiige of growing conven-

tionalization, left the field ojjen to pure geometric design. To this I answer that the

pure linear geometric feeling is present, and runs side by side with the most complete

naturalism on the best specimens of all classes of Mycenaean vases, that, as we shall see,

the earliest dull-colored class is purely linear, and that instances of undoubtedly Myce-

naean ware can be found in which linear ornamentation is demonstrably earher than

naturalistic ornamentation found on the same site. I will here aive a most striking and

conclusive instance of such evidence furnished by the actual conditions of excavations.

Tsountas^ discovered a most important tomb at Mycenae, in which, besides numerous

other objects of distinctly Mycenaean ware, were vases

that are decidedly not of the latest period of Mycenaean

vase-painting. The end of the dromos, at the entrance

to the tomb projier, was blocked up, as is frequently the

case, by stones, among which was made the happy dis-

covery of a stone bearing a painted procession of warriors

(Fig. 28) corresponding to those that were already known
from Mycenaean vase-paintings. But this discovery is

still more important from the fact that below the stucco

which had been applied to the surface of the stone to

prepare it for the painter, in the upper portion, where

this is chipped away, are the remains of earher carved

decoration, and this decoration, corresponcUng to that of

several Argive-Linear plates and vases which we have

found, consists of simple straight Hues connected with

circles,— a purely hnear and geometrical ornamenbition.

Now there can be no doubt that the painted stone, which

was thus used with other materials at hand to stop up the

entrance to the tomb, and so must have been lying about

useless for some time (there is no sign of its having

formed an integral part of the decoration of the tomb),

must have been considerably earlier than the objects in

the tomb itself. The structure which it embellished had

long gone out of use. But when this stone, embelKshed

by geometrical ornaments, was covered with stucco upon

which figures were painted, it had again completely lost

its original use to make it thus available as raw material for the painter. This again

implies a coTisiderable interval. Evidently, therefore, the linear ornament on the stone

antedates the Mycenaean painting upon it, and by a still greater period the Mycenaean

vases in the tomb."

So far from linear ornament marking a later degeneration of the Mycenaean style, I

maintain that that class of ware which has hitherto been considered the earliest stage of

\^V' '' A \'>'

jr:.-.. i

,••-,'

^^''

Fig. 28. — Mycknaean Tombstonk
with carvki) and paintkd deco-

RATION.

From Tsouiitas, 'E<priii. Apx. 1896.

' 'Eijnififpls, 1896, pp. 1 ff. pis. i., ii. VI., V.) are either completely geometrical in the case

^ I would also draw attention to the fact that the of the architectural carvings, or are subdivided by geo-

stone carvings found at Mycenae (Schliemann, Mycenae ; metrical decorations, as in the case of the rudely carved

Tsountas-Manatt, pp. 91, 119, 120, etc. ; Perrot-Chipiez, tombstones with human and animal figures.
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that style, luimely, the t-lasH with (Uilkiolore*! puiiitiiijfH, Hh«*WH tliroujriimit untU'iUfr hut
this Hiiear system

;
while the prevalence of liaiid-iiiatle ware, tlie nuler nuiteriiil, aiiW the

iMe()iiii)leteness in the development of ceramic forniH in tiiew) vawH, urge un U> elaiwify

them in the Pre-Mycenaean ratiier than in

the distinctly Mycenaean class.

If this system of linear decoration is con-

tin iions with the Mycenaean period and can

in its purity he traced also in vases tiiat he-

loii<>^ to the Dipylon period, so that it always

will be dillicult to distin<;uish some speci-

mens of so-called Proto-Corinthian ware from

vases that may be ascribed to both these

other categories, the Heraeum finds, espe-

cially in small vases, show that this system

l)resents an unbroken development from the

earliest primitive forms to the latest speci-

mens of perfect ceramic craft. In drawinjj^

attention to this development as illustrated

by our finds, I will exclude the consideration

of the eccentrically shaped primitive vases.

For, as has been said above, the impulse

which led to the creation of these vases comes

from the coroplast rather than from the

ceramist. To introduce them into this ques- ^.o. 29.- Examh..^ ok ..nc.sk.. L.nkak ()h.sa«k.nt.

tion at this stage would only confuse matters. From the Hpraeam.

The earliest ornamentation of our primitive pottery, as in the primitive ware all over

the world,* consists not of painted decoration but of incised lines, scnitched, pit-ssed, or

cut with rude instnunents and with uncertiiin hand, upon the clay of the hand-made pot,

generally in its softer stage. I here give a few specimens (Fig. 29) of this ornamentjttioii

ill what were meant to be straight parallel lines or zigziig or waved ornaments.^ This

rude and nncertjiin decoration corresponds to the work of the potter who did not use the

wheel. We find the same kind of pottery and ornament on all the eiirliest sites of the

ancient world.^ Linear decoration in the same stjvge of incipient development is found

also in other early crafts, such as in what might be called gem-engraving, of which our

• Cf. Flinders-Petrie, Egyptian Decorative Art, pp. 9 ff.

- See, for instance, for the pottery found in the lowest

stratum at Ilissarlik (Troy), Schlieinaiiii, Iliai, pp. 216,

217, 295, 354, 359, etc. ; also, p. 563, and Nos. 1817-

'2000.

' Tlie early graves excavated by Ditmmler at Amor-
gos, A then. Mitth. XI. pp. 15 if., whether " prc-Hel-

leuic " or not, certainly show a preponderance of the

geometrical ornamentation in the pottery, where we have

not the " coroplastic " eccentricity of the primitive cera-

mist. Compare also the decorated ware found in tom1>s

of the Neolithic and Hronze periods in Sicily by Orsi

(Qtiatiro Anni de Esplorazioni Siade nella Provincia di

Siracusa, 1890-93), as well as the painted vases published

in that volume, which show striking analogies to our

own finds. It is also interesting to study the ornaments

of purely geometrical design on the rude objects in pre-

historic lake dwellings in the valley of the Po, such as

those published by Strtibel and Pigorini (in the BulUt.

di paleontol. Italian. I., II., III., cspcci»^ly IV. pi. I, 1).

Cf. also Ilelhig, Italiker in der Pnelieuc. The remote an-

tiquity of such forms of ceramic decoration can be appre-

ciated when we study the potterj- found in Kgypt, snch

as that of which Messrs. Flinders-Petrie and Quibcll tell

us that it cannot be later than the 12th dynasty, which

brings us to the second half of the third millennium B. c.

See Petrie and Quibell, Nagada and liallas, and the

other interesting Egyptian discoveries of this able esearft-

tor, which bring us, in the cose of Tcll-el-Amama, Awe to

face with Mycenaean pottery. Analogies might be found

in every centre of prehistoric, nay savage, art all over the

world ; but I must postpone studying this wider aspect.
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earliest type merely shows a rounded stone with linear scratchings upon it.' In early

bronze work we see the siime general system ; only here the earliest form of decoration

is produced not so much by scratching or incising as by beating out small bosses.^

Artistic skill and feeling for symmetry grew and were aided especially by the intro-

duction of the potter's wheel. For the mechanical process now came in to aid the

potter in producing the exactness and regularity which are essential to linear and geo-

metric decoration. And thus the fragments which I have placed below these earliest

linear scratchings show the development to which they lead after the jjotter's wheel is

used. For the incising instrument need then be merely held firmly while the clay

revolves, and the parallel lines are accurately produced without further effort. The

higher standard of decorative workmanship which is thus attained drives the decorating

potter to devise means of producing the sjime exactness in other linear and geometrical

forms, whether it be a combination of zigzag lines, waved patterns, circles, or a succes-

sion of impressed dots, or even masses of clay appUed to the body iii straight or Avavy

lines in relief.

When color is introduced and painted ornamentation is applied to vases, we have the

same development as the one I have just noted with reference to incisions. The earliest

dull-colored ornaments are, as I have said, linear, and belong to hand-made vases ; the

geometric design is thus not exact, regular, and symmetrical. With the introduction

of the wheel, not only does the form of the vase become more precise and symmetrical

in shape, but the painted decoration follows the same lines. I have here chosen from

among our finds a series (Fig. 30) of the simplest and earliest foims of vases of which

similar specimens have been found in the earliest strata at Hissarlik, and we may say on

all ancient sites. It is the simple small shell-like round bowl, with a hole added for

suspension in the earliest specimens. The four specimens here placed in the uppermost

line are hand-uuide, the otliers mark the introduction of the wheel. The one placed

first at the left-hand corner is ornamented in the most elementary way by means of

incision. Two lines are scratched ui the mside of the bowl crossing each other in the

middle in the simjjlest shajje of a cross. Besides this, small notches are pressed into the

rim. The next marks the step to painted ornamentation, and in this we have one simple

line painted across the inside of the bowl ; the sjime in the next ; while the fourth has

four such lines crossing one another. But these lines are drawn in a rude, uncertain

manner— freehand. The specimens below them have the same linear ornamentation.

But the potter has wisely desisted from drawing straight lines across, and has given a

much more effective and constructive ornamentation of straight lines roiuid the inside of

the bowl, thus presenting concentric circles. This was easier for him, because they were

drawn by simply holding the brush in the inside while the bowl was turned. The rough

notching on the rim of the first rude specimen is reproduced on two fragments of the

second line by regularly jiauited dots of color round the rim. And these elements

remain continuous. Now the specimens on the third line would at present be classed

as Mycenaean, and they certainly belong to that period chronologically ; the rounded

' Mr. R. Norton will give a full and systematic corated by small repousse dots meant to be in regular

account of tlie interesting series of early engraved stones order, but really in wavy and uncertain lines, such as

discovered in our excavations, as well as of the earlier Nos. 302-306, 303, and then proceed gradually to Nos.

bone and ivory implements. 307, 309, 308. These show a similar process of technical

^ A most interesting series might also be made if we development such as I am here endeavoring to demon-

were to take the specimens of sheet bronze found at strata in our pottery.

Olympia (^Bronzen, pi. xviii.), beginning with those de-
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fragments ainoiiff them uie ideiititul with the linear ornnnienbition on nioHt My.-eiiiimn
vases. The specimens on the h)west Hne ai-e also (listinetly what is called I'rotc^Jorin-
thian. But there can be no donl.t that these last two lines l)eIonjr t«i the sunie Kvsteiii

of ornamentiition and are a continuous development out of the system rudely upiiliMl in
the Hat cups at the top.

In all the more fully developed specimens of the form I have just enunu'rated, fjlazi-d

color has superseded the earlier dull-ccdored deconition. The heritjijf,. handed on liy tin*

vase-painter from the early dull-colored style is the art of freeharul drjiwinjr whicli the
Mycenai'an vase-painter adopts and develops still further in his natundistie fnH-d.un
wlieii Ills imitative instinct dire(;ts his eye to nature, and the jjreater luxury of the life

surroundin<>- him leads to more richly deco-

rated vases. But the other element in these

(lull-colored vase-paintin<»s, tlu; jfeometrical

eleuHUit, survives, and, foUowiii<>- the more

exact method suggested hy the improved

ceramic process in the use of the wheel,

surrounds the part between the foot and

the belly of the vase and that between the

belly aiul the shoulder with a perfected sys-

tem of linear ornaments.

In the smaller vases this latter process of

linear ornamentation prevails, and asserts

itself through the Mycenaean aiul the Dipy-

lon periods down to the latest development

of Argive-Linear ware, the so-called Proto-

Corinthian vases.

These final specimens of the development

of the Argive-Linear vase are always small,

and correspond in their essential form and

decoration to the earlier specimens of small

vases which run through the preceding jje-

riods as just enumerated. But these earlier

small vases differ from these later ones in

that they generally have the manifest char-

acteristic of cheapness stam])ed upon them, as wares of inferior value and humbler uses.

We are thus not astonished to find that the simpler and riuler technicpu's survive in

them. For it must never be forgotten that the humbler forms of indigenous art retain,

even in the latest periods, the technique and general characteristics of the earlier art,

and this is true not only in ancient Greece, hut in all times and coiuitries.'

Now the advanced Argive-Linear, the so-called Proto-Corinthian wait', shows the most

complete mastery over the potter's technicjue, and the greatest certainty in the use of the

brush on the part of the decorator. Since the maker of the earlier small sj)ecinu»n8 of

Argive-Linear ware was probahly incapable of giving to his cheajwr small vases the Hne

brush-work required for further ornamentiition which the skilled vase-painter of the

Mycenaean period ])ut into the more costly large vases,— this earlier exponent of Argive-

Linear technicjue bad to remain content with mere linejir decoration. More ebiborate

' Cuiiipare, for iustance, cheap clay figures such as may be seen in puor shops at Florence, or the art of tlie baker.

Fio. 30. KXAMI'I.K8 oy rAIMTKn I^NKAR

Or.namkst.

From the Ilcracum.
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forms of decorative work are thus absent from the earher Argive-Linear ware. But in

the advanced period this is no longer the case ; and, by successive stages, we at last

arrive at those most perfect specimens of ceramic art and decoration, unsurpassed by the

best work in any period, which culminate in the miniature " Proto-Corinthian Lecythos
"

presented by Mr. Macmillan to the British Museum,* and, next in order, the similar speci-

men in the Berlin Museum.^ In these vases (cf. Fig. 26), and in many of the same

order preceding them by many years in time, small vases are distinctly considex'ed worthy

of the highest ceramic and decorative elaboration.

I venture to suggest the following explanation for this change in the character

of such small vases. The elaborateness of the vase follows the use to which it is put.

The simpler and humbler this use is, the less elaborate is its artistic form and decoration.

I believe that much error would be avoided by archaeologists dealing with vases if this

general truth were borne in mind. A sepulchral vase, a prize vase, a gift between lovers,

would naturally invite the maker to more beautiful and luxurious decoration than when
the object is a rough cooking utensil or the gift of a poor person, who buys, for the

smallest coin from the huckster outside the sanctuary walls, the object which she will

offer to the divinity.^ Now, until the end of the Dipylon jjeriod these small vases had

generally served these humbler purposes— they were the cheaper votive offerings. From
this time on they become more expensive ware, probably because they are turned to more

costly uses. They now become the receptacles for the precious unguents and perfumes

which more luxurious forms of life introduce. These luxurious forms of life were hardly

natural and indigenous to the male portion of the Doric population at Argos.

If we examine the large mass of specimens of advanced Argive-Linear or Proto-Corin-

thian ware found at the Heraeum, we shall see that as they advance in perfection and

elaboration they tend to become, in the style of their decoration, more and more

oriental in character, and it is in these later stages that they naturally lead over to the

orientalizing style of early Corinthian vases. The name Proto-Corinthian has thus

some intrinsic justification when applied to this limited category of the Argive-Linear

ware. Now I consider it highly probable that the more luxurious habits introduced uito

the Doric communities at the time when these small local vases were developed in their

peculiar later style were introduced from the East. These were chiefly commercial arti-

cles, not meant for the male portion of the community, but for the women. The vases

which came to be used to hold these oriental unguents and perfumes became articles de

toilette. But these articles are costly and luxurious, and the vase containing precious

material is worthy of most careful treatment at the hands of the ceramist. We occasion-

1 Cecil Smith, Journ. Hellen. Stud. XI. (1890), pp. 107 voiauiv (woififiecrBa. rat ctire'if/jjo-as

ff. pis. i., ii. ^tt' Tjirias (TV X^'P"^ ^ a"a^ Ttivas.

2 Berliner Vasensanimluiig, No. 330. — «'" ^fbn^ ^hy irlpaKa, KoKKi\ri, arntrov

^ III illustration of the sliding: scale of the value of '^''* TCt'*")'-
^.^r ., „„

„ . ,. ,
°

„ , , ,
Herodas, IV. 12-20.

votive oiterings accordiiig to the means of the donor, and

of the inferiority of terra-eotta idols and i)iiiaces, made Non ego tiire modo ant picta tiia tenipla tabella oinabo, ant

by inferior craftsmen, as compared with superior works puns serta feram nianibus

;

of art, Mr. Walter Ileadlam has fnrnished me with the
C"""^'"'' '"^"* "'"'^ '"'""'!'^' """^ """''"'•' *''""'"' ^''='""" '"'='''''-

« ,1 . . , ,. tos tincruet honore focos.
tollowmff interestmjj passajjes :

—
-.t .. , x- t^ » , t. x • - -»w-Old Vergil, aa yenerem^ Hnehvon^ loetae Latim Minores^

TUiKiKTOpOS T0u3\ OVTW OtKiTJS Toixi^V JJ p 170.

KijpuKa OvWy rairisOptra* Sc'^aiffflc-

ou yap Ti troWiji/ ou5' ^TOifxov avr\ev/j.fVf wffirep h.v ef tis 4>€i5/a(/ rov rh ttJs 'A07;ra5 *4Zos fpyacrd^evov

cVel Tctx' fi;*' $ovt/ ^ vfV7}/xf'pr]P x^ipov ToAfiyr} tcaXtTv KopoirKaOov, ?) Zcv^iu /cal Tlappdaiou rriu avr^/P

JToWijs (popipTjs KovK oAeKTop' Xrirpa ^X***' ^ai^ Te'x*''?'' '^^''S to tnvaKia ypa.(pov(Tip.

* DfiMPrf only ; it cannot serve for the meal itself Cepwiua). Isocrates, Or. XV. 2.
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jilly found specimens of this ware of which the cliiy was h<> hi}<;hly levigat«<l anil lieauti-

fully worked that, thin as paper, it crundiled in our hands, and could not lie preM;r\-e<l.

We must therefore not be astonished to find that orient^ilizin^r tendi-ncies and de<-oni-

tioMH iire <>;raduiilly introduc(Hl into thest; vases, as we must reniendHT that m»nie of tlie

most (tharacteristic forms— the aryhallos, the aIal>astron, the pyxis, certiiin forms of the

small oinochoe— existed lonjj before their appearance in Gnn-ce in ^liiss, ^Lizi'il and

unglazed pottery of Ej^yptian and Phoenician origin. Thesi! foreifrn forniH, no dtMiht,

also had their influence on the deveh)pment of the shapes in the liM-al Arjrive ware of

these periods.

This oriciitaliziiifj phase marks the last stage in the development of the ArffivfLinear

pottery, which we can trace from the earliest beginnings through the linear and dull-

ccdored painted ware, retaining its vitality especially in the snuiUer vases, during

the Mycenaean and Dipylon periods, but manifestly also influencing the <leconition

of the larger vases in these times ; and then, when these two great and distinct |K'riodH

have passed and their influence has spent itself, the Argive-Lincar form still survives in

what has hitherto been called Proto-Corinthian ware, and leads organically, in it* orien-

fcdizing phase, when it has run its course of many centuries, to the Corinthiiin ware.

Tiiougii I insist upon urging the continuity of Argive-Linear pottery through all ages

in the history of the Heraeum, I do not mean to imply that we cannot distinguish here

and elsewhere a fixed and clearly defined class called Mycenaejin, which in the ini]M»rt4int

introduction of glazed color, in the evolution of beautiful cemmic shapes, and in its artistic

individuality of decoration, stands out clearly in general historical development. The

more we recognize the continuity of the Argive-Linear ware, the more does the Mycenaean

period stiind out in bold relief as a striking though natural development of some of the

elements pre-formed in the more primitive dull-colored ware. So, too, the so-calletl

Dipylon ware is equally characteristic and distinct, though it also exists at the Heraeum

side by side with the Argive-Linear ware. The Dipylon ware really marks a more dis-

tinct change in its decorative characteristics (in spite of the word "geometrical ") than

does the Mycenaean ware. For its element of redundant geometrical decoration pointa,

as has been said above, to the introduction of new principles borrowed from some other

technique, whereas the Mycenaean, in spite of the marked advance which it represents, is

still essentially a development of the principles which underlie the didl-colored primitive

decoration.

This ceramic evidence seems to show that we have a continuous indigenous element

represented by the Argive-Linear ware, and that the Mycenaean, as well ius the Dipyhm,

periods are laid over, though they cannot extiqjate or hide from our view this con-

tinuous indigenous layer. They may, and probably did, mark an imporfcint jwditical or

ethnical change and modification within the Argive district, be it through conquest from

without, violent change of dynasty, or peaceful change through marriage and heredity

within, the grafting of a new dominant class iqion the older ])opulation, or, finally.

peaceful commercial influences through interconununication of peoples or exchange or

importiition of goods. It is beyond the purpose of our wcnk to enter into the problems

of ethnology, or to draw the historical conclusions from the archaeological material

before us ; but we must classify and arrange scientifically the material which good foi^

tune has placed in our hands.

One imporfcint conclusion, bearing immediately upon the history of the Heraeum, we

are bound to draw from the evidence of ceramic ware which has forced us to insist upon
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a new classification of early Greek pottery. This conclusion is the same as that impressed

upon us by the Heraeum terra-cottas in confirmation of all the other evidence which

we have hitherto examined :— that, long before the Mycenaean period, the potter's craft

passed through many stages of development at the Heraeum, and furnishes evidence

of a continuous worship on this site for many generations preceding the Mycenaean age,

and that this continuity speaks for the unbroken continuance of an early population,

subject to changes in its social and political life— but always there.

I must draw attention finally to the complete parallelism furnished by our finds

between the series of terra-cottas and the successive phases in the history of the early

vases found at the Heraeum. In the vases we have the earliest specimens of primitive

Argive-Linear ware with incised ornaments which correspond to our primitive class of

Argive terra-cottas. The early Argive-Linear with painted ornamentation and the dull-

colored paintings correspond to what I should call terra-cottas of the Tirynthian-Heraeum

class. We then have the middle Argive-Linear surviving during the Mycenaean and

Dipylon period, corresponding to the terra-cottas which we call Mycenaean-Argive and

Geometric-Argive. The advanced Heraeum type of terra-cottas with the human shai)e

WGiUd correspond to the advanced Argive-Linear (proto-Corinthian) period, in which cer-

tain specimens of terra-cottas show the same technique as in the vases, and form a

transition to the following class of archaic terra-cottas. But before we arrive at the

archaic terra-cottas, we must introduce here a series of terra-cottas that are distinctly

oriental in character, and that would correspond to the orientalizing Argive-Linear period

in the vases. We then come, in vases as well as in terra-cottas, to the clearly historical

periods in which, through the Corinthian and the early black-figured vases, we are

led to the best classical red-figured ware. Of this latter we have a few isolated speci-

mens at the Heraeum, as we also have through the archaic and advanced archaic terra-

cottas a few isolated specimens of images belonging to the best classical period. The

following table will illustrate the parallelism.

Dates B. C. Tradition. Terra-Cottas. Vases. Architecture.

Before circ. Plioroneus anil Primitive Argive. Primitive Argive- Earliest small-

2000. his house, etc.

to Proetus.

Linear stone walls.

Circ. 1800. Proetus. Tiryntliian Argive. Early Argive-Linear

(dull-colored Myce-
naean).

Cyclop. sup-

porting wall

at temple.

Circ. 1500. Perseus. Middle Heraeum and Middle Argive-Linear N. W. Building,

Mycenaean. and Mycenaean. graves, etc..

Circ. 1400. Persidae, Atri- Middle Heraeum and Middle Argive-Linear ? N. E. Peribo-

dae. Dipylon. and Di])ylon. lus walls.

Circ. 1000. Procles. Advanced Argive
(human shaped).

Advanced Arg.-Lin.

(Proto-Corinthian).
Upper Stoa.
West Bnild-

To circ. 700. Phidoii, etc. Orientalizing. Orientalizing Argive-

Linear (Corinthian).
ing, South-

west Stoa,

Second Tem-
ple.

Circ. 520.

Circ. 400.

.

Archaic Greek.

Advanced Archaic.

Black-figured.

Early red-figured.

Circ. 421. Free classical. Free classical.
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BRONZES.

The bronze and iiiefcil ware found at the Ileraeinn will receive exhauHtive treatment

at tht' hiinds of Mr. De Cou. But in connection with the j^enenil hinUiry of the HenuMiiii

and witli the hght which our individiuil finds throw upon it, I must here ]Hiint U> «»ne

most intcr(;stin<; feature of our discoveries which impressed itstdf u|Htn mc fnmi the

very earliest sfciges of our excavation. One of the singular fjicts in the relative nunilHT

of objects found is that, with the exception of a few isoLittnl cases in which coins ap|>e.-ired

near the surface in our excavation, no coins whattiver canu; to Hght in any of the stnita

in which thousands of other objects were found. Tlie natural inference is that in the

times to which these finds beh)ng there was no coinage at Argos. This fact is nion-

over l)orne out by tlie general history of coinage in Greece. And (an we are able Ut

furiiisli a most striking and fortunate illustration of this fact) it is to I'hidon of ArgiM

that the introduction of coinage at Aegina and of a systtMU of weights and measures are

ascribed. I cannot at this time enter into the vexed question of the exact (L»t« when
Phidon of Argos lived.' Although we found no coins in the lower hiyere, we did,

on tlie other hand, find innumerable objects in metal, especially bronze, among which a

certain simple kind of bronze pin, developed out of the ordinary nail shape into nu)re

ornamental and elaborate forms, consfcintly recurred ui all the earlier layers. " Alio

kuinhU" (another nail) was the constiint call of our excavators when another one of

these nail-like pius was found. Besides these we were continuiilly coming upon pieces

of thinner or thicker bronze wire or rods, which in many cases had knobs at intervals,

as if to be used for handles. The thought at once came to us that these were spits. In

the sjime way we came upon iron rods in other layers, and pieces of wire twisted into

decorative shapes (for instance, the Pretzel shape, cS2f> )• Finally, in the nortlieast end

of the Second Temple platform we were much astonished to find two huge objects of

iron (Fig. 31). The one was greeted by our workmen with the call of " a cannon," for

it certainly was of the dimensions and weight of a field-gun. The other, slightly snuiller,

was a solid mass of iron, a square bar flattened out mto a lauce-shaped curve, of which

the point has been flattened down. The cannon-shaped iron mass was found to consist

of innumerable rounded bars of metiil coming to a point and held together at either end

by an iron coil tightly twisted roiuid them, so that they all presented one mass. If it

had belonged to Roman times, one would have called it a huge iron rendering of the

lictor's staffs.

Now when, even in the first year, this vast number of bronze spits ajul pins were found,

the thought at once presented itself that these objects were iLsed for their money value

in metcil ; for it is quite impossible to believe that the men and women were constjintly

shedding the pins which held their garments together on this site, in a nunner to pro-

duce such a mass of bronze objects as compared with the number of other finds. Nay,

I felt convinced that not only these but also the innumerable bronze rings of various

sizes and thicknesses— though they nuiy have had some ritual meaning as offerings to

Hera from affianced couples— were dedicated and preserved here as objects of metallic

value, — and that in the daily life of the people these were used in lieu of ordinary coin.

We only need study the primitive currency of other early peoples and of savages - to

' Holm (Oriech. Gesch. I. p. 205) gives n. c. 770, also Busolt, Griech. Gesch. I. pp. ."i7!)-625 ; Ridgewmy"

Stais (npcMTixd, 1895, p. 236) 745 ; while Beloch (Griech. Origin of Currency and Weight Standard, pp. 210 ff.

Gesch. I. p. 280) puts liini into the sixth century. See ^ Compare Ridegway, op. cit. cap. L Sir John Kirk
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see how such metal objects, wire rings and pins and spits, were everywhere used for

money. When, finally, the two huge iron objects (Fig. 31), which could not conceivably

have served any actual use, were found, the account which ancient authors give of the

dedication of the spits' (o/SeXicr/coi) at this very Heraeum of Argos, when first Phidon

struck money at Aegina, seemed the only explanation of the facts of our finds, which

thus, on their side, furnish us with a most striking archaeological confirmation of the

stiitements of ancient historical writers.

The evidence of all the several departments of individual finds, each dealt with by my
competent collaborators, tends to confirm my main thesis concerning the earliest histcn-y

of the Heraeum, and to bear out the chronological classification forced upon me by the

general and special topography of the Heraeum, the architectural evidence of the remains,

the local traditions of the district, and by a careful study of the terra-cottas and vases.

Mr. De Cou, who for more than four years has devoted himself to the cleaning and
most painstaking study of the bronze objects for purposes of final classification, sends

me the following brief abstract of the general chronological grouping of the bronzes

which he has been led to adopt from his prolonged study of the objects themselves. It will

be seen that his classification, arrived at quite independently from those of the other

objects, strictly corresponds in the main to these. His caution regarding the bronzes of

the primitive period is but natural, as we should expect but few objects of this material

at this early stage of civilization. It is also interesting to note that, as in the case of

our terra-cottas, the bronzes belonging to the " Geometric " style are comparatively few
in number.

The bronzes from the Argive Heraeum he has classified as follows :
—

" The objects described in the catalogue are arranged : (1) according to what they are or repre-

sent ; (2) according to their style ; e. g. all the horses or all the birds are kept together, but are

arranged in classes and catalogue reference according to their style.

"Evidence for date and style is not furnished by the conditions of the site, except for the ter-

mimis ante quern 423 B. C.— nor do any of the bronzes appear of themselves to be subsequent to

that date. For details one must depend mainly on the excavations of graves in Argolis, Attica,

the Cyelades, etc.

" There is no evidence that any of the bronzes from the Heraeum are of other than native manu-
facture. In the case, however, of the nude female figure with lotus head-dress, reflex Khodian
influence may be suspected.

" The objects may be assigned to a Primitive, a Mycenaean, a Geometric, and an Archaic style

and period in rough chronological sequence. Objects which suggest the so-called Oriental style

are included with the Archaic.

" Primitive. There are no bronze objects from the Heraeum whicli necessarily must be put here,

but it is probable that some of the wire, nails, and chisels, some of the plain rings, and a portion

of the single head straight pins (No. 52, etc.) should be put in this period. The same is, perhaps,

true of a small suspension vase somewhat resembling the Aegean type with standard and supension

holes at the side. Other objects which possibly may be of this period are an oblong plain bead
(No. 1547), some of the plain shallow saucers, certain headless corrugated straight pins (e. g. No.

116), and the plain open bracelet (No. 970).

" Mycenaean. 1. Shaft-grave period. The Acropolis graves of Mycenae have the following

has also informed me of a similar phenomeiion in Zanzi- iwv 'Ap7€ibj v6fiiiTna ixo^^fv iv Alylvri- xal Sotis rh vi/itrrfia ira!

bar, where the natives use metal arrow-heads as coin; avaAa/Siv rout oi3eAiV/cous aviBriKt rp eVAp-yei'Mp- tirfiS?) 5e

but have hnge, useless and thin arrow-heads over two feet t({t€ ol o/SeAicr/coi ttji/ xf?pa tirXTipoui/, toutcVti t^v Spixa, vt^fts,

high, as representing larger sums. Koiirep /iii vrK-itpovpTos ttiv Spixa tqU e{ op6\ois Spox^V outIji'

* Etymol. Magn. s. v. iPf\l<rKOS : . . iravToii' Se irpwros *6i'- Kfyofxti' Trapa. t!/ Spa^aaOai.
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objects wliich are ropreseiitwl in kind ut tiio Ileraeum : Hound ami iliamond-Hliaiied wire, Iwtli ill

straif^ht pities and coils, nails, spikes and chisels, large plain <lisk8 with e<lge foldod under (cf. No.

1713), and the wishlxjue typo of howl-handles. 2. Of the later jwriod rcpn-sentcil hy the gravM
of the lower city and otlier Mycenaean sites, e. jj. Tiryns (in part), Vapliio, Menidhi, Salainin, etc.,

tiio Heraeuin finds are inoro uuinerous, and comprise nails with tiiick fiat lieiuls, plain and onia>

nieiited rings, cylix or bowl handles of wishixtno tyiw, a small pitcher, shallow saucem with And
without liandlus, disks, etc. Many of tlie straight pins with bca«l and corrugated head*, tut wtdl

as those with spool-heads and inserted bronze or iron pin-shaftM (Nos. 3.V2-382), nnd al»out

fifty Hl)ulae (Nos. 808-857), together with the open screw-thread bracelet with corrugated end*

(No. 972), belong here. It is also ])robable that the siin])lcst form of ball spit is to be put here,
'' Geometric. To this style belong the horses, cxcejjt Nos. 14-17 (early naturalistio and traniii-

5.' tV^,, w-

1
Fig. 31.

—

Ikon Bars excavated at thk Uekakum.

tional) and No. 18 (archaic), the birds, the deer (Nos. 19, 20), the fragments of large tri|>ods, the

straiglit i)ins (Nos. 722-807), the fibulae (Nos. 858-881), the omamental bands (Nos. 1748, 1749),

and probably most of the engraved and punched coatings and the engraved spits. Under the influ-

ence of this style stand further the cow's head (No. 23), and the bird's tail (No. 49).

" Archaic. 1. Later and reflex Mycenaean (so-called Oriental) influence : cow's head (No. 25),

lion (No. 29), fibvdae (Nos. 883-918). 2. More independent and developed archaism : fragments

of statues (locks of hair), statuettes, horse (No. 18), cows (Nos. 26, 27), mouse (No. 30, frag. No.

31), bird's head (No. 50), mirrors, saucers, sphinx amphora, fragment of rim with lotus and

pabnettes, low tripod stand, hand strainer, handle with engraved horses' heads, fragment of chariot

antyx, imitation harness straps, ring-fibulae (Nos. 919-945), lion fibula (No. 946), cut figures

(e. g. dolphin, head and neck of bird). A considerable number of the straight pins also belong

here.

" The Geometric style, while interposed between the Mycenaean and Archaic styles, is represented

by a smaller number of objects than either, and has left but few traces of its inflluence on the

later style. As a result of the slight impression made by the CJeometric style on the Mycenaean,

the latter, through its later stages, passes either directly or with slight modification into the early

Archaic. Between the two there is, as may be seen, for example, from the various tyjies of straight

pins, no essential change in technique, the difference lying mainly in the introtluction of s«uiie

elements of ornamentation derived from the Geometric style and some subjects like the griffin

derived from the Orient. An Oriental style does not exist among the bronzes from the

Heraeum."
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ENGRAVED STONES.

Mr. Richard Norton has had charge of the engraved stones from our excavations,

and will give a separate account of these. But I may say at this place that his classifi-

cation fully hears out the general conclusions concerning the Heraeuni antiquities to

which I have been led by the study of the other finds on our site.

EGYPTIAN OBJECTS.

In the important chronological conclusions to which we have been led by the study of

the antiquities found at the Heraeum, the Egyptian objects were left unnoticed, because

I did not feel qualified to judge of them. But it appeared to me when the excavations

were completed that these could throw no light upon the earliest history of that site. No
Egyptian object was found below the black layer of the Old Temple, and, as far as I

could ascertciin from the actual finds, none came from the lowest layers near the bed-

rock on any of the other sites. Those that were found would thus most probably be

related to the later " orientalizing " period, as we noted it in terra-cottas, vases, etc.

Mr. A. M. Lythgoe has undertaken the publication of these objects and will further

make a comparative study of those found at the Heraeum with those discovered at Eleusis

and Aegina. Meanwhile he assures me " that there is no object earlier than the begin-

ning of the so-called Late New Empire— in fact, probably not earlier than the reign of

Amasis, Twenty-sixth Dynasty. That dating would include also the scarabs bearing the

cartouche of Ramen-cheper."

HISTORY OF PREVIOUS EXCAVATIONS.

The site of the Heraeum remained unknown for many centuries. Its discovery and

final identification by means of excavation were achieved in our age by Colonel (later

General) Gordon of Cairness in the year 1831. The first notice of this discovery was

published by William Mure in 1842.' He gives the following account of the discovery

and of the site :
—

" It was not until my arrival at Athens that I learned that the site of the Heraeum, or temple

of Juno Argive, perhaps the most important sanctuary of ancient Greece, after those of Olympia

and Delphi, and hence so long, so anxiously, and so vainly sought for by travelers, had been dis-

covered by General Gordon, several years before.'^ . . . The form of this eminence, of which the

accompanying sketch (Fig. 32), without any pretensions to geometrical accuracy, will give a fair

general idea, is nearly that of an isosceles triangle with its apex pointing to the mountain and its

base to the plain. The surface is divided into three esplanades, or terraces, rising in gradation one

above another, from the lower to the ui)per extremity. The central one of tlie three [our Old Tem-

ple] is supported by a massive Cyclopean substructure, still in good preservation, to a considerable

height, and a conspicuous object from some distance. It was this wall, accordingly, which first

attracted the general's attention. On the lowest of the three terraces he made an excavation.
£5'-

' Journal of a Tour in Greece and the Ionian Islands, to his table, during the period of my stay, assured rae

London, 1842, pp. 177 ff. He made his journey in 1838. both agreeable society and excellent fare during my re-

^ This General Gordon he mentions in an earlier pas- turn from ray daily rambles. The general, in addition

sage (p. 162) : " Argos was at this time the headquarters to his extensive knowledge of the country and people, is

of my countryman, General Gordon, who commanded in an accomplished antiquary ; and his long residence in

chief in the Peloponnesus. His arrival from Athens liad this district had rendered him more especially familiar

preceded mine by several days, and a general invitation with its objects of interest."
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wliidh fully confuined liis |)ievioua suspicion that this was tho site of the Iloraeuni. R^HJilpH many
fraginoiits of oniaiiiental luasonry, both in stone and niarhh', ho tlisintcrrtHl various pufoi-n of im-uI|>.

ture. Among theso was tlic tail of a jHiacock in white marl)lc, jiossilily a fragment of that which
Pausanias desurihcs as dedicated l)y Hadrian to the goddess,' witli leveral anudl votive imagt-n.

some of them bearing distinct allusions to her worship; Iiesides laiiipa, vane*, and other artiilc*

in bronze and terra-eotta. Among fragments of columns are none which could be cnnsidereil

worthy of having belonged to the jwrticos of so noble

an edifice. The greater part of the edifice, it may be

presumed, has been removed during the later ages,

for the construction of modern edifices, sacred or

profane. Around the mouths of wells on the ])lain

below, and on the sites of several ruins of liyzantine

or Turkisii i)eriods, are strewed massive drums of col-

umns of the Doric order, with fragments of a similar

description. The lower terrace has also its substruc-

tions of regular Hellenic masonry,''* forming a breast-

work to the base of the triangle towards the i)lain.

The excavation was conducted at the general's own
cost, and uiion a limited scale ; but, to judge by its

success, were it to bo followed up on a more extended

plan, it could not fail to be productive of valuable

results.

"The length of the surface of the hill may be

about two hundred and fifty yards ; its ])rescnt breadth

about half its length. It is protected on its flanks

by steep ])recipices beneath which is the bed of a

small torrent descending from the mountain behind,

as indicated by Pausanias," etc.

In communicating this discovery of General

Gordon's to Colonel Leake, Mr. Finlay says :

*

" It is a few hundred yards nearer the hills than

where yon passed, but two ravines isolate the

site, and jjrevent it from being reached by riding

close along the slope of the hills." On November 21, 1831, Finlay further writes to

Leake :

—

" While at Nauplia I visited the Ileraeiun, and spent the whole day there ; and I had the good

fortune to discover a curious subterraneous passage,'* which escajied the attention even of Pro-

fessor Thiersch of Munich, who had visited the site several times. A projection of Mount Euboea

lengthens the road from Mycenae to these ruins, and obliges a horseman to keep so far down in

the plains, that a small knoll hides the jilaee from those who pass near it, while it remains visible

at a distance, and can be seen both from Argos and Nauplia.^ The eminence on wtiich the ruins

are situated is an irregular triangular platform having a precipitous apex towards Mount Euboea,

and inaccessible though not very elevated. The base of the triangle is towards Argos, and is sap-

FlO. 32. — COLONKL MORKS Pl.AS OF THE Smt
OF THE HkRAKI'M.

From his Journal of A Tour in Greece, vol. I.

p. 179.

' Tliis is a mistoke, as Iladriaii's gift was "a peacock

of gold .111(1 shining stones" (Pans. III. 17. 0). Still the

allusion to Hera remains, as there were also saored pea-

cocks in the sanctuary of Hera at Sanios, etc. Cf. Fra-

zer's Pausanias, Vol. III. pp. 185 ff.

^ Gordon must therefore, in his excavations, have got

down to the foundation walls of the Second Temple.

' Leake's Peloponnenincn [sup])lement to his Travels

in the Morea'J, published in 1846, pp. 258 if.

* This is cither a broad cavernous passage or the

slope liehind the buildings, to the northwest of the Old

Temple, or a passage near the river to the southwest of

the site immediately beside the " manhole " passage which

we excavated in the first year. I do not think this one m
meant.

^ I^ake's footnote :
" From the Laris.vi of Argos it

bears N. 27 E. from Palamidhi, N. 10 W."
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Fig. 33. — General Gordon's Plan of the Site of the Heraeum.

From Leake's Peloponnesiaca, 1840.

ported by a terrace in masonry, above which, at the base of the peak, is an upper terrace and a

quadrangular i)latform. The walls of the lower terrace are generally of an inferior kind of regular

masonry ; but an angle towards Nauplia [probably XI on the Plan (Fig. 2), and the wall to the

east of this] is of fine workmanship, and differs from all the remaining walls, in consisting of two

layers of large blocks, succeeded by a narrower course. The whole of this wall is pierced with

square holes, like those made for beams, very numerous, and extending over the whole surface.

Below this terrace I found part of the shaft of a Doric column, eleven feet six inches in circum-

ference, with twenty flutings. This column was of limestone, and covered with cement. The wall

of the upper terrace consists of blocks, heaped rudely together in a very rough Cyclopean style

;

three layers of stone generally remain. One stone of a triangular form was twelve feet in the

sides, and four to five feet thick ; another eighteen feet long and six feet thick ; the breadth was

concealed by the earth. Below this terrace is another piece of a column, which seems not to have

belonged to the same edifice of which that before mentioned formed a part, being of a harder

limestone, roughly worked, unfluted, and 4 feet 1 inch in diameter at the only end I could mea-

sure.' There are considerable quantities of pottery scattered about."

' From t\\p OH Temple.
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After (lesc riltiiij'' liis sciircli of tho watcrcoiii-HifH und Iiih diwovery of tin* iu|iic4luct at

tlu! biick of the (Jld Temple, Fiiiliiy ends IiIh lett*tr. Hut Ijctiku iiiciitioiiH u Mfoiul

eoiinuuiiifiition from Finlay in the Hpriiij^ of 1830 aft<!r he had KjMJiit u few diyH at

ArgoH with General Gordon, who undertook a Hniall excavation at the ruiuH.' IIu

also mentions the peacock, the terra-cotUi antetix, " a lion of hronze ahout nix int-hfM

lou<r, well preserved, some other hronzes much corroded, and some t«?rni-cotta very rude."

Soon afterwards Finluy sent Leake a plan of the site, which fjeake puhliNlie<l in hin

volume, and which is here reproduced (Fij«;. J33). It in of e»|iecial inti'rvHt to um an Hhow-

in<^ the extent of Gordon's excavations on the Second Temple ]>hitfomi.

In the year 1S53 the late archacolofjfist, poet, and stittcsman, A. Kizo I{an)>;alH', nuide

a <>rcat elfort to collect money from all qiuirters of the civilized world for the purpotM* of

excavatinjr Olympia. 11 is attempt was not successful, for the whole sum niitMMl fell slmrt

of $200 ( £39, Ts.), and it was evidently (piite impossible to undertake with this sum an

excavation which, from the manifest indications on the surface, would neceswirilv aiisuuie

Fig. 34.— Rangab^'s Plan of thk Site of the Hkraeum.

From his Ausgrahung beim Tempel der Hera unteeil Argos, 1855.

huge dimensions. Thus Rangabe, who was joined by the German scholar Bursian,

decided to hegin at what was evidently a much smaller site, hut one which seemetl .second

in importance only to Olympia,— namely, the Argive Ileraeum. These excavations

were thus begun in 18/)4. As was to be expected from the restricted means at the di.s-

posjil of these excavators, the work could not be carried very far, and, a« is evident

from Rangabe's plan here reproduced (Fig. :J4), as well as from the account pvi'" hy

both Rangabc - and Bursian,^ was .superficial. In fact, their work of excavation con-

sisted in digging trenches along the northern side of the Second Temple foundations,

' Gordon's excavation must therefore have been made ' A. Rizo RnnRabd, Aufgmbung beim Tempel der Hera

in 1836, liis discovery of the site in 1831. wiweit Argot, Hallo, 1855.

» BulUtini dell. Itut. di Corretp. Arch. 1854, pp. xi-zrii.

\
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round the east side, and, for a short distance, along the eastern portion of the south

foundation wall (Fig. 35). In our own excavation we could trace the work done by

Rangabe and Bursian, but found that their trenches were not carried beyond a few feet

in depth. In spite of the slightness of the work, a considerable number of interesting

marble fragments from the Second Temple were discovered, one head and torso which

we shall reproduce in dealing with the sculptures of the temple. We shoiUd not be

justified in expecting in those infant days of excavating a projier appreciation of all the

minor finds and fragments, their careful preservation and classification. There is thus no

record in the accounts given by Bursian and Rangabe of the numerous objects of minor

art which they found. The individual objects coming from this excavation were deposited

in a house at Argos, where, a few years later, in 1857, they were seen by the Cambridge

scholar W. G. Clark,^ who expressed his disappointment at the results (see below, p. 70).

Rangabe's excavations, we have seen, only consisted of a shallow trench along the

outside of the foundation wall of the Second Temple ; and as soon as he came to the

level of this (about a foot from the surface), he went to no further depth. He thus mis-

took the top of this foundation wall for the pavement of the temple,^ and carried his

work no further into the interior of the temple.^ But even

on the surface of this wall he went to no further depth, and

thus was led to believe that the " pavement " ended where

the upper layers of the foundation had been removed. It is

owing to this fact that on his plan he reaches only one half of

the southern wall ; while at this point we found it contained

two layers of stone beneath, and followed it down at the

southwest corner to a depth of twelve feet. He thus also

shows nothing of the west side of the foundation wall, and

has to make a guess as to its position.* We thus find his

work at the Second Temple to have consisted only in digging

a trench to a depth of not more than two to three feet, and a

width of not more than five feet, from the north side, round

the east, and half way down the south side. The blocks of

poros stone (M and K on his map) projecting from the northeast corner of the temple

he conceived to have been pavements of altars (Fusshoden von Altaren) and parts of

the temple, and makes a conjecture that the larger of the two (K) held the silver altar

mentioned by Pausanias.

Beyond this work at the Second Temple the excavations of Rangabe were hardly carried,

though trenches were dug at various points, without leading him to believe that traces of

other buildings existed. They were merely undertaken for comjjleteness' sake, at least to

make siu-e that nothing was to be found there.^ We must deeply regret that we do not

hear more about the trench dug at the southeast corner of the platform and below it (out-

i

• k

H g

topor^

F

K
Fig. 35.— Bursian's Plan.

1 His account is given in his Peloponnesus, pp. 83 ff.,

published in London, 1858.

2 Ausgrahung, etc. p. 13, "Dieser Streif scheint der

Fussboden des Peristyls zn sein."

^ Op. cit. p. 14, " Von der inneren Flache des Tem-

pels ist uichts mehr vorhanden ; " p. 18, " Ueber die in-

nere Einrichtiing nnd den inneren Schmuck des Tempels

sind alle Vermuthungen schwer."

* Op. cit. p. 14, " Es ist aber iinter den vorliandenen

Verhaltnissen ebenso schwierig zu sagen, welche die ge-

naue Form des Tempels war als audi zu wissen, ob die

vierte [western] Seite nieht, aus irgend eineiii unbekann-

ten Grunde, weit entferut von den zwei langen lag."

•' Op. cit. pp. 19, 20, " Die Ausgrabung wiire nieht

voUstiindig, wenn ausser der eigentlichen Tempelstiitte,

auf der diese Resultate gewonnen wurden, man nieht

auch andere von den umliegenden Statten untersucht hiitte,

uni wenigstens zur Gewissheit zu gelangen dass dort

nichts zu erbeuten sei."
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side the supporting wall), where he Ht<eniH to have Htruck one of the earlieHt liiyen. For
here they " t-aine upon a Hi)ot close to the entraiiee, where there were a few JHoLttiHl

graves. They appeared to have l)eeii made of porous stone, so that the Hides of thtm- shaft-

tond)s crumbled away on the spot, and were dissolved into a yellowish earth, in which

were found several vases, most of them undecomted, of common workmanship and

form." ' Manifestly these (in continuation of the region outside the earliest periholu»-

wall) were small, rude shaft-tomhs of the Salaminian order, such as we found at the

south slope, and in which were tlie early vases with " dulk-olored " ornament. Here, or

near it, he came also upon the early vases, figurines, bronze pins (NiUjel), etc., which

made up our black layer.

All in all, Kangab' appears to have foiuid .'>.')2 sepamte objeetn. Rursian' tella tu of

550 " architectural and glyptic objects." But he is evidently inaccurate, aM Rangab^
gives a classified list of the various objects found, adding " numerous vaae-fragments,

pieces of iron, and of bronze."

The most important o])jects found were no doubt the fragments of marble sculpture, of

which (evidently counting even the smallest chij)) he counts 375. Among these are 114

fragments of legs and feet and IGO fragments of dra|)ery. Not all of these have l)een

preserved. The only complete piece he refers to is the female metope head here embodied

among ours (Plate XXXII.). " None of them," he says,* "is complete, and as they are

of different dimensions, some life-size, some colossal, and others, again, and these form

tlie greater number, luuler life-size, it is uu})ossible to determine whether, or if so, which

belong to single statues (i)erhaps to those of the priestesses), and which to pedimental

figures or other ornaments of the temple." They were chiefiy found at the pronaos

and the northern side, where he excavated.*

The evidence of our own excavations and, in the light of these, the account which

Rangabe and Bursian themselves give show that their excavation does not deserv'e this

name in the full and modern acceptation of that tenn. I do not say this in a spirit which

ignores the high-minded enthusiasm of these scholars, who labored under the great diffi-

culties of such restricted means at that imperfect sfcige of the " art " of excavating. But

it is for truth's siike necessary to say that the work of 1854 consisted in mere scratching

of the surface and digging of a few trial trenches. The fact of their being hitherto

cpioted as " excavations of the Heraeum " led many, ourselves included, to assume that

nothing more was to be found ; and it was only when we were brought face to face with

the actual site, and were impressed Avith the promise of the soil as it ap|>eared on the sur-

face and the few indications of walls, that Mr. Brownson and I agreed in 1891 as to the

desirability— nay, necessity— of completing the work of Rixngabe.

I should, in fine, like to quote the remarks of a Cambridge scholar, W G. Clark,

whose work was ])ublisbed in 1858,^ but who visited the site in 1854 while RmgjiW
was excavating, and I shall give the j)assage relating to the Heraeimi mon> fully, as his

remarks in general, and especially those on " Prosymua," seem to me so cogent and

interesting.

• Op. cit. p. 20, " Einer von diesen GrSben fiihrte zu " BulUtini dell. Inst, di Corretp. Arck. Rome, 1864,

eiiier Stelle hart am Eiugang, wo oiuige isolirte Griiber p. xvi, " Tutti qiiesti oggetti con tiitti i rimasu)(li archU

wareii. Sie scheinen aus poriisem Stein bestanden zu tettonici c glittici (esscndo questi ultiuii 550, . . . etc.)."

habeii, so dass ihre Seiten auf der Stelle verfaidt, sich in ' Atisgrahung, etc., p. 23.

eine gelbliehe Erde aufgeliist haben, woriu sich einige * Op. cit. pp. 18 and 19.

Vasen, die meisten unverziert, von gewiihnlicher Arbeit ' Peloponnesus, London, 1858, pp. 83 IT.

uud Form vorgefiuiden haben."
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" The ancient Heraeum was a fortress as well as a city. The position combining natural strength

witii a copious water-supply so far resembles that of Mycenae, but differs from it inasmuch as it

stands out on a i)rojecting spur, instead of nestling in a recess of the mountain chain. . . .

" Recent excavations— still in progress when we were there — have laid bare parts of the foun-

dations of the temple, so as to leave no doubt as to its exact site, but bringing nothing to light by

which the dimensions could be estimated with anything like certainty. The complete disappear-

ance of the building at so great a distance from any town seems to prove that its materials were

convertible into lime. If it had been built of marble, Pausanias would probably have said so

;

moreover, in another place (VIII. 41) he says that no temple in the Peloponnese, except that of

Tegea, surpassed in beauty of material that at Bassae, which we know from its I'emains to have

been built of limestone. The Heraeum was therefore, in all probability, of limestone too, always

excepting the decorative sculpture in the frieze and pediments. Immediately in front wore a flight

of steps, and perhaps ])ropylaea, fronting the road to Argos, and from which a path led to the

right to a lower terrace, intended probably for the abode of the servants of the temple. . . . Imme-

diately above tiie site of the temple just described is a polygonal wall supporting the highest ter-

race of all ; on which, no doubt, the more ancient temple stood, though not a vestige now remains.

Some religious scruple seems to have prevented the Argives from meddling with the relics of the

first temple. It was originally built on the lonely hill, perhajis as a common holy place for all

the inhabitants of the Argive plain, and a peculiar sanctity attached to it on account of its imme-

morial antiquity The Argives, and probably the other communities, so long as they retained their

independence, dated the public acts according to the year of the priestess of Hera. Thueydides,

evidently expecting that his work would be known and read in the Peloponnese, gives the date of

the commencement of the war, according to the Argive calendar, " when Ghryseis was in the

forty-eighth year of the priesthood" (Thuc. II. 2). The accident to the temple occurred eight

years and a half afterwards (IV. 133).

" The excavations undertaken by the government had been much talked of, and their results

vaunted even in the English papers. We were very much disappointed with what we saw collected

at Argos. Some shelves in a little room contained the whole — a few small fragments. There was

one beautiful female head with the hair in a band gathered in a knot behind, and also some feet and

hands of marble. There was a fragment of a frieze with the honeysuckle ornament ])ainted pale

yellow on a black ground, with red in the centre. There was a lion's head with open mouth, which

must have been a gargoyle, and a piece of moulding of which the ornament represented <a buckle

and tongue. I do not know the architectural name [egg and dart]. . . .

" All the district comprehended under these three names was probably destined for the support

of the temple and its ministers. ... I find, from another passage in the same writer (Pans. II.

37. 1), that Prosymna was one of the titles under which Demeter was worshiped by the Argives.

I conclude, therefore, that it was some provincial name for arable land, as the lowest part of the

mountain is. There is perhaps no trade or art, besides agriculture, which so abounds in local and

provincial terms not generally understood. Farmers and laborers travel less out of their own

neighborhood and their own class than any other people."

From 1854 to 1892 no attempts were made to explore this important site. During

these thirty-eight years, time had done its work, and had obliterated all traces of pre-

vious excavations. No doubt the inhabitants of the neighboring villages had continued

the practice of previous centuries (a practice we found it difficult to prevent even during

our excavati(jns) of carrying oft' portable stones for building material.

EXCAVATIONS BY THE AMERICAN SCHOOL AT ATHENS.

In 1891 I wrote to the Managing Connnittee of the School of Athens as follows :
—

" I have succeeded in obtaining from the Greek government a concession (which will liaye to l)e

confirmed by the Chamber) of the right to excavate for seven years on two sites to be chosen by
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Fi(i. 30. — TiiK Skcond Tkmi-lk I'latform bkfore Excavation.

nie out of five which I sugge.sted. In order to decide upon thi.s choice, I left Athens on April 1,

accompanied by Mr. Brownson, and examined the site of the Ileraenm of Argos and Argos itself.

Tegoa, Sparta, Mcssene, and Elis. I was told of difficulties which might arise in the expropria-

tion of private i)roperty at Sparta, but I have convinced myself on the sjKjt that thest! will not he

serious : while, on the other hand, from the nature of the soil, as well as from the indications of

what has already been found there, I am bound to consider Sjjarta one of the most hopeful sites in

Greece. With regard to tiie other sites, the difficulty lies in choosing between Messene and Elis.

Elis is a priori the most promising, but Messene seems from the configuration of the soil to be

preferable. Near the village of Mavromati, within the city walls, it appears that the ancient

Agora is well covered with a thick layer of soil washed down by the .stream from the hill of

Ithonie. Elis also looks well, but bears traces of frequent devastation. On the whole I find

it difficult to decide between these two sites, one of which, certainly, we should choose. If I

should ultimately succeed in gaining the concession, I propose to begin early next se.xson to dig

at Eretria and at the Ileraeum of Argos, where the excavations of Bursian and Kangsilx'. many
years ago, certainly require completion. Later in the season, Sparta should be tried, and either

Messene or Elis." ^

In 1892, after the work was fairly bej^in at the Heraeum, I began exjtlorative exca-

vations at Sparta, assisted hy Mr. Mender, tlie results of which have since been pul>-

lished."

When we beoaii onr work at tlie Heraeum, the site was clearly marked by the Cycloi)ean

supporting wall of the Older Temple, some traces of the supporting wall of the stfond

platform at the east and southeast ends, and some traces of the wall at the southern

' See Tetilh Annual Report of the Mannghuj Committee

of the American School of Classical Studies at Athens, 1890-

91, pp. 29 ff. (Director's Report).

» Am. Journ. Arch. VIII. (1893), pp. 410-128 ; cf.

Eleventh Animal Report of the Managing Commilire, etc.

(Director's Report), p. 31.
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end of the Lower Stoa. The rude square tm-ret-shaped wall at the southeast end of

the second platfonu was so clearly manifest that, after digging in the interior of this

square tower, I at once erected a Phylakeion (XI on the Plan) over this to contain our

tools and give some shelter against the sun during our midday recess. This was the

only spot where I could predict that no further excavations would be needed. From the

report to the committee quoted above, it will be seen that I did not expect to find so

large a site and so many buildings. The fact that previous " excavations " had been

conducted, and the reference of Pausanias to only one building, the Second Temple, and

to the burnt ruins of another, the older temple, naturally led me to suppose that we

had only to clear away the surface of the temple, to explore the Old Temple platform,

and to make out the meaning of the isolated walls to the southwest, in order to com-

plete our excavation of the site and to supplement the imperfect work done in previous

years.

Instead of this we have found nine separate buildings, each of considerable dimensions

Fig. 37. — Site of the Old Temple Platform before Excavation.

and importance, and remains of several other structures and walls. Moreover, the work

done at the two temples could only be termed " scratching " the surface, and the system

of going to the lowest depths, to bed-rock, on these sites has been proved by our finds

to be one of the first principles of excavation.

When we began our work, in 1892, there were no indications of ancient remains

beyond those mentioned above. The Second Temple platform (Fig. 36) was nothing

but a rough, stony, ploughed field, and the upper terrace as well as all the other parts

of the sanctuary presented the same aspect (Fig. 37).

I have given a fuller account of our first year's work in a separate publication.' Dr.

Brownson has also written special papers on the results of that year's digging in the

American Journal ofArchaeology (Vol. VIII. [1893], pp. 205 ff.). Mr. Fox's excellent

plans of the excavations in that year will be found in the Twelfth Annual Jiejwrt of

the School. These papers and works have been reprinted in the Papers of the Ameri-

can School at Athens, Vol. VI. But in attempting to give a short history of the excava-

tions themselves during our four successive campaigns, I will here quote from my Repents

to the Committee of the American School, written towards the close of the excavations

m 1892, and of each succeeding year.

' Excavations of the American School at the Heraion of Argos, 1892.
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CAMPAIGN OK 1«W.

" On Fobniary 13 I starteil for Argos, accompanied by Mr. Rrowniton and Mr. Fox. Ik-fora we
began active work we were joined by Mr. Do CJon and Dr. Newball. On March 4 I'rufeiwur

Poland also joined us, and took charge of the work for a week, during whieii time I acv<)in|>auied

Mr. Washington to Phlius, and then returned to AthenM. To tiie hearty eo<'i|>cnitiou of all these

gentlemen the su(!cuss of our work is largely due.

" We began our work at the Ileraeum in an explorative manner, to t«Ht the nature of the wvcral
sites there grouped. At first we employed sixty-three men and three cartM, and roite to one hun-

dred and lishty men and twenty-six carts. We were exceptionally favored by goo«l weather ; in

the first month we lost only one half-<lay from bad weather. Our chief energies were concentratetl

on the Second Temple (Fig. 38) ; but we dug trenches also on the site of the earlier temple, when«

iiu. uS, — The Second Tk.mple at tiii i)K THE JJEASON OF 18J)2.

we came upon its pavement, consisting of flat polygonal stones, and also ujKjn a continuous layer

of charred wood, — an interesting confirmation of the record of the burning of the temple. We
found ruins of what may prove to be early Greek baths, and of a stoa. At a depth of between ten

and fifteen feet, on the slope at the west end of the Second Temple, we came upon a curious layer

of black earth, in which we found a great number of archaic bronze objects, amU, i' beads, some

gold and silver rings, terra-cotta ornaments, fragments of early vases, bone nee<llos, stone seals,

etc. The terra-cotta plaques are almost unique in character, while the vases make a valuable a<ldi-

tion to our knowledge of early ornamental ceramic art.

" We were fortunate enough to find a large number of the marble sculptured ornaments of the

Second Temple in a more or less fragmentary condition. . . . We were still more fortunate in dis-

covering two well-preserved heads, about two thirds life-size, which belonged to the metopes, and

also a well-preserved male torso from one of the metopes. Finally, immetliately in front of the

west end of the temple, we had the great fortune of finding the marble head of Hera, of which

you have already heard. This head, of at least life-size, is recognized by all who have seen it as

the best preserved specimen of a female head from the fifth century b. c." . . .
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CAMPAIGN OF 1893.

" In our second campaign, in 1893,1 was assisted by Messrs. Lythgoe, Meadev, and Norton, who

took part in the excavation from the beginning to the end, and had each charge of definite i)or-

tions of the site as resjwnsible overseers and directors of the workmen under tlieir connnand.

These gentlemen, with Dr. Washington, remained on the site, and continued the excavations for

several days after I was forced to leave, and during these days some of the most interesting objects

of sculpture were found. ...
" We pitched our camp on the rocky elevation above the Older Temple on March 30, the Greek

government having kindly lent us three good tents from their army stores. The experiment of

camping on the site itself has proved a great success, and one which it would be well to ado[)t in

the future. We at once engaged workmen, and were enabled to start the next day with 112 men
and 23 carts. On April 1, we had 130 men and 30 carts ; on April 3, 200 men and 38 carts. Our
force at last readied the number of 240 men. We began to excavate on the upper plateau, the site

of the Older Temple. . . . We cleared off all the top soil down to the early substructure, about 45

metres in length by 35 metres in breadth. The burnt layer alluded to in my report of last year

again appeared on various portions of this site, together with masses of poros stone, which had evi-

dently been split into smaller pieces by the heat of a great conflagration. We were fortunate enough

to find still standing on this terrace a portion of the early wall, about 14.30 metres in length by a

little over a metre in width, which certainly must have belonged to this interesting structure, per-

haps the earliest temple of Hellas. The presence of this piece of wall may prove of exceptional

importance, inasmuch as its lower portion was evidently not visible at the time the temple was

completed, and the objects found below this line would thus antedate the erection of the temple.

Two other stones appear to be in situ. But it is impossible at this moment to hazard even a sug-

gestion with regard to the construction of the early temple. At all events, we have cleared this

important site, and it is now in a state to be carefully studied for the light it may throw ujion the

earliest history of civilization in Greece. The yield in objects of early ceramic art, some bronzes

and peculiar rude engraved stones, was very rich, and of extreme importance and interest. I have

little doubt that these finds alone are of sufficient weight to justify the energy and money expended

upon the undertaking, as they are sure to throw most valuable light on the history of the earliest

art in Greece. We dug two broad trenches outside the Cyclopean wall to the east and west of the

plateau, in order to make sure whether there were any objects of interest which had fallen over

the supporting walls.

" When the work on the platform of the Old Temple was comj)leted, we made the slo|)e from

the upper terrace down to the terrace of the Second Temple the centre of our exertions (Fig. 39).

It was exceedingly difficult to excavate on this site, because the existence of buildings at the imme-

diate foot of the slope had already been proved by our discovery last year of the outer line of the

Stoa (II). We had therefore to work with great cai-e from above, immediately below the Cyclo-

pean wall of the upper terrace, and had to construct a steep road leading from the point marked

T to the top of the slope, dumping our earth either at the southeast dump or at the southwest

dump. When we had dug several feet below the Cyclopean wall, we at once came upon very rich

layers of early pottery of all descriptions, and soon found various vestiges of buildings. These

were erected on the height above the buildings corresponding to the North Stoa, and immediately

below the Cyclopean wall. They consisted of portions of walls built of loose unhewn stones placed

together without mortar or clamps, and evidently formed the smaller, perhaps domestic, counterpart

to the structures known as Cyclopean walls. The objects found in some of these make it not

improbable that they may have been the houses in which dwelt the priestesses or attendants of the

earlier temple, though I should not venture upon any hypothesis at this moment with any claim to

your serious consideration. There are also traces of a rough pavement sloping downwards from

about the middle of the Cyclopean wall (below it) to the west, and behind the back wall of Stoa II.

This may have been an early road leading up to these dwellings. With due care to preserve the

remains of these early buildings, we dug down to the bed-rock on this slope ; and then came

the task of clearing the whole series of buildings on a line with the Stoa. The length of these
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Fig. ay. WOKK ON I'lIK .Sl.OI'l-; IIKTWKK.N THK ()l,l> TkMI'LK AND THIC

SfXONII TkMTLK, I.N TIIK SKC0.NI> SKASUX.

stiiiPtiiios is iihfiiit 100 metres, witli an average depth or width (iiichidiiig the Im'k wnlln) of about

10 iiietrns.

"Of Stoii 11. iiiercly tlie outer stylobati! had been discovered Initt year. Ilehind tliin, the inner

coloiiiKKie iiieasiires H.firj iiietieH, and iti baei<e4l by a wall of ovt-r one metre in width, whieh ia

built a','aiii.st the slope. There were at least nineteen pillarH running; alon;; the eeiitre of thin Ktoa.

Some of the pillars were found in nitu. There in alfio an intercHting Myitteni of drainH and wnter>

works atta(;li<'d to this buildin;,', with some curious struetures within it, wlii(rli, however, are pndv
ably of a later date. Ihit 1 do not think that this can bii OJUUined uf acurioUM Ntnicture Utwanlo

the northeast corner of the

east end of the Stoa as ex-

cavated last year ; it is a

depressed flat cemented sur-

face, 3.80 metres in length by

three metres vviih;, remindinj;'

us of the Hath of Tiryns, and

probably serving the same

pur])ose. The Stoa (II)

runs, from a few metres to

the east of the east end dis-

covered last year, for 55.52

metres to the west, ending

about on a line with the east

end of the Second Temjdc.

A more intricate building was

discovered to the east of tlie

Stoa, extending farther east

than the eastern limit of the Cyclopean wall of the upper terrace (III). The original strueturv,

of which much is still standing, was evidently rebuilt at a later period ; and the stone in^<-rilK*d

with iMFONVilO (i. e. Atfowalov, containing, as you see, a diganuna) was evidently immured at

a later period. . . .

" Besides a rich find in pottery, terra-cotta, bronzes, and smaller objects (among which I must

mention a later clay lamp containing the figure of the Polycleitan Doryphorus), this building

yielded a beautifid torso of a draped female figure, probably from the nieto]>es of the teni|>le, three

fine mai-ble heads, and many other fragments.

" Together with this work at the northeast portion of the second platform, extensive excavations

were carried on at the southeast corner. The ground to the ea.st and north of the J^hylakvion (XI)
was leveled ; while to the outside of the eastern terrace wall the trench was continued, and inter-

esting walls or steps were laid bare as far as the duni]). Both these points yielde<l a very rich

harvest of ceramic and bronze works, engraved gems, and glass scarabs. . . .

" South of the foundation walls of the Second Temple, the whide ground was cut away at the

level of last year's deep cutting at the southwest angle of the temple. Below and slightly to the

west of the hou.se (F) a deep and wide trench was cut. In all these cases we came ujH^n layers that

antedated the construction of the Second Temple, as was shown by the archaic object.s found.

" I also tested the ground at the foot of the hill to the south and southwest of the steps ( I ),

and was pleased to find that we soon came ujwn native rock. It was thus ]K>ssibie to tlig upwards

from below and to avoid a distant transportation of the earth. ^Ve had merely to dig ujt tlie earth

until we had reached virgin soil, and to shovel it back upon the lower rock-be«l. In this man-

ner we cleared the slope up to the steps (I) which were found last year.

" Perhaps the most interesting portion of this year's work will prove to l)e the excavations at

the southwest platform below the Second Temple. I began by cutting a trench at the southwest

corner of the old retaining wall, running from west to east. I soon came upon a wall of beautiful

Greek masonry (Fig. 40), of which four courses of well-cut blocks were still standing. We car-

ried this trench on as far as the continuation of the retaining wall at the east of last year's deep
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cutting. We then worked northwards. Messrs. Washington and Norton continued the work

after my departure, with the result that two sides (and the interior inclosed within them) of a very

interesting building have been unearthed, with walls, and column-bases in situ, the whole pre-

senting a very interesting ground plan. This building we call the West Building (Fig. 41). Below

the south wall of this building we also excavated as far as the most western of the broad cuttings

on the south slope below the temple marked N on last year's map. Immediately in front of this

wall (south wall of West Building) large portions of the entablature of a Doric building were found,

upon which were distinct traces of color, — reds, blues, greens, etc. After my departure other

polychrome pieces were found.

" Besides interesting smaller objects from this site, a number of fragments of marble sculptures,

evidently coming from the Second Temple and forming parts of the metopes, and I believe also of

the pediments, were found. I must also add that among the heads discovered, one head (probably

from a metope) is in excellent preservation, and very nearly equals in beauty the head of Hera

found last year ; while the torso of a draped female figure from the metopes forms a fitting counter-

part to the torso of the nude warrior of last year's metope." . . .

CAMPAIGN OF 1894.

" The third campaign was begun on March 21, 1894. The regular staff consisted, besides my-

self, of Dr. Washington and Mr. Norton, and of Messrs. Hoppin and Alden, students of the

School. All the members and students of the School were invited to stay for a few days in the

camp, in order to study and gain experience

in excavations as such. Of this invitation,

Messrs. Parsons, Fallis, and Hill availed them-

selves ; while the other students, though they

were prevented from staying with us owing

to their travels with Dr. Dorpfeld, saw the

excavations on the occasion of the visit which

Dr. Dorpfeld and his party paid us. My
colleague. Professor Richardson, paid us two

visits, during one of which he remained with

us over a week. Professor White was also

our guest, though I am afraid he will not

consider it an hospitable camp in which we

allowed the storm to carry away his tent in

the middle of the night. We had many other

visitors of all nationalities. Among our Amer-

ican visitors, ladies and gentlemen, I must

single out Mr. Edward Robinson, of the Bos-

ton Museum of Fine Arts ; and Mr. Thayer,

of Boston, who, on the spot, contributed one

hundred dollars to the fund of excavation.

Dr. Dorpfeld made the Heraeum a point for

one of his instructive lectures during his

Peloponnesian tour. With him were a nimi-

ber of distinguished scholars, among them

Professors Loeschcke, Wecklein, and Friinkel.

Dr. Dorpfeld and Professor Loeschcke joined

Professor White in staying in our camp the

night of their visit. We also had a visit

from Mr. Kabbadias, the Ephor-General of

Antiquities, who was our guest for a day and night. . . . The British Minister, Mr. Egerton, also

paid us a visit. The School must also feel honored by a second instance of the interest which

Fig. 40. — Pikce of Wall from West Building,

first appearanck.
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the Royal Family of Greece has shown in our work. The King and Queen, the Crown Priooe

and Crown Princess, and Princess Mary, with their suite, nia<Ie our excavations the ohject of a
special journey. It was the first time they had visited an excavation away from Athena. They
remain(!d with us over five hours, and manifested the keenest interest in tlie j)roKress of the work.

" Our canq) was pitched on the same site as last year, the government providing us with five

tents, while I had ordered a sixth from England, provided with a double fly, which experience luid

shown me was absolutely necessary as a refuge against the sun in the heat of the day. This t«nt,

together with tlie tools and instruments we have accumulated, will form a useful addition to the

School's apparatus for exploration and excavation in future years.

" Our i)arty arrived at Argos on March 21, and we were able to begin work with one hundred

and eigiity-five men and twenty-six carts on March 22. The following day we worked with two

hundred and fifty men and thirty carts, below which number wo did not fall, increasing our corpe

to two hundred and seventy men.

" The first task we had set ourselves was to complete the clearing of the whole east side of the

second platform (Fig. 41). We thus had to cut away the hillside to the east of the buildings we

had found last year, which are now called the East Chambers, in which was the inscription AIFO-

NViilO. We carried this cutting about twenty feet in depth to a length of ninety feet, to the old wall

marked T in the map. This was very difficult digging, inasmuch as there were huge blocks,

imbedded at every stage, which had fallen from above, while below we came upon complicated

early walls of different periods, which had to be s]>ared and carefully cleare<l. The nature and

purjiose of these will require careful study. Backing the slope, and acting as a 8up])orting wall

to the upper terrace, below and to the east of the great Cyclopean wall of the upper terrace,

another Cyclo])ean wall runs for about eight feet, when it ends abruptly, lines of sloping rubbish

clearly showing in the cutting how the earth hatl drifted over this end for ages.

"Below and partly underneath this Cyclopean wall, there were large masses of jwttery, iron, bronze,

and smaller objects, the majority belonging to the ' Dipylon ' and Mycenaean periods. Farther

to the south there were deposits of rubbish which evidently dated from a period of destruction in

later years, as we here also found a marble head of the Roman period. Here it was tliat we found

also, in beautiful preservation, an interesting specimen of Greek sculpture, a heatl of an ephebus

from the metopes of the Second Temple. The head is in excellent preservation, even the tij) of the

nose being intact. This head bears beyond a doubt, in my mind, the cliaracteristics of Polycleitan

art as hitherto known to us. There is the same square and massive projwrtion of the head as a

whole, the heavy treatment of the jaws and chin, that we find in the head of the Naples Dory-

pliorus,— in fact, it seems to me to be a reproduction of the type of the Doryphorus in the style

of these metopes. Moreover, it will interest you to hear that, in spite of some mutual divergences,

this head has, in common with all the others which we have found on this site, some jKJCuliaritics of

treatment, such as the slightly opened mouth and peculiar protrusion and curving of the under lip.

I do not wish to convey the idea that I claim this or any of the other heads as work by the hand

of Polycleitus, but I maintain that they bear out in their general character and in details of work

the natural expectation that the sculptures which decorated the second Heraeum of Argos would

be related to the art of the sculptor Polycleitus, who created the temple-statue of Hera in this

sanctuary, as Phidias created the Athena in the Parthenon, and who, like the great Attic sculptor,

was the inspiring head of a thriving school of sculpture in his own locality.

" Among the many objects found here, I must mention the large number of objects in iron.

In fact, throughout our excavations we have often found iron together with bronze and even stone

implements. A strange object was a large mass of iron about five feet long and a foot in diameter,

whicii proved to be a mass of iron spears boiuid together with bands of iron at both ends, n e

found at the same place another large, solid, rectangular bar of iron, flattened out about a foot

from one end, which is quite inexplicable.

" At the easternmost angle of the terrace of the Second Temple, above the retaining wall W, to

the north of the dump S, another building was discovered, which we have named the East Build.

ing (to distinguish it from the East Chambers). This building, supjwrted by strong walls on

south and east, built against the hill-slope, has on the north side a wall of poroa strengtliened
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by a limestone wall. The bases of three rows of five columns are extant in the interior, wliile

at the west front (facing the temple) it had a portico. In this building numerous objects in

gold, silver, bronze, and terra-cotta were found, as well as a scarab with a cartouche, probably of

Thothmes III.

" We also cleared away all the earth remaining to the east of the temple, and to the west of tlie

dump S, without finding much there.

" We then turned to the west and south slopes of the terrace, — the main points of this year's

excavations (Fig. 42).

" The larger portion of the West Building, which lies below the west end of the Second Temple,

about twenty-five to thirty feet below the top of the foundation walls of the temple, was excavated

last year. We now cleared the north end, where the si)ace for the building has been cut out of

the rock which rises at the north end. We here found three cliambers wliich communicate with

the colonnade and central court. The whole is a very interesting building, the purpose of whicli

(whetlier gymnasium, treasury, or combination of buildings) I do not venture to decide at present.

It is a building about one hundred feet (33 metres) by ninety-three (30 metres), consistiu"- of a

colonnade surrounding an open court in the centre, while to the north it is flanlied by the three

Fig. 41.— Corner of the Second I'latkokm, with front of East Building in right Foueguoind.

chantbers running from east to west. It appears to be older than the Second Temple, not later

than tlie first half of the fifth century B. c. Here, as in the Upper Stoa, there are drums of col-

umns in situ, besides the pillar bases, and in some places several layers of the stone walls. In

tills building there wei-e numerous fragments of the architectural decorations, as well as frag-

ments of sculpture and smaller objects.

" We also cleared the ground to the north of this building to tlie bed-rock, and at the western

point, to the south of the dump S, we again came upon ruins of interesting buildings. Above the

old supporting walls is the building which we call the Northwest Building. It was difficult digging,

since here too we found intricate walls, and it required Mr. Hop])in's best attention to carry on

the work which was placed in his charge. However, the plan was finally worked out with clear-

ness, and shows a long building (31 metres long by 11.40 wide) of early structure. In digging

here we turned up some fragments which had fallen down from the Second Temple : the face of a

colossal female head, bronze and terra-cotta cows' heads, objects in gold and silver (among them

a silver ring studded with gold and inscribed), etc. This building may be connected with the

traces of the building in the field below, which in the first year we thought might be Roman.
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" On the south h1o)H! beluw the Sucoiul Tuinplu, we began on the Mune nyiituMi wu had previuusly

adopted, working at the bottom of the hill below, and to the eaHt and we«t of the itteiMt (I;. Find-

ing bed-roiU, we had merely to turn over the earth an we advanetnl upwanU, and ultiniut«ly wo
were enabled to turn the whole of the part to the Mouth of tiio Htepit {^l ) into a brge dump for nil

the mass of earth we had to cut away between the Second Temple and tlieiie Mt4-|M. We found a

thiclc wall running from east to west at a depth of )»ver fifteen feet lielow luMt year'n Kurfiu-e on the

south of tlie Hecoiul plateau, and u)K)n this abutted the l)eautifid iimcMtone wall whieli wu f<iund

projecting southward last year from the southeast corner of the West linihliiig. TIiIh limcMtoiie

wall must have formed part of the west front of the great building which we are now excavating on

the south sIo)>e. About ninety feet of this building, with pillar buiu!H, u|Min Home of which dnnim

are t/t ,s(7«, have already been laid bare; and we shall have to continue to carry away the great

mass of earth which covers this building along the whole south slope. I have no doubt tliat it will

l)rove to liavf! been a very important and imposing structiM'e. In the mass of earth which covem

it, we have found fragments of masonry from the Second Temple : large <lrinnH from the columns
as well as complete Doric capitals, also two torsos of sculpture, and many fragments Itelonging Ut

the metopes of the Second Temple. At the same time, another large gang of workmen was eiigag«Ml

in cutting away the south slope towards the east, in the region below the honst; (F), and we are thus

working from both sides to clear away the accumulated earth, while we are making a continuous

terrace of tlie dump below the stairs (I). When the excavations are completc<l, there will thus Im- a

continuous scries of interesting buildings running from the foot of the hill upwards, tier u|N>n tii-r,

to the terrace of the first temple on the summit. With the completion of this part of our work, as

well as with the thorough investigation of the regions about the lyower Stoa (CC, .1, K, and L),

whicli arc bounded by the river, the whole site will have been thoroughly investigated. I must also

remark tliat behind the poro.s supj)orting wall, running from north to south at the east of the West

Building, we have found rich layers of early antiquities corresponding to the 'black layer ' we

found in the first year. In fact, it aj)pcars to me that this layer is continuous with the one found

in the iirst year, the objects being arrested by the retaining wall. Considering the variety and

number of objects found here, it would be impossible for me to give any a<lequatc idea of the rich-

ness of our lind. They comprise every material, from jv beautiful large solid gold pin to objects

in lead, iron, bone, ivory, and clay, and touch upon every field,— epigraphy as well as art, mytho-

logy, and antiquities. We have brought to Athens over eighty baskets full of objwts of this kind,

together with larger fragments of marble sculpture, cornices in stone and terra-<!otta. A curious

and interesting discovery was made to the north of the b.ick wall of the building on the south

slope, at some depth below what was the original ancient surface. There were foimd some early

graves of the Mycenaean period, such as have been recently found at Salamis. One of these w:is

well preserved,— a small shaft-tomb containing the bones of the deceased, and several vases in

perfect preservation, of the earliest Mycenaean type. They evidently belong t<i a jwriixl when tlic

temenua of the early temple of Ilera was limited by the upper terrace, and the region of these

graves nnist have been quite outside tha perihoIuK wall.

" The climax of our good fortune was reached when, a few days before the close of this cam-

l)aign, we found, what for several years we had been seeking in vain ; namely, the Iicehivc tombs

of the Mycenaean period. The first is about three hundred yards to the northwest of the temple,

beyond the Eleutherion ; the second, oidy about sixty yards to the northwest of tlr.- Elcutherion.

They are both of the beehive shape, cut into the rock, without interior masonry,— the approach

being by the narrow dromon which leads into the underground door, which after the burial was

blocked by means of large stones. Tlie interior is circular, the diameter being about 2.4*) metres,

the height being 3.38 metres. The first of these tombs, discovered on April 20, was the repository

for at least three corpses, and m.ay li.ave contained more. The dead were certainly not laid out in

the tomb, as the bones were found massed together without any anatomical relation to one another.

The finds in the first tomb were exceedingly rich. It cont:vined forty-nine vases, nearly all in per-

feet preservation, three terra-cotta figurines of the earliest type, one chair with interesting Myce-

naean oinaments, one engraved stone of the ' Island ' tyj>e, four steatite whorls, one ivory n<H?<lle,

and a number of beads. The second tomb contained a large number of beads and whorls, but only
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one complete vase and a number of fragments. These finds appear to me of exceeding interest

and importance with regard to early Mycenaean pottery ; and the interest of the discovery may be

increased by the fact that the sun shone into the opening which had been broken into the top of the

rock, so that we were able to take photographs of the vases and bones in situ. . . .

" The last campaign was begun on March 22, 1895. As I was kept at Rome on my way here

by an attack of influenza, I telegraphed to Mr. Hoppin to begin work according to the plan we

had arranged before he left for Greece. Accordingly, on March 22, Mr. Hoppin began to exca-

vate the south slope below the Second Temple at the point at which we had left it last season, and

thus had charge of the work for several days before I arrived. During these days Mr. Hoppin

was not only able to make most valuable discoveries, such as the two best preserved metope heads,

but he pushed on the clearing of the South Stoa for many feet, having to clear away about twenty

feet of superimposed earth for the whole length and width of the stoa. He has since proved a

most eflicient aid to me, and with his two years' experience in excavation, as well as his archaeolo-

gical studies in German universities, he is likely to become a well-equipped archaeologist. I am
much gratified to hear from him that he intends to spend the winter and spring of the two coming

years at Athens to arrange and elaborate our finds from the Heraeum. In this task he will be

Fig. 42. — Thk Roman Building, with Southwest Stoa on the left, and Foktion of West Building

IN THE Foreground.

aided by Mr. Heermance from Yale University, who joined Mr. Hoppin at the beginning of our

work this year, and was with us for several weeks, until he went with Dr. Dorpfeld's party on the

Peloponnesian tour. I venture to predict that he also will be of the greatest help in arranging and

working out our finds, while he himself will gain much experience and valuable information in

performing this task. Mr. Rogers, of Columbia College, New York, has been with us for several

weeks now, and is taking charge of all the work on the west side. He will remain till the cam-

paign is ended, and will undoubtedly be of great assistance to us. . . .

" I owe the Committee a great debt of gratitude for the wisdom with which they have selected an

architect to assist us in our work here, and to prepare plans and drawings of the excavations. Mr.
Tilton has taken up his work with such energy and intelligence that we may hope for an adequate,
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porliaps a brilliant, presentation of the architectural side of our publication. Mr. Tilu»n pur|mM«
to remain here for a week after the excavatiouH are closed, to Hui)erviite the eleaiiiug of the build-

ings, with about ten workmen. Mr. Rogers has promised to join him during thia period. In tlie

course of the summer Mr. Tilton intends to meet me in EIngland, in order that we may discusH and
decide upon the general plan, as well as the details, of the architectural pui>lication.

" The work we have this year done on the south slope (below the Second Temple) appears to me,
as I see it now, astonishing with regard to the amount of earth that has been removed. Thia
would not have been jiossible, had we not at the beginning of last season found btnl-rock at the

Fig. 43.— First Trench dug at South Stoa.

bottom of the little valley and for some way up, so that we could place a continuous dump half way
up the hill on the south slope. Our carts had thus to travel but a short distance before our eyes,

and we could make a continuous dump below the line of building found on the south 8lo])e.

" At the close of the last season we luul found the beginning of a building, one side of which

abutted on the southeast corner of what we have hitherto called the West Building, and which ran

from east to west along the south slope about forty feet below the top of the foundation wall of

the Second Temple, and parallel to it. We had also cut in for about ten feet liehind the sup])ort-

itig wall east of the West Building, which separates this building from the Second Temple above it.

We now continued to clear out this South Stoa (Fig. 43). It was difficult digging, as there was

an average of twenty feet of earth to be removed for its whole length, and large stones, drums of

columns, capitals, and blocks had fallen from the terrace above, all of which had to be removed

to the nearest point where they would not block the way for excavation, and carefully deposited

there. As I am now writing the building is quite clear (Fig. 44). It is a beautiful stoa, imposing

in its vast length, with walls of most perfect Greek masonry, of which four and even five layers are

standing all around. Within there are nine Doric pillars. All the pillar bases are in situ ; three

have the lower drum, while one has two drums,— the remaining four, together with the capital in

good preservation, having fallen immediately in front of this. At the back wall (north) there are

well-worked pilasters, one to each alternate pillar. The stoa is about forty-five metres long by about

thirteen metres wide. It faces towards the south (i. e. towards Argos), and is approached by a

continuous flight of steps. The temple above it must have fallen in before this stoa was destroyed.
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Fig. 41.— South Stoa, akter Excavation.

.since, esjjeeially in the western half, we found huge drums of the cohmui from the temple which had

crashed through the roof, with geison blocks, and, fortunately for us, also metopes and shna. The
flooring was thus in parts littered with fragments of marble from roof tiles and metopes. Among
these were several pieces of sculptured metopes, and of the stwia, fragments of arms, legs, torsos of

bodies, etc., all from the high relief of the metopes, and two well-preserved heads (one quite

perfect), with portions of three others. This stoa is perhaps the best preserved of all the buildings

which we have found, and is certainly one of the most imposing I know in Greece.

" We also cut into the slope to the west of this stoa, but were soon convinced that no ancient

building stood here ; we found, however, the traces of a huge staircase which covered the whole

slope on this side leading up to the great platform of the temple. There was thus on the south

side of the temples facing Argos a magnificent approach to the sanctuary ; and it is interesting to

note that the line of buildings and the access to them belonging to this period face to the south

and east, while the earlier buildings are massed on the west side. This corresponds to the change

from the Mycenaean to the Argive supremacy.

" At the close of the last season, we had cut off the slope evenly behind the back wall of that

portion of the stoa which was then discovered. It was a huge cutting. Upon arriving this spring,

I found that the rain had washed away some of the earth from the side of the cutting, and here

appeared a portion of a column-drum from the Second Temple. How this had fallen there it is

difficult to explain. Reluctantly (for I knew there could be no building there), I felt bound to dig

here again. We thus had to cut away further ten feet of earth to a depth of over twenty feet

and for a length of forty-five metres. All this earth was filling for the foundations of the upjier

temple, and contained a great mass of pre-archaic Greek objects, such as we had found in pre-

vious years in this same filling. We also dng down to bed-rock for the whole length inside (to

the east) of the supporting wall before the West Building (Fig. 45).

" Some interesting results appeared from this work. We were much astonished last year when

Dr. Washington found in the corner behind this supporting wall and the back of the South Stoa

wall Mycenaean graves such as have been found at Salamis. I could only explain this to myself

by the supposition that this site was outside the earliest peribolus. We now found such early
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walls of the Mycenaean period hero, together with Home hiicIi graves, nnd a great number of vaaM
and small objects ontsidc these early walls. Such walls also a|>]N.-arcd on the whole west nlope,

north and nortliciist of tlio West Building, whcro Mr. Uogt-rs Iia4l charge of the work, and whera

wc have cleared the wliolo site down to bed-rock. We can now say with oonfldencv that nothing

remains nnexcavated within the ancient periholuK.

" We have now attacked also tiie fields to the west an<l southwest, oiitnii/r the }}rrihtJu» walls,

where in exploring during the first season we had traee<l a largo stoa and conjtMTturod tliat there

was a Roman temple. This conjecture was a happy one in so far as in the fluM IjcIow, innne<li>

ately to the west of the temple and bordered by the stream (Eloutherion) on its outer (northfrn

and western) sides, we have found buildings of the Konian perio<l, — an extensive and contplox

system of Roman baths. Tliis is interesting also in its i)earing u|M>n the whole nature and fune-

tion of the sanctuary.

" The otiier large field I shall (jxcavate as far as possible, and shall esjiecinlly do my best to

enable our architect to midte plans of the buildings.

" A few words about our finds. In this respect we have been as lucky as ever. I have already

Fig. 45.— \Vk8t Building (VII), after Kxcavation.

referred to the metope fragments and to the heads. These latter corresjwnd to those we had

already found and belong to the metopes. They are worke«l in a vigorous manner, and are still

of such careful execution that I believe even those of the Parthenon can hardly rival them in this

respect. One head of a youth with a helmet is in perfect preservation, even the tip of the nose

remaining intact. We shall now have a large number of fragments at Athens, and we may ho|)e

to be able to piece some together. At all events the sculptures coming from this temple built by

the Argive Eupolemus, with Polycleitus as the sculptor of the temple-statue, are among the most

important sjieeimens of the great art of the fifth century b. C.
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" From the filling to the Second Temple we have about seventy-six baskets full of vases, terra-

cottas, bronzes, etc. Though a great part of these came from the dry rubbish used to fill up the

platform, I am more and more convinced that in the earlier periods there was some sacred build-

ing or great altar on the site of this temple. The early Mycenaean walls along the slopes belong

to these, as well as most of the finds which were votive offerings. We have again found here a

number of Egy])tian objects, including several scarabs. I hope that a French Egyptologist, now

sojourning at the French School, will be able to throw some light upon our Egyptian finds. Of

smaller objects, gems, and terra-cottas, this year has given a very large harvest.

" We have found several inscriptions,— some of the Roman period ; but the most important

epigraphical find, perhaps, of the whole excavation, is a bronze ])laque about eight inches square

with eleven lines of boustrophedon inscription in the earliest Argive characters.

" Owing to the generosity of Mrs. J. W. Clark and of Mr. Hoppin, whose contributions (f1200)

have greatly increased the sums which I have received from the Institute (f500) and from the

School (1250), as well as that in hand from last year (about fG50), we have been well supplied

with means this year. I hope to have a considerable surplus. Since Mr. Hoppin has authorized

me to use what remains of his and Mrs. Clark's contribution for the prcjjaration of illustrations of

our work, I have the jdiotograjjher Merlin here now, who is taking views of the buildings and the

sites, and I shall proceed to make arrangements with Mr. Tilton for the most adequate form of

publication.

" It is rash to make promises. More than thirteen years passed before the Germans published

the results of their excavations at Olympia ; the vase fragments from the Acropolis, which have

been in their hands for at least five years, are not yet published, and thej' tell me that their main

difficulty now is to provide proper means of reproduction and publication. I shall do my best,

and Mr. Tilton ]jromises to use all his energies to assist me to put into the printer's hands the first

volume, containing the introduction, the architecture, and possibly the sculpture, by the autumn of

1896.

" By next spring, after Mr. Hoppin and Mr. Ileermance have worked at our finds during the

winter, I may be able to make more definite proposals with regard to the other volume or vol-

umes."



NOTE A (Seepage 11).

In this ease, as in so many others when probleins of ancient archaeology and history are con-

cerned, it is important to consider the personal ucpiation of the authors and the contiitionH and cir-

cumstances under which they wrote, before using or cpioting passages from them, as hiMt4)rical or

critical evidence. In this special case it is well to bear in mind that, of the two travelem, l'au>

sanias has a bias in the direction of fulk-lore and myth(>gra]>hy, ])ervading and HonictimcM over-

powering his antiquarian or archaeological interests ; while Strain) is a geographer with a stronger

historical bias, possessed of more sober and critical insight and a pronounced appreciation of

literary tradition, the Homeric poems being to him the centre of literary im]M)rtance. While wc

may often deplore the inaccuracy and credulity of Pausanias, or at least the inadequacy of hiit

description of objects which to us are of supreme interest; while we are often im|)atient and irri-

tated with him for his diffuse excursions into the regions of un]>roHtablo hearsay, when ho omits

the mention or to describe most important facts and monuments, we must recognize that these

very faults nuikc him a most useful source of information to the student of folk-lore an<l mytho-

logy, and even to the historian who has to consider the local traditions and the earliest sources of

information.

Strabo, on the other hand, clings to the historical facts before him, and probably draws much of

his information from such writers as Kphorus ; and when he goes beyond these he turns to literature,

— the literature which he had before him, — and igimrcs folk-lore and tradition. To him Homer
is not only the poet, o ttoijjtt)?, but also the central repository of the earliest lore and the only source

from which trustworthy information concerning the earliest history of the Hellenic land an<l

Hellenic traditions can be had. Thus in common with writers of his own age, and with most

scholars of our own times, he becomes in matters ai-chaeological and historical a Homer wor-

shiper. But we are now in a position to assert that, as regards the earliest history of Greek life

and Greek religion. Homer himself becomes the more useful and instructive the more we supple-

ment the Homeric poems by the records of local and popular traditions in word and stone. These

are scattered through the authors and exhumed from the earth, they jwint to still earlier periods,

and show the constitution of the material which the genius of the great epic poets has put into

such splendid and monumental artistic order.

Thus it is that Strabo, who is fully informed with regard to the Mycenaean and Argive periods

in the early history of the Heraeum and of the whole plain and country, is practically ignorant of

or ignores the Tirynthian period. There are two main causes for this omission on his part

(1) When he wrote about this district the city of Argos had a great history, and was thus natu-

rally the centre on which he stood in order to focus and to observe the historical region which he

attempted to explore critically. Mycenae was in time and space nearest to Argos, and he could

follow more readily its destruction by the latter, and its previous hegemony. Tliis k»tl him as far

back as the Homeric period, and here he stopped. Tiiyns and Midea, on the other hand, were

deserted i in his time, and seemed at best only to have been " fortresses," ^ apparently as oppose<l

to cities. He herein forgot that the early cities consisted both of such a forti-ess or citadel, built

of more durable material, and of the town itself, built of perishable material, spreading round the

foot of the citadel, such as the Hissarlik-Troy, the early Mycenae itself, and probably the early

city of Argos.

(2) Tlie second cause for the omission of Tiryns in Strabo's consideration of the historical

phases of the Argive plain and the Heraeum lies in the fact that he restricted himself to Homeric

evidence, and that, in his admirable attempt at a careful examination of the pa.ssages in Homer, he

1 Strab. VIII. 6. 11. .'573 o (pvi^os 8' icrl Kixtdoj a rp ^Jk ojy T((>irt^i Vl^Vr X?^"'**' »•«•'•

[Tiryiis] koI fj ir\tial(»' MiSto.
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is misled by the ambiguous use of the term "Argos." He himself felt, what has beeu felt often in

the writing of this very book, that it is important and difficult to make clear whether one is using

the terra " Argos " to mean the district or country or the city. He labored imder this difficulty

himself at the outset of his description in the fifth chapter of the fifth book, and he carefully

weighs Homer's use of the term to show that it was used, not only for the district, but also for

the Peloponnesus, — nay, the whole of Ilellas.^ But he at once lapses into this error which he

tries to avoid when, further on,^ he says : " And I think that the reputation of this city brought

it about that both Pelasgians and Danaans, as well as the Argives themselves, were named after it.

And for that, the Greeks as well." And a few lines below he quotes those passages from Homer

in which the term " Argos " is used to include Sparta and Corinth and islands. No doubt he finds

it difficult ^ to understand how the city of Argos could be called parched and waterless, with its

river flowing by it, and considers the tale a figment of the poets ; for he cannot see how the tra-

dition of the sinking of wells associated with Danaus, which turned, in the words of Euripides,

the waterless (avuSpor) Argos into a plain rich in water (ci/uSpoi'), applied to the district on the

other side of the Inachus, made fertile at this very day by a like system of wells.

For Strabo the history of the district begins with the Danaans, whom he associates exclusively

with the city of Argos and Mycenae. " When the descendants of Danaus," he says,* " received the

inheritance of his sway in Argos, and there mixed with them the Amythaonidae, originating in

Pisatis and Triphylia, one would not wonder that, kinsmen as they were, they divided the district

into two kingdoms : at first, in such a way that the two sovereign cities in those kingdoms were to

be seen situated close to one another at a distance of less than fifty stadia,— namely, the cities of

Argos and Mycenae,— and that the Heraeum, standing towards Mycenae, was the sanctuary com-

mon to both of them." It will be seen that he has entirely omitted any mention of Tiryns. He
then summarizes the history of the district in the following terms :

" Originally, then, Argos was

the more predominant, after that Mycenae, which received considerable impulse through the innni-

gration of the Pelopidae to it. For after all had joined the sons of Atreus, Agamemnon, as being

the older, received the sovereignty, and, by the aid of good fortune and ability combined, added a

large district of the country to the possessions which he had before received. And, in partieidar,

he added the Argolic district to the Mycenaean. Thus Menelaus had the Laconian district ; while

Mycenae and the country as far as Corinth and Sicyon, and the land which at that time was called

the land of the lonians and Aegaleans, fell to the share of Agamemnon. We are told that, after

the Trojan war, Agamemnon's rule came to an end, and Mycenae was humbled ; and this was

especially so after the return of the Heraclidae. For the Heraclidae occupied Peloponnesus, and

expelled the former rulers ; so that those who held Argos also held Mycenae, now united with

Argos. But in after years Mycenae was destroyed by the Argives, so that now not a trace of the

city of the Mycenaeans is to be found [?]. Seeing that such has been the fate of Mycenae, one

ought not to wonder if some of the places catalogued under Argos are no longer in existence."

And thus Strabo leads over to his short account of the " deserted " Tiryns and Midea.

It has been necessary to quote this passage in full, because it makes clear that the researches of

Strabo do not lead him further back than the Danaans, since he is restricted to the Homeric poems

as his supreme guide. We maj' also point to the change of locution, the moment his Homeric

information ceases with the downfall of the house of Atreus as bearing upon this question.

For, without warning, he passes from the direct statement to quotation in using the infinitive

{TaireivuiOrji'ai'), which he has not used before, and which he does not apply afterwards when he

comes to the inroad of the Dorians.

NOTE B (See page 12).

Our jJrimary interest in the ancient remains of this important site and their history need not

debar us from dwelling for a moment upon the supreme beauty of the natural scenery. Indeed,

the primary claim to archaeological and historical interest which the country of Greece naturally

1 Cf. end of VIII. 6. 5, 369. ' VI 11. 6. 4 and 5, 370.

= VIII. 6. 9, 371. * VIII. 6. 10, 372.
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])uts forwiu'il has often stood in tlio way of the due apprcciution of the trMuoendeDt beauty of ita

natural scenery, so tliat this feature ofttsn takes the visitor by Hurprise.

Of all the many beautiful views in Greeei, that from the Heracuin is certainly one of Uie moat
beautiful. If in tiiis brilliant atmosphere, dear and lueid, yet never la|HtinK inUi flnrini; vulgarity,

without ever having the coarseness of the too-manifest, we stand on the temple jtlatfonn and jrazo

over the Argive plain, we see on the left, to the southweiit, the {teaks of I'arnon and I'artheiiion

rise in a ])ale blue limpid light, which scorns but a continuation of the blue Mtrip uf M>a in the

Naupliau (lulf, and which causes the azure sky behind, cut into graceful fretwork by the delicat«

outlines of the mountains, to aj)pcar a paler blue. This delicate lino of mountain range, ehiiieled

in its finely cut yet never hard features, like beautiful profiles on (ireek geni«, eontinuouii in ita

course, harniouionsly varied, flows in one long-<lrawn sweej) from our left to our right And in

this evenly flowing outline we can distinguish Artemisium op|M)<iite, shelving down by iitc|>N, Lyeone
and Larisa, to where Argos lies, its white monastery of the Panagia crouching and nciitling to the

rock, a bright white speck above the town. The lino of mountains is carried on to the more iliHtant

and higher ranges groni)ing round Cyllene, until, at our right, it is lost in the hills that encircle

Nemea. And you know that, jealously guarding the plain where the passes lead to thcue northern-

most mountains, Mycenae crouches among its rocky glens, like a mediaeval keep, wilder, more
dismal, as if It stood on guard again.st a northern land and jieople. Hut on our left again, to the

south, where Tiryns lies, when the sun turns after noon, the rock fortress of Palaniidi juta forth

into the blue sea ; the sun's rays beat upon its walls, and the windows from the houses «»f Nauplia

gleam and twinkle in the distance, like earth-born daylight stars. And Itefore us, all the time, in

peaceful languor, stretches the generous plain of broad-breasted mother Gaia, with all shades of

green vegetation in its wheat, barley, and oats, and clumps of olive-trees. I^tween this green are

the bared, dark, red-brown patches of earth where the rude metal-tipped woo«len plough, drawn

by oxen goaded on by the long-pointed rod, has cut its furrows. These await the tobacco plant,

which in its delicate infancy has been sheltered from the rough winds by wicker hurdles, ami is

gi'owing happily, as from the distance it paints the bright, golden strips between the brown and

green. As the sun shines on the snow of the peaks, they gleam like broadened lance-beads of

l)olished silver ; and farther down their sides, in the gullies and beneath tlie rocky ledges, the

strong ribs and sinewy flanks of these lofty giants, where the snow has remained, the silver gleam

flows out into winding threads.

And all this rich variety of line, form, and color is changed and multiplied in its aspect, though

harmonized in its unity of tone, by ti)e succession of the seasons, of the day's lights, and of the

capricious effects of atmosphere. But even in the still moonlight nights, when the bells of the

sheep, grazing on the slopes of Euboea, sounded in our tents as if they were but a few feet from

the canvas and awakened us, and the owl screeched its shrill and monotonous call, the sight at

our feet — the plain, the mountains, the sea, and sky — exercised a sjiell of beauty unrivaled in

any part of the globe.

To the effect of this natural beauty come the historical associations of the spot to intensify the

artistic charm ; for where can such condensed historical associations, big with man's history, and

rising out of the very earth before you and from the remains recovere<l from her womb, crowd in

upon the imagination ? They stamp their most characteristic features on your mind in the form

of a general artistic mood (which often years of learned reading and thought fail to proilnce in

the scholar), which represents the quintessence and living soul of each past jxjriotl. And this mood

is evoked, not by vague and uncertain and nebulous suggestion, but by the very handiwork of

the men who in the distant past produced these remains now restored to the present, — nay,

made part of the present and its spiritual life by the pick and spade of the excavator ; for the

clay moulded, the stones cut, the metal wrought, is now as it was then, and contains the life and

the soul infused into them from the worker's hands, now as they did thousands of years ago,—

..." pure crude fact

Secreted from man's life when hearts beat hard

And brains, high-blooded, ticked [long] centuries ago."
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Standing above the Upper Temple platform, the beholder has before him, immediately at his feet,

the remains of the Older Tenii5le, covering, without liiding, vestiges of man's history which i^receded

by centuries the age of Homer's heroes. Here the descendants of Phoroneus marked the begin-

nings of man's civilized life in Greece ; here the Cyclopean masons built their wall in the times

of Proetus of Tiryns. At our very feet stood the temi^le where the Achaeans worshiped, and

where (Dictys tells us) they chose Agamemnon as their leader when they set out for Troy. Hither

the sturdy Dorians came, — Temenos and all his clan. Here Phidon set uj) the symbols which

marked an era of wider commerce. At the gates of this temple Cleomenes III. of Sparta in vain

sought admittance into the shrine.

And in the glorious age when the Hellenic genius manifests itself in all its lasting splendor,

when Athens leads the world, after the Persian host from the east has been driven back, when the

figure of Pericles stands forth in shining light and Phidias hallows the Parthenon with the lasting

beauty of his sculpture,— then Polycleitus fashions a statue, "the most beautiful of all," for

thiit temple the foundations of which so clearly lie at our feet below the older shrine. One of the

buildings at our left was probably erected in the time when Alexander the Great undertook the

conquest of the world. On our right the elaborate walls on the lowest level of the precinct were

erected by imperial Rome, perhaps when Hadrian presented his golden peacock to the teniiile.

And then we see the early Christians, the Byzantines, and the Prankish and Norman knights take

possession of the country, destroy this sanctuary, build out of its ruins the churches you see scat-

tered over the plain, and erect their fortresses at Palamidi and Argos. Then the devasting Turk

lays his yoke on the people of the plains. We see the traces of his handiwork in the plain,— Pasha,

the village straight before us is called, — and of the army of the great Venetian republic, all trans-

porting building material from this shrine to their mosques or their castellated citadels over yonder.

The Venetian rule is succeeded again by that of the Turk ; until, in the narrow pass, Dervenaki,

up there to the north, in that glorious struggle of the new Greeks for freedom, Kolokotroni

annihilates the Turkish host. Argos yonder was once the capital of this young reijublic. All

these stages in man's history, like great earth-ghosts, rise from the land at our feet as we gaze

over the plain. Suddenly there is a distant, faint, yet shrill whistle, and we are awakened out of

this over-full, dreamlike succession and condensation of historical moods ; and here we see, far over

the plain, on our right, threading its way along like a centipede, a weird, elongated, moving thing,

puffing smoke from its head and rapidly gliding on to Argos.

It is then that we are recalled to the life immediately before us, at our feet ; the hundreds of

workmen with marked Southern features, in varied and picturesque costumes ; the small native

horses drawing numerous carts with their rumbling noise, through which the shouts of the drivers

pierce,— and all these men speaking the language of ancient Greece, changed and attenuated

and abused, but still the tongue of ancient Hellas. Dotted among them are foreign-looking young

men, different in feature and garb and tongue, watching over the work. And we ask, Who
are these new men, these new Dorians, who speak the foreign tongue ? and whence come they, and

wherefore? And the answer is, They come from afar, from the land of the setting sun, thou-

sands of miles over the salt sea. But they come not to destroy and conquer, but to restore to the

light of day the life that has been buried under that soil for countless ages. And we afe over-

come by the sense of the great poetic justice, the rightness of things,— that the youngest inheritors

of Hellenic culture among the nations should restore to the light of day the oldest sanctuary of

ancient Hellas.
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THE GEOLOGY OF THE HERAEUM REGION

By henry STEPHENS WASHINGTON

The geology of Aigolis, as cotDpaied witli that of otlier jMirt« of (Greece, in Hiniple.

Argolis is not only, from a geological Htan(l|)oint, quite recent in foniiation, hut it han

also heen the scenii of much less disturhancc than other parts of Greece. N<»ne of the

rocks exposed date hack heyoiid the; Jurassic Period, and there is little of the profiiund

metiunorphisin which has produced ti>e marhles and schists of Attica, whicli according tu

Le[)siu8^ are either Palaeozoic or Archaean.

In the present paper it is purposed to sketch hrieHy the geology of tl>e district ininie-

diately surroinidiiig the Argive Ileraeum, sjiy within a radius (»f fifteen kihinietres, to

examine tlu! agencies which tend to hury ancient remains, and to discuHs the sitf of the

Heraeum ui the light of the hiformation so gained.

GEOLOGY OF ARGOLIS.'

Alluvium.— The geographical and sociological centre of Argcdis is the Argive plain,

a flat expanse of loose alluvium, roughly triangular in shape, the a\tex to the north,

with an area of approximately 170 scpiare kilometres, and an average elevation ahove Hea

level of perhaps twenty-five metres. Near the coast are swamps which apparently are

slowly drying up, and which will eventually di.sjvppear as marshes or will move seawanl.

Beyond these, to the north, is a flat, nearly horizontiil pLiin, formed of hrown, jwirtly

loose and sandy, and partly clayey loam, without stones. Nearer the ni«)untuin horders,

especially to the east and north, the altitude is higher and the slope greater, and the

gi-ound contains many pehhles hrought down from the mountjiins. This j)ebhly, higher

zone extends north of a line curving ronnd from Merhaka to Kutzopodi.

This plain is the latest formation of the Argive district, having heen formed in geo-

logically very recent times hy the deposition, in a previously existing bay, of sediment

hrought down from the surrounding mountjxins. It is difficult, if not impossible, to give

even an approximate estimate in years of the age of this plain. Measurements of the

rate of deposition along the coast would furnish a basis for calcidation, but at present

such data are wanting. They would also yield uncertain results, since it is highly

probable that the rate of deposition at present is different from, and probably greater

than, that of former times. The matter is still further complicated by the fact that the

coast along the Gulf of Nauplia probably has been, and is now, sinking. This fact is

discussed by Cold,' who cites several insfcuices of ancient Greek ruins now lying l>eneath

the sea. He mentions, among others, the site of Lerna, and also refers to a nwd which

led from this place to Nauplia along the shore, which was restored by the Venetians,

» Lepsiiis, Geologic von Attica (Horliii, 1803), p. 170. ' C. Cold, Kiistmvtranderungen im Arckipei (Munich,

2 For the greater part of my iiiforiiiation about this 188<)), p. 14.

region I am indebted to the excellent work of Dr. A.

Pliilippson, Dcr Peloponties (Berlin, 1892).
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but which now at several places is no longer above sea level, so that without doubt a

sinking must have taken place since that time. Whether this sinking is going on at

the present day is not known, nor, if so, whether the deposition of sediment is fciking

place along the shore at a greater rate, with consequent seaward growth of shore line.

The latter is probably the case.

At any rate, it is certain that in its general features the Argive plain has changed

little in historical times ; and although to-day considered one of the most fertile districts

of Peloponnesus, the characterizjition of TroXvSixpLov given it by Homer (II. iv. 171) still

applies to it. It is probable that, like the rest of Greece, it was once far better wooded

and watered than at present, and that it is consequently dryer, sandier, and less well

cultivated than of yore, the deforesting of the surrounding mountains not only tending

to dry up the streams, but also allowing more rapid and extensive denudation, and a

consequent increased deposition of detritus on the plain below.

The Argive plain is drained by several streams, of which only the Erasinos, on the

southwest, contains water throughout the year. The others, Dervenaki, Panitza (Inachiis),

Xerias, and several more of less importance, have for the greater part of the year dry

beds, covered with rounded limestone pebbles, not even a brook trickling through them.

On occasions, as at the melting of the winter snows or during heavy rainfalls, they

become for a few days or hours raging torrents, Avhich, as certain visitors and members

of our party have good cause to remember, are awkward to cross. At these times they

overflow their low banks, and cover considerable areas of the siu-rounding laud with

mud, sand, and pebbles.

Neogene. — Bounding the Argive plain on the north is an area of conglomerate

belonging to the Late Tertiary (Neogene) Period. This is a southerly extension of the

Tertiary belt which stretches along the north coast of Peloponnesus as far as Pylos.

The Tertiary is the period preceding the present or Quaternary, and the fossils found

in the Late Tertiary indicate (for Europe, at least) a climate and set of conditions less

tropical than during the Early Tertiary, and more nearly like those prevailing at present.

The road from Corinth to Argos, as far as Phichtia, runs through deposits of this age,

and in it are excavated the beehive tombs of Mycenae. The rock south of Nemea is

chiefly a coarse conglomerate formed of limestone pebbles imbedded in a fine calcareous

cement. The same rock is found at the foothills traversed by the path which leads from

the Heraeum to Mycenae.

Eocene. — The lower flanks of the Arcadian Mountains, bounding the Argive plain

on the west, are composed of a very fine-grained, light-colored limestone, which splits

readily into slabs. This limestone (the Olonos-Kalk of Philippson) ' underlies Neogene

conglomerate to the north, and belongs to the Early Tertiary Period, when the climate

of Greece was far more tropical than now. The hill crowned by the ancient citadel of

Argos (Larisa) is composed of this limestone.

Cretaceous. — To the east of the Argive plain we meet with the oldest rocks of this

region, — limestones, shales, and sandstones of Lower Eocene, Cretaceous, and possibly

Jurassic age. The slopes from east of Merbaka southward to about Nauplia are com-

posed of shales and sandstones (Philippson's Lygourlo-Schiefer),- which dip to the

south.

Northward as far as Hagios Vasilios, on the railroad, and eastward to the Gulf of

Aegina, the mountain masses of Hagia Trias, Tzernikelo, Trapezona, and Arachnaeon are

' Op. cit. pp. 400 ff. 2 Op. cit. pp. 53, 390.
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composed (»f a gray, compact, fine-giaiiu-d limeHtone. This IiiueHt4>iif, which uiiderlieH,

and Ijence is older than, the Lygouiio shak-H, is referred hy Fhihppw»n ' rather doulit-
fully to the .Iiirassic Period, and the Lygourio shaleH to the I^iwer CretaceoUH. I>e|MiuH'

tliiiiks tliat it is Cretaceous. Owing to the paucity of g(M)d foHhil renwiMM, the <|Uc>«tioii

is (linicult to decide definitely, hut 1 am inclined to agree with I^pHiuM aM t<» itit age,
especially on the ground of its petrogr.iphic resemhianee to the CretaceouM linieHtinieH of
Attica and the similar occurrence of gahhros and seriKJUtine, which are found in Meverul

places breaking u|» through the limestone.

Geological History of the Region. — During Cretaceous and EiM;cno times the region

which now forms the Argolic reiiinsula was beneath the level of the sea, and the IkmIj*

of limestone were being accumulated largely through the growth of marine orgaiUMiiiN on
the shallow and slowly sinking sea-bottom. The accumuhition was aided by the dejM.-

sition of sediment brought from then existing land areas near by, whicli have in imrt

disappeared through denudation and subsidence, and ui part are left on the mainLind of
Greece and in the Cyclades.

In Post-Neogene time there was an elevation of this area, and the immense nuuw of
rock which had been forming and hardening for ages beneath the sea was raiHe<l slowly

many thousand feet into the air. This elevation, though gradual, w.-is the means of still

further consolidating the rock-mass through pressure and partial metamorphism, and
was accompanied by much cracking of the crust.

Indeed, the Aegean Sea and the surrounding countries have been the scene of so much
disturbance that the whole region is, as Cold puts it, crossed by a " netw<»rk of cracks."

One of the most important of these is that which, beginning at Cos, curves round

through Santorini, Melos, and Aiegina to the Isthmus of Corinth, and thence along tlie

Gulf of Corinth. It is on part of this hne that the Greek volcanoes have been formed.

In fact, it is to these cracks that the main configuration of these Aegean countries is

due, with their lines of islands and pecidiar coastal features.

Only two of these fracture-lines, however, concern us. One is the volcanic line

already mentioned, which cuts off Argolis abruptly on the east, and on which we finil

the volcano of Methana, the small eruptive mass of Poros, and the small outflows of

dacite near Kalamaki. The other is that which runs in a southejisterly direction from

about Phlius, through the Argive plain and out into the Gulf of Nauplia. This latter

separated the niassif of Argolis from that of Arcadia.

As soon as the Argolic massif had been raised above sea level, it became subject to

the destx'uctive effects of the atmosphere, rain and wind, heat and frost, which agencies

are constantly tending to reduce all elevations of the earth's surface to a so-called base

level, which would be eventually (if other forces did not come into play) that of the sea.

The rain fell on the upraised surface of the old sea-bottom, and dissolved it and washed

it off. The heat of the sun and the frost of winter split u|) the rocks, and vegetation

springing up aided the disintegration. The surface nuiteri;il was washed sejiward, the

rainfall gradually forming regular channels for itself, as one can see in niiniiiture on a

sandy road after a heavy rain.

The main lines of drainage woidd be determined by the two fracture-lines, which

would offer channels for the drainage, and which woidd be the jutrts toward which the

surface water would flow. Toward these, then, the small streams nuide their way, gra«lu-

ally widening and deepening their own channels and cutting back farther and farther

1 Op. cit. p. 390. » Op.eiLf.i\.
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into the limestone massif. This was consequently cut by valleys slojjino;' toward the fault

lines, and the ridges between them were subject to the same changes through the action

of smaller streaims tributary to the first. An examination of Philippson's topographical

map of the region will reveal traces of the course of events, though subsequent erosion

is the cause of some obscurity.

In this way the main topography of the mountiiins has been carved out by running

water, and they themselves were subject to the same imceasing forces till their sides

were furrowed and their spurs in many cases were cut oft" from the parent mounfciin. It

was on such a spur, isolated by erosion from the mountain mass of Hagia Trias, that the

Temple of Hera was built.

The site is near the top of a small eminence, roughly triangular in shape. The apex

is toward the mountain to the north, from which it is separated by a deep valley ; this,

coming down from above, forks at the Heraeum hill. The ravines on either side, the

ancient Eleutherion and Asterion, are gullies m the limestone, generally dry, but occasion-

ally flowing with rain-water. Toward these and at the apex, the sides of the hill are

precipitous, with talus and earth-slopes below. The surface of the hill slopes somewhat

steeply down from the apex toward the plain, the slope being broken by two terraces,

on which the two temples lay. At the top the gray cretaceous limestone of the moun-

tains crops out in abundance, but below it is hidden by deposits of earth, part of which

lie beneath the temples and other buildings, and part of which serve to cover and pre-

serve the remains.

It is to the consideration of the accumulation of this protective mantle that the fol-

lowing pages will be devoted.

BURIAL OF ANCIENT REMAINS.

The questions of the methods by which soil and other materials accumidate over ruined

buildings, and the sources whence the material is derived, are often of great interest.

Little, or nothing, so far as I am aware, has been written specially on this subject, so

that it may be not without interest to the archaeologist to discuss the matter in general,

pointing out the various agencies that may contribute to the result. I feel that this

may be especially useful, since I was often asked during the excavations how so much

soil coiUd collect on the surface of the isolated hill on which the temples stood.

The various agencies by which, in the course of time, ancient remains are covered up

may be grouped under two main heads, inorganic and organic. Each of these may

be further subdivided, but it must be understood that in the great majority of cases the

process is complex, and that more than one of the various agencies have been active.

It is also to be remembered that the conditions of the site, topographical, geological,

and meteorological, as well as the siu'rounding fauna and flora, and its relations to war

and later occupation, are the complex factors which determine the processes involved

at any site.

Inorganic Agencies.— The two principal inorganic agencies which tend to bury objects

lying on the surface of the ground are wind and water, and of these let us consider first

the wind, this being that which has been chiefly involved at the Heraeum.

Wind.— The action of the wind in raising and transporting dust and sand is a matter

of common observation on any dry, windy day, but it is only on further consideration

that its importance from this point of view is recognized. Although the air is 813
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times li<;liter tliuu water, and its curryinjf power eonHe<|ueiitly far low*, yet, <iwiiif^ to it«

greater velocity of motion, its power of tranHporting niattM-iitl of certain kintlH im fully a»

great. On an average the largest siind grain wliidi can lie HnHtained l»y <ir<iinary winiU m
only 0.1 nun. in diameter,' so that the material transported l>y wind is naturally onlv the

finest in grain. It nnist also naturally he dry. Furthermore, nince the raising of (hist

into the upper layers of the air, where velocities are grejit4;r, is {greatly f]ieilitut4.*d l»y giuttM,

swirls, and (tidies, its transportjition will he facilitjited hy conditiouH tending to prinluco

these. Hence, as Uddcn sjiys, " the conditions fav<»ring wind erosion are a dry eliiiiatii

and a topography of ai)rupt and hroken reliefs."

It will be seen that the dimatiil and topographical conditions of Greece and Mpecially

of the Heraeum site are highly favorable to wind transportjition. There is the dry,

dusty ])lain surrounded by nu)untains, the former supplying the material and the latter

aiding by rendering the normal winds gusty and irregular. It was by no nutans uncom-

mon to see from the excavations the clouds of wind and dust drifting across the pkiin

below, and the amount of dust raised by the winds from the excavations themselves was

at times a serious annoyance.

As to the deposition of the dust so raised, it is evident that, since its transportation

depends largely on the velocity of the winds, anything tending to check the motion will

tend i,o deposit its earthy burden. Objects projecting above the surface will do this, ao

that any ruins will become a nucleus for aeolian deposits (as they are called) on a small

scale. The growth of grass and bushes will also have the siime effect, and the growth

about ruins is facilitated by the presence of the fine aeolian deposits, which, through the

selective action of the wind and other causes, are richer in plant food than the soil they

are derived from, and where also such material is in a more easily assimibible condition.

The application of these remarks to the Heraeum will be deferred to a later page, but

attention may be called to the calculation of Lanciani '-' that dust (largely wind bl«>wn)

accumulates on the floor of the Forimi of Trajan at the rate of an inch a year, or over

eight feet in a century.

In this connection may be mentioned, for the sake of completeness, the burijil of build-

ings and towns in Holland and elsewhere by siind dunes. In this case, however, the

motion of the dunes is a rolling one, the wind blowuig the back and top kiyers of sand

continuously forward, so that the dime moves bodily forward as a whole through the

motion of its component particles.

Water.— The action of water in burying ancient remains is of the highest impoi^

tance, and takes place in several ways.

Rain falling on sloping surfaces of earth tends to wash the loose surface matter d«»wn-

ward, and hence to bury objects which lie at the bottom of the sIoihj. Rivers and brcMiks

carry enormous amounts of sediment down from higher to lower levels, whei-e jxart of the

material is deposited, the rest passing out to sea or being deposited on the bottoms of lakes.

Low-lying sites in river valleys and on plains at the foot of momitains are es|)ecially

apt to be buried by such means.

This action of rivers is gieatly aided by the occurrence of freshets, where the stream,

much increased in volume and velocity, and hence carrying far greater loads of sedi-

ment than usual, spreads far from its banks and deposits material over areas which

the normal flow never reaches. A well-known instiince of this is the site of Olympia,

which was covered largely by material brought down by the Cladeus and deposited in

1 J. A. Udden, Journal of Geology, II. (1894), p. 322. » Lanciaui, Ruins of Ancient Rome (1897). p. 99.
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times of flood. A similar action, aided by the detritus washed downward by the rain,

is seen at Sardis, which is buried to a great depth by the deposit of sediment from the

overhanging heights of Sart Kalessi, the ancient AcropoHs. This height is composed of

loose, crumbling, sjindy marls, which are easily washed away, not only by brooks but by

falling rain. To such an extent has this erosion taken place that the mountain crest

is a mass of fantastic pinnacles and turrets, and of the ancient Acropolis but a very small

part remains. The rest is gone to bury the city at its base, thus preserving the dead

remains of what it protected in life.

In the case of sites near the seashore and at the mouths of large rivers, imder certain

conditions the sea is a prominent factor, causing a deposition of sediment where the

river current is checked on entering the sea, gradually closing up harbors, forming-

deltas, and adding to the land. Ephesus and Miletus are prominent examples of this

class.

Another agency in which water plays an important part are landslides. Here

the water acts by loosening strata or by lessening the friction between two layers of

earth or rock, so that large sections of a mountain-side may slip suddenly down, over-

whelming all that lies in their path. Instances of this will be recalled by any one who
has visited Switzerland, and landslides from Mount Cronium aided materially in burying

Olympia.

Finally we must note the deposition of carbonate of lime or travertine, etc., from

solution in water. This action is extremely local and of little importance in classical

archaeology, though in the case of cave deposits it has been the means of preserving for

us most important remains of prehistoric man.

Volcanoes.— As a final inorganic agency may be mentioned the action of volcanoes

which bury sites at their bases, not only by lava streams, but by flows of mud and by
the ejection of immense quantities of ashes and scoriae. Pompeii and Herculaneum will

occur to every one in this connection, and the prehistoric remains of Santorini may also

be cited.

Organic Agencies.— Of the organic agencies, man is by far the most important, at

least in the region of classical archaeology. The superposition of one building on the

remains of an older, the growth of a new settlement on the site of an older one, the

general use of mud brick for private houses in antiquity, the immense accumulation of

stone, brick, earth, mud, and rubbish of all kinds wherever man abides, are exemplified

at Troy, Nineveh, Athens, Rome, in fact, wherever the excavator's pick has penetrated.

This mode of burial is in many respects the best known to archaeologists, partly

through its obvious features, and partly through the importance of the superincumbent

artificial masses. It is needless to enlarge on this factor, but reference may be made to

the striking remarks by Lanciani * on the burial of Rome.

Of other animals than man only one, the humble earthworm, constitutes a factor

of any importance. This animal brings up earth from its burrows and deposits it at the

surface in the form of the famihar worm-casts. In one of his shorter but very interest-

ing books Darwin " devotes much space to the development of the theory that woi-ms are

to a large extent responsible for the burial of small objects lying on the surface of the

ground, and even of ruins. He gives several instances of the pavements of recently

excavated Roman villas in England being gradually buried beneath such deposits and

slowly sinking. Though Darwin is perhaps inclined to attribute to the worms more

Op. cit. pp. 98 fE. 2 Vegetable Mould atid Earthworms.
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than their fair share in these cases, yet the effect is undoubted. Wliile the rate of
(hqjosition of worm-casts, and consc(|uent suhsi(h'nco and hurial, is very slow, yet these

animals form a factor not to he entirely overlooked in consichrrinjf the subject.

In addition to the animal organisms, jjlants must not Ims forgottt'n, since they aid very

materially, not only by actinjr as wind-breaks and consc(|uent dust-^rathen'fM, but uIhu

tlin>u<rli the accumulation of matter by their death and decay. They aim* pnnnote the

preservation of biuied remains by bindinjj^ the wiil t^igether, so that wind and ruin have

less opportunity for action in removing it.

THE HERAEUM SITE AND ITS BURIAL.

In tjiking up the site of the Heraeum more in detjiil, it must be recalled that the U-niplcs

are situated on a spur of Mount. Ilagia Trias, which is cut off from the main mass by

a deep erosion valley. As has already been sjiid, this hill is largely coni]>osed of gray

limestone, which lies close to the surface at the upper part, north of the «d«l temple. Ah
the njcky surface sloped too steejjly, the massive Cyclopean retaining wall was built for

the support of the Old Temple platform, which was probably largely artiiiciiil. Behiw
this no limestone was met with in the course of the excavations, and it is rather uncertain

to what extent the slope is natural. From the fact that layers of gravel were met witli at

low levels in several places, we can infer that much of it was part of the old mountain

slope, while in other places there has been extensive filling in before the construction of

buildings. Covering all the remains of buildings was a layer of soil and earth, which

varied in depth from about half a metre over the Old Temple to four or five along the

south and west slopes, especially against redlining and back walls.

This soil is of course subsecjuent to the destruction of the buildings, and it will be

not without interest to see whence it was derived.

The existence of the deep erosion valley back of the hill precludes the possibility of

any Avash of earth from the mountain slopes above. It was also evident from the results

of the excavations that there had been no settlement, at least of any size, on the hill

since the abandonment of the site as a place of worship of Hera. In this resj)ect it

differs radically from such sites as those of Troy and Plataea. This is due |)artly to

the fact that the site, at least since the earliest primitive times, was never a place of

residence, but only of worshij) and {)ilgrimage, and partly, also, because the hill was of

little or no strategic importance, as was that of Platiiea. In some respects, from the

excavator's standpoint, this is a misfortune, since not only would the accumulations of a

settlement have aided in preserving the ruins, but also the use of the site as a quarry

would have been localized, and the blocks and other objects would not now be scattered

far over the Argive plain.

The main agency involved, then, must be attributed to the wind, as has l>een already

mentioned, the material being derived from the mcnintjiin above, and still more from the

plains below. These aeolian deposits were never of great thickness, except against steep

slopes and in hollows. This is to be expected, in view of the small area of the hill

and the lack of abundant vegetation. Trees are entirely absent, and, except for a

few thyme bushes, the only vegetation is short, coarse grass and plants of no greater

height.

Worms may have played some part in the process, but in all probability only to a small

extent. As far as I can recall, worm-casts were very rare on such surfaces as that of the
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cleaned-up jilatfonn of the Old Temple, and the accumulation of soil which necessitated

an occasional sweeping for visitors was practically all wind-borne dust from the plain or

from the excavations.

In this connection there may be described a somewhat striking instance of what may

be called archaeological geology, especially since it throws some light on the methods

of the old builders.

The bacli of the South Stoa, which is several metres below the level of the Second

Temple, is a wall of blocks of j^'^^^^^ stoue,^ which measures about 30 cm. in height.

As this building was uncovered in 1894, a steep bank, some 4 metres deep, was left for

a time behind it. In this section, at the west end, immediately behind the space where

formerly were the upper coiu'ses of the back wall of the stoa, there Avere seen five

narrow (2 to 3 cm.) parallel and horizontal stripes of white earth, standing out clearly

against the brown earth background. The accompanying figui-e, di-awn from a sketch

and measurements made at the time, shows the state of affairs.

Examination of the thin white strips showed that they were composed of the dust of

2Joros stone, mingled with some chips of the same. The earth between them varied

somewhat in character. At the bottom

was red clay and loose gravel, in which

were found some objects of bronze and a

small grave, lined with rough stones, con-

taining a skeleton and the Mycenaean

vases described elsewhere. Above this is

about 1 metre of blackish earth, overlaid

by 4 cm. of yellow earth. Then follows

75 cm. of earth with some gravel, and

above this, in alternate order, three 2 cm.

layers of poros dust and three (25 to

w

ga^M'OT-ffijyw'j'jV>WA_^vyyigw'jt^^
:

^^^T^-^^;^e^S^;^^^^f^^%5;ii?ipi
J

3U cm.) oi solid brown earth, the last or
-, ^-^ „™r«,^ -

^jjggg being overlaid by 3 cm. of j)oros
'~ ^ "^^ " ^ -^_— ^^

dust. Above this the lelations are some-

what complicated by the presence of

oblique strata of gravel, but we have here

also 50 cm. of earth, 3 cm. oi poros dust,

again 50 cm. of earth, and then the sur-

face of the previous year's excavation, on

a level with the foundations of the Second

Temple.

Here is an instance of archaeological

geology, which tells a story. In the first

place the red clay and gravel at the base

of the section, and in which the grave

was found, is evidently subsoil, existing

prior to settlement at the locality, while

the black earth which covers it is the old surface soil. Poros stone is quite foreign to

the locality, and the presence of layers of this can only be attributed to the agency of

• This is a soft wliitisli travertine, extensively used for building in Greece. It derives its name from one of tlie

localities in which it is found.

Fig. 45a. — Section hack of South Stoa, 1894.

Explanation : 1, Soil. 2, Poros dust. 3, Gravel. 4, Soil

with some gravel. 5, Yellow earth. C, Hlaek earth.

7, lied clay and gravel, witli grave.
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man, and derived from material UHed in conHtnietion, preHiunahly that of the ImioIc wall

of tlie stoa, wliicli is constnuted of thin stotie. It will Iks ol)Herve<l that tJie Liyere of
earth are each about 25 cm. thick, or multiple of tluH hy tw<i or three.

The hypothesis which accounts best for these fuct^ is as follows : When tlie Htoa wu
to he built, it was necessary to cut away some of the hank behind it, about down to the

old soil. In tliis, the first few courses were hiid in a trench, as foumhition blockH. Above
these, three courses of blocks were hiid, which would make the heijfht about as j^nsit an

a man could work comfortably. Ejirth was then thr<twn in behind, and the bliK-ks for

the next course worked into shape, the dust from this making the first thin poros layer.

One course was laid, earth filled in, and more blocks worked, and so on, the H\Ku:e iR'hind

bein<>- tilled in sometimes after one and sonu-times aft*'r two courses. The sloping

bunds of j^ravel in the upper part are somewhat more difKcult of expbnation, but arw

probably derived from earth thrown out of some excavation near by, forming t^ilus slopes.

This was possibly that of the West Uuilding, since the direction of ui>-slo])e is toward

this.

NOTE ON THE IGNEOUS ROCKS FOUND IN THE EXCAVATIONS AT THE
HERAEUM.

During tlie excavations at the Heraoum site a number of rough, as well as worked, ])iec««i of

igneous rock were met with. Since, as has been previously explained, the only rocks occurring in

the immediate vicinity are limestones and shales, it is evident that these igneous rocks were brought

from a distance, and it is believed that a study of them might throw some liglit on their possible

places of origin.

The writer aceoidingly brought home a number of representfitive pieces, none of any archaeo-

logical value, j)cr se, and has studied tliem by the ordinary petrographical methods, the results of

which are here briefly given. Since but a small amount of space can be devoted to this topic,

which is rather foreign to an archaeologiciil volume, no explanation of the technical terms employed

has been attempted, and, to the archaeologist, only the few conclusions which may l)e drawn will l>e

of immediate interest. The specimens are grouped according to their i)etrographical ci)aract«r8.

Gabbro.— With the exception of one unworked piece, all the specimens of this rock are repre-

sented by so-called " hammer-stones." These are cuboidal in shape (i. e. cubes with rounded edges

and angles), which vary in diameter from 3.5 to 7.5 cm., and in weight from 150 to 400 gnns.

The surfaces are smoothed but not polished, and in some cases rather rough and pitted from in-

cipient weathering.

The use of " hammer-stones " was, as the name implies, for pounding, either taking the place of

our modern hammer, or as a pestle for reducing grain to meal. For this purpose a hard, tough

material is essential, and this quality being characteristic of the giibbi-os, this rock is highly suit-

able for the purpose.

Hammer-stones are very commonly found in prehistoric deposits in all parts of the globe, having

been evolved from the i)rimitivo, naturally rounded jiebble. Their relative abnudance at the

Ileraeum, as well as at Plataea (where I also met with numbers of them) and at other Greek

sites, w<mld indicate that they were in common use among the Greeks down to a quite late date.

It would be of interest to collect and study all the facts available as to their occurrence at Greek

sites, since the apparent survival of such decidedly primitive implements among a people in such

a high state of culture is striking. It seems possible that this may have been t)ie result of their

use in religious ceremonies, e. g. for preparing the meal for sacrifices, just as the flint knife was

used in sacrificial ceremonies in many countries long after the knowledge of bronze and iron had

become general.

A number of those found show signs of wear by the presence of an especially rough surface or

chipped edges, while others which present a very smooth, idmost jiolished face, indicate that they
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were used as grinders or rubbei's for making meal, just as similar implements are employed at the

present day by the Mexican Indians and other peoples. One specimen even showed signs of both

uses, having its largest face quite smoothly rubbed, but with rough depressions in the centre, as if

it had also been used as a hammer against a chisel or other hard metallic instrument.

Gabbros are rather frequently met with in the eastern part of Greece, having been described as

coming from Euboea, Attica, and near the Isthmus of Corinth. As I met with one or two masses

of this rock cutting the limestone near Mycenae, it is probable that the material of these hammer-

stones comes from the neighborhood of the Heraeum, and that they were of home manufacture.

Petrographically these gabbros offer no especially noteworthy features. They are somewhat

coarse-grained, and under the microscope are seen to be rather ophitic in structure, some of them

being almost true diabase. They are composed of automorphic, rather basic labradorite, pale

diopside, and occasionally diallage, which are frequently uralitized, with some magnetite. A little

orthoclase is sometimes seen, which may be connected with the tendency of many of the rocks of

the eastern part of the Mediterranean basin to a monzonitic character. In general they corre-

spond with some of the descriptions of Becke and Lepsius of Euboean and Attic gabbros, though

no tendency toward glaucophanization of the pyroxenes was observed.

Felsite Porphjnry.— Several rounded, waterworn pebbles and fragments of two hammer-stones

composed of a dense green felsite were found. These are all more or less porphyritic, the pheno-

crysts being entirely of an apparently alkaline feldspar. In one or two instances there is a well-

defined flow structure in the apparently originally glassy base. But all the specimens examined

are thoroughly devitrified, the feldspars having lost their transparency, and the base being changed

to the usual very finely granular, cryptocrystalline aggregate.

These porphyries are somewhat similar to the well-known labradorite-porphyry of Laconia (yerde

antico), though the phenocrysts are by no means as prominent or numerous, the color is much

lighter, and the feldspars are apparently alkaline rather than a basic plagioclase, but in their pre-

sent altered condition this point can be decided only by a chemical analysis.

It seems scarcely likely that the pebbles would have been brought from any considerable dis-

tance, and they may possibly have been brought down by torrents from dikes in the neighboring

limestone, and this, possibly, is also the origin of the material of the two hammer-stones. While

it would not be surprising to find dikes of such rock in the region, yet it must be remarked that I

met with none such in my tramps about the district, and that none were noted by Lepsius. A
fragment of a similar felsite was found by me on the north coast of Aegina, where it almost cer-

tainly was not derived from the island itself, and it seems possible that the peculiar color of these

rocks may have been the cause of their transport from a distance.

Andesites. — The specimens representing these rocks were with few exceptions rough frag-

ments of various sizes. Apart from these, one rather large oval slab was found, with a depression

in the centre, apparently a rough mortar for grain, as well as a fragment of a rather thin flat corn-

grinder, marked on one side with parallel grooves.

These andesites vary from rather coarse to fine grained in texture, one or two being quite dense

and vesicular. They are all hornblende-andesites, showing well-formed phenocrysts of yellowish

brown or brownish-green hornblende, a little greenish biotite, and a rather basic andesine or acid

labradorite, in a dusty glassy groundmass, which is hyalopilitic with microlites of the same minerals.

With one exception they are closely similar to the hornblende-andesites of Aegina, and it seems

reasonable to suppose that the blocks were brought from that island. This, at least, is the nearest

locality, though closely similar rocks are met with at Melos and on the west coast of Asia Minor.

The only exception is the corn-grinder, which differs from all the andesites of Aegina, Methana,

Melos, and Asia Minor that I have studied. There seems to be some reason ^ for thinking that

this came from the small island of Nisyros (off the coast of Asia Minor north of Rhodes), which

was, according to Strabo,^ noted for its millstones.

Obsidian.— A number of Hakes and " cores " of a black obsidian were found, which are exactly

like those found during the excavations at Plataea. Under the microscope they show a well-marked

' Cf. H. S. Washington, Journal of Geology, III. - Strabo, X. 5-16.

(1895), p. 73.
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flow structure, occasionally banded (eutaxitic), but without phenoorysta of any kind, the flow

structure being brought out by the numerous globulites and other oxceuively minute ImnIim aatt-

tered through the mass. A))art from the colorless glass the only constituents are small mierolites

of magnetite, diopside, and feldspar, whitth last is often in pretty skeletal forms.

No such obsidians have been found in the neighboring Aegina and Methana, but cliMiely BiniiUr

volcanic glasses are met with on Melos and Santorini (Thera), and it is highly prulwble that oa»

of these islands is tiie place of origin for these specimens.

One or two obsidian arrowheads were found at the Ileraeum, ami it U |>ossible that tlie flaki's

and (;ores are the remains of the manufiu^turo of these, or |Missibly of knives for some sacred use.

The occurrence of th(>so flakes and stone wca])ons is in line with tliat of the primitive liammer-

stones, all of them belonging anthropologically to a much earlier perio<I of <U>vel(ipment than tluit

of their place of discovery.
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ARCHITECTURE OF THE ARGIVE HEltAEUM

By EDWAKD LllU'INCOTT TILTON

The Argive Heraeiuu was at a very early time a place of high !mp<irtnnc» in Greece,

and its architectural reinaiiiH silently indicate that it continued to lie a religiouM centre

for many centuries. The l)uil(liii<>s themselves have indeed heen entirely ileittroyed, hut

it is still possible to piece together the fragments into a whole which nuiy in u nieoMure

simulate the original, to restore as a result from exciivations the temples, |MjrtivueH, and

other buildings of the famous siinctuary of Hera.

TOI'OGRAPHY' AND SURVKY.

The Argive plain consists chieHy of an alluvium deposited during the course of agett.

It comprises an approximate area of one hundred sqiuire miles, extending from the

Gulf of Argos northerly about ten miles to the entrance of the gorge of Mycenju?, and

Rfctt
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Fig. 46.— Argivk Hkrakum : View from the north.

Showing in the distance the hills back of Nauplia. The rocky eminence in the foreground is northeast of Ura

Old Temple.

as many miles east and west. This exceptionally flat expanse of country is bordered on

three sides by low foothills, beyond which roll higher hills and mountiins like i>etrified

waves northward toward Corinth, east^vard toward Epidaurus, and westward unril they

blend with the mountains of Arcadia. The first ripple into which the plain breaks on

1 See also Introduction, pp. 10-25.
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the north rises about five hundred feet (152 metres) above the sea level, and the beauty

of the site is sufficiently attested by the fact that the Greeks chose it for the sanctuary

of Hera (Plates II., III., Figs. 46, 47, 48).

Fi<i-. 1 (p. 7) is a map of the Argive plain based upon Stett'en's map of the Argolid

given in his Karten von Mykenai, 1884. The site of the Heraeum is indicated upon it

by a small rectangle which is enlarged and shown in detail in the upper right-hand

Fig. 47.— Argive Heraeum : \ n.w ov the site from the east.

The rocky eminence is the same as shown in Fig. 46, below which the tents of the excavating party

are pitched. In the centre of tlie pictnre is the Cyclopean wall which supports the Old Temple

terrace ; next, to the left, is the Second Temple platform ; then the phtjlakeion and the slope to

the South Stoa. The retaining walls of the East Building are visible near the centre of the

picture and in about a line below the Cyclopean wall. Tlie tilled ground in the foreground

is shown on Plate IV.

corner of the illustration.^ Again on this enlarged plan is shown, by a small white

square, the position of the entrance to the tunnels or subway aqueducts which are

referred to by Dr. Waldstein in the General Introduction (pp. 14 fF.).

The Heraeum lay approximately three miles southeast by south from Mycenae," four

and one half miles northwest from Midea, six miles north-northwest from Tiryns, eight

miles north-northwest from Nauplia, and four and one half miles northeast from Argos.

The site is shielded on the north and northeast by the mountain peaks of Euboea and

Hagios EHas (Berbatiotikos), which tower in heights that vary from one to two thousand

feet above the level of the gulf. Plate IV. is a general map of the site of the Heraeum

showing the present condition of the ruins after excavation. The map is drawn on a

true north and south axis, the variation of the compass needle being 6° 43' west of true

north when this survey was made in April, 1895.^

1 The small Roman mimerals on this larger rectangle

are the same as in Plate IV., and are explained in the

legend of this Plate. They are also used tliroughout tliis

chapter, and elsewhere in this publication.

- Pausanias, II. 17 :
" To the left of Mycenae, at a dis-

tance of fifteen furlongs (stadia) is the Heraeum " (Fra-

zer's translation). As a stadium was about (>()0 feet,

Pausanias's statement would make the distance 9000 feet,

or less tlian two miles.

8 To survey the site I began on the rising ground north

of the Old Temple and placed the theodolite on the spot

indicated on Plate IV. by a circle and cross-lines. The

direction of true north was obtained as follows : Thurs-

day, April 4, 1895, at midnight and four minutes I

siglited Polaris with the star Alioth in line above it.

Waiting until 12.28, I sighted the north star alone and

marked the spot (No. 1) under the plummet of the instru-

ment, and another (No. 2) under a plummet depending

from a pole 1.35 m. from No. 1, and then placed a pin at a

point (No. 3) in line with No. 1 and No. 2, and 5.48 m. from

the former. Friday morning, April 5, I fastened a taut

string along the line 1, 2, and 3, and another string from

No. 1 in the direction of the compass needle. Then

sighting each string in turn through the theodolite, I read

the degrees of variation as C° 43' west of true north.

From this station-point of tlie instrument I found the
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The dry streuin-betl around the north and west of the Hite in the Revnui-tnu-Kaittrou,

and may be the Eleutherion of PauwiniaH, while a natural aHHuniption woultl identify tlie

river-l)(Hl on the east as the Asterion, althoujfh the balance of evidenc*- hwhih finally t4»

upliold Stellen's view that the Afiterion is the Htreani which Howh down the far eaHtern

flank of Mount Elias and Iohch itself in the KliHura glen, and in nut Hhown uiwin uur

map.'

The architectunxl remains of the Heraeum are tnifortunately t<M) few to alTonI an exact

restoration of all the buildinjjs. The peculiar prominence and accetisibility of tlie mUs

I'Ui. is. — AlUilVK HkKAKI'M : ViKW ()K TIIK 8ITK KKOM TlIK WKJIT.

The men are excavating the Lower Stoa (X).

rendered it a convenient quarry for later builders, and the mediaeval churches on the

plain and the fortresses on the adjacent hills have been largely constructed of stones

direction of one peak of Mount Euboea to be 30° 32'

east of trne north, and its elevation above tlic horizon

18° 8'. Auotlier peak was 27° 53' north of east and

elevated 12° 41'. Mount Araclinaeuin was 18° 37' south

of cast and elevated 2° 55'. Directly south was the

island Bourzi, near Naiiplia, with its water line 0° 51'

below the horizon. Directly west the mountain sum-

mit was elevated 2° liS'. From the first station-point of

the theodolite I ran a line due south, and from this

erected verticals east and west as base lines and obtained

the angle that the ruius of each building made with the

base lines. The running measurements were made with

a steel metric tape, wherein I was sussisted by lohannes, a

little Greek boy from Choniea.

The extent of the site occupied by the construction is

about 500 m. north and south by 1000 in. east and west.

The difference in levels between the highest building (the

Old Temple, I) and the lowest building (Stoa X) is

29.34 m., as is shown by the table in the text (p. 108).

When measuring the ruins my primary object was not to

formulate any theories, but to obtain exact data, and to this

end I made careful running measurements of the joints

of every accessible stone in the ruins of each building and

made drawings of each to the scale of one centimetre to

the metre, verifying all to insure accuracy. I next mea-

sured and drew to a larger scale plans, elevations, sectioBS,

and isometric perspectives of all the loose stones and

architectural fragments found on the site, 310 in all, and

made full-size drawings of all capitals to obtain their exact

profiles, and of the ornamental details, e. g. lions' beads

and cyma-inouldings, and gave to each of the 310 fra^

nients a number in order to facilitate reference. Finally,

I made colored drawings of the terra-cotta fragments and

water-color sketches of the landsca|)cs.

The method of procedure is dcscribc<l in full to show

that, notwithstanding the lack of expert assistance and of

fine measuring instruments, a careful endeavor was made

to obtain exactly all the data yielded by the site. The

results are now presented to the reader, who is thus fur-

nished with all the materials, and can make his own

restorations of the buildings should be disagree with the

deductions of the author.

It may be well to note here that the shadows on all of

the drawings are projected at 45°, thereby enabling one

to determine the height of an object by the width of its

shadow on the plan, and the projection of an object bjr

the height of its shadow on the elevation.

I wish to express my thanks to Mr. Milton Bancroft,

Mr. E. A. Josselyn, and Mr. E. B. Nolan, who have

assisted me in rendering some of the drawings.

> Cf . Dr. Waldstein's Introduction, p. 15.
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from this source. At Olympia the position of the Altis between the hill Cronium and

the rivers Cladeus and Nepheus favored a more speedy burial beneath the rapid accumu-

lation of sand and material which was deposited by the river's inundations and washed

down from the hills by the rains, and consequently a better preservation of its ruins.

The Argive Heraeum, on the contrary, occupied a foothill of Mount Euboea,' above the

level of the plain, and its once sacred buildings had no doubt been robbed and demol-

ished by desecrating hands before the action of the rains and dust-storms had concealed

the foundations that now remain.

The ruins are sufficient, however, to indicate that the site was occupied throughout

the ages from prehistoric to late Roman times, and to justify the attempt at a restora-

tion shown on Plates V. and VI. Following is a list of the ruins exhumed, with the

orientation and relative level of each.

The stylobate of the Old Temple is taken as the datum level, and the levels of all the

other buildings, being lower, are indicated by the minus sign.

Orientation. Level of the Metres.

I. Old Temple 17° 18' S. of E. Stylobate

Terrace

0.00

- 0.45

II. Upper Stoa 15° S. of E. Column Bases -10.85

III. Northeast Stoa 13° S. of E. Column Bases - 8.75

IV. East Building 7° S. of W. Wall -11.10

V. Second Temple 16° 23' S. of E. South Wall

Stylobate

-11.93

-10.71?

VI. South Stoa 16° 30' S. of E. Column Bases

Bottom Step

-22.93

-25.26

VII. West Building 8° 30' E. of N. Column Bases -21.35

VIII. N. W. Building 26° 45' S. of E. Old Bases -17.90

IX. Roman Building 25° 50' S. of E. T'ile Floor -26.41

X. Lower Stoa 23° W. of S. Column Bases -29.34

Besides the above the Phylakeion No. XI. is indicated on the plan. This is a small

house built for use during the work of excavating and since occupied by the Greek

o'uardian.

A, B, C, D, E, and F on the Plan are cisterns and baths.

OLD WALLS.

In addition to these generally well-defined ruins, there are numerous remains of old

walls that apparently antedate the earliest of the above-named buildings, and may be

classed as primitive Argive work and possibly Pre-Myceuaean." Of these we would men-

tion in particular the walls south and west of the Temple, which may be portions of the

peribolus which inclosed the original temenus (cf. Plate VII.). This theory is con-

firmed by the abutments that lie at an obtuse angle to the western wall and resemble the

tower-foundations of the early constructions at Hissarlik and Tiryns. They apparently

mark an ancient entrance to the sanctuary. Furthermore, two very old graves were

found just outside the southern wall (indicated on Plate IV. as two black spots between

* Fausanias, II. 17 :
" The sanctuary itself is on the

lower slope of Euboea. For they name tliis mountain

Euboea."

2 Cf. Br. Waldstein's Introduction, p. 27.
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---Vi

k'ui. 40. — AiuiiVK IIkkaku.m : \ ikw lookinu nokth ihix tiik C ycu(I'KA.n wai.i. and Nout)I1-a--i

Stoa (III).

\

Stoa VI and the old wall), and as burial within the temenus was doubtlefw prohibited,

the evidence is strengthened that this old wall is a portion of that which originally

inclosed the sanctuary.

Further remains of very old walls are shown on Plate IV. lying just south of the

Cyclopean wall ; these may be the ruins of dwelling-houses for the priestesses or attend-

ants. Other vestiges of old stone work are distinguishable in the interior of the Second

Temple (V), indicating, at this most important point of the old temenus, the possible

position of the ancient altar, which probably stood on or near this site long before the

construction of this temple.

These walls consisting of unworked small-sized stones, laid up as rough irregular rub-

ble without mortjir, indicate a very primitive state of architectural art, similar to the

walls found in the lowest layers of Hissarlik, and, like these, they may have had 8Uj)er-

structures of sun-dried bricks.

CYCLOPEAN WALLS.

Next in chronological sequence are the massive Cyclopean walls which supjiorted the

Upper Terrace (I) ; these are shown on Plate IV., and in the plan on Plate VIII., and

in elevation on Plate IX. (cf. Plate III. and Fig. 49). The walls resemble and are

doubtless coeval with the earliest walls of Tiryns, which Dr. Waldstein supposes to have

been built by Proetus about 1900 b. c* One of these huge, irregular boulders measures

5.20 m. in length by 2.00 m. in height. Its width is concealed by the terrace. These

» Cf. Dr. Waldstein's Introduction, p. 2.

/
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large uuhewn conglomerate boulders were laid up as rubble work without mortar, fitted

together roughly with little or no cutting, their interstices being filled Avith smaller

stones, but produce a result that shows a great advance over the earlier walls and one

which arouses our admiration and wonder ; for even with modern appliances it would

be no small feat to construct a wall of such huge blocks with counterpoise sufficient to

withstand the thrust of the terrace, the shocks of earthquakes, and the disintegrating

action of centuries.

THE OLD TEMPLE PLATFORM AND THE OLD TEMPLE.

The terrace platform was originally leveled by removing the natural rock and earth

from the north side and by filling in behind the Cyclopean retaining wall (cf. Plate X.).

In order to make a firm foundation and to prevent the earth from being washed away

by the rains, a stone pavement was laid in width about eight metres parallel to the

retaining wall. The pavement resembles the oldest paving in a courtyard at Tiryns and

consists of irregular limestone blocks dressed roughly on the top, most of them triangular

in shape and averaging in length about 70 centimetres. The Old Temple (I) was built

partly upon this pavement, but mostly upon the natural earth and rock of the terrace.

The remains of the Old Temple, though very meagre, are still sufficient to justify the

restoration shown on Fig. 50, Plates IX., XI. All that exists in situ, as appears

on the plan on Plate VIII., is a portion of the stylobate, of a reddish limestone, 19.20 m.

long, 1.04 m. wide, and 0.45 m. high. The diagonal jointings indicate early work. The

tops of the stones have flaked ofP and are much disintegrated, as though by the action

of heat when the temple was burned.' This disintegration, however, may be accounted

for in part by the character of the red limestone, which deteriorates naturally in the course

of ages and is far inferior in quality to white limestone." Before our excavations, the

platform had been covered by dirt to a depth of one metre, and a layer of harder earth

similar in texture and appearance to caked lime was found in various places 0.30 m. above

the pavement, while beneath this layer lay a stratum of black burnt matter and charcoal.

Fortunately distinct traces are still preserved of three circles slightly depressed in

the stylobate, which indicate the position of columns. These circles are 0.80 m. in

diameter and spaced from centre to centre, 3.50 m. and 3.51 m. respectively, making

their intercolumniation 2.70 m. and 2.71 m. or about three and one third diameters.^

The columns and entire superstructure were doubtless of wood, as is indicated by the

small diameter and wide spacing of the columns, by the lack of any architectural stone

fragments,* by the remains of charcoal and other burnt matter, and by the absence of

any foundation under the stylobate.

1 Pausanias, II. 17 :
" Above this temple are the foun-

dations of the former temple, together with the few other

remains of it that escaped the flames. It was bnrned

down through Chryseis, the priestess of Hera, having

fallen asleep, when the flames of the lamp caught the

wreaths. Chryseis fled to Tegea and took sanctuary in

the temple of Athena Alea. In spite of this great

calamity the Arglves did not take down the statue of

Chryseis, and it still stands in front of the burnt temple."

^ Dorpfeld, Tiryns, cap. vi. B, Technical Remarks.

" The columns of the Heraeum at Olympia vary in

diameter from 1.00 m. to 1.28 m. and the distances be-

tween centres vary from 3.09 m. to 3.63 ni., making the

intercolumniations average about two diameters.

* I found several very archaic stone capitals and a

broken column-drum below this terrace which may have

belonged to the Old Temple, although I concluded they

were more probably fragments of the North Stoa (II),

and the West Building (VII) ; see Plate IV. The

capitals are shown on Fig. 51, B, C, H, and will be

referred to again in connection witli the North Stoa.

The column-drum (V in Plate XXIX.) shows a slit

for lifting by means of a rope. Of course, it is quite pos-

sible that stone columns were gradually substituted for

the wooden ones as the latter decayed, which was done at

the Olympia Heraeum, especially as the late date, 423

B. c, of the destruction of the building would lead us to
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At a distance of 7.18 m. north of the Htylohate Jh u ham built of irre^^iiljir Mtouen.

This base measures 1.80 ni. scpiare, as is shown on the plan.' In my ritttttiration of the

jrround plan of the Old Temple (Fijr. TjO), I have usHunied thi» bam* to be jMirt of thu

foundation of the old stjitue of Hera, and to lie on the lonf^itudinal axis of the biiildinff.

North and south of this axis and at e(|ual distiinees from it I found sli^lit indieatiouN uf

what I assumed to be the foundiitions of the celLi-wallH. The HU]>erMtructiire may luv«

been of sun-dried bricks, since no deKnite vestijres remain.

I continued the peristyle by spaeuig the columns three and one half metreit on eentn^

(B, C, D, Fig. 50), following the indications on the stylobate before nientione<l, ami
found that one of the columns of the pronaos (A, Fig. 50) c(»incided exactly with a

mason's centring mark on a stone 24.90 m. east of the base of the statue. The Htime

is shown on the plan (Plate VIII.). The result of the calculation was a hexoHtyle tem-

ple with fom-teen columns on the side and a cella 30.30 m. long and SftO m. wide, or

with width to length about as 1 : 4|. The proportions (»f the naos insicle are, widths
length, as 1 : 4. This is about the proportion which we should ex|>ect to find in a temple

of grccat antiquity."

My restoration of the entablature and roof is entirely hypothetical aiul illustratt's only

the possible appearance of the temple. I have assumed that the beam ends showed with

zv.

Fig. 50.— Aboivk Herakum : Old Temple pr.AS : rk8torkd.

open spaces between them, which seems to have been the early method of Doric con-

struction, whence were developed later the triglyphs and the nietoj)es.'

The orientation of the building is 17° 18' south of east. The heliacal orientation of

its axis may assist in determhiing the antiquity of the building.*

expect stone coliiiiiiis and walls even though the entabln-

ture of wood reiiiaiiied.

' This may be the foundation of an altar. Close by

it is a hole surrounded by irrepnlar stones, which may be

the remains of a sacriHcial pit similar to that discov-

ered by Dr. Diirpfeld at Tiryns.

* The proportions of the Heraeum at Olynipia are as

follows :
—

Exterior width of cella to its length as 1 to .1.30.

Interior width of naos to its length as 1 to 3.80.

The Temple C at .Selimts :
—

Kxterior width of cella to its length about as 1 to 4.

Interior wi<lth of naos to it* length about as 1 to .1.

Teniplc S at Selinns :—
Interior width of naos to its length nliont as 1 to 4.

Cf. Durm, Die Bautvntl der Griecken, p. 114, ami

Perrot et Chipicz, HtBloirt de PArt dans rAntiquitr, tome

VII. chap. III.

* Following this suggestion, Dr. Waldstein obtninvl n

letter on the subject from Dr. Penrose. Cf. lutrutlu^

tion, page 29.
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UPPER STOA.

Below the terrace of the Old Temple are several buildings (II, III, and IV on Plate

IV.), shown in section on Plate XL, and in elevation on Plate IX. ; the present state

of their plans is shown in detail on Plate XII.

The walls in parts present some confusion, owing to later buildings having been super-

imposed on earlier constructions. Tor example, the west end of Stoa II seems to have

been built on foundations of an earlier building. In the Northeast Stoa (III) are later

partition walls, and between this and the East Building are several older foundation walls

which run at various angles that bear no definite relation to the buildings named.

I have attempted a somewhat free restoration of these buildings (see Plate IX.), since

the fragments found were too few to insure accuracy throughout.

In Stoa II (Plate XII.) the stone bases for the columns are in situ ; they are light lime-

stone and nearly every one has a small pry-hole, which indicates the position of a column.

They are cut true on top and on the sides to a certain depth, below which the stone is

left rough, having been concealed by the flooring of mosaic or tile. The stylobate stones

are similarly cut on the inside and bear vestiges of pry-holes. On the outside exposed

surfaces the stylobate stones and steps are well cut and neatly jointed. Where some of

the stylobate stones have been removed, a foundation is revealed of irregular stones, as

shown on the plan.

Two column-drums, of 0.60 m. diam. and with sixteen flutings, remain on bases in the

Stoa, and I conclude that the very old capitals of Fig. 51 were from this building, together

with two old cornice (geison) blocks, one of which bears traces of colored plaster. wing-

to the smallness of the columns and their wide intercolumniation, it is very probable

that the entablature of the Stoa was of wood, and the stone cornice blocks may have

belonged to an inclosed portion of the building at the west end. The height of the

portico columns could not have exceeded three metres (cf. Fig. 52, E). The rear wall

was built of jwros stone, and a drain behind the wall indicates that the roof pitched to

the rear as well as to the front, with a ridge in the centre. This drain carried the rain-

water into a small reservoir running back into the ground, as shown on the plan (Plate

XII.), and in the elevation of the present state (Plate IX.). Adjacent to this reservoir

are remains of three cisterns or baths, B, C, D, with plastered floors.

Between this Stoa II and the Northeast Stoa is a level platform cut out of the con-

glomerate rock with a rear wall of fairly good workmanship (cf. Fig. 49). Several bases,

probably for statues, still remain on this platform, one being partially concealed by a later

wall. One of these bases at the west end of the platform is shown in detail on Plate

XXIX., B and H. It consists of light limestone in three sections rebated one over the

other, with joints cut to a nicety and filled with lead. Besides these bases there are many

cuts in the stylobate and elsewhere for stelae. This platform may at one time have been

roofed. The two walls which project forward from the rear are later than the rear wall

and are not bonded into it in any way. In my restoration I have assiuned that the plat-

form was open and that steps ascended from it to the upper terrace, feeling justified in

this conclusion by the presence of the statue-bases and the absence of any evidence of

columns.

An interesting stone is one of a confused group shown on the plan about the centre

of the front steps of the platform. On it are carved two birds, probably doves (Fig. 53).

Another stone of great antiquity (Fig. 54) was found in the adjoining Building III, Avith
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carving of fish and waves. The hole through it was probably for the purpose of secur-

ing cattle before the sacrifice, and would lead one to consider it part of an old altar.

STOA III.

The Northeast Building or Stoa (III) is inside its walls 20.60 ni. in length and 6.00 m.

in width. The conglomerate rock was partially leveled to receive its finished flooring,

which appears to have consisted at one time of poros stone blocks, as shown in the north-

west corner, where ten of them still remain hi .situ. It is evident, however, that these

^ ^

C

7

^
A, Second Temple (V) : exterior coliinin.

15, Second Temple (V) : interior columns, as restored.

C, West Bnilding (VIII) : interior columns, !is restored.

D, South Stoa (VI) : column.

E, Upper Stoii (II) : column.

F, Northwest Stoa (VIII) : column.

F

>:;i

in

^
^ g

].'--

]BCD
Fig. 52. — Columns from the Argive Heraeum.

stones Avere not part of the original flooring, since they are above the level of the column

bases. The original walls at the rear and side remain to the height of about one metre

(cf. Fig. 49). They are built of light limestone carefully tooled, finely jouited, and laid

up without clamps or mortar. The east wall is 0.60 m. thick and does not bond with the

rear wall, indicating that the original intention may have been to extend the Stoa farther



TlIK NORTHEAST IJUILDING lU

Via. 63.— Aroivk Hkrakum : Stonk with dovm carvku in Kcuicr.

tuwiii-d the east. The exterior of thiH emt wall ih irre^iibr, liuving |)«eii rnnnwihd by
the hiiiik of earth or hy Hteps aHcendinjf ttt the hifrher level of the ii|i|Mjr terrace. The
level of this hiiildin^ is

ahoiit two luetres ahove

that of Stoa II, and remains

of stops exist alon}^ the en-

tire len<>tli. On I'l.ATK IX.

1 have indicated a snjifgeH-

tion for the restoration of

these steps.

The foundations of the

steps are of poroH stone,

the steps havinj^ douhtless

been light limestone and a

continuation of those wiiicii

exist in front of the Stoa II

and the open platform \n'-

tween II and III.

In the Northeast Build-

ing (III) there are six lime-

stone column bases In situ, averaging 0.(50 m. square, and along the front a Htylobnte of

limestone rubble level with the bases. Upon this stylobate are some blocks of breccia

which seem to be of later date, as are also the partition rubble walls in the Stoa which

cover two of the colnmn bases. A small dnnn of a column, 0.50 m. in diameter, and

having sixteen flat faces, stands upon one of the bases.

Tlie two antse-caps, C and K on Plate XXIX., were found on the wall of this Stoa. K
may belong to the Ejist Bnilding (IV). C had traces of stucco upon which a fret orna-

ment was scratclie<l and

which was, «)riginally, no

doubt, painted. A cornice-

block showed a height of

0.15 m., and a small tri-

gly})h fragment showed the

width to l)e 0.312 m.,

wiience the foHowing pr»)-

portions would follow

:

Height of triglyph, al>out

0.47 m. ; of epistyle, alMiut

0.47 m. ; of cornice, 0.15

m., making the total en-

tablature 1.09 m. in height.

The corresponding columns

would then measure in

height about 3.27 m., in

diameter about O.GO m. ; and if spaced to allow two triglyphs between, there would

be seven columns 2.49 m. on centres, as shown on Plate IX. If sjwcetl with one

triglyph between, there would be thirteen columns 1.51 m. on centres, although tliis

l'"ni. o4. AKUIVK UkKAKUM : StoSK CAKVKD with fish AJJU WAVtUi,

BY INCISED UNE8.
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arrangement would not allow the front columns to coincide with those of the interior.

It is furthermore possible that the building had at one time only a wall in the front

with doors and windows, or again a high socle with a colonnade of small columns.

The general character of the masonry indicates that the original building was a refined

structure and later in date than Stoa II. The still later interior j)artition walls and the

front breccia wall seem to show that the building was at one time divided into rooms

and possibly used as a dwelling by the attendants of the sanctuary or as a treasure-house.

EAST BUILDING IV.

Next in order of position, although not in order of chronology ' is the East Building

(IV), wliich is 28.90 m. (about 90 feet) long over all, by 17.10 m. (about 57 feet) wide

(Plate XII., cf. Fig. 55). The line of its northern wall produced will strike the northeast

angle of the existing ramp to the Second Temple (V), leading one to conclude that its

orientation may have had some connection with the functions or mysteries of the Temple.

The plan of the building resembles somewhat the earlier " Hall of Initiation " at Eleusis,"

and is nearly the same in length, although less in width. The early Tele^tvrion of

Eleusis measured about 82 feet square inside, and its roof was supported by five rows

of five columns each. The main hall of our buildino- measures inside the walls about

73 feet in length by about 50 feet in width, and its roof was su})ported by three rows

of five columns each. Both buildings had portico entrances ; that of ours facing westward,

while that at Eleusis faced eastward. A row of columns on the central axis is found in

each building and seems peculiar, although it is a feature common in Greek buildings

and is structurally a good arrangement, as it gives direct support to the ridge of the

roof. The orientation of the main axis of our building is seven degrees south of west.

I shoidd jdace the date of its construction in the latter half of the fcnirth century b. c.

The find of Egyptian scarabs in it suggests that its religious functions may have been

allied to the mysterious rites of Egypt.

A fine retaining wall of cut conglomerate stone supports the terrace on the south and

east sides (Plate XIII.). The conglomerate is of rounded pebbles. The wall is

built in regular coursed ashlar work with stones about 0.35 ni. high, between two other

courses about 0.74 m. high, and with an offset at each of the narrow courses. The joints

are much mutilated, from which I j udge that the stones were originally fastened together

by metal clamps which have been stolen. The foundations of the north and west walls

and of the central piers or bases are built of ^ioros stone. On the north wall are some

conglomerate stones, and a few finely tooled limestone blocks with clamp-holes.

I have attempted a free restoration of the building (Plates VI., XI.), since no definite

remains of the superstructure were found. Since the completion of the drawings, how-

' A possible chronological sequence of the various cou-

struetions might be as follows : —
Old walls.

Cyclopean walls.

Old Temple (I).

Upper Stoa (II) and possibly early construction on tlie

site of the Northeast Stoa (III).

Early structure on site of Northwest Building (VIII).

Part of Lower Stoa (X).

West Building (VII), sixth century B. C.

Early Greek building on site of Roman Building (IX).

Rest of Lower Stoa (X).

Stoa on site of Northwest Building (VII).

Second Temple (V), 420 B. c.

Lower Stoa (VI) and steps, 410 B. c.

Reconstruction of Stoa (III).

East Building (IV), fourth century B. C.

Later construction on Northwest Building (VIII).

Partition walls in Stoa (III).

Roman Building (IX), first century B. C.

^ Cf. Frazer's Pautiaiiia:t, vol. iii., plan on p. 504.
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Fig. i)5.— Akgivk Hkkakum : Vikw ukikini; noktiikast iton tiik Kabt Building (IV) and thk KKTAiNijiti

WALL ON ITS NORT1IWK8T »IUK.

ever, I have concluded that a corner trigly]>h of hlack stone I)eIonfjed to this hiiildin^.

The form of the clanip-holes and the cut of tlie grooves indicate fourth century H. v.

work, or a date later than the hest period. The triglyph measures ().!{(> m. wide and

0.67 ni. high, which indicates an epistyle about 0.67 m. and cornice 0.26 m., making

totiU entablature 1.60 m. in height. The columns would be about 4.80 m. Iiigh, 0.80 m.

in diameter, and s])aced 2.07 m. on centres. This would give seven columns in nntix to

the front instead of the three shown in the drawings, and would coincide exactly with

the total width of the building (cf. Fig. 56).

SECOND TEMPLE.

We may now turn to consider the Second, or Fifth Century, Temple (V), where we find

ourselves on firmer ground botli hi.storically and architecturally ; for the princijuil part of

Pausanias's description ' of the sanctuary is devoted to this temple, while the arehitec-

> Pausaiiias, II. 17. 3-0 : "They say that the architect

of the temple was Kiipuleinus, an Argivo. The sculpture

over the columns represent, some the birth of Zeus and

the b.ittle of the go<ls and giants, otiiers the Trojan war

And the taking of Ilium. Before the entrance stand

dtatucs of women who liave been priestesses of Hera, and

statues of heroes, iuvluding Orestes ; for they say that

the statue which the inscription declares to be tlie Em-
peror Augustus is really Orestes. In the fore-temple are

ancient images of the Graces on the left ; and on the

right is a couch of Hera and a votive offering consisting

of the shield which Mcnulaus once took from Knphorbus

at Ilium. The image of Hera is seated on a throne and

is of colossal size ; it is made of gold and ivory and is a

work of Polycleitus. On her head is a crown with the

Graces and the Seasons wrought on it in relief : in one

hand she carries a pomegranate, in the other a sceptre.

The story about the pomegranate I shall omit, as it is of a

somewhat mystic nature ; but the cuckoo perched on the

sceptre is explained by a story, that when Zeus was in lore

with the maiden Hera, he changed himself into this bird,

and that Hera caught the bird to play with it. This and

similar stories of the gods I record, though I do not

accept them. It is said that beside the image of Hera

once stood an image of Helte, also of gold and ivory, a

work of Naucydes. And licside it is an antique image of

Hera on a colunm. But her most ancient image is made
of the wood of the wild pear-tree : it was dedicated in
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tiiral remains, although few, are fortunately sufficient to justify a complete restoration

of it (cf. Plate XIV.).

The great revolution in the whole history of the Heraeum is marked by the burning of

the Old Temple in 423 b. c. and the erection of this new temple on the second platform.

And it is well to recall that, about forty years earlier in the century, the Mycenaeans were

finally overcome by the inhabitants of the city of Argos, who thenceforth maintained their

absolute predominance on the plain. We expect, therefore, the new buildings to bear

the impress of Argive artists ; and as the Argive School of Art was in the fifth century

rivaled only by that of Athens, we need not be surprised to find the architectural details

equaling in beauty and refinement those of the Parthenon.

The first task of the Argive architect Eupolemus and his colleagues was to level the

second platform upon which an ancient altar probably stood. The platform consists

-ELEVATIOM/
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Fig. 56.— Argive Heraeum : East Building, restored.
I

of a conglomerate rock sloping towards the south. Eupolemus cut away the rock from

the north side and filled iu the south and west sides, building a retaining wall of poroa

stone outside the wall of the ancient peribolus, which was completely covered and so

remained until exhumed in our excavations.

Tiryiis by Pirasus, sou of Argos, and when the Argives

destroyed Tiryns they brought the image to the Heraeum.

It is a small seated image : I saw it myself. Amongst

the remarkable dedicatory offerings is an altar, on which

is wrought in relief the fabled marriage of Hebe and

Hercules. The altar is of silver. Further there is a

peacock of gold and shining stones dedicated by tlie Em-
peror Hadrian, because this bird is considered sacred to

Hera. There is also a golden crown and a purple robe,

offerings of Nero " (Frazer). See Introduction, pp. 21 ff.
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Tlie retiiiiiiiig wull whh built nuarly parallel tu tliu now temple uii the Miuth uiid went

about 20 ui. distiint. Along the weHterii Hide of the terrace, the direetioii uf the wall wuh

regulated by the position of the WeHt Buibling (VII), which hud Ijeeii euuHtnicted in

the previous century (cf. 1'latk XV.).

Against the southern retaining wall a beautifid Stua (VI) wuh built, and a liaiuliMtnie

flight of steps leading up from the lower level Ut the plutfumi uf the new titniple, InUIi

of which 1 siiull describe in order (cf. Fig. 57.).

Turning again to the temple, we liud its orient;ition to be 10" 2.j' south of euHt. The
plan of the present sUite of the crejtidomu or foundation walls is shown on Pcatkh IV.

life, i

KiG. 57. — AuiiivK IIekaecm : View iuom the southeast looking urox tue kligiit ok stei-s ; the Somi
Stoa and the Second Temple above.

aiul XVI., the section of the walls on Plate XL, and the elevation of the south wall on

Pr.ATK XIII. These foundation walls measure J^ifi-i^n. along the north edge ;—UlUJiJ

along the south edge ; 20.08 ni. and 20.10 ni. along the east and west, resj)ectively.

The natural conglomerate rock had been carefully cut away and leveled to serve as f«K)t-

ing for the northern walls of the crepidoma and the cella. The southern wall of the

cella starts from a footing course of large flat irregular stones, while tin- vtuthern crepi-

doma walls are carried down to a depth as shown in section (Plate XI.).

These walls are built of jijo/'o.** stone in regular courses of alternate he^iders and

stretchers carefully breaking joints vertically (excepting in one case on an interior jiier

where the joints coincide in two courses). The average dimensions of these s<piared

•stones are 1.20 m. in length, 0.60 m. in width, and 0..37 m. in height. The total width

of walls is 3.73^ m. The stones are laid up without mortar or clamps, but so nicely fitted

that at some of the joints they seem to have grown together.

I shall now describe the course of reasonincf which I followed in mv restoration «)f

the temple (Plate XVII.). Fig. 58 shows a beautifully veined limestone block reseni-
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H-- —
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bliii"" marble. It measures 1.633 m. in length, 0.32 m. in height. The other dimensions

coulfl not be measured, as the stone was brokeil. The face of this stone is cut with a

drafted edge at one end, and with two fillets and a slight cove moulding along the bottom.

Its top shows suffi'cijmt traces of the

HcamiUl to determine exactly the size

of the base of the columns. The

channelings cut ou the stone were

sufficiently intact and clear to enable

me to find the centre of the circle by

erecting perpendiculars to the chords

of two flutings. At the intersection

of these perpendiculars I foimd a

L-d/*

.oil- <"

r

^4.cyATioN or fACc or3ton£:.

NOT£.:CONCCNTR/C WITH HOLE AKe'eVSN
sniiill

/jSCKATC/f£:S AS THO' CAl/SCO BY 0nt/M OF COL. BE-INS

m \ Radius ofCmcLE
nil— ^s
y fCAPlUS OF ChoKD of

^ Small CENTCKiNa Holland I

^Cf(ATCH MAKK AT KlitHT AMcil

\

centrnig hole anc a mason s

Oi^f McTCH

Fig. 58.

—

-Argivk Hkraeum t Actual statk of a stylobate

STONE OF THE SECOND TeMPLE.

scratch-mark at right angles to the

face of the stone. One leg of the

mason's compass had been set in the

hole, and with the other a radius of

O.GO m. had been marked oif on the

stone. The radius to the chord of

the channelings is 0.65 m.

These dimensions are of especial

interest, as they give a clue to the

unit of measurement which I found

prevailed throughout the building.'

The Greek unit equals 0.326 m., mak-

ing the length of the stone, as before

given, 1.633 m., equal to five imits,

and the diameter of the columns be-

tween chords (twice the radius 0.65 m.= 1.30 m.) equal to four units. I found the

triglyphs measured two units and the metopes three units. By referring to the eleva-

tions (Fig. 59 and Plate XVIII.), it will be seen at a glance that if the triglyphs are

spaced five units on centres, the columns will be spaced ten units on centres, except the

corner ones, which, owing to the position of the triglyphs, are spaced one unit less from

the next adjacent column or nine units from centre to centre.

Proceeding on this hue still further, I found the following proportions developed as

shown graphically on Plate XIX. The front of the temple measures from centre to

centre of columns, in imits, 9 -I- 10 + 10 + 10 + 9= 48 units. The height of temple to

the under side of the cornice equals 36 units. Considering 48 units the base of a right-

angled triangle and 36 units its height, the hypothenuse will be 60 units, which if thrown

over and added to the base of 48 units, yields 108 units, or the length of the temple, viz.

:

9 + 10 + 10+10 + 10 + 10 +10 + 10 + 10 + 10 + 9=108. The above triangle may have

' 111 tliis coniiectioii, I wish to express my obligation

to Dr. Uiirpfeld, who first discovered, when looking over

my note-books and diagrams, that the measurements

shown by the stone in question coincided with the unit of

measurement at Olympia, or about 0.326 m., being \ of

an inch longer tlian the English foot, which equals

0.304 ra.

Many of the minor measurements seem to indicate that

tlie unit may have been subdivided into twelfths, like the

English foot, as follows :
—

i',= .027- A=108- ,V= 1.90- ii= 2.71

A = .054- 1^=1.35- A= 2.17- 1^= 2.98

A= -081- A=1.63- T%= 2.44- H= 3.2G
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each Hide divided Ity 12, reducing it to 4 for ImHe, 3 for heiglit, and 5 fur liypotlieiium;,

wliich iH the HinipleHt ri^ht-iiii^led triuii^le known.'

To return to the (h'tailed reconstruction of the t(>inp1e : T found Hevenil />orox Mtone

capibils with well-prcHerved profiles. Tlie firm line of the eehinus ( Ki^. 51, A, and Fijf,

/)2, A) and the general proportions of the capiUil closely res4Mnhle those of the Parthenon.

The width uf the ahacuH in IMCt ni. or, like the Parthenon, a little nioru than the

Fio. 59.— Argivk Herakum : Front Elkvation of Second Temple. Restored by Edward L. Tilton.

diameter at the base of the cohimn ; the height of abacus is 0.24 m., equal to ^.^ of a

unit ; the height of the echinus inchiding annulets is 0.203 m., and height of the neck is

' This proportion of the length equaling the width

plus the hypotlieniisc of a, tri.ingle which hns ns its tliird

side the height to the cornice prevails here because the

temple has but twelve columns on the side. A similar

proportion may be found in tliese liexastyle temples

:

tlmt of Zeus at Olympia, the "Thcseum" at Athens, and

the temple of Poseidtm at I'aestum, if limited to the

twelfth column on the side and if this twelfth column is

sjincud as a corner column.

I found another scries of equations as follows : The

width of temple to outside of columns (sec Plate XIX.) is

52 imits, its corresponding length is 11'2 units, and its

height to top of corona i.s 37 units, whence developed —
37 is to 52 as 2J is to SJ, or 37x3i=52x2i = 130,and

.•J7 is to 112 as IJ is to 4\, 37x4Jr-lJ2x 1J= 167. Or

the height to the width of the teniph- is iis in the major

scale in music, viz. : two full tones and a half tone to thn'o

full tones and a half tone, and height is to length of

temple as in the minor scale in mnsic, viz. : one full tone

and a half tone to four full tones and a half tone. I cite

this analogy because so much has been written about

the relation between Greek architecture and music,

although I do not sup|>ose that any such musical pro|ior-

tiou was considered by EujHilemus. It does convey the

idea, however, that what is pleasing to the eye may bear

a certain harmonious relation to that which is pleasing to

the car in music, and to the mind in geometry »nd innth-

ematics.
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0.127 m., which togetlier is 0.33 m., equaHng one unit or one fourth of the diameter of

the cohimn at base. Dowel-holes exist both in the top arid bottom of capitals, one"

measuring 0.15x0.17 m. and 0.20 in depth (cf. Fig.-

51, A). The diameter of the hypotrachelium be-

^ _ _^„^ . tween bottom of channels is .967 m. or three units,

I Y^ ^^,_====^^,^ >J exactly the proportion of the Parthenon. I found'

several drums of poroH stone which fitted properly

one over the other (cf. Fig. 60), the lower one^

agreeing exactly with the scamilH on the above-

described stylobate stone (Fig. 58). Some of the

drums measured slightly longer on one side than on

the opposite, and doubtless inclined inward toward

the building, a refinement practiced in the best pe-

riod.* The columns had twenty channelings. The
length of the chord of a channel at the hypotrache-

lium measured .16 m. or one half of a unit ; the

depth of the channel was .013 m. Slight vestiges

of plaster remained which originally no doubt cov-

ered the columns to offer a smooth surface for paint-

ing. I determined the heights of column drums as

follows, beginning with the bottom (cf. Fig. 60)

(the interrogation mark indicates that the exact

height was not found) : .87 + .86 + .86 + .86 +
.84? + .84? + .84 + .84? -t- .57 m., making a

total,^ including capital, of 7.38 ni. or 22 1\ units

or 5.67 diameters. The Parthenon columns measure

10.42 m. or 5.29 diameters. The columns of the

" Theseum " measure 5.72 m. in height or 5.55

diameters.

I arrived at the dimensions of the entablature as

follows :
—

A fragment of poros triglyph gave the distance

between centres of glyphs as scant 0.22 m. ; three

times which showed the total width of triglyph to

be 0.65 m. or two units. The total height of tri-

glyph of this period is about 3e X I their width,

which in this case would be 3g X .325 = 1.029 m.

In temples of this period the height of the epistyle

equals the height of the triglyphs ; a fragment of

the epistyle confirmed this measurement by showing

the taenia to be 0.09 m. high, and the regula 0.06 m.

' Since none of the stylobate stones remained in situ, I was nnable

to ascertain whether there were any of the refined curves wliieh Pen-

nethorne discovered as having prevailed throughout the Parthenon
;

but judging from the general beauty of detail in the existing frag-

FlG. 60. — Argive Heraeum : Column ments, it would seem that every aesthetic refinement known at the

AND STYLOBATE STONE OF SECOND time must have been practiced in the design and construction of this

Temple. Argive temple.
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high, which are in due proportion for an epihtyle 1.02 m. high.' RcniainH of Htuceo

adhere to tliis cjilHtyle fragnu;nt.

The guttiie iiiider thu regiilu were CO-W ni. in diameter. A cornice block (f/eitton), alao

oi j}oro8 stone, gave the widtli of the mutuh^H hh 0.(34 ni., tlie diameter of tlieir giittae a«

0.055 m., and their distiince on centres, 0.115 m. The mittidm were Hiuiced 0.172 m.

apart, making the distjuice from centre to centre of the mutulcH over the triglvphH

1.024 m. or (practically 1.03 m.) =5 unitH. The height of the face of the cornice from

the top of mutulcH to the top of the heak-moulding wiw 0.!n5 m. ; add the heiglit of

mutule, 0.047 n»., and we have 0..'}G2 m.

We now have the totiil height of the entablature as follows :
—

Epistyle 1.029

Friezo 1.02

Cornice, omitting cynia or crown moulding ...... .302

2.411 m.

This is a little less than one third the height of the columns, which, as above shown,

was 7.38 m. The exact proportion is as 1 to 3.05. The proportions in the Partlienon

are as 1 to 3.07."

The slope of the pediment I could not verify exactly, so I assumed the height of the

tympanum e(jual to one ninth of the totid length of the hori/.ont;il cornice,' which is

equal to the width of eleven triglyphs at 0.G52 m., or 7.17 plus ten metopes at 0.978 m.

or 9.78 m. plus the overhang of the cornice at each end, which, omitting the beak-mould-

ing, is 0.49 m., and for both ends is 0.49 m. X 2 or 0.98 ni. The totiil horizontal length

therefore is 17.93 m., which equals 55 units.

The height of the tympanum is I X 17.93 or 1.99 +.

The height from the stylobate to the apex of the tympanum is therefore shown to be

as follows :
—
Columns ........... 7.38 m.

Entablature 2.41 m.

Tympanum . . . . . . . . . . 1.99 m.

11.78 m.

This is almost exactly 36 units (cf. Plate XIX.).

The cyma-moulding and lion's head watei^spouts are shown in detail on Figs. Gl, G2.

They are of white marble. In this connection I may remark that white marble is the

material whicli was used for all the sculpture and carved portions of the temple, i. e.

the metopes, the pediment figures, and the cyma-mouldings, and for the r(M)f tiles as well.

The crown-moidd of the cornice or cyma is beautifully carved in high i-slief with the

conventional anthemion ornament interspersed with Hera's typical bird, the cuck(M>-

dove {Macropyyla ?), symbolical of gentleness, peace, and love.'' The anthemion orna-

ment was frequently used to decorate the cyma during the best period of Greek art, but

' I made tlie nieasnrenieuts with great care, but owing ' This pitch is a little steeper than that of the Parthe-

to the worn condition of many of the stones and the non, but nearly the same as that of the " Theseum " and

slight differences caused by the stucco, absolute accuracy less than that of the temple at Suninm.

could not Ik; assured. In the drawings of the restored * Compare the old stone, Fig. 53, and the Argive

elevations the epistyle is a little too low and the frieze as coin which shows Hera's crown ornamenteil like the cyma

much too high, making the total lieight correct. with anthemion (Fig. 1'2), and again her sceptre as de-

'•^ P. Faurd, Thi'nrie ties Proportiom etx Architecture, scribed by Pansauias (cf. Note on p. 117, and Fig. 64).

Paris, 1893, plate 16.
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in other examples which are left to us it is

only painted ; this carved cyma is therefore

quite unique. I found a great many frag-

ments of the cyma, some well preserved and

others much weathered, probahly due to their

relative exposures on the north and south sides

of the temple. A difference in execution was

also discernible, showing that different carvers

had heen employed. The profile of the moxdd-

ing is shown in Fig. 62 ; its height over all is

approximately 0.27 m. or |5 of a vmit, or about

equal to the combined heights of the cornice

fascia and beak-moulding. The broad fillet of

the cyma is 0.075 m. high, the small moulding

at top 0.028 m. and the overhang is 0.03 m.

beyond the line of its fillet.

Many fragments of lion's head watei"-spouts

were found attached to jjortions of the cyma

and well carved from the same white marble.

They are superior in design and execution to

most of such gargoyles as are left to us from

the temples of the period. Several of these

heads, which were almost perfect, were of two

sizes. In my restoration I have placed the

larger head over each column and two smaller

ones between, as this arrangement seemed to

space properly when laid out full size with the

anthemion.

The roof of the temple was covered with

white marble tiles, which, we are told by

Pausanias, had been used at Olympia about

forty years earlier.' Plate I. (Frontispiece

of this chapter) shows the details. The width

of the flat tiles was about 0.54 m. or {^ units.

The ridge-tiles covering the joints were

0.19 m. or Vo units wide. Every alternate

ridge-tile was carried down and attached to

the back of the cyma, while those in a line

with the lions' heads were closed at the ends

and stopped about a half length back of the

cyma to allow the water to riui out of the

lions' spouts.

1 In describing the Temple of Zeus at Olympia, Pau-

sanias writes (V. 10): "Tlie areliiteet was Libon, a

native. The tiles are not of baked earth, but of Pentelio

marble, whicli is wroiiglit into the sliape of tiles. They

say that this was a contrivance of Hyzes, a Naxian, wlio

is said to have made the images in Naxos which bear the

following inscription :
—

" ' Euergus, a Naxian, dedicated me to the offspring of Latona,

Euergus, son of Byzes, wlio first made tiles of stone.'

" This Byzes lived in the time of Alyattes, the Lydian,

and of Astyages, the son of Cyaxares, king of the

Medes." .
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Tlut ^roiipH of Hculptui'ij hIiuwii in thu {tedinieiit iiiid tlio iiietftpeH in tliu reMt4iratiun are

c-onipused entirely from imu^inution to )pve the |MiHNilile a|t|)eamncu of the orij^inal temple.

VV«' know ill jfeiifnil, however, from PauMJiiiiaH ' that the nnhjeetM of the M-ulptiireH were

" The Birth of ZeuH," " The IJattle of the Gods and GiiintH," and " The Siejre of Troy

and Taking of Ilium." One of the {ledinient }(ron|m prohahly ilhiHtnited "The Hirtli of

ZeiiH." Fiji;. G)i hIiows u fra|rment of meto{>e with a |MiHHihle reHt4inition, which m offered

to show how some <»f tht; larjfer torso

fra<>'nu'iits and heads found may properly

l)«'loii<;' to the metopes."

Before enterinjj the temple, we may
consider its plan more fully. The ttMU-

ple was a hexastylc-pcripteros-pycuostyle,

haviiij>; six columns at each end, twelve

on the side, and with intercolumniations

of one and one half diameters. The

restored plan is shown on Platk XVII.

The inside of tlie foundation is indicated

by the dotted line which shows that the

corner columns centre over a 45° line

that connects the outer and inner angles

of the foundation.^ The pU'VOiua was

paved with limestone simihir to that of

the stylobate. These paving stones are

shown scpiare on the plan, although many were ol)h)ng ; beneath them were breccia

blocks which rested on the yjoro« stones of the foundation. The walls of the it'lLi wert',

1 think, of povox stone, like the columns, and similarly plastered with stucco. The ceil-

ing of the pteroma was coffered and formed of limestone, the sides of each lacuna being

decorated with a fret ornament cut in the hard stone to a depth of two millimetres.*

The plan of the temple developed certiiin proportions, graphically illustrated on

Plate XIX., which I discovered after the completion of the plan of the restoration.

The width of the cella is l of 48 units, or i- of the width of the front of the temple

between the axes of the end columns. The distjuice from the axis of the sixth colunni

on the side to the anta of the cella wall is 36 nnits, which equals the height of the tem-

ple to under side of roof. The dist<iiice measures also .'W units from the same anta to a

Hue tiingent to the columns on the opposite side. Again a triangle with a height of 3(J

units and a base eqxial to the width of the cella will have a hypothenuse which, if swung

around and added to the height, will give the total length of the cella.

The a})proach to the temple is by a ramp similar to that of the temple of Zeus at

Olym])ia.

In Fig. 64 I have attempted a restoration of tl»e interior of the temple.'" The height

Fio. 62. — Aroivk Hkrakcm : Marblk lion'h iikad nAR-

GOYI.K AM> WATKK-Hi-OUT KROM SKCOilD TkMPLK. OMK
FH'TII TIIK ACTUAL HUK.

' Cf. Note on p. 117, ami Introflnction, pp. '21 ff.

^ For tlie architectural sculpture see the next eliaptor.

^ As it W.1S mure usual to have an uneven number of

columns on the side of the temples of this period, I at first

attempted a restoration of this one with thirteen side

columns, but found afterwards, ujion piecing together the

fragments of the entablature, that twelve columns fitted

exactly both the superstructure and the crepidoiua.

The intercolumniations equal one and one half diam-

eters, making a pycnostylo, the pro|>ortii>n usual for the

best fifth century work.

'* I found stones from the ceiling and the crepidoma of

the temple built into the walls of the Chapel of the Piui»-

gia near the village of Merbaka.

' Fur sections through the cntablatare see Platk I.,

frontispiece of this chapter.
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i'loin floor to ceiling as shown is about 8.60 m. The seated figure of Hera is based on

the descrijjtion of Pausanias (see note on p. 117, and above, pp. 21 ft'.), and upon repre-

sentations of the goddess foimd on Argive coins. It is interesting to note that her crown

or (rTe(j)dvr) was decorated with ornament which resembled the cyma-moulding described

above.' The defciils of the throne are partly taken from Laloux's restoration of the

statue of Olympian Zeus.

The interior columns in the naos I have restored as shown in Fig. 52, B. The poros

stone capital for the lower column (Fig. 51, F) I found in the museum at Argos. It

has no remains of channels, but it has square dowel-holes at top and bottom, and on

opposite sides of the neck there are round holes, as though a grille of metiil had been

secured between the columns. The capital for the superimposed columns, also of j^oros

Fig. 63. — Argive Hf.raeum : Mktope from the Second Temple, restored

FROM fragment.

stone, I found lying in the West Building (VII). It has a profile almost straight, square

dowel-holes, and a section cut out of the echinus, as shown in Fig. 51, L, as though a

Avooden upright had been fastened to the column.

1 Cf. Waldsteiii, Journal of Hellen. Studies, XXI. (1901) pp. 31 ff.
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ue*torM by K'lmni L. Tulim.

Fiu. 1>1. — Akuivk Hkkakl'm : Kkstokkd Skction or Skcomo Tkmple, bhowi:«o Status of IIkka.

NoTB. — For tlie comet nctiou tbrough enUblmture wa Fun I.

SOUTH STOA.

If we leave the Secoiul Temple and turn to the riji^ht, we soon reach the head of the

beautiful Hight of steps which descends to the lower level and to the South Stoa (VI).

(Cf. Plate IV.)

The actual state of the ruins is shown on Plates XX. and VII., and Figs. 57 and

65. On Plate XX. the height of the various objects is indicated by the shadows,

which upon all the drawings are projected at 45°. The Stoa measures, inside the walls,

44.45 m. in length, including walls 40.09 m., and from the inside of the r»»ar wall to the

outside of the stereobate 12.74 m. The stereobate is 1.08 m. in width. The long axis of

the Stoa is 16° 30' south of east, and its level is 22.93 m. below that of the Old Temple.

The rear wall is 21 m. south of the Second Temple foundation, and is nejirly parallel to

it. The face of the rear wall consists of light limestone, the joints are very close, and

the tops of the stones are fastened together with clamps about 0.60 m. long of the

double T-shape which were used in the fifth century B. c. and thus aid in establishing

the date of the building. The existing wall has three offsets of 0.065 m., and the

height of the first course above grade is 0.20 m., of the second 0.37 m., and of the

top one 0.39 m. There are four projections from the rear wall (cf. Fig. 65) resembling

pilasters and possibly intended to take trusses, although the projections do not all
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exactly coincide with the cohimns in front of them. The h)wer portions of the end walls

are also constructed of light limestone, forming socles or dados (as shown on Plate XI.)

to the height of the rear courses (cf. also Fig. 65). The base of the dado is 0.26 m.

and the main course 0.86 m. in height. Over this are three courses of porois stone each

0.35 m. high. The Stoa was built against the retaining wall of the terraces which had

been previously constructed of j^oros stone fastened together with T-clam})s. The

retaining wall is about two metres thick, and is strengthened by buttresses 2.00 X 1.80 m.

extending into the bank. Still farther back are the two ancient graves, and a portion

of the old peribolus wall described above (cf. Plates XX. and VII.). On the floor of

the Stoa there still remain nine limestone column-bases of the dimensions and spa(;ing

as are shown on the plan. The existing crepidoma or stereobate is carefully built of

poros stone, the blocks averaging in size 1.20x0.60x0.35 m. The architectural frag-

ments that were found were sufficient to enable me to make a restoration of the Stoa

which is shown on Plate XXI. Owing to the variation in the width of several of the

metopes, it seemed possible to restore the Stoa with either seventeen or nineteen columns

along the front; the latter I am convinced is really the correct solution (Plate XXL),

as this arrangement makes every other column of the front coincide with a column in the

centre, and it makes the relation of diameter to intercolumniation about as 1 is to 1.],

a pycnostyle arrangement like that of the Second Temple, while the wider metopes fit

on the end walls.

The profiles of the columns resemble those of the temple (cf. Plate XXII. and

Fig. 52, D).

Four interior bases had column-drums in situ, the most eastern base having two drums

erect, while the remaining drums and capital of this colunui, all of poros stone, were

lying prostrate as is shown in section (Plate XI. and Fig. 65). Traces of stucco

painted yellow were apparent on the drums, and red paint on the echinus of the capital.

Yestisres of stucco were visible also on the entablature.

I shall letter the drums downward from the top as A, B, C, D, E, F, beginning with

the capitiil, and give the height and the bottom diameter of each measured between

the chords of the channels.

Capital ••......
A
B
C
D
E
F

Total height of columns 6.357 m.

— which is exactly 19i units of 0.326 m. each.

The height of the column is equal to 7.30 diameters of the base, which at first appears

out of proportion for Greek work of this period, but by referring to the section (Plates

XI. and XXII.) it will be observed that these interior columns support only a wooden

roof, whereas the outer columns are one drum less in height, or 5.342 m., which is about

6.16 diameters.*

' At Olympia the interior columns of the Bnleuterion ameter being measured just above the plinth. The Leo-

are 7.70 diameters in height and the columns of the front uidaeum columns are 6.42 diameters high,

in the Echo Colonnade are 6.40 diameters high, the di-

AMETER. Height.

.663 .458

.704 .964

.743 1.025

.78 1.015

.812 1.015

.846 1.03

.87 .85
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Some of tlie i-oliiinii-druniH nieiiHiire one ceiitimetre hifi^her on one Hi«l<> than on tlie

other, indicating tiiat they inchniul sh^htly inwardH. The druinM had dowcl-hohi* at ImiIIi

top and 'hottoni, altout 0.10 ni. Hqiiaic and O.lO ni. (hu'p, with an olTwt. Tin* <-a|iitiilH

liad similar dowel-lxile.s and mason's M-ratcli-markH to show the cfntn's. The aharuH in

l.Oii m. sqiiure and 0.18 m. hi};;h ; tlie ec-hinnH, annuletx, and neck together, 0.27H m.

in h»'i<f|it.

Tlie entahlatiire of />orf)x stone, stupooed and painted, and thfcyma, with its jilh-t. wan

of ten-a-('ott<i. The epistyle was(K7l m. hi^h, an<l was made up of two stones in tliirknesM

0.420 ni. each, together equaling the diiimeter of the eolnnin at its hase. The triglypliH

were 0.77 m. high.

Th<! top of the epistyle had a scratch-mark to sIjow the location of nieto|M>, O.tM/i m.

hack from the face of the fillet. One of the epist}'le hlocks had on its face nn<ler the

I'lo. 05. - Akuivk Hkkakum ; \ii;\v i.ookini; kast o.n tiik South Stoa (VIj.

Note the line rear wall with its pilaster-like projections, and the column-driiins and bases. Mount Arachuaeum

shows in the centre distance.

centre of a ti*igly|ih a small hole which may have heen made hy a nail that secured a

hronze or other ornament.

It is interesting to note that the unit of measurement of the temple, equal to 0.32G ni.,

prevailed throughout this Stoa.

The clue to the restoration is given hy a cornice (geison) block whose mutules were

0.475 m. wide and spaced 0.097 m. apart ; and as a mutule is the width of a triglyph and

every alternate mutule centres over a metope, we have the width of the triglyph 0.47.'> m.,

and of the metope 0.097 -f 0.475 + 0.097 m. = 0.009 m., making the dist^mce fnmi centre

to centre of the triglyi>hs 0.475 -|- 0.GG9 m. = 1.144 m. Twice this, or 2.288 m., gives

the spacing between column centres, but 2.288 m. is seven units (within six millimetres
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or one fourth of an inch). The distance from each end cohinin to the outside of the

anta is a half triglyph more, or 2.52 m. = 7i*2 units, which gives a total as follows :
—

Spacing at ends 7^\ X 2 = 15-j*2 units

Spaces between columns . . . . 18 X 7 = 126 "

141-* "±±1.^2

]41i^2 units at 0.326 m. equals 46.07 m. This is only two centimetres (three fourths

of an inch) less than the measurement of the actual ruins given above, viz. : 46.09 n>.

This gives nineteen columns to the front or one opposite each interior column and one

opposite each space between.

For the end walls a corner triglyph measured 0.428 m. wide on one face and 0.363 m.

on the other. I found that eleven times 1.144 (the width of triglyjjhs and metope as

above) plus 0.428 gave 13.01 m. which coincided with the actual measurements of the

ruins. This distance, 13.01 m., furthermore, equals 40 units.

To return to the front, the entire height of the order is, as before shown :
—

Cohmins ........... 5.342 m.

Epistyle .71

Triglyph 77

Cornice from toj* of beak-moulding to bottom of mutule which

lines with the top of triglyphs ...... .295

'a

7.117 m.

This is nearly 22 units (22 units would be 7.172 m.), and I found the difference

accounted for by a terra-cotta fillet which fitted into the cut above the beak-moulding as

shown in the detail on Plate XXII. The fillet is described below.

The height of the entablature, which is made up of the sum of epistyle, triglyph, and

cornice, as above, is 1.775 m., and is thus one third the height of the columns.

The cyma was .20 m. high, of colored terra-cotta, shown in detail on Plate

XXIII., G.

The different pieces of terra-cotta cyma probably were secured by a rod running

through the hole. A violet line, 0.023 m. wide, along the under side showed that the

cyma overhung the fillet so far.

The fillet below the cyma was a flat terra-cotta band, 0.07 m. high, decorated with a

fret similar to that attached to the antefix (Plate XXIII., B). The soffit of this band

was painted for a distance of .08 m. back from its face, showing that it overhung the

beak-moulding of the cornice, and it had a projection cast on it which fitted into a cut on

the top of the cornice and was thereby kept in place. (Of. detail section, Plate XXII.)

I found a fragment of a painted terra-cotta lion's head, from which I restored the entire

head, as shown in the upper right-hand corner of Plate XXII., and assumed that

it belonged to this Stoa. A small piece of a ridge-antefix similar in design (Plate

XXIII., C) also may have belonged to this building.

THE STEPS.

Our attention is next naturally directed to the broad flight of steps which lead up to this

Stoa from the south and continue upward along the east side to the level of the temple.

The length of the flight in all was 81 m., or about 25 units ; its run about 30 m. and
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its rise uboiit 13 ni. The eastern retaining wull (shown on Platk XIII., A) resembliMl

that of Hiiildiiig IV., tlie stone work bein^ hiid in coitrscH wliere two wide courses alter-

nntf with oiu! narrow course. At an ohtuse an^rlo from this wall ran another in the

form of high steps, each course heing al)out 0.75 ni. wide and of the same height. The
renmins of the main fiiglit of steps under considemtion consist of jx»roM stones carefully

jointed but without clamps. The finished steps were probably limestone. The width

of the treads measured on the jxirox foundations is aboJit 0.4.'5 m., and the rise 0.32 m.

Portions of the foundation stones were, fortunately, in sttii at the eastern end and

half way up the slope, which indicated that the steps had been continued to the temple

terrace.

Ill my restorations I have placed an albir at the head of the steps on the rectjinjyle of old

walls, upon which tli(^ P/ii/lakeion now stands, and various cuttin^rH in the stones imply

that other altiirs and stelae utay have been placed at different levels on the st«|)8.

WEST BUILDING.

The next building in order of position is the so-called West Building (VII), of which

I have attempted two free restorations, one shown in the perspective on Plate VI. and

the other in Fig. GG, but owing to the uisufficiency of data, for neither of them can I

cluiiu any cerfciinty. The ruins are, however, of interest.

The orientiition of the building is 8° 30' east of north, and its level is 21.35 m. behiw

that of the Old Temple. The foundations measure over all 33.30 m. along the east side

and 30.40 m. along the south ; allowing for offsets, the main walls must have measured

almost, if not exactly, 100 X 90 units of 0.32G m. each. It is much older than the Second

Fig. 66.— Aroive IIkraeum : Wkst Building ; free restoration of the elevation.

Temple and probably dates from the sixth century b. c, as is indicated by (a) the paving

stones in the centr.il court, (h) the dove-tail clamps, (c) the columns whose channels are

fourteen and sixteen in number instead of twenty, and (rf) the spread <>f the echinus of

the capitals, as is shown in detail in Fig. 51, E, I, and K. (See Piate XXIV.)

The building lay outside the original walls of the peribolus on the south side of an early

road which led up to the sanctuary. The ground for the building had been leveled by

cutting away tlie native conglomerate rock (at the northeast corner to a depth of nearly

five metres), and by filling in the lower sides against retaining walls pre\'iou8ly con-

structed. The walls remaining along the south (Plate XIII.) and half of the eastern

sides are of fine light limestone with tooled faces and carefully fitted joints. The backs

of the stones are irregular, having been buried in the earth. The western retaining wall
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was built of larger blocks many of which had been later removed, thereby causing the

partial destruction of the terrace. These walls on the west side appear to be older than

the others, and may have belonged to an earlier Stoa to which was added later the rest

of the building. The foundation stones of the north and east sides are of regular 'poros

blocks similar to those of the temple and as carefully fitted and leveled (cf. Plate

XXV.). The plan of the building comprised a peristyle court with five columns on

the north and south sides and six on the east and west, counting the corner columns

twice. The positions of several of these columns are shown by the circles on the lime-

stone base course. The distances between the centres of corner columns measure 13.10 m.

and 10.90 m., or about 40 and 33 units. The main entrance to the building was on the

north side, where a limestone sill 0.75 X 1.73 m. has two dowel-holes about one metre

apart and 0.35 m. from the stone jambs, indicating wooden casings (see the plan). The

door opens into a vestibule about 2.50 m. wide and 6.50 m. long leading to the central

court. Three rooms, each about 6x8 m., occupy the remainder of the north side of the

building. On the other three sides the roof-span is supported by columns whose spacing

is somewhat irregular. On Plate XXIV. the present state of the building is shown

;

on Plate XXVI. I show a plan and section restored, and in Fig. 52, C, a detail of the

columns.

The original destination of the building is uncertain, and conjecture has made it a

gymnasium. Its location, however, and arrangement lead me to think that it may have

been a hospital especially for women, which would be a natural accessory to the Heraeum,

whose goddess was the special patroness of bu'ths and marriages. In the two rooms

flanking the vestibule were benches or couches, shown on Plate XXIV. These couches

consist of upright blocks of limestone rebated 0.05 m. deep into the base course of the

rooms. The uprights are 0.25 X 0.75 m. and 0.55 m. high with dowel-holes in their

upper surfaces by which the horizontal slabs were secured. Lead is still visible in one of

the dowel-holes. The distances between the uprights varies, as is shown on the plan,

from 1.22 to 1.45 m., to which the addition of twice 0.25 m., the width of the uprights,

makes the total length 1.72, 1.95 m. The width of couches, as similarly indicated, was

one metre. It is possible that the horizontal slabs overhung the supports both in length

and width, and they may have been of wood, since I found no stone which fitted the

position.^

The most easterly of the three rooms has no indications of stone couches, and may
have been used as a strong room to keep the gifts, money and tokens, received from the

patients. It had a noteworthy limestone door, a fragment of which is shown on Plate

XXVI. (cf. Plate XXV.). The pivot was 0.10 m. in diameter, cut from the solid stone

of the door, and originally it revolved upon a bronze plate let into the dowel-holes in

the limestone door-sill.^

The right side of the door-sill is worn more than the left, indicating that the corre-

sponding valve of the door was more frequently used. The dimensions of the dooi'-sill

are shown on Plate XXVI., and the sunken cuts at either end indicate that there

were wooden door-jambs.^ The doors were evidently fastened by a bolt which slipped

into the rebate shown on the face of the sill. The stone step inside of this room was

1 For couches of similar construction found in a rock- a grave at Palititza now in the Louvre ; Heuzey, Mission

cut grave on Aegina see Expedition de More'e, III. p. 40. Archeologique de Macedoine, pi. xxi.

Also Guhl and Koner, Life of the Greeks and Romans, ' For the arrangement of wooden door-jambs and

Figs. 102 and 103. casings, see Durm, Die Baukunst der Griechen, and also

" For a similar stone door see the marble door from the Olympian Heraeum in the German work on Olympia.
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Fig. 07. — Aroivk IIkkakum : Vikw looking northwk»t upon thk Nortiiwkst Ruiloino (VIII).

Myceiiiic lies anioiig the hills in the right distiiiice.

made of pieces which were secuied together by metal clamjjs. Flanliing the docirway oh

the east side are two jiuros stones with centres carefully hollowed out, although for what

reason is uncertain.

In the central court we find an old paving of ii-regular blocks not unlike that on the

Old Temple terrace. Over this older paving was a better one of limestone blocks, al)out

flush with the podium or stylobate, with which, in the phm of the restoration, I have

shown the entire building to have been paved. From the court a stone dniin carried the

water beneath the floor and through the south wall.

The only coliuiui-drum remaining upright is on the northeast base (cf. Plate XXV.).

It measures 0.58 m. in diameter between the chords of the opposite flutiugs, which are

sixteen in number.

The only fragments I found with which to attempt a restoration were the small j)oros

stone capitals (Figs. 51, E, I, and K), each with only fourteen channelings, the capital B
with sixteen channelings, and the pieces of entiiblature (Plate XXVI.), cornice, triglyph,

and epistyle stones ; and as regards the cornice block, I am in some doubt, since the shajie

of the clamps would indicate a later building. This apparent discrepancy may be ac-

counted by supposing that the building had been, at a later time, reconstructed or

repaired. In other respects, the stone might have belonged to this stnicture. Another

block which resembles it has the earlier dovefciil-shaped dowel-hole, and still another has

a very large T-shaped hole, as though to t«vke a dowel of wood instead of metal. The

lifting-holes are shown on the top of the stone. The mutules alternate with rows of five

and four guttae, and I found one which had been repaired by fastening a gutta in place
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with lead. The epistyle block also has but five giittae under the regula. The face of

the cornice is plain and may have been covered with terra-cotfci like that of the Treasury

of Gela at Olympia, since a nail-hole is seen on one of the cornice stones.

The soffits of the cornice bear evidences of red paint. The cyma may have been as

on Plate XXIIL, D.

The southern outlook over the plain from the site is so beautiful that one might expect

Fig. 68. — Argive Heraeum : View looking west from the Northwest Building (Vlll).

The men are excavating the Roman Building (IX).

an open colonnade on this side, but the existing walls evidently did not support columns.

In order to harmonize the idea of a wall with a colonnade, I have made a sketch as a

suggestion in Fig. 66.

THE NORTHWEST BUILDING.

In the Northwest Building (VIII) there is still less to guide one in attempting a

restoration (cf. Fig. 67, and Plate XXVII.). The rough walls are built over lime-

stone bases, which indicate an earlier Stoa. It is possible also that this may have been

the site of an ancient Propylaeum. I think the capital P, Fig. 51, shown again m Fig.

52, F, may have belonged to the late building on this site.

THE ROMAN BUILDING.

The remains of the Roman Building (IX) (Plates XXVIII. and XXIX., and Fig.

68), are somewhat confused, but the construction of the floor is interesting. An earlier

Greek structure had occupied the eastern part of this site, the remains of which are a

finely cut limestone wall, door-sill,^joros stone foundation, and a fragment of mosaic floor.
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shown in detiiil un Plate XXIX., W. The Koinan flour-level wax ulMJut 0.5C m. alM)ve

that of the Greek. On the pliin in Plate XXVIII. the four irrefrular cireleM are indicar

tions of wiiiit uppeur to be ciHterns, which were in depth from l./>0 t<» 3 ni.

The principal uiterest in the building centres in the hyi>ocauNt or hollow floor and
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Fio. 69.— Argive Heraeum : Roman Building (IX) : plan and elevation restored.

wall construction, through which warmed air circulated as in other Roman buildings,

notcibly the baths at Pompeii. On Plate XXIX., A and G, are shciwn the actual plan

and a restored section. The floors were first covered with flat tiles about O.GO m. scjuare,

upon which were built i)iers about 0.70 m. high of smaller square or round tile and in

one case of stone. On these piers large tiles were laid, upon which was spread the c<m-

crete about 0.17 m. thick, and all was finished with a floor of mosaic or m,-.rble tile. The

hollow walls were made by special flat tiles about 0.49 m. square by 0.02 m. thick, with

projecting lugs, as is shown by a fragment, Plate XXIX., A, and the section G.

A coat of jdaster was first applied to the wall of the building to even the surface and

to bike the points of the tiles, which left an air space of about O.OC m. The tiles were

then covered and held in place by a coat of plaster O.OSi) m. thick.'

Small passages or ducts through the walls were left between the rooms and under the

floors to permit the warmed air to circulate throughout the various ajwrtment*.

* The Stnbiaii Tliornme at Pompeii have the floors by 0.10 m. Tliis pipe construction starts from the top of

and walls of the tepidariiini constructed as above de- the hollow floor, and is carried up the walls arouud tlie

scribed, but the walls of the calidariuiu are made of tile vaulted ceiling and down to the floor ag^iin, thus permit-

pipe rectangular in section, measuring inside about O.OC ting a complete circulation for the hot air.
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The central room on the plan (Plate XXVIII.) is where the fire was probably made,

as it is supplied with what appears to be a smoke-flue, and there are vestiges of burnt

matter.

Many of the rooms have floors of plaster, which is spread directly on the eai-th with

rounded plaster-angles between floors and walls, indicating that the walls were also plas-

tered. Some of these compartments may have been used as reservoirs and others as

plunge-baths. The sketch-restoration (Fig. 09) is merely a suggestion and makes no

claim to accuracy. In the plan I have assumed that the purpose of the various rooms

may have been as follows :
—

A. Ati'ium. F. Kitchen and Furnace-room.

B. Room for Attendant. K. Sleeping chamber.

C, M, and N, and possibly E. Warmed rooms. L. Anteroom.

D, G, J. Passages. O. Cisterns or tanks for swimming.

LOWER STOA.

South of the Roman Building are the remains of an L-shaped building (X), one leg

measuruiff over all 74.33 m. and the other about 52 m. in length. At the extreme

southern end a retaining wall was built which was contmued beyond the line of the

budding, and it may have been the original intention to carry the building around one

or both of the two open sides. It may have formed a court for herding cattle before

the sacrifice.

The remains are insufficient to justify an attempt at restoration. The outer walls are

too narrow for column foundations, and indicate that the building was inclosed with a

central row of columns to support the roof. See the plan of site restored, Plate V.

CISTERNS.

Several cisterns or baths are shown on the general plan, Plate IV. : A, west of the

Old Temple ; B, C, D, in the Upper Stoa (II) ; E, Ea, east of the Lower Stoa. This

last is underground and cross-shaped. F, a small bath south of E ; in this chamber a

strio-il was found. There were several drains. The one dotted on the plan between the

Upper Stoa and the Temple was constructed of tile pipe, a detail of which is given on

Plate XXIX., Y. The underground aqueducts south of the site have been referred to

by Dr. Waldstein (above, p. 16).
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ARGIVE HERAEUM. — GENERAL PLAN OF TI

Drawn and snrrei/ed b;/

I. Old Temple III. Northeast Stoa Y. Second T
II. Noitli Stoa IV. East Building VI. South Stc

XI. Plylukeion A,



Plate IV

SITE : ACTUAL STATE AFTER EXCAVATION
ar<l L. Tiltoii, Aixliitect

VII. West Building

VIII. Xoitlnvest Building

I, D, E, F. Cisterns and Baths

IX. Roman Building

X. Lower Stoa
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XoTEs.— The roof-tiles, metopes, and cyma-inouldiiig are of wliite luarbk

are of limestone. Tlie carvings sketched in the metopes are purely iu

cyma-moulding is very imperfectly reproduced.
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cornice, epistyle, and columns are of ;w,
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West Bitiidiiig (Vn) : Section restored

West Building- (VII) : Plan restored

ARGIVE HERAEUM.— WEST Bl



Plate XXVI

Actual state of wall retaining the west side of the Terrace of the Second Temple, and adjacent to the West Building;

Cornice, triglyph, and epistyle blocks
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MARBLE STATUARY FROM THE IIERAEUM

By CHARLES WALDSTEIN

Thou(JM there were numerous finds of plastic work in other nmteri;ils niade during

the excavations on this site (notably in terra-cotta and bronze), the larger works of sculj)-

ture are almost exclusively of marble. This has been the case in most gieat excavations,

owing mainly to the fact that stiitues of other materials, bronze and gold and ivory,

were, from the intrinsic value of the material, seized and utilized by the hordes that suc-

cessively swept over the sites of classical antiquity.

An exception is furnished by two fragments of large terra-cotta sculpture, which

escaped our notice while we were arranging our finds transported from the Heraeum to

the Central Museum at Athens. They were rediscovered, by Professor Richard Norton,

at the bottom of one of the numberless baskets in our storeroom. He tells me that they

are certainly archaic, but were too fragmentary and amorphous to be pubUshed.

Another exception is furnished by the fragment of the rude stone pilLar referred to in

my General Introduction (p. 43), which, though it cannot be called a work of sculpture,

must find its place here (Fig. 70), for if I

am right in my surmise, it would be the

earliest extiint symbolical image in stone of

a Greek divinity. That such pillars were

frequently symbolical renderings of Greek

divinities has been recognized ; and at the

Heraeum we hear of such a pillar as the

earliest " image " round which the priestess

CalHthoe wound her ribbons.' This " pil-

lar " was fractured at about half its height,

and smaller fragments of the upper part

were subsequently found. It was probably

hollowed out at the fractured end in later

times. In its present state it is 0.91 m.

high by 0.47 m. wide at the base. This

base is formed by cutting away the four

corners of the square block so as to give a hexagonal form to the pillar, and only leaving

them at about a foot from the bottom. At the front, moreover, this base projects

slightly in the middle as well as at the angles, thus giving it the general appearance of

the rudest primitive terra-cotfcis. The whole pillar tapers upwards ; but just before the

point where it is now fractured, in the front view there is a slight turn outwards. There

is no architectural or other purpose which we could assign to it ; and considering the

rough primitive method in which it is worked and the corners are beveled away with

some rude implement used like a saw, we venture to suggest that the most ancient

piUai--like image of Hera has here been preserved to us.

1 Fhoronis ap. Clem. Alex. Strom. I. 24, § 151. "

139
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It is a noteworthy fact that out of so large a number of sculptured fragments of stone

preserved, there should be only two insignificant pieces of poros statuary, all the others

being of marble. One of these j^oros fragments represents the hock of a colossal horse.

These probably belonged to pedimental groups of early buildings erected many years

before the destruction of the Old Temple, and may jjossibly have come from restorations

of this Temple at a date corresponding to the erection of the temple on the Acropolis

at Athens, which was adorned by the poros groups there found during the last exca-

vations.

SINGLE STATUES.

It is also remarkable that out of this large number of marble fragments there are but

few isolated specimens that can, with any degree of probability, be ascribed to separate

single statues— statues, that is, which stood by themselves on separate pedestals, whether

inside the buildings or in the open air. We can, in fact, distinguish as belonging to

this category only the following marbles :
—

I.— Four fragments belonging to a female figure of the archaic period about life-size

(Fig. 71). No. 2 is a mass of regular folds gradually converging ; straight grooves, not

deeply cut, with a rounded rise between each two grooves. No. 1 is a more elaborate

5 7

Fig. 71.— Fragments of Archaic Sculptcre.

mass of the same drapery, with a broad, central pleat-like fold, from which the smaller

folds descend terrace-like. The edges are here more sharply cut, but on either side of

this central massing we find the same rounded folds with straight shallow grooves.

No. 3 shows the same general folding, only here the edge of the garment falls in freer

zigzags. No. 4 is of the same size as No. 2. This class of drapery is well known in

archaic Greek marble sculpture and has its analogies in extant statues.* No. 6 appears

' Cf., e. g., the Hera of Samos (CoUignon, Hist, de la

Scttlpt. Gr. I. p. 63); the draped female figures from

Delos (Homolle, Bullet, de Corresp. Hellen. III. 1879, pis.

ii. and iii.) ; the draped female figures from the Acropolis

(Cavvadias, Musee d'Ath'enes, 1886), etc.
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to be a fragment of an upper arm extended, with indications of straight folds and

possibly of the long hair hanging over the shoulder. A Lirger fragment, No. 5, may

have belonged to the wime figure, with shallow but firmly cut grooves at larger inter-

vals than in the other fragnjents, converging towards one point, probably the shoulder.

This appears to be a portion of the back covered by the himation or upper garment, and

being at the back, the elevation of the folds is flatter than in the other fragments. The

statue in question could

not have belonged to a

later time than the first

(|uarter of the fifth century

B. c.

II.— Small archaic torso

of a female figure, with

close-fitting upper garment

and indications of a girdle

[zone) at the waist (Fig. 71,

No. 7). There were long

curls hanging over either

shoulder. There are two

terra-cotfcis of the archaic

period ' which correspond

to this marble torso.^

Between these fragments

of archaic sculpture and

those belonging to the

Graeco-Roman period there

are no works which we

coidd ascribe to single and

separate statues. But of

the Graeco-Roman period

there are portions of two

statues, the one evidently

over, the other slightly un-

der, life-size.

III.— Five fragments,

probably belonging to the

same statue, remain of a large draped female figure, probably seated (Fig. 72). The

marble appears to me to be Parian. No. 1 is the upper and front ptirtion of a large

female head, from upper lip to occiput. It was found dm-ing the digging at the West

Building, and was evidently transferred here, at some distance from its original position,

in later times. The dimensions are the followingr :
—

Fig. 72.— Marblk Fragments, probably part of a Female Figure

OF THE Graeco-Roman period.

Greatest height of fragment (in centimetres)

Greatest width " "
. . . .

29.50

22.60

^ These will be figured and described in the second

volume.

" Cf. the winged " Nik^ " attributed to Archermus

(CoUignon, op. cit. I. p. 135) ; the statuette of one of the

"Eumenides" from Olynipia (P. Gardner, Journal of

HeUen. Studies, XVI. 1896, p. 277); Olympia, III. p. 27,

pi. T.; similar types, CoUignon, op. cit. I. pp. 120 S.

I must thank Dr. Carroll N. Brown, who rendered val-

uable assistance in the taking of measurements of the

marbles at Athens in 1896.
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Width between outer angle of eyelids 12.

From pupil to pupil 8.30

From root of nose to extant end of nose ....... 8.20

" " " " " end of forehead, middle of hair 4.70

From temple to temple .......... 17.30

The head is evidently iconic, as is clear from the receding forehead with projecting

brows, beneath which the eyes appear deep-set and at the same time bulging and heavy,

encircled by band-like eyelids. These eyelids seem to join at the outer edge on the same

plane, and thus, in connection with their band-like treatment and the bulging iris, sug-

gest (when viewed hastily or from a distance) an archaic character, like that of the eyes

in the heads from the Olympia pediments. But upon closer inspection it will be seen

that a slight line at the outer angle of the juncture of the lids marks the continuation of

the ui)per lid over the lower lid— a characteristic which, I have long since maintained,

marks the change from archaic sculpture to the highest freedom about the year 450 B. c.

The superficial "archaic" appearance of the eye is thus counteracted as regards the

lids, and the later character is further accentuated by the deeply cut eyeball with pupil.

Though I think the prevaiUng impression which has found its way into literature, that

the indication of the eyeball by sculptured incision marks a late Roman origin, is as

unfounded as it is widespread, the peculiar deep cutting of the pupil noticeable in the

left eye of this head seems to me to jjoint to a later period. In general, however, it will

be well for us to remember that in marble statues of all periods where the iris is not

indicated by incised lines, it was painted in ; and that in heads like the very early head

of Hera from the Heraeum at Olympia {Olympia, III. pi. i.) there are indications of the

incised iris ; while in bronze and chryselejihantine sculpture the eye was generally ren-

dered in its detail by various materials. It was only later, when in the Hellenistic and

Roman period the sculptor, reveling in his technical skill as a pure modeler, dispensed

with polychromy in sculpture, that the deeper carving of the pupil came in.

The iconic character of the head is produced further by the deejj hollowing below and

round the lower eyelid, and the sinking in of the temples at the end of the frontal bone

;

and the farrow slanting away from the nostril and accentuating the fleshiness of the

cheek gives individuality, while indicating a more advanced age.

The elaborate arrangement of the hair, with braid following upon braid wound round

the head, is paralleled in many heads of the Roman period, and ajjpears to me character-

istic of the coiffure adopted by priestesses. Prom this fact alone it is not impossible

that the statue may have been that of a priestess of Hera in Roman times which, accord-

ing to Pausanias (II. 16. 5), stood before the temple. But the late character of the

work is manifest from the mechanical and, at the same time, slovenly treatment of the

braids or twisted meshes of hair. These are indicated by means of shallow parallel

grooves subdividing the hair at equal distances, without any variety or modeling to

suggest the real texture of hair.

No. 2 is the largest fragment probably belonging to this statue. It seems to represent

the shoulder and upper arm covered by drapery. The dimensions are :
—

From top of shoulder to massed folds below centre (in centimetres) . . 46.

Extreme height............ 53.

width . . . 29.

depth 22.50

The folding is flat and superficial on the side of the shoulder and arm, deeper on the
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mass hanging down inside the Hhoulder. But these more deeply cut fold-grooves are

mechanical and coarse and throughout show the use of the drill. The short groove

hetweon the two deeper and longer folds on the toj) illustrates this.

No. 3. Part of a draped upper ami, with hare forearm of similar dimensions and

nuirhle to the previous fragments. What remains of the folding is similar in late chai-

acter to the previous fragment. Compare the mechanical cutting, the shallower short

perpendicular fold near the hare j)ortion of the arm. It is not impossible that frag-

ments 4 (hand) and 5 (thumb with round object) belonged to this arm, though the

fractures are not such as to allow of piecing them together. It cannot be determined

with certainty what the object to which the thumb is atbiched is, but it seems probable

that it was the internal boss of a sucriKcial patera held in the extended hand of the

priestess, an action which is familiar in statues, vases, and terra-cottas. Tlie fractured

foot with elaborate siindal (6) also may have belonged to this statue.

The dimensions of the fragment of arm are :
—

Extreme length (in centimetres) ........ 46.

" width 29.

depth 21.

Inside elbow joint to end of fractured forearm ...... 18.

Bare forearm ............ 11.50

IV.— Torso of a draped figure, probably male, two thirds life-size (Fig. 73). Found

at no great depth on the south slope. It apparently represents a hoy, holding a large bird

(dove ?) in his left hand. Dowel-holes

at the neck of the figure and of the ^^^^^/ "^

'

bird probably point to later restora- ^^^'h -^

tions, after the head had been hndten
'«i(J& 'm "V*^ ^^^^^^ ^h

off. The figure is clad in three dis- I jKtam^r^ '' ^^^^H^ ^
tinct garments: (1) a chiton which ^K^KP!m, ^^^^^w
appears clearly under the triangular ^H|V^^^7\i- ^^^^^^RX i^m. \i

opening of the second garment below ^mJ^Fi J^ I*

the neck, (2) a thick, fluffy shirt-like

garment, either of sheepskin or of

rough, hairy lamb's wool, such as

peasants and shepherds, particularly, ^tp^F^M"
wear to-day, and (3) a heavy himation ^^BWt A
over the back, the ends falling over ^^^Sf ^
the left shoidder and arm, which it

covers ; drawn under the left ann, it

leaves the greater portion of the left
, , , , , „, ,

Fio. 73. — Latk Torso, kound on the South Slope.
arm and slioiuder bare. Ihe work-

manship is rough and unskillful, and is either quite provincial or very late, or both.

V.— Finally there are several smaller fragments (Fig. 74:)— heads of various sizes

and workmanship, as well as an object, perhaps representuig a liydria— which cannot be

assigned to the main body of Argive scidpture with any degree of probability. The
only one of these about which there can be any doubt is the much corroded head with a

portion of neck, cheek, and lower portion of hair, between which and the fractured upper

portion of the head there is a sharply cut groove. The fragment of a helmet distinctly

belongs to the metopes.
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ARCHITECTURAL SCULPTURE.

The whole large mass of sculptured marble fragments, with these exceptions, belongs

to one date and style of

workmanship, and, as we
shall later see, forms parts

of the sculptured orna-

mentation of buildings,

either metopes, friezes, or

pedimental groups.

Yet it must not be be-

lieved that in the ancient

days of the Heraeum

there were not numerous

single statues distributed

over the sacred precinct.

Pausanias^ definitely men-

tions statues of priestesses

and of heroes as standing

in front of the temple.

Some of the bases belong-

ing to these and other

statues were found in our

excavations at the east end

of the temple. From ana-

logous experience in other

excavations (Olympia, Del-

phi, etc.), we know that a

small portion of the great

number of statues which

studded the sacred pre-

cincts of ancient sanctu-

FiG. 74.— I'KAGMENTs FROM THE Akgive Heraeum. arlcs, llkc trcBS Hi a grovB,

have come down to us, and

how vastly the works of architectural sculpture predominate in proportion.

' Paus. II. 17. 3. avSpidvTes t€ €irT^(to(ri irph t^s faiSov,

Kal yvvaiKwv at yiy6va(nv Upeiai ttjs "Hpay, Kal fjpi^uv &\\wi^

T€ Koi *Opf<TTOV • rhv 7ap iiriypa^fxa cx*"''^** ^^ ^'^V $a.fTi\fvs

AHyouffTOSf 'Op4a7i)v tlvai Ktyovaiv. Ibid. 7. *Apyf?oi 5f KaWtp

KaKov TTjKiKovTov TTapSvros atpiffi T^v (lK6va oil KatfetAoc t^s

XputTTjfSos, ai/iKfiTai if Kal is robs rov vaov rod KaraKavBevros

t^nrpoaSev. The latter passage seems to show that some

of the statues of priestesses before B. c. 423 still stood in

front of the ruins of the First Temple in the time of Pau-

sanias, while the statues before the Second Temple all

belonged to dates subsequent to b. c. 420. Statues of

priestesses stood also before the temple of Demeter at

Hermione (Paus. II. 35. 8), and at Cerynea in Aohaia.

There were statues of women, said to be priestesses, at

the entrance to the sanctuary of the Eumenides. (Paus.

VII. 25. 7.) A statuette at Paestum has been found

dedicated to Athena, representing one of the girl basket-

bearers (/tacijf((poi) who figured in her worship. Professor

Curtius thinks that there may have been whole rows of

such statuettes in the temples. See Arch. Zeit. 1880, pp.

27-30; Curtius, Gesammelte Ahhandlungen, II. pp. 286-

294. The Argives dated their years by the priesthood of

Hera. Hellanicus the historian, B. c. 480-395, wrote a

history of the priestesses of the Argive Hera, which must

have been of great importance for Greek chronology. See

Preller, Ausgewahlte Aufsatze, pp. 51 fif. ; Fragmenta histor.

Graec. ed. Midler, I. pp. xxvii. seq. 51 seq. Frazer's Paus.

III. (notes), p. 182. Similar bases of statues to those in

front of the Heraeum have been found also at Epidaurus.

Statues and statuettes of basket-bearers have been found

at Athens, Eleusis— in fact, on most sites where there

was a temple dedicated to a female divinity.
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This is due to the fact, mentioned above, tliat a large proportion of such single statues

were of bronze, which were the first to be carried off, and, furthermore, to the fact that

statues which stood below, on the level of the terrace, were more i-eadily destroyed and

taken away by the iconoclast and despoiler than thost; which ornamented metopes or pedi-

ments of a high building. W(! remember, for instiince, what difficulties the Venetians,

and later Lord Elgin, had in lowering stiitues from the Parthenon. At the Heraeum

such statues could be procured only after the building had fallen in, and then had to be

extracted laboriously from beneath the dehrix of the ruined building.

Undoubtedly this was the fate of this ancient sjinctuary of Hera. From its lofty posi-

tion on the slopes of the hills, it comnumded the vast plain of Argos. But at the same

time this glorious group of resplendent buildings had to pay, as it were, the penalty of

its serene position and of the attractive beauty of its shrine gleaming through the limpid

atmosphere of Hellas to the furthest confines of the mountain-encircled plain. There was

no point from which it could not be seen. And thus the Bysantines, Franks or Normans,

Slavs or Albanians, Venetians, Turks and modern Greek peasants, passing through or

settling in any part of the plain, made the Heraeimi their stone quarry and— their lime-

kiln.' The " Larisa " or mediaeval citadel of the town of Argos, the Palamidi of Nauplia,

and, nearer home, the Byzantine and Frankish churches of the neighboring villages,

Chonica, Merbaka, Anyphi, Priphtani, Pasia, as also the well-stones, Untels, and thresh-

olds of the peasants' houses, all made heavy drafts upon the ruined Heraeum for their

building material.

To this must be added as an important fact (to account for the comparatively small

remains of extant architectural sculpture), that in the manufacture of the great amount

of excellent mortar used by these later builders, the lime produced by the burning of

marble was preferred to all other, and that thus marble sculpture of all kinds was espe-

cially sought after.

What was not carried away or destroyed by the hand of man was undone by nature.

The buildings that were not actually pulled down were shaken down by earthquakes,^ and

the remains of sculpture lying about the ground and beneath the debris of the buildings

were either carried off by the despoiler, or further mutilated by the iconoclastic hordes

passing through or dwelling in the Argive plain, because they represented Pagan

religion. The great height from which the sculptures of pediment or entablature fell to

the ground caused the thinner and more undercut portions, extremities of bodies and

drapery, to break off most freely. It was not worth the barbarian's while to transport

these smaller fragments to his lime-kiln or to use them as building stones ; thus the

larger portable masses of marble— torsi, larger heads, etc.— were first chosen by him,

and, if too large, they were split or cut into portable larger fragments.

We can thus understand why the excavations yielded so few specimens of sculpture

besides architectural sculpture, and, furthermore, why there should be found so few

larger or complete specimens of even these works ; we can realize also how fortunate are

the accidents that have yielded such fine and representative specimens of unportant sculp-

ture, for which, under these untoward conditions, we hardly dared hope.

The vast number of smaller pieces, the numerous hands and feet of men and horses,

1 See W. G. Clark, Peloponnesus, p. 84. fragments from the South Stoa on the pavement of the

' That there must liave been some such destruction, latter, the roof having been broken while other portions

and that it was probably by earthquakes, is proved by of the Stoa stood when the temple fell in.

metope fragments found underneath other heaped-up
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of ai-mor and drapery, evidently belonging to metopes or friezes in relief, of themselves

make us realize that the Second Temple w^as decorated with sixty-four metopes ; while, as

will presently be proved, the many fragments of larger figures in the round belonged to

the pedimental groups of that temple, which each contained at least thirteen life-size fig-

ures— together at least twenty-six, and probably well over thirty statues in the round.

Yet though of the metopes only three larger pieces and, fortunately for us, seven com-

plete heads were found, only one of these larger pieces could, after jiatient search

among the fragments, be so supplemented as to form an almost complete metope (Plate

XXX.). Of the pedimental statues there is only one torso and a few larger pieces,

wlide we found of these but one head, the attribution of which to a pediment, however,

is not beyond all doubt.

Still we may maintain, with some degree of certainty, that all these marble fragments

foi'uied part of the scidptured decoration of the Second Temple (the only architectural

sculpture noted by Pausanias on this site), and that the other buildings in the sacred

precinct of the same period give no evidence of havmg been decorated with figures and

groups either in relief or in the round.

These conclusions are based upon the collective arguments which will form the remain-

der of this introduction.

The fragments of relief work, as well as of statues in the round, are all of the same

"Parian " marble.^

THE METOPES.

That metopes surmounted the columns of this Doric temple is, of course, proved

architecturally. The question is whether all, or how many, of these were decorated

with sculpture in relief.

The existence of such sculptured decorations is proved by Pausanias's phrase vnep rovs

KLovas- Among our finds there are marble reliefs which were undoubtedly from metopes

of this temple. There are no less than twenty-nine separate fragments which show the

high relief work rising from the background of the metope ; while two metopes are

nearly complete, and at least five larger fragments give us the essential portion of a fig-

ure on a metope. From these as well as from architectural evidence Ave learn that these

metopes were 1.029 m. high by 0.978 m. wide, and that the block from which they were

carved was about 0.34 m. thick. The unworked backing, or portion remaining for the

background, averages about 9 cm. The highest point of relief from the background is

26 cm. This corresponds with the height of the relief of the metopes of the Parthenon.

The extreme original thickness of the metopes would thus be about 34 cm., or about

one foot. Out of this background the relief rises very boldly, the heads and the limbs

being quite undercut and worked in the round. In falling these would break away from

the relief, while the thin portions of the background would also be fractured into many

' I did not tliiiik that on so important and technical a the specimens it would be difficult if not impossible to

question as the identification of different marbles I could identify the marbles beyond all doubt,

trust my own judgment; and considering the scientific These doubts and misgivings of Professor Lepsius have

mineralogical work done by Professor Lepsius, of Darm- been fully justified, for portions of what can be proved

stadt, on Greek marbles, I felt that in this instance his to be the same metopes were assigned to different mar-

help ought to be invoked. Accordingly I sent him speci- bles. I thus abide by the decision at which I arrived and

mens of marble chips taken from the fractured portions which is supported by the judgment of Dr. II. S. Wash-

of our sculptures, which were necessarily very small. He iugton, as well as our helpful friend Mr. Kalourgis, the

warned me in his letter that in view of the smallness of marble-worker at the Museum at Athens, in considering

all these beads and fragments to be of Parian marble.
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pieces. Thus it is tluit ho many fragments of legs, feet, and arms, and undercut drapery,

together with several solid heads, have come down to us, and that the krger pieces of

nuitopcH that hav(! been preserved are thoscf in which the torso formed one thick mass

with the background.

Contrary to what might he inferred from the description of Pausiinias (see below) and

from analogous buildings, such as the " Theseum " at Athens, the sculptured metopes of

the Ilenu'um were not confined to front and back,— jyerhaps overlapping for a few

intercolumniations on cither side,— but ran round the whole of the temple. This might

of itself have been inferred from the comparatively great number of limbs, hands, and

feet belonging to such metopes which have come down to us. A general view of fragments

on the Hoor of one gallery in the Athens museum, .assigned to us for purposes of sort-

ing, will illustrate this (see Fig. Ti)).' This is furthennore confinned by the fact that a

Fiu. 75. — Marblk Fkaumknts, as auranuei) kok soktinc; on thk flook ok a Room in tuk Ckmijal

Museum, Athens.

Tbe statues in the backgruuud do not belong to the Heraeuni Marbles. The statue on the right is the

Diadunienos from Delos.

number of metope fragments were actually found, not at the front and back of the temple,

but at the north and south sides. Several of these (among them one complete and one

fragmentary metope head) were discovered on the spot on which they must have fallen

from the entablature which is on the south side of the temple. Crashing through the roof

of the South Stoa, these and other fragments from the falling temple above were deposited

on the floor of this Stoa, and were covered anew when the Stoa itself was destroyed.

There is a further question, whether all these fragments of relief sculpture, which

^ Rangab^ {Ausgrabungen, etc., p. 23) mentions 42 fragments of hands and arras, and 160 fragments of feet and

legs found during his tentative excavations.
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undoubtedly are of the same period and workmanship and of the same building, all

belong to the metopes, and whether the temple may not have cont<iined other ornamenta-

tions of reUef-work, a continuous frieze, for instance, as is the case in the Parthenon ?

Tlie varying dimensions of some of these fragments might encourage such an hypothesis
;

for there are several fragments, such as a beautiful front of the torso of a draped female

figure, several hands, arms, legs, and feet, as well as two heads, which differ in dimensions

from the generality of these metope fragments. But this doubt is dispelled at once, since

these divergences are too few in number to justify the assumption of smaller relief deco-

ration, and since these differences in size are common in ancient Greek metopes. The

most striking material for comparison with our works are the reliefs from the Parthenon.

We discover, for instance, that one of our larger relief heads with a helmet (Plate

XXXIII.) measures from top of completed helmet to chin about lO^ cm., Avhile the Ama-

zon head from the metopes (Plate XXXL, No. 3) measures only 181 cm. from the peak

of the helmet to the chin, but we find still greater divergences between different heads

among the Parthenon metopes. The ordinary Lapith head from the Parthenon measures

about 17 cm. in height, while a Centaur head from top to jioint of beard measures about

25 cm. Even in the Parthenon frieze there are differences more marked than in the

Heraeum fragments before us. So the head of Zevis from the eastern frieze measures about

20 cm. in height, while the head of the girl from the central slab immediately beside him

measures only 13 cm. Finally, if we take two metopes from the Parthenon (Michaelis, Der
Parthenon, pi. iv. 32 and pi. iv. 30), marked discrepancies in the dimensions of other

parts of the body occur. Thus the Lapith of No. 32 measures but 25 cm. round the

neck and 281 cm. round the calf, while No. 30 is as much as 35] round the neck and

30| round the calf. Therefore, the slight discrepancy in size between some of our relief

fragments in no way affects our conclusion, based upon style and workmanship, that

they all formed part of the metopes of the Second Temple.

How the subjects mentioned by Pausanias are to be distributed among the metopes

can be discussed only after we have examined the question of the pedimentiil sculpture.

THE PEDIMENTS.

Pausanias describes the sculptured decoration of the Heraeum in the following terms :

" The sculptures over the columns represent, some the Birth of Zeus and the Battle of the

Gods and Giants, others the Trojan War and the Taking of Ilium." '

Assuming for the moment that the phrase " over the columns " included pediments,

there is as yet no consensus of ojnnion as to how the scenes enumerated by Pausiinias

were distributed. Now it appears evident, and is admitted by all authorities, that the

words of Pausanias imply a broad twofold division in the distribution of the subjects.'*

He seems clearly to indicate that the Birth of Zeus and the Gigantomachia were on the

one side (probably the front) and the Trojan War and the Capture of Troy on the other

(the back). All authorities seem agreed that one scene certainly belonged to a pedi-

ment, probably the eastern or front pediment,— namely the Birth of Zeus.^ It is in

1 Frazer's translation, Pausanias, I. p. 95 (II. 17). Tlie ^ It is Iiardly conceivable that this scene could have

Greek text runs : &iriaa Se Inrfp tous Kiovds itrriv (ipyatrixiva, been split up into single metope compositions, while its

t4 fikv is T^v Aiij ytveaiv /ca! 9euv Kal yiyavrav fiixv" fX*'> '''' intrinsic character would fit it for the principal pediment.

3J e's Thv -irphs Tpoiav n6\(fiov koI 'ixiov tV a\u>aiv. Exactly how the scene was represented it is difficult for

- Cf. W.aldstein, Excavations of the Am. Sch. of Athens us to conceive, for we have no good guide in extant mon-
at the Heraion of Argos, 1892, p. C; Frazer, op. cit. III. 182. uments, nor do the literary records instruct us upon the
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the (Ustiibiition of the three other scenes that we meet with the {jreatest divergence of

opinion.

Cnrtius' and, followinj^ him, Welcker '^ aHsifjn the Captnre of Troy to the western

pediment, and then approjjHately place the Gif^antoinacliia helow the Birth of Zens in

the metopes on tiie east si(h;, leaving scenes from the Trojan War to adorn the metopes

on the west, beneath the crowning event in the war, the Captnre of Troy. Professor

Tarbell and Dr. Bates '' pnt forward the conjectnre— the gnnnid for which I fail to

see— that the Birtii of Zens and the Battle of Greeks and Trojans occnpied the jiedi-

ments, the Gigantomacliia and llinpersis occnpying the metopes. Mr. PVazer,* while

considering my first snggestion " plausible," inclines more towards the restoration of

Cnrtius.

In the preliminary publications of our first year's finds," I based my conjectural

distribution ehietiy upon the comparison of this passage in Pausiiniiis with his description

of the pediments of the Parthenon (I. 24, 25). The description would thus follow the

usual method of the periegete in enumerating the various objects and places as he suc-

cessively saw them in their place, and he would thus group together first those scenes

at the front and then those at the back. The further analogy of the Parthenon, in which

a scene from the Capture of Troy was represented in the metopes, and the analogy ol a

scene of departure and preparation to be found in the eastern pediment of the temple

of Zeus at Olympia, led me to assign the Capture of Troy to the metopes and the depar-

ture of the heroes for Troy to the pediment. The appropriateness of representing the

moment of preparation for

their departure to Ilion is

manifest, as, according to

a late tradition," the Ile-

raenm was the spot chosen

for this purpose.

But the bearing of at

least one of our subsequent

finds, the significance of

Avliich is made clearer by

the very comparison with

the metopes of the Parthe-

non, causes me to doubt

the claims of my own con-

jecture and to revert to the

hypothesis of Cnrtius, the

strength of which, on other grounds, I had always felt. The find in question is the

archaic torso of a ^oavov, round the back of which a life-sized arm is roughly sculptured

— evidently the arm of one clasping the sacred image as a protection against an advan-

cing foe (Fig. 76). This finds its complete parallel in the scene represented on a metope

of the Parthenon showing Helen clasping the Palladium, while Menelaus is advancing

I'r; 7(). — Mauhlk I.MAi.i;, WITH Haki) gua.si'I.nx; it at thk Back.

Probably from the Western Pedimeut uf the Second Temple.

artistic presentation of this obscure moment in Greek

mythology.

' Der Peloponnes, II. p. 570.

* Antike Denkmiiler, I. pp. 191-194.

' Ainerican Journal of Archaeology, First Scries, VIII.

(1893), p. 24.

* L. c.

' Excavations of the American School at the Heroion,

p. 7.

» Dictys Cretens. Bell. Troj. I. 16.

L
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towards her, a scene so ingeniously reconstructed from the fragmentary metopes by

Michaelis in ' a comparison with a red-figured vase painting. But our ioavov, with the

arm, must, from the dimensions," be assigned to the pediment and not to the metopes,

and I therefore conckide with Curtius and Welcker that the general representation of the

Troian War is to be assigned to the western pediment, and the separate scenes from the

Trojan War to the metopes below it.^

The disjointed scenes from the Trojan War woidd thus reach their climax in the most

important and final event in that great drama, the Capture of Troy in the pediment.

It is probable that the patron divinity

of the Atridae, Hera, was the central

figure in this pediment, presiding over

the victory of the Greeks. The high-

est types of Hellenic life in divine

and heroic mythology would thus be

forcibly presented in the front and

back of this temple, as in the Parthe-

non a great and consistent idea com-

bines the sculptures of the front and

back. We should then have repre-

sented on the Heraeum :— in the front,

the establishment of the rule of the

great Hellenic divinity, Zeus, whose

birth marks the downfall of Cronus

and the overthrow of the giants by

Zeus and the divinities over whom he

presides ; in the rear, the assertion of

the national unity and national supe-

riority of the Hellenic people over

whom these gods rule, in the over-

throw of the great eastern rival, and the victory of the heroic ancestors of the historical

Hellenes (headed by the Argolic Atridae). All these sculptures illustrate the great steps

in the establishment of Hellenic civilization, its social, conjugal, and domestic laws, over

which Zeus and Hera presided. The front refers to Zeus, as the rear shows the sway of

Hera, in truly typical scenes from Greek mythology.

In the preliminary publication I had also suggested that Pausanias may have described

merely the metopes in front and rear, and that— as we should expect from his cursory

description of the Heraeum — he had omitted all mention of the scenes depicted in the

metopes of the side. Even after our first year's excavation it appeared to me probable

that an Amazononiachia was represented in the metopes of at least one of the sides. This

hypothesis has since received confirmation from our discoveries. Among our marbles

there are a head (Platk XXXI., No. 3) and several torsi (Plate XXXV.) which are

distinctly of the type of Amazons ; another fragment of rehef appears to me a pelta

(Fig. 77), the shield characteristic of Amazons.

' Der Parthenon, p. 139. Thickest part of ami on back 8.2

^ The dimensions of this fragment are :— Length of arm from wrist to elbow .... 22.

Extreme height (in centimetres) 34.
» I bow to the force of Mr. Frazer's criticism (I. c.) of

my rendering of the to Se is rbv wphs Tpolav irSKtuov as

implying the preparation for the departure.

Fig. 77. — Fkagmknt ok a Metopk, with Pelta.

" breadth 27.

'* thickness 15.

From breast to breast 9.5
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Moreover it is hardly conceivable that two definite hattle-Bcenes could have been con-

tinued throuf^hout sixty-six metopes. Even on the sides of the Parthenon the series of

Ceiitiiuroniacliiii-nietopes was interrupted and varied by interpohited subjects. Thus the

Aniazonoinachia was probably introduced on one or both of the lonjf sides of the

Heraeum. If on one only, the other side nuiy have been decorated with the Centauroma-

chifi, thoufjh no traces of this subject have come down to us among our fragments.

According to the evidence at our command, both literary and monument^il, we should

assign the following subjects to the different parts of sculptured ornamentiition on the

Heraeum :
—

The eastern pediment contjiined the Birth of Zeus— perhaps with Cronus and Rhea,

whose rule is about to cease at that moment, in the centre. The western pediment had

the Capture of Troy, with perhaps Hera, or Zeus and Hera, presiding over this first

victory of the Hellenic race under their divine sway. The eastern meto{)es contained

scenes from the Gigantomachia, as the western had representations from the Trojan War;
and these scenes may have overlajjped from the east and west front to either side on north

and south. But the bulk of the metopes on these sides were decorated with the Amazono-

niachia and, possibly, the Centauromachia or some similar mythological scene. These

(with the exception of the Birth of Zeus, which appesirs to have been an individual and

I

Fic. 78. — CoRNKR OF THK Room in the Ckntkai, Muskum, Athens, containing Fragments ok
Drai'kky from Figures in the Round, probably from the Pediments of the Heraeum.

original idea of the great Argive artist) are subjects with which Ave are familiar in the

fifth-century buildings (the Parthenon, the temple of Athena at Aegina, the temple at

Sunium, the temple of Apollo at Bassae, the temple of Zeus at Agrigentum, etc.) and
on numerous works of minor art in all periods. No doubt we must look backwards to

the great mural paintings by Polygnotus for the establishment of these scenes in art,

and not to the works of sculptors, for he appears to have furnished the sculptors with

the dramatic compositions that deal with these subjects.

We have hitherto proceeded on the assumption that the Heraeum was decorated with

pedimental stjituary as well as with metopes. Before our excavations this assumption

was founded on insufficient evidence ; for the phrase of Pausanias, vwep tov<; Kiova<;, is
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so singular when applied to pediments that, fciken by itself, it would lead us to infer that

there were only metopes, for had he meant to include pediments he would, following

his usage, have added some such phrase as eV toT? Kakovfjbivoi<i derols. Even quite

recently, since I published the results of our first year's work in 1892, Mr. Stuart

Jones ' mainfciins that the phrase used by Pausanias " unmistakably refers to metopes
"

and not to pediments. But the excavations show beyond all doubt that there were sculj)-

tures in the pediments. Among our finds are many fragments (Fig. 78), of the same

style and period, that formed part of statues in the round and not of reliefs, which could

not all have belonged to single statues placed separately on their pedestals in monu-

mental repose. The action of the bodies as indicated in the numerous fragments, the

fluttering of drapery of figures moving rapidly forward or through the air, could not,

especially in this period, have come from single statues placed in the open air or within

buildings. Even if there had been one or two such exceptional statues, there could not

have been so large a number as is suggested by a mere survey of such fragments massed

together, for purposes of sorting, in a corner of our room in the Museum of Athens.

It might perhaps be held that some of these fragments of drapery, drawn tightly

round the limbs or fluttering freely,

belonged to Nike-like figures used as

Acroteria or corner decorations, as at

Epidaurus. But these fragments point

to statues in life-size, which Acroteria

would not have been. Furthermore,

even the extant fragments furnish too

large a number of such figures for

Acroteria. Finally, several of these

distinctly show that the statues to which

they belonged were meant to be seen

from a side view and not from all sides,

and this treatment clearly indicates

pedimental statuary.

^"'1KK^^B^^^^^^^^^ESE9>9PP*I*>^M Further, the fragment representing

_,^^^^ the lower portion of a leg resting upon

JX^^ ^ ^^^^^^1 a cushion (Fig. 79) can hardly be ex-

plained unless as a part of a reclining

figure at the angle of one of the ])edi-
FiG. 79. — Fragment of a Leg resting upon a Cushion, /> i i i r>

PROBABLY FROM A PEDIMENT OF THE HeRAEUM. ^CUtS, aS WB fiud that the figUI'eS at

the angles of the western pediment of

the temple of Zeus at Olympia were resting their arms on cushions.^

Finally, this is confirmed by the backs of several extant fragments. First, the beautiful

torso of a draped female figure found by Rangabe (Plate XXXVII.) shows, with the

exquisite finish of the front, a rude treatment of the back, which could be found only in

a pedimental figure. The last and most convincing evidence is furnished by a small

' Anc. Writers on Gr. Sculpt., p. 138 : " Waldstein Extreme length from end of drapery to button

appears to take Pausanias's words to be a description of of cushion (in centimetres) 36.

pediment sculptures. This would be to h toU aeroij in Extreme breadth along leg 32.

the language of Pausanias; while Th inrep tovs Ktovas un- Thickness 24.

mistakably refers to metopes." Length of leg from ends of fractures . ... 32.

2 The dimensions are :
— ^'''"' '""'"^ '^""^ '" ^'''"'*"™ ''* *"'''*

" " "
^^-

,

Thickness of calf 9.3
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frajj^ment of a larjye figure (Fig. 80), u piece of drupery and Khoiilder, of which the hack,

treated in the sjinie manner as the female torso, has a large K(|uare hole for a dowel,

which, as we know from the Parthenon, was the regular means of fixing the pedimental

statues to the tympanum of the pediment."

We shall he less astonished to find divergences of dimension among the pedimentiil

figures than in the case of the fragments from the metopes. We find these divergences

Fig. 80.— Fuaomknt ok a Pkimmentai, Fiocrk from thk IIkkakum.

The back view shows the duwel-hole.

in the earliest stages of pedimental sculpture in the round, such as the poron sculptures

from the Acropolis," the figures found at Delos hy the French,' the pediments from

Aegina in which the .statues of the eastern pediment are on a distinctly larger .scale than

those of the western,^ the central figures of the Olympia pediments,'^ which are much
larger than those in the angles. In later times, in the Parthenon, we find that the

torso of Poseidon and that of Athene are on a much larger scale than are those further

removed from the centre. The same difference is found in the statues ascrihed to the

Epidaurian temple of Asclepius, and many others.

While, therefore, the pedimental sculpture of the Heraeum was in scale about life-size,

some fragments, such as the leg on the cushion, which probably was placed at the extreme

angle of the pediment, as well as several nude legs and feet of warriore (see Fig. 81), are

slightly bel(jw life-size and differ slightly among themselves.

There are also slight divergences of workmanship and .style,— certiiinly not greater

than are to be found among the Parthenon marbles, if as great,— yet all insignificant

in comparison with the technical resemblances.

THE GENERAL STYLE OF THE HERAEUM MARBLES.

The general workmanship, the actiuvl method of carving the marble, and the peculiar

use of tools are markedly the same, not only among the fragments coming from the

' The dimensions of this fragment of shoulder and

front of drapery are :
—

Extreme height of fragment (in centimetres) . 27.

breadth 37.

Thickness 21.

The dowel-lioU^ is (in nun.) in height .... 5

in width .... 4

in depth .... 7

2 Collignon, op. eit. pp. 205-215.

3 Bullet, de Corr. Hellen. III. (1879), pp. 515 ff. (Ho-

molle).

* Collignon, pp. 280-300.

' See Olympia, III., Sciilpturen, pp. 44 ff.
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metopes, but also in tliose which we assign to the pediments. In contradistinction to

the Parthenon marbles (where even the parts that were not visible to the spectator, the

backs of the pedimental figures, received a comparatively high finish), these works are

roughly blocked out on the back and on the inner side of the figures that are freely

undercut from the background of the metopes.' The treatment of the back of the

large pedimental torso (Plate XXXVII.) illustrates this fully. This rough working of

the invisible portions stands in the strongest contrast to the high and delicate finish of

tlie nude and the drapery where they were visible.

The blocking out and the working away of superfluous marble (the rough surface thus

remaining invisible, or being carefully worked over in the finish when visible) was carried

out, moreover, in a peculiar manner, the traces of which can still be clearly recognized.

This peculiar method con-

sists in the free use that is

made of the drill. The

di'ill was of course fre-

quently resorted to, to bore

holes for the fixing of

bronze ornaments or ac-

cessories to the statues, as

is evident in the earhole

of the large Hera head

(Fkontispiece and Plate

XXXVI.), at the side of

the helmet (Plate XXXI.,

4), at the side of the large

torso from the pediments

(Plate XXXVII.), or the

warrior head from the me-

topes (Plate XXX.) ; as

well as in the hands hold-

ing swords and spears

(Fig. 82). Its use is not

luicommon for this pur-

pose, for we find it as

early as in the figures from

the pediment of the temple

of Athena at Aegina. But

a more peculiar use of the

drill for blocking out or

undercutting the marble is

manifest in these Argive

sculptures, and this method

I have not met before.

When the sculptor had

to cut away the marble from the back or the side of a head, as it rose freely from the

Fig. 81.— Lkgs and othkr Fragmknts, probably from the
Pediments of the Heraeum.

• Plate XXX., and the backs or sides of heads nearest the background in tlie metopes, Plates XXXI., XXXII.,
XXXITI.
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baekgrouiul in the high reHef of the metopes, he saved liimself troiilile hy using the

drill, which he mn through tiu; jxtition of injiihle between the head an<l the i)ackgroiind,

which was to be worked away in order that the head should stjind out freely. lie thus

weakened the " isthmus
"

of marble, so that it did

not require violent chop-

ping with mallet and chisel

to cut away the solid mar-

ble, for this might have

fractured the whole head.

Thus in the female head

(Platk XXXII., 1 and 2),

at the unfinished side neai--

est the background, we

see two broad runs or

grooves which were forced

through the marble " isth-

mus" holding the head to

the background. It was

thus made easy ft)r the

sculptor to work away the

marble from the back of

the head without fractures.

This same method, with

the same use of the drill,

we find applied, not only to

other heads from the me-

topes, such as the back of

the head in Plate XXXI..
1 and 2, but also in other

portions of figures, even in

those from the pediments.

So, for instance, the frac-

tured lower portion of a

draped figure from the ped-

iments (Plate XXXVIII.)
clearly shows beneath the drapery that has been broken away, behind the foot and

between it and the plinth upon which the figure stood, the hollowing out and under-

cutting of a triangular space by means of a series of such drill holes.

Now in later times, especially in the Hellenistic and Graeco-Roman periods, the drill

was constantly used by sculptors (see above, p. 143). But in those works this mechanical

appliance was used on the visible finished surface, in order to economize the artistic labor

of the sculptor in giving grooves to the drapery and similar phases of actual modeling.

The result is an inferior artistic effect, in which the mechanical working obtrudes itself to

the detriment of the illusion which careful modeling and hand finish (such as we find in

our Argive marbles) produced upon the spectjitor. In our marbles the drill is never used

to work the finished fold groove, but has only been applied for the rough blocking out

Fig. 82. — Fragmknts from tiik Metopes: Hands that held

Swords and Spears, and Feet.
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and working away of superfluous material. We detect its use only in those portions

which are not meant to be seen.

In all visible portions we must be struck by the complete naturalness and truth in the

rendering of pose and movement, and by the exquisite finish of the surface. In this the

mechanical working of the material never obtrudes itself, and each minutest part is treated

with a care and finish unequaled or, at all events, unsurpassed by any extant works.

And this minute finish becomes the more remarkable when we remember that the figures

in the metopes were only half life-size, and, placed as they were about thirty-eight feet

from the ground, were hardly visible to the spectator in the details of their elaboration.

The freedom, naturalness, and boldness of pose and movement in all these figures is

not only evident in a few rather complete torsi that have come down to us, such as the two

metopes of Plates XXX.
and XXXIV., the draped

torsi from the pediments

of Plate XXXVIII., but

in similar fragments of

bodies (Fig. 83), as Avell as

in the legs, hands, and

feet of Fig. 82, all of which

enable us to reconstruct in

our minds the flowing com-

position of metopes and

])ediments. The attitudes

and movements of these

figures are, on the one

hand, as far removed from

the constraint of the ar-

chaic period or the severe

art of about the middle of

the fifth century as they

are, on the other hand,

from the violent contor-

tions of the Hellenistic pe-

riod, or even the more

passionate movement which

began with Scopas.

As regards our appreci-

ation of the treatment of

the nude figure, we can

only fall back upon the

beautifully preserved tor-

so of Plate XXXIV.,—
which, however, is enough

in itself,— and the numerous smaller fragments of bodies, legs, hands, and feet. The
treatment of the nude female figure we can divine only through the treatment of those

portions which are covered with the thin undergarment, and this leads us to form the

very highest estimate in this particular. The absence of the nude female figure among so

Fig. 83.^ Fragments from the Metopes, illustrating chiefly the
SHARP YET delicate CUTTING OF THE FOLDS IN DRAPERY.
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grciit ii numlx'r of fr;i<^iiu'iit.s jK-rluips justifies us in concludiu}^ that the female fif^uie was

not represented in its niuh- form; and tliis wouUl Htrun^then our general eonclusion that

these works are not to he i)laied in the fourth century u. v., I)ut in the fifth. Judj^in^

from the extant remains of draped female fijjures, however, we may venture to say tliat at

least as regards the supreme finish of modeling, no works of architectural sculpture mani-

fest the same perfection. It is not too much to say that not one of the Lapithae from the

Parthenon metopes shows the sjime delicacy of modeling and finished surface work as does

the torso of the youthful nude warrior from our metope. This is evident if we examine

every portion of the body ; and for the supreme finish of detail, I would draw si>ecial

attention to the hand pressed against the armpit, and to the peculiar and unique treat-

ment of the inguinal region, which is so striking that anatomists have assured me it must

have been copied from an individual model showing this abnormal idiosyncrasy.'

In spite of this minute finish it can never be said that the figures, tiiken {is a whole,

present that exaggeration and obtrusion of the anatomical study of muscles or, on the

other hand, that extreme softness and sensuousness {rnorbidezzd) in the treatment of the

nude which characterizes the art of a later period. There is in them still a cerUiin hardi-

hood that shows them to be the offshoot of a Peloponnesian feeling, the precursors of

which we might find in the Aeginetan marbles.

In the treatment of the drapery, the fragments, whether in relief or in the round,

all manifest the same character. They are bold and free and delicate without conven-

tionalism or restraint, and yet without florid exaggeration or want of conciseness. The

larger folds cover the limbs in broad masses, freely undercut and sharp in their edges,

resembling in this respect the pedimental drajiery of the Parthenon, Yet if we
except the Reclining Fate (or Thalassa, as I should call her) from the eastern pediment

of the Parthenon, the elaboration or finish of the drapery in the majority of our figures

and fragments goes a step further and finds its nearest parallel in some of the Nikes from

the balustrade of the temple of Nike-Apteros. This is especially the case with the system

of small folds encircling or starting away from the breasts of female figures. These

folds are worked in delicate relief from the smooth surfaces where the thin drapery is

stretched over the rounded forms
;
yet in spite of the delicacy of these reliefs, they never

lose their sharpness of edge, as, for instance, is the case with the Olympian Nike by

Paeon ins.

No student who gives some time to the examination of the numerous fragments of

drapery from these marbles can fail to receive the impression that they are all of the

same workmanship and style, whether they belong to figures in relief or in the round.

If now we turn to the heads, we shall find, taking them as a whole, that, compared

with the treatment of the bodies, nude and draped, they are comparatively severer. To
begin with, not one of them can be said to reflect in its expression the strong movement

and action which are manifest in the treatment of the extant bodies and as the scenes we
know to have been depicted would lead us to expect. The female head of Plate XXXII.,

3, was evidently pulled to the side with violence, the hair on the top of the head clutched

by a warrior; and yet the expression of emotion was limited to the attitude of the head and

a very delicate and slight indication in the npward and sideward turn of the eye, perhaps

also in the modeling between the nostril and the angle of the mouth. The graceful head

of Plate XXXIL, 4, has the lips well parted, with a clear indication of the teeth, yet

' Further account will be given of this when dealing with this metope separately.
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it would be hard to fix upon any definite shade of emotion in it.' The same appHes to the

head of the warrior placed upon the torso of Plate XXX. The turn of the eyes with

their downward gaze in the head of the Amazon (Plate XXXI., 3) would not help us

far in appreciating an expression of pathos, if it were not for the actual downward and

sideward droop of the head ; for in the face itself there is but slight if any indication

of emotion.

All this tells us simply that our sculptor still clung to the severer traditions of art

maintained in the fifth century b. c, in which emotion was not yet freely expressed in

the heads of Hellenic type, though the bodies rendered with perfect freedom every phase

of life and action. To our knowledge the step towards more adequate expression of

emotion in the heads was not made before the time of Scopas or towards the middle of

the fourth century B. c.

If we compare these heads with each other we shall find, looking at them superficially,

that they present a certain variety of tyjie and that there are certain differences of

detailed treatment. As regards the variety of type, we shall find that this may corre-

spond to the variety of subject. For among the nine heads or fragniients of heads

three are heads of Greek youths, two of which have helmets (Plates XXX. ; XXXI., 1,

2, 4), and these are distinctly of the same type, while the others are female heads, one

of an Amazon, another probably of a helmeted goddess (Plates XXXI. 3; XXXII.,

XXXIII., 1, 2), another of a young girl, two others of maturer young women, and the

last of a girl whose hair is being clutched. The difference is thus seen to be due to the

difference of subject and action.

The same applies to the differences of detailed treatment : a head with a downward

look is different in the treatment of the eyes from one with a straight or upward

glance. So also as regards the position of the head as it follows the movement of the

torso. Moreover, it must be remembered that all these heads, with one exception, were

worked in relief, and were thus meant to be seen only from one point, be it in profile,

full face, or three-quarter view ; and that thus, among the comparatively small number

of such heads (we roughly compute that there must have been in pediments and metopes

at least 190 heads) which have come down to us, we are fortunate in having so large

a number as three belonging to the same category.

There is thus a very slight divergence in the treatment of the eyes of one or two of

these heads, and there is some difference and luicertainty in the treatment of the hair.

If we compare the Parthenon metopes and frieze (unfortunately we have no head which

we can assign to the pediments beyond all doubt) as regards the treatment of hair, we

shall find fully as great a variety,— from a cap-like treatment to the finished modeling

of locks and strands ; so, also, in the pediments and metopes from the temple of Zeus

at Olympia, even with regard to the heads coming from the same pediment. But it

appears to me that in our marbles, and perhaps in those instances I have just quoted as

well, the sculptor who has evolved a fixed style for the rendering of hair in monumental

sculpture, in bronze or gold and ivory, may be still hesitating and searching for the

proper manipulation in the rendering of such texture when he comes to marble sculpture

which "he uses in the decoration of great edifices. We must not forget that so far as the

evidence, both literary and monumental, now at our disposal goes, we have no proof of

the perfect working of marble in the minute indication of texture and all its inherent

artistic qualities before the advent of Scopas and Praxiteles.

' The earliest instance of showing the teeth known to the Third Temple, and in the fallen hero from the east-

me is in the fallen giant from the metope of Selinus from ern pediment of the temple of Athena at Aegina.
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In spite of this sli<rlit (liv»'i<>eii(!o, I confidently n>aint<iin that no one who Ih thor-

ou<>;hIy taniiHar witii a lar<;c series of heads in the difleient j)eiiods of Greek art, and

has carefully observed and studied these sculptures from the Heraeuni toji^etiier, can fail

to see that they definitely belong to the same school, and that they have in common
marked characteristics which not only point to a common origin, but clearly distinguish

them from the heads of other schools.'

To begin with, they all have the sjime structural frame, the same broad outline, the

Siime formation of the skull. It can best be described as square and massive; and this

applies to the profile as well as the full face. It is neither strongly oblong nor pear-

shaped with a point at the chin on a triangular system, nor oval, nor round and ball-

like.^ The hair is in its main arrangement close fitting, not free and rich in its

treatment as it rises from the head ; but it seems almost slavishly to follow in its outline

the main square shape of the skull. And this is so even in the ease of the more profuse

hair of the female heads. With the exception of the female head whose hair is grasped

on the top, the hair, generally parted in the middle, is arranged in the same system of

waves on either side of the central parting and covers the upper part of the ear. The
forehead is thus left in a comparatively smooth arch-like curve. The brows are cut in

the same simple arch with the same angle to the nose ; both lids of the eyes are then cut

in the same firm line with the same indication of the lacrimal gland. The nose is com-

paratively broad and thick, with a strong bridge slightly thickened in the middle and a

broad rounded tip. The nostrils, too, though they do not project far in comparison to

the breadth of the tip of the nose, are thick and well curved. The upper lip is well

arched and clearly defined, in most cases slightly opened, giving something of a pouting

expression to the mouth. Mr. Edward Robinson of the Boston Museum of Fine Arts

has drawn my attention to a marked peculiarity in the treatment of the upper lip, which

he has noticed in the heads hitherto ascribed to Polycleitus, and which is to be found in

all these heads from the Heraeum. It consists in an upturning and widening out of the

curves at either side of the central point, which accentuates the peculiar pouting expres-

sion. This expression is still more heightened by the hollow between the upper lip and

the nose and the marked protrusion of the lower lip, with the short, deep hollow between

it and the chin. There is thus a central mass of the lower'lip, well defined in all these

heads, which protrudes in its rounded curve, and this central protrusion is clearly divided

from either side of the lower lip. From the curve under the lower lip the strong,

rounded, but not over-long chin projects almost within a line of the foremost point of

the lower lip. The cheeks present a broad, well-rounded surface, not approaching chubbi-

ness, but, on the other hand, far from thin or tapering towards the chin. In the profile

view the middle of the frontal bone above the nose, and the outer tip of the upper lip

are about on the same line. The forehead, rising upward, inclines slightly inward, as,

in a downward direction, the lower lip and chin slant inward. From this most promi-

nent point of the frontal bone the nose projects outwards gradually. All these peculiar-

ities these heads have in common.

' Since this was written I have endeavored to define ' See the discnssion on this point in my previous publi-

the style of these heads in an attempt to identify the cation of one of these metope heads. A merirnn Journal
Ar^ve Hera with a head in tlie British Musenm.

—

of Archaeology, IX., \%9o, \^. 2Si: {Papers of the American
Journal of Hellenic Studies, XXXI. (1901), pp. 30 ff. School at Athens, VI. p. 252).
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THE PERIOD AND SCHOOL OF THE HERAEUM MARBLES.

We must now solve the question, To what period and to what school may we assign

these sculptures ?

The o-eneral characteristics of art manifested in these works, as well as the details of

style and workmanship, point towards the fifth century b. c. But if we compare these

metopes from the Heraeum with the metopes from the Parthenon, we shall at once

assign to the former a later date than to the latter. They undoubtedly mark a greater

elaboration, more detailed modeling, more accentuated finish in the nude and in the

drapery than the most advanced of the Parthenon marbles. As an outside limit in the

other direction, I should put the fragments from the Tegean temple and of the Sco-

pasian School, which certainly manifest a later development in the rendering of indi-

viduality and of emotion in the treatment of the heads. In their manifest outside

limits they must thus have been produced between the years b. c. 438 and 360.

Positively we may compare them with the Phigalian marbles from the temple of Apollo

at Bassae. But these are coarser in workmanship and in sentiment. The heads are

rounder, more bullet-shaped, the movement more exaggerated, esjiecially in the restlessly

fluttering drapery, in the stretched folds of drapery drawn into parallel lines by the knees

bent apart— a feature characteristic of these sculptures. The Heraeimi marbles have

the greatest analogy among extant works, as regards the treatment of the body and of

drapery, with the beautiful reliefs from the Balustrade of the temple of Nike Apteros at

Athens, and with the reliefs and pedimental figures from the temple of Asclepius at

Epidaurus. Yet a minute examination will show that there is greater elaborateness and

sensuousness, as well as complexity, in the treatment of drapery in the Athenian rehefs

from the Balustrade, which appear to me distinctly less severe and, in so far, later in

character. The Epidaurian sculpture, again, has a very close affinity in style ; but

especially when we t<ike the Acroteria (Nereids and Flying Victories), it shows greater

softness in the indication of the female figure and greater complexity and heaviness in the

treatment of drapery than we find in our works, which are in so far of an earUer period,

i. e. earlier than about 380 B. c. The difference between the sculptures from these two

Argolic sites corresj^onds very much to the difference which I have noted * with regard

to the siina from the Heraeum (see above, p. 124) and that from the Tholos at Epi-

daurus. A careful comparative examination of the simas of various Greek temjiles will

show that the Heraeum sima is later than that of the Parthenon, and that of the temple

of Apollo at Bassae ; while it is distinctly earlier than those of the Epidaurian building,

the Mausoleum of Halicarnassus, the second temple of the Ephesian Artemis, and the

temple at Priene. The closest approximation to it is found in the ornamentation of

the Erechtheum of Athens, but this shows signs of being a slightly later development

of the pattern which is given on the swia of the Heraeum.^

* See my Excavations, etc., pp. 15 and 16. monuments and critical renderings of texts combined. I

^ It would be impossible to exaggerate the importance cannot in this instance develop the full import of such a

of a careful comparative study of such architectural details, comparison in all its details; but the mere outline of the

which I feel confident will bear the most fruitful results, comparison I made between these carviugs in the buildings

when viewed in the light of the whole history of Greek art. referred to in the text will illustrate my meaning. Coni-

lu the present instance, a careful tabulation, followed by a pared with our sima, that of the Parthenon is simpler in

conscientious analysis of the honeysuckle pattern as given design and line, while the lions' heads are less convcn-

on simas and cornices, in connection with the treatment of tional. I do not mean by this that they have any of the

the lion's head serving as water-spout, will furnish a safer realism which some belonging to later buildings (which

chronological foothold than many elaborate treatises of often combine these elements of realism with more de-
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As we shall see more clearly the further we proceed, there is every reason to accept

a certjiiu relatioiishii) hetween the Arjjive Ileraemii and tiie Epidaurian works of art;

only this relationsliip wcndd mean that the Argive works intluenced the construction of

tliose at Epidaurus.' The younger Polycleitus, grandson of the grejit scidptor, was com-

missioned to produce the beautiful Tholos at Epidaurus, and from the proximity of the

two places we might well expect an Argive influence there.'"'

As the architc(!tural decorations iiuve the clearest affinity with the Erechtheum of

Athens, so the head of llera has some points in common with the heads of the Caryatids

from that temple. But as we shall see later, this resemblance, as far as it goes, makes it

more likely that the type of head in the Caryatids was influenced by Argive art than

that the reverse current of influence was in force in that period.'

All this internal evidence of the monuments themselves natunilly leads us to fix the

date of these sculptures, judging them merely from their style, in the second half of

the fifth century n. c, later than the Parthenon and slightly earlier than the Erechtheum.

And when, further, we have the definite sfcitement that the temple was burned down in

423 H. c, and bear in mind that it nxust have been rebuilt at once, we are justified in

assigning to these sculptures the date determined for the erection of the temple, that is

420 B. c. This date, moreover, is the one assigned by Pliny {N. II. XXXIV. 49) to

Polycleitus, and has universjilly been admitted to refer to his making the st'itue of

Hera for our temple. When, further, we remember that, at all events, the metopes had,

for reasons of construction, to be put in their place before the building was completed,

there can hardly be any further doubt respecting the date of these sculptures, a degree

of certainty which is hardly equaled with regard to any other monuments that have

come down to us from Ancient Hellas.*

velopod conventionalization in ((tlier features) have. The stem of the scroll pattern ; the whole is later and more

sima of the Phigalian temple is similar in arrangement conventional. The similarity is still more striking if we

to ours, but is on the whole harder and less developed. can assign the fragment with the bird to this building.

On the other hand, as I pointed out in the first publica- Hut one thing seems to me clear : that the Ercclithcnin

tion in 1892, the Kpidaurian siina is throughout more ornament and that from the sima of the Heraenm are

" barocco," a distinctly later development. In the Man- most closely related, and that of the two the Krcchtheum

soleiim of Halicarnassus, the lotos and honeysuckles is slightly later and marks one step further in the natural

alternating have a more conventional character, with a history of ornament.

touch of Orientalism, while the lions' heads with the ' According to the inscription published by Cavvadias

deeply sunk eyes are at once more realistic and yet have (Fouilles d'l^p'ulaure, I. p. 2,'J), and Foucart {Bull, tie

a more conventionalized pattern to the " whiskers." The Corresp. Hellin. XIV. [1890], pp. .'589-594), the mo<lcIs for

lions' heads in the temple of Athene Polias at Priene are the pediments were furnished by the artist Timotheus for

similar, but are generally coarsened in workmanship. Still the sum of 900 drachmae, inferior artists being engaged

further conventionalization is to be noted in the Nereid under him. This famous artist Timotheus wc can follow

Monument from Xanthus, in which the lines about the in his successful career for many years in the fourth cen-

jaw, etc., cover the whole nose and cheeks, and have tury u. c. We know that he collaborated with Scopas,

become a mere decorative pattern. Perhaps earlier than Bryaxis, and Leochares at the decoration of the Mau-
these, the lions' heads from the Ephesian temple of Arte- soleum of Halicarnassus, but there is nothing to show to

mis confine these lines to a symmetrical arrangement up what school he belonged, whether Attic or Argive.

the nose ; the eyeball is sunk in a deep-cut circular chan- ^ We cannot even say that Thrasymedes, who made
nel surrounding it, the two ridges on the forehead have be- the gold and ivory statue of Asclepius in the Temple at

come conventional channels. So, too, the beautiful scroll Epidaurus, belonged to the Attic school. His former asso-

pattern on the sima is an advanced elaboration of that on elation with Phidias as his pupil rests merely upon the

ours with greater conventionalization. Each one of the mistaken late statement of Athenagoras (177 A. D.) in

volutes is elaborately grooved (where it is simple in ours) his Leg. pro Christ. 14, p. CI.

with foliage overlapping— blossom and twig are here * See below, p. 107.

confused and mingled with each other, as well as in the * It might he said that the metopes were let in with

neck of columns. On the other hand, the patterns round rough marble projections to be worked in relief in situ at

the door and console of the Erechtheum are nearest to a later period, — there is absolutely no reason in favor of

our own, onlj- there is additional grooving in the twirling this very unlikely proceeding.
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POLYCLEITUS AND THE HERAEUM MARBLES.

The date of these works thus being fixed, the next question is that of the school to

which we must ascribe them. We shall see more clearly, the further we proceed, that

there is every reason, internal and circumsfcmtial, for assigning them to the Polycleitan

school, and no valid reason against this.

In the first place, we must naturally assign to the leading sculptor of the place, who is

charged with the creation of the great temple statue, the superintendence, if not the

designing and elaboration, of the sculptured ornamentation of this very temple. The

probabilities in favor of these temple ornamentations being representative of the art of

Polycleitus are as great as, if not greater than, the probability that the Parthenon marbles

are representative of the art of Phidias. For while we know that Phidias had a powerful

opposition against him in the Athenian state which tended to limit or to interrupt or even

to stop completely his work at Athens, we know of no such disturbing elements which cur-

tailed and limited the dominating influence of the leading Argive artist in his home. If

the local Argive artists were of inferior talent, or even second to some other leading artist

in Hellas, we could understand why part of the great work should be assigned to a

foreigner. But we find that at the time of the construction of the Heraeum, Polycleitus

was/«ci7e princeps, that he stood unrivaled among the artists of the whole of Greece,

and that he was at the head of a most flourishing school of sculpture, which for genera-

tions after, when this school passed on to Sicyon, made its influence felt upon all suc-

ceeding artists, so that even a Lysippus in the following century acknowledges this direct

influence. When we consider these general facts, there is at least no a priori reason

for assuming the advent of foreign sculptors to decorate the temple for which Polycleitus

fashioned his famous statue of Hera.

I have just emphasized the unique position held by Polycleitus after the death of

Phidias. But as a matter of fact, the prominent position of the Argive sculptor did not

depend merely upon the absence of his great Athenian rival, the greatest of ancient

sculptors. For subsequent generations, who had the works of all the great masters before

them, assigned to Polycleitus a place which (though in our eyes it does not detract from

the supreme genius of Phidias) secures for him the same general plane of excellence from

which Phidias rose above his younger contemporary. We may ignore for the moment
the passages containing the exalted praise of his great statue of Hera, as well as those

concerning his peculiar artistic qualities, with which we shall deal later, and we still

find that the representative judges of the ancient world couple his name with that of

Phidias when they mention the greatest artists of antiquity
;
just as in modern music —

and the analogy is tempting in many other respects— Mozart is coupled with Beethoven.

Xenophon,* in speaking of the greatest artists, selects Homer to represent the epos,

Melanippides the dithyramb, Sophocles tragedy, Zeuxis painting, and Polycleitus sculp-

ture. Aristotle ^ and Dionysius of Halicarnassus ' single out Phidias and Polycleitus,

the latter placing Polycleitus first. Cicero chooses him by preference to illustrate the

highest sculpture, and says of his works,* " They are more beautiful and, in fact, quite

preferred." Quintilian, Statlus, Juvenal, Lucian, and Aelian all adopt the same tone.

Finally Pliny,'^ speaking of bronze work, says that Polycleitus developed this art to the

highest point, and carried to perfection what Phidias had opened out.

' Memorabilia, I. 4. 3. * Brut. 18. 70.

2 Eth. Nicom. VI. 7. » N. H. XXXIV. 56.

^ De Dinarcho, 7, and De Isucrate, 13, p. 541.
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Is it at all likely that the Arfjives who kept up the tradition of the Polyeleitan school,

of which they must have been proud, and allowed the {grandson of I'olycleitus, Naucydes,

to make the statue of Ilehe to stjind beside Hera, is it likely, with this giant artist in

their midst, with a tiiriving school (in which were his own sons and grandsons) spreading

its ramifications to other great art centres in Greece, that they would have turned to

other parts, even to Athens, for sculptors to decorate their great temple ? And at what

period would they be doing this ?

This was a time when Phidias was dead, and with him Pericles, and a strong wave of

Attic opposition was likely to counteract the vitiility of the school of Phidias ; when the

Peloponnesian War was exhausting the wealth and checking the artistic advance of that

centre of Greek taste ; when, as a matter of fact, so far as undoubted evidence is con-

cerned, we have a lacuna as regards great sculpture in Attica. At this very time the

genius of Polycleitus and the vitality of his school reach their highest point. As Furt-

wiingler puts it
:

'
" The lise of Polycleitus in Argos marked no less an epoch than that

of Phidias in Athens ; the Doryphorus is as decided an advance on its predecessor as

the Lemnia and the Parthenos on theirs."

Is it not more likely even that Argive artists of the Polycleitjin school would be called

to Athens than that Argives would call in inferior Attic artists, the two states being

aUies at the time ? Are we not even more justified in expecting to find at this period

the artistic influence of Argive sculpture at Athens than post-Phidian influence at Argos,^

especially when we remember that such influence had become traditional from the time

of Ageladas, that at an earlier period Polycleitus had vanquished Phidias with his statue

of an Amazon, and that, in the Attic talk of even the period when Phidias was alive, the

names of the two artists were familiarly coupled together, as is shown in Plato's Protago-

ras? ' If, moreover, as I hope to be able to do, I can establish the identity of pattern on

the diadem of the Hera from the Argive coin (admitted to be a reproduction of the

famous Polyeleitan statue) and on our sima from the temple in a most individual feature,

I shall have gone far to show, by actually exfcmt works, an immediate relation between

the maker of the great statue, Polycleitus, and the marble-workers of the temple—
a fortiori of the sculptors who carved the metopes and pediments.

When now we find that among the marbles from the metopes of this temple we have

a head which is unmistsikably Polyeleitan, closely related to the head of the Doryphorus

and to other heads rightly assigned to Polycleitus,* that the second of our six extant heads

' Masterpieces of Greek Sculpture, translated by Eu- a building and not of a statue on the eye-line. For this

g^nie Sellers, 1895, p. 22G. variation in the treatment of hair, as well as for its simi-

* I shall have to point out, for instance, how the weight larity to Polyeleitan work, I would also ask for a com-

of probability goes to sliow that the Erechtheum Caryatid- parison of our head with that in the possession of Sir

type was inHueuced by a famous statue of Polycleitus. Edgar Vincent (Furtwangler, fig. 103) and of the head in

" Of this passage ('Ml c) Furtwiiiigler says (p. 225) ; the Hermitage of St. Petersburg (ilnd. fig. 104), which

" Plato is evidently citing the two most celebrated artists Furtwangler considers to be the l)est copy of an athlete

and leaders of the two schools most in renown at the time by Polycleitus. He says of the hair : "The hair, though

in which the dialogue is supposed to have taken place." individual enough, is not worked with much detail. The
* Any intelligent comparison of our Argive head with style is distinctly Polyeleitan; this is still more the case

that of the Doryphorus and the replicas of this statue will in a copy of the head in the Hermitage." I would fur-

at once demonstrate this. The difference between the ther ask for a careful comparison between our head and

two in the treatment of the hair is on the one hand to be that of the beautiful statue of a boy in Dresden as given

ascribed to the difference of the development in the treat- by Furtwiingler (ibid. fig. 112). It will then be seen

ment of hair in Polyeleitan works from the Doryphorus how in the profile view the general arrangement of the

to the Diadumenus, as well as to the difference of bronze hair round the ear and at the back of the head, though

and marble technique,— especially when we remember roughly blocked out in the metope head and carefully

that onr head formed part of a metope placed high up in elaborated in the boy's statue, is essentially the same.
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from these metopes, that of the Amazon, shows close relationship to the type of an

Amazon head hitherto identified with Polycleitus, on what ground can we reasonably

assign these sculptures from the Heraeum to any other school than to that of Polycleitus

of Argos ? I firmly maintain that we cannot.

Still this has been done. Furtwiingler has rather hastily said (although he acknow-

ledges, in a footnote, that he had not seen our finds)
:

'
" All these sculptures have

not the least relation to Polycleitus and his school. . . . The head of Hera, as well as

most of those pieces of sculpture from that place [Heraeum] known to me are certainly

Attic."

I had intended to pass over this positive statement, together with other remarks by

the same author, without further attention, believing that their somewhat dogmatic tone,

as well as the inadequate and superficial habit and method of scientific observation of

which they seem to give evidence, would prevent their having an influence on the

thoughtful reader. But I find tliat he has repeated his assertions in the Meisterioerke^

a book that is widely read and contains much of extreme interest and value, although

this is closely connected with some rather precipitate and apparently unwarranted views,

which are unfortunately so expressed as to give the impression of being firmly established

facts. As this work is widely known and often quoted, I feel that it would not be deal-

ing justly by the treasures which a good fortune has put into our hands, if we were to

allow their proper scientific ajjpreciation to be perverted or even retarded.* I must there-

fore attempt a refutation of Professor Furtwangler's doubts as well as of his assertions,

which will at the same time lead to a more detailed appreciation of the light which our

discoveries throw upon Polycleitan art.

It is difficult to account for such opinions as those expressed by Professor Furtwiingler,

or to find adequate reasons for them. In studying his Meiater'Vierke, however, to learn

the grounds upon which he rests his own conviction or opinion, I find that these views

rest upon a general theory developed in an earlier portion of the book, into which he

is naturally led to fit other facts as they arise. This general theory is that of the

widespread influence of the artist Cresilas. On p. 243 of his Meisterwerke he says

:

" We may assume a certain amount of Attic influence in the later period of Polycleitus,

and for this Cresilas may well have been the medium ; for we know that he was working

at Argos just at this time. And we must bear in mind that, as I have previously shown,

the fragments of sculpture from the Heraeum of Argos are worked in a style in which

Attic influence preponderated, and are decidedly akin to the figures on the Nike Balus-

1 Archaeologische Studien Heinrich Brunn Dargehracht, have enabled Professor Furtwiingler to produce funda-

April, 1893, pp. 89, 90. mental and enduring work such as we have in his great

^ Meisterwerke, p. 223. monographs on vases, gems, bronzes, and in the intel-

' I feel this the more, because of course the work ligent cataloguing of great collections. It is true Pro-

whieh Professor Furtwiingler has done entitles him to a fessor Furtwiingler's view has, so far as I know, not

very prominent position among archaeologists. If he been accepted by any authority. CoUignon {Hist, de la

seems to me to be lacking in the power of delicate artis- Scidpt. Grec. 1897, p. 168) says: "M. Furtwiingler la

tic appreciation and to be overhasty in judging the rela- considfere comme une oeuvre attique. Mais je crois que

tive value of evidence and the relative degrees of cer- M. Waldstein a raisou d'y voir une oeuvre de style

tainty, his apprehension of mechanical decorative detail Argien." Overbeck refers to the head in similar terms,

and his memory for these important matters are astound- E. A. Gardner (Handbook of Gr. Sculp. II. p. 341), while

ing ; not so, I believe, his appreciation of pure sculpture admitting the Argive origin of the Hera head, hesitates,

on the artistic side. Still, I fully recognize that his and assumes an Attic influence, to be ascribed to the fact

stupendous productivity, his intimate acquaintance with that Argive artists had come under the influence of

monuments and literature, assimilated into a phenomenal Phidias. Tarbell hesitates in a similar manner (^Hist. of
memory, together with an excellent perception and mas- Greek Art, pp. 211, 212).

tery of decorative forms and technical details in art,
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trade at Athens, all of which seems to point to the probability that Attic artists were at

work in Arj'os." In a footnote he adds :
" The head lately found at the Heraeiun

which Waldstein considered to be Polycleitiin Is more likely Attic."

Now this Cresilas is the point upon which rests Professor Furtwiingler's assertion of

the transportation of Attic art into Argos. All we know of this artist with certainty is

that he was not an Athenian, but a Cydonian, and that he most probably emigrated from

his Cretjin home into Greece. He certjiiidy made a portrait of Pericles which is inscribed

with his name,' the inscription having come down to us. A second inscription found

on the Acropolis was dedicated by a certain Hermolycus, and dates back to about the

middle of the fifth century." A third, found in the same place,"' is considerably later.

A fourth inscription is on the base of an offering to Demeter Chthonia at Hermione *

in Argolis. A companion in.scription dedicated by the sjime man, Alexias's son, gives

the name of an Argive artist." To this Furtwjingler adds :
" Cresihis is thus shown

engaged on work for a family of Hermione in company with an Argive artist ; and the

probability is that he was living at Argos at the time, and received the commission

jointly with the native artist." In the last two inscriptions Cresilas calls himself a Cydo-

nian. Upon these facts Professor Furtwiingler builds up the life of this artist (p. 116)

:

" Even from this view itself we can gather a good deal of information concernuig the

artist's life. Born at Cydonia in Crete, he must have left home early in order to culti-

vate his talents, for we know of no school of artists in Crete at that time. ... It was of

course only natural that the young artist should turn his steps to the brilliant and artistic

Athens. Here he seems to have succeeded in working his way up among the first artists

and in obtaining a great reputation, especially as a portrait sculptor. Otherwise he

would certiiinly not have been intrusted with the bust of Pericles, the most distinguished

and most powerful man in the city. ... As to the migration of Cresilas to Argos, it

was doubtless occasioned by the outbreak of the Peloponnesian War, which must have

rendered residence in Athens unpleasant for an artist, especially if he was a foreigner,"

etc. Now it is this Cydonian artist who, Furtwiingler maintains, brings Attic sculpture

to Argos in the time of Polycleitus.

If we were so inclined, I believe we could more readily make a theory that this Cresilas,

who worked jointly with an Argive artist, who was beaten by Polycleitus in the competi-

tion for the Amazon statue, who, as it were in imitation of the great artist, makes an

Amazon and a Doryphorus, migrated from his Crefcm home to Argos, and might thus be

considered an Argive artist rather than an Athenian artist. But we should consider such

an attempt frivolous.

There are other more definite grounds upon which Furtwiingler bases his assertion

that our Argive sculptures are Attic in style. These are to be foimd in a comparison he

establishes" between our life-size head of Hera and a small marble head of a boy (83 mm.
in height) which came from Brauron, and which, I am told, is in his private possession

(Fig. 84). To this head he assigns the date of circa b. c. 420. On a former occasion^

Professor Furtwiingler brought this little head into direct relation with the Olympian
sculptures, and pointed to the similar treatment of the hair in the old man of the eastern

pediment and the treatment of the eyes in Olympian pedimental heads.* These state-

l /^(Kriov -ApxaioK. 1889, p. 3C.

- Loewy, Imchr. G. Bildh. No. 46.

' Loewy, ibid. No. 47.

* Loewy, ibid. No. 45.

• Loewy, ibid. No. 51.

• Archaeologische Studien, etc. p. 89, pL iii.

» A then. MiUheil. V. (1880), p. 45.

' " Die Haare sind behandelt wie z. B. an aem alten
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ments he now retracts, and maintains that " the nearest parallel to my small ' Attic

'

head is the newly discovered beautiful head from the Heraeum of Argos, belonging to

the same date. This head is that of a girl who, however, like our boy, has a braid at

the jxtrthig 'm front [the italics are all mine] ; behind the band, however, this braid is

not continued. One of the Korai of the Erechtheum, also of the same date, has quite a

Fig. 84.— Small Marble Ukad from Brauron.

In the possession of Professor Fiirtwilngler.

similar braid at the parting. Also the stromjly leaving hair is analogous in the heads

compared. With the head from the Heraeum our small head is furthermore specially

connected through the cut of the eyes, the formation of the eyelids, and the lacrimal

glands (ThrJinenkarunkel), furthermore through the siq^reme sweetness of the mouth

and theflat dimpjle of the chin." ' For every point of similarity which is here supposed

to establish a direct connection between these two heads we might almost jjut contrast or

marked difference, and I would ask the reader to compare the cuts here given with our

Plates (Frontispiece and XXX VI.).

1. The general build and outline are quite different. The upper part of the Brauron

head, when taken in full face, is broader throughout, and maintains this breadth across

the cheek. It thus follows a round, and not a square or rectangular princijjle. In the

profile view, the top of the head rises more from front to back ; its highest point is not

in the middle, but more towards the back ; while the whole outline of the face, with the

receding forehead and the receding lower lip, the comparatively great breadth and flatter

surface of the cheek between nostril and ear, give to this head a remarkably different

character from that of our Hera.

2. The " strongly-waving " hair is dealt with in so peculiarly delicate and almost washed-

out a manner that it stands in strong contrast to the well-cut waves of hair in the Hera,

as well as in the Caryatids from the Erechtheum. It is no doubt this peculiar quality of

long, roundly cut waves which led Furtwiingler to make the comjjarison (justified in this

point) between his head and some of those from Olympia. A further comparison of the

Brauronian head and its hair with that of the youthful Triptolemus from the famous

Manne vom Ostgiebel ; die Augen ferner unci das etwas

hervortreteude Untergesicht siud wideruui jenen Sculp-

turen direct verwandt." Would be tlius also consider

onr Hera direct verwandt with the pediraental heads from

Olympia as regards eyes and the lower face ?

' " Seine niichste Parallele ist der ueugefundene eben

um diese Zeit [b. c. 420] datierbare schdne Kopf vom
Heraion bei Argos. Dieser stellt ein junges Miidchen

dar, das aber wie unser Knabe vorne auf dem Scheitel

eineu Zopf hat ; hinter der Binde setzt sich dieser indess

nicht fort. Einen ganz gleichartigeu Scheitelzopf hat

eine der Korai des Erechtheions, die um dieselbe Zeit zii

datieren sind. Auch die stark wellige Behandlung der

Haare ist an den verglichenen Skulpturen analog. Mit

dem Kopf vom Heraion ist der unsrige noch besoiiders

durch den Sehnitt der Augen, die Bildung der Lider mid

der Tliriinenkarunkel, ferner durch den iiberaus lieblichen

Mund und das ilache Kinngriibchen verbunden."
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Eleusiiiiiin relief inij^ht be instructive and profitiible. But in modeling there is no analogy

to the liair of our Arrive head.

'S. The outUue of tiie receding, more wavy forehead in the Brauronian liead, with it«

straight line about the braid, differs essentially from the simple circukr sweep of forehead

in the Hera.

4. And as for the " cut of the eyes, the formation of the eyelids, and the lacrimal

glands," they are distinctly different. The orb of the eye itself is flatter and more

almond-shaped in the Brauronian head. This is especially due to the different treatment

of the upper lid. In the Brauronian head the curve is very slight and flat, ^ ^ while

in ours it has a bold circular sweep ^,^ \~ . This alters, not only the whole as])ect

of the lid, but the whole expression of the eye and face, which becomes more dreamy in

the Brauronian head. The " Thriinenkarunkel " is Lirger and more prominent in the

Argive head.

5. The " supremely sweet " mouth, besides being closed in the Brauronian head, is

much sinall(;r, the ])rojecting upper lip having more of an arch-like curve ; while the

lower lij) has not the characteristic narrowly defined thickening which is so notable a

feature in all these Argive heads.

The one jioint of similarity between the two heads is the " braid," which runs from

the forehead to the back of the Brauronian head, and is not continued behind the band

in ours. No doubt it was this vague and trifling similarity of one detiiil which led

Professor Furtwilngler to make what I must call

superficial observation and to draw such a hasty

conclusion. The analogy in this arrangement of

the hair is much closer between our head and the

maiden from the Erechtheum ; and no doubt this

obvious similarity again has led others to observe

an Attic character in the Argive head. But

though this peculiar arrangement of the hair is

the same, the Caryatid, with the long curls on

either side, shows a more mechanical and Avooden

treatment in this central braid, coming straight

to the forehead, while in ours the waves of hair

part symmetrically and yet organically beneath and

beside it. It looks almost as if the sculptor of

the Caryatid (Fig. 85) had not fully understood

the natural arrangement as given in our head.

In spite of the similarity of arrangement between

these heads, a glance at the rounded forms in

forehead and cheeks, the more fleshy treatment of the Attic work, compared with the

spare, sharply cut outline of our Argive work, will well illustrate the difference of style

in spite of the similarities.

If there be any connection between these two works as regards the type or subject repre-

sented, is it not more rational, in view of the general state of sculpture in that period, to

which we have referred above, to assume a Polycleitan influence in Athens, rather than

a dependence of Argive sculpture upon Attica ? And does not this become stiU more
pressing in this definite case, when we find that world-famous works by Polycleitus were

two Canephorae holding a sacred vessel on their heads " accordijig to Attic custom " ?

Fig. So. lll.AL) Ot ONK OK riiK KoRAI

riiOM TiiK Ekechtiikum.
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Cicero ^ praises them for their supreme grace {eximia venustate), while Symmachus ^

mentions them, together with the Zeus of Phidias and the famous cow of Myron, as

the most famous works of art in existence. If Polycleitus, whose fame was estabHshed

long before the Erechtheum was built, created a type of maiden carrying some object

on her head, a work of world-wide fame, is it not more likely that the inferior Attic

sculptor who fashioned these maidens for the Erechtheum should be influenced by such

a type than that the Argive sculptor should borrow

his type from the later Erechtheum ?

If there was such Polycleitan influence in Attic

works of the second half of the fifth century, there

might certainly also have been, and there most

probably was, a certain Attic influence in Argive

work. Even so great an artist as Polycleitus could

not fail to be affected by the technical advance

made by Phidias and the great sweep of his artistic

genius. We can thus trace the influence of the

technical progress made by the Van Eycks in oil-

painting through Antonello da Messina in nearly

all the great Italian masters ; the artistic spirit of

a Diirer even is modified by his travels in Italy;

even a Giorgione and a Titian are not to be wholly

explained by the specifically Venetian current of

artistic growth ; Raphael is affected by Michael

Angelo ; Francia, even at an advanced age, by

Raphael ; Mabuse the Fleming by Italian art

;

Rubens expands his genius after his stay in Italy

and Spain ; so Van Dyck and so many others. But

these alien influences do not extirpate or hide the

strong original and native " style " if it ever was

the direct expression of a marked and vital artistic personality.

So, too, while recognizing the strongly surviving " Doryphorus " element in the

youths' heads from our metopes, we see certain changes from the severer bronze technique

as manifested in the head of the Polycleitan Doryphorus (Fig. 86), especially in the

treatment of the hair. This is no doubt due, in the first instance, to the change in

material, and consequently in technique, from bronze to marble. Polycleitus, more-

over, was chiefly noted as a bronze-worker, while Phidias (though his chief works are

caelaturae) was more proficient in actual carving.* But this must never lead us to

believe that the great sculptor and his thriving school were restricted in their work to

the one material, bronze, and could not extend their activity to the plastic decoration

of the great temple in which they were working, especially when we know that his Zeus

i'Ui. 80. — IIeAU IIK TilK l)(lKVr]li)UUS.

Ancient marble copy of the statue now in the

Museum of Naples.

' Cicero, In Verr. IV. 3. 5. Erant aenea praeterea

[in the collection of Heius] duo signa, non maxima, verum

eximia venustate, virginali habitu atque vestitu, quae

manibus sublatis sacra quaedam more Atheniensium vir-

ginum reposita in capitibus sustinebant, canephorae ipsae

vocabantur. Sed earum artificem ? Quemnam ? Recte

admones, Polycletum esse dicebant.

' Symmachus, Epist. I. 23 : Tune, inquies, audeas de

philosophis iudicare ? Licet alienas spectare virtutes :

nam et Phidiae Olympium lovem et Myronis buculum et

Polycleti canephoras rudis ejus artis hominum pars magna

mirata est.

' Dionys. Halicarn. de Dinarcho 7 : . . . koI TrAt^o-rai

rh. WoKvKXelrov Ka\ y\v(f>e'!s ret ^ciSlou.

Aristot. Eth. Nicom. VI. 7.: . . . ohv *6i8iai' KSovfiyhv

aotphv Koi no\vK\tiTov avSptayroiroiSv.
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Meiliehius ' was a marble stiitue. No actual marble Htiitue is ascribed to Phidias. More-

over, his very excellence as u TrXaoTTj?, as a modeler, would make Polycleitus best fitted

to make the wax or plastic models, tvttoi, for the architectural compositions such as the

Epidauriaii inscriptions tell us were made by Theotimus for that neighboring temple, the

figures to be carried out in marble by his colleagues and pupils.

Furthermore, these deviations from the treatment of hair in the Doryphorus type are

to be ascribed to the peculiar constructive purpose which these heads, as metope heads,

served in the architectural scheme of the temj)le. Small heads seen at such a height in

the building by the specttvtor below could not receive the same delicate, almost engraved,

work in the modeling of the hair as is given to the Doryphorus heads seen on the eye-

line ; and thus they re(piired the bolder and

more massive subdivision of locks, which is

found in ours. We know from the study of

the Parthenon marbles how carefully these

conditions of distance, lighting, and peculiar

jjosition of the works in their relation to the

spectator were considered by the sculptor.^

Finally, we must not forget the natural

development and advance of the scidptor him-

self in his acquisition of greater breadth and

freedom. On this point I have been ably

anticipated by Professor Furtwiingler,^ who, in

discussing the development of Polycleitan art,

arrives at a conclusion which I had reached

independently, and which our finds strikingly

confirm ; namely, that we can distinguish an

earlier, severer, and a later, freer style in the

master's work on his Doryphorus and on his

Diadumenus. This is clearly noticeable when

we compare the heads of these two statues with

each other and then perceive the advance in modeling and general freedom of composi-

tion and execution in the Diadumenus (Fig. 87).*

With a very slight turn to the side, the head of the Doryphorus is placed almost

upright and at right angles to the chest in the simple and severe manner of earlier art.

Now, a marked feature is the " build of the skull " (Schadelbau), which is square in

its outline. The hair is laid over the square structure at an even height, never pro-

jecting strongly so as to interfere with the marked suggestion of the construction of

the two works, but simply as arising out of a literary

desire of the author to give variety of style. Pliny, or

the writer from whom he copied, I thought, desired to

avoid the repetition of the same phrase, and thus chose

terms which in a different form expressed the same fact.

The technical distinction in ancient Greece marked by the

ephebic age was conveyed by the technical meaning of

juvenis and puer ; and thus the molUler drew down the

juvenis, as the viriliter drew up the puer to the same point

of age between youth and manhood. Though such a

literary desire may still have been active, I now think

that the two terms do qualify and actually distinguish the

two different works.

Fig. 87. — Head ok the Diadumknus.

Ancient marble copy, now in Dresden.

' Pausan. II. 20. 1: Aiis MfiAiX'ou, hiiov Atuicot), tloAv-

KKdrou t\ tfryov. This work is ascribed by some to the

younger Polycleitus.

^ See Waldstein, Essays on the Art of Pheidias, p. 79,

note 1
; pp. 201 ff. ; note D, pp. 227 ff.

' Masterpieces, pp. 243 ff.

* Before our finds at the Heraeum led me to recon-

sider carefully the extant monuments and records concern-

ing Polycleitus, I was wont to explain the difference of

phraseology applied to the two works by Pliny (^N. H.

XXXIV. 55), fecit molliter jtwenem, for the Diadnmenus,

and viriliter puerum, for the Doryphorus, as devoid of any

purpose of special characterization or distinction between
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the skull, and is then worked in graceful variety in the locks, engraved into this

uniform mass rather than modeled upon or chiseled out of it. All is kept in restraint

and reserve by a prevailing sense of symmetry, which, with all the variety of line in

the hair, giving freedom and vitality and removing any suggestion of archaic conven-

tionality, still casts a touch of severity over the life and vigor of this art. In nearly

all Polycleitan heads this symmetry manifests itself in a characteristic manner in the

treatment of the locks in the middle of the forehead, where they form a distinct archer's

bow. So the Doryphorus.

If now we turn to the Diadumenus, we find a marked advance. This is found esjie-

cially in the head, but also in the bodies of the niunerous replicas* of this once famous

statue, which were valued at the high price of one hundred talents in ancient days.

As regards the body, there can be no doubt that these copies of the Diadumenus pre-

sent in general build and construction, as well as in attitude, the same type as that of the

Doryphorus. But the treatment of the surface, the indication of muscles and articula-

tion, the delicate transitions are more advanced," and herein they approach more nearly

to the modeling of the torso from our metopes. This is still more the case with the

beautiful small terra-cotta figure now in the possession of Mr. C. Blacker in London,^

though we dare not attach too much importance to statuettes for comparison with life-

size figures as regards details. Of course the greater elaboration and greater delicacy

and naturalness of modeling may in these copies be due to the relative skill of the

copyist ; but especially in view of the changes in the head and the modeling of the hair,

the variations in the modeling of the body are more likely to be due to the difference in

the bronze original.

The heads again are practically the same in general structure and form. The marked

shape of the skull is the same, though with the different treatment of the hair the

superficial appearance of the outline may be somewhat altered. The features, nose,

mouth, eyes, cheeks, and chin, are of the same characteristic, somewhat heavy quality.

On the other hand, as in the body, greater delicacy, more sentiment, are given by the

changed position of the head, which, compared with the almost upright and straight

position of the head in the Doryphorus, is here more turned to the side and drooping,

though far from the more sentimentiil attitudes observed in fourth-century works.

But the great change takes place in the hair. No doubt the advance marked in the

modeling of the hair is amply explained by the progress made in the art of modeling by

the artist himself, with his practice and experience, as well as the observation of the

work of other masters, within a period of, say, twenty-five years. But the first real

cause in the change is to be found, as I have so frequently pointed out in other spheres

of Greek art, simply in the constructive conditions of the work, in the peculiar and indi-

' Besides the Vaison statue, so frequently reproduced, head ; Paris, Monum. et Mem., 1897, vol. IV. p. 62, pis.

replicas of the Diadumenus have been published by: i., ii.; Bullet, de Corresp. Hellen. 1895. Another, perhaps

Michaelis, Annali deV Inst. Arch. Rome, 1878, pp. 1, seq., the most interesting of all replicas of the head, I saw two

Monumenti, pi. x. ; E. Petersen, Bullet, della Comm. or three years ago in the possession of a dealer in Athens,

Arch. Communale, Rome, 1890, pp. 185 if.; Furtwiingler, but cannot trace it to-day. (See infra, p. 171, note 1.)

Masterpieces, etc., pp. 238 ff., where the previous and " Cf. Furtwiingler, Masterpieces, p. 242 ; Couve, I. c.

other replicas are considered. Since Furtwiingler's publi- ' A. S. Murray, Journal of Hellen. Stud., 1885, pi. CI.

cation, the following replicas have been published : Mur- The body of this statuette- shows greater slimness and

ray, iJerue ^rcAeo^ XXVII. (1895), pp. 143 ff. pis. xi.jxii., delicacy than the other replicas,— though the Madrid

a head in the British Museum ; Couve, Monumenti; et Me- copy is an advance in this respect upon the copy from

moires, 1895, vol. III. pis. xii. and xiii.; the beautifully Delos, and still more upon that at Vaison,— and is thus

preserved copy found in a house at Delos by the French, nearer to the torso from our metopes. But too much im-

a better reproduction of the Madrid statue, with body and portance must not be given to so small a replica.
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vidual subject dealt with. In this case it means that the Doryphoriis liad no taenia

or l)aiid wound tightly round his head and hair; while in the Diadunienus this forms

the central and most imi)ort<int part of the action or situation depicted. Thus in the

Doryi)horus the artist could naturally maintain with greater strictness liis characteristic

insistence upon the square shape of the skull, even while skillfully indicating the texture

of hair in his delicate cinele modeling of each lock. He could also continue his severer,

traditional system of bronze modeling of hair by means of careful engraved work, in

contradistinction to bold inodoling of masses,— a feature which was handed on from

the bronze technique which prevailed in the archaic period. But when once the tying of

a broad band round the head became, not merely a casiuil accessory, but the central func-

tion in the stiitue he fashioned, the effect of such a tight band drawn over the pliant

texture of hair had to arrest his attention and call forth his artistic skill in nuxleling,

now concentrated upon the changed character of the hair. The square outline of the

skull could no longer be so rigidly preserved, and the even, caji-like treatment of the whole

mass of hair, with its delicate surface-modeling and engraving, had to make way for a

much freer and radically different treatment. This hair had to rise out at the edge of

the tight band Hatly compressing the locks under it to the skull, in higher relief ; locks

were disturbed in the regular arrangement ; one stood out higher than the other ; the direc-

tion of its curve was altered, and some had to project over the band.

This is exactly the change which takes place in the hair of the Diadumenus. While

maintiiiniiig in some points its relationship, its " consanguinity," to the hair of the Dory-

phorus, it rises out boldly over the fillet in a large plastic mass of locks, and escapes

beneath it. It produces a varied tangle of locks projecting beneath it at the back of the

ear, as well as above and in front of the ear over the temples— in fact, over the eye.

Now these changes are essentially the sjime in all the best replicas, the Dresden, the

Cassel, the Madrid, the Delos— in fact, all Diadumenus heads.

Though the artist followed this " constructive " impulse, dictated by the subject he

dealt with, the vigor and freshness of this new modeling of hair, when once he had

mastered it, mark an advance over the restrained and severe methods guiding him when

he made the Doryphorus, which is so pronounced that our appreciation of the art of

Polycleitus, as based upon the one head, must be essentially modified when wfe include

the other. Yet the various fine replicas differ from one another in the actual elabora-

tion of this siime general system,— especially in the manner in which the copyist was

able to reproduce, not so much the freely modeled, almost undercut, masses of projecting

locks, as in the manner of transferring to marble the peculiar crisp and firm finish of the

bronze locks in the original and the survival.of careful " engi'aved " work in the indication

of texture on the surface of each lock.

In this respect I should place highest the head in the British Museum and the one I saw

at Athens, as I can clearly remember this characteristic treatment.' The bronze treat-

ment of the locks must here be much nearer the original than is the case in any of the

other replicas. Mr. A. S. Murray recognizes that la presence des characteres qui raj)-

pellent la sculpture en bronze parait attester la fid^Ute de la replique.- There is

' I have thought it right to leave the text of my maim- head now in the British Museum and the one I saw at

script standing as I wrote it, and to add this footnote just Athens are— the same head.

as we are going to press, for it appears to mo a striking ^ Revue Archeolog. XXVII. (1895), p. 143. Recogf-

contirmation of the facts I here enumerate that I sliould nizing this truthfulness of the copy in its relation to the

have heard by accident, within the last few days, that the original, Mr. Murray proceeds : " Mais ces charactires
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another curious feature in the British Museum copy which I distinctly remember in the

head I sjiw at Athens ; namely, a slight puffiness, or rise of the skin in the infra-ocular

memes ne seraient-ils pas dus k une certaine affectation ?

Un tcl luxe de fantaisie datis les details ne d^passe-t-il

pas nieme la portde de I'^Ioge do (iiiiiitilien, diligentia

ac decor ? A raes yeux, la difficult^ se prdsente daus les

ternies siiivants. L'exubdrance, la libertf? et la beauty

des cheveux sont, d'une part, en si parfaite liarmonie avec

le visage, qu'elles iinpliquent une conception nou alter^e
;

d'autre part je ne puis trouver de preuve, meme chez

Qnintilien, que Polyclete ait atteint, dans le traitement

des details, cette singulidre ricliesse de fantaisie, an lieu

de la large simplicity que Ton atteudrait de son style et

de son temps. En somnie je considiire conime certain

que la nouvelle tete appartient k une p^riode tr^s post^-

rieure k Polyclete ; cela est suffisamment attests rien que

par le traitement de I'oreille droite et de la boucle de

cheveux devant I'oreille. Ces details pr^seutent tons les

caracteres de I'art grec post(?rieure an V° sieele." I can

sympathize with Mr. Murray's difficulty, the more so as

(vid. infra) I formerly held the same general conception

of the art of Polycleitus, based upon the insufficient monu-

mental evidence formerly at our command, and the con-

sequent incomplete appreciation of all the passages in

ancient authors relating to that sculptor. If Mr. Alurray

feels that the head contains a too careful elaboration of

details in the hair, why should he stop short at the well-

known passage from Qiiintilian concerning diligentia ac

decor? Wliy not, for instance, tiike note of what Cicero

((/e Oral. II. 16. 70) says of the rendering of the lion-skin

and of the hydra, or what Plutarch (de Profectib. in Virt.

17) lets Polycleitus liimself saj' concerning the complete

finish of modeling, — and then reconsider what Quintiliau

means by diligentia ac decor f His difficulty is that, on

the one hand, he is forced to admit that the careful and

free working of the hair is of a piece with the whole, and

is therefore to be traced back to the original (though

something, however little, will have to be ascribed to the

transference from bronze to marble by a later copyist),

while, on the other hand, there is for liim too much deli-

cate detail work for the severe Polycleitus and his age.

Now, if the artist of the Doryphorus normally advanced

from the stage marked by his earlier work, and, owing to

this natural progress and to special reasons in the making

of a youth binding a fillet round his head, advanced in the

freer rendering of the texture of hair, would he not aban-

don the flat relief work as well as the severer symmetry ?

Would not this treatment of hair with its careful, crisp

modeling of single locks be the natural result ? So

much for the style of Polycleitus. And as to " his age,"

I must ask Mr. Murray what fully authenticated head of

the fifth century, from a statue, an &yaAfia, we have upon

which to found his denial ? Take the head of the beau-

tiful charioteer recently discovered at Delphi (Homolle,

Monum. et Mem. IV. 1898, pis. xv. and xvi.), and con-

sider the treatment of the hair in this statue, especially

in the treatment of the " ear and of the locks of hair in

front of the ear," not to mention the singular indication of

whiskers. Yet I doubt whether anybody will place this

head less than forty or fifty years before the year B. c. 420.

Moreover, these locks before the ear recur in all the other

replicas of the Uiadumenus head. When Mr. Murray
considers all these facts, I believe he will not refuse

our congratulations on his having under his charge in

many respects the finest of the Polycleitan Diadumenus

heads.

I subjoin some notes taken before this head chiefly in

view of a comparison with our head of the youth from

the metopes of the Heraeum :
—

Generally softer and more detail than in our head, but

coarser workmanship of actual carving excepting in hair.

Head slightly rounder and broader in cheeks, shortened

in proportion. The eye is similar to that of our metope

head, the iris somewhat oblique, showing a downward
look. Probably colored indication of iris, as in ours.

Tlie upper eyelid overlaps slightly at angle, a sharp

short sunk line where upper lid fits into brow. Marked
lacrimal gland. Sliort upper lip, slightly opened mouth.

Lips do not come sharply to a point at .angles, but the

" laughing " muscle bulges out slightly. Nose and lips

are nuich damaged, but the nose clearly the same broad,

thick character as in ours. Hair : the band seems sunk

more into curly hair, which gives way and spreads over

it, than in otlier Diadumenus heads. Curls well defined

on (its) right side of head. Bulge out strongly towards

back on that side. They are real curls worked in careful

bronze teclmique. Here an interesting point : While on

the top of the head and on sides we have really modeled

locks, separately modeled in relief, the flat Doryphorus

type of hair has survived in other parts. So in front,

under tlie curls there remains the engraving teclmique of

regular parting of the Doryphorus. Nay, this character-

istic symmetrical arrangement shows in the curious sur-

vival of two tusk-like meshes of hair further towards the

We also haveside showing under the band -n ^

the same lock at the side of the ear in front. Behind and

above his right ear the band, which was crossed over be-

hind, was pulled out and held in bis upraised hand. At

back on the right side there is a curious grooving work,

where the band might have been. This must have been

like drill-work at the back of our metope heads, though

now corroded away.

When the light falls from above we can detect a soft

rising or puffing under lower lid at the infra-ocular de-

pression, which I remarked in a clearer manner in the

Athens bead. Also note slight " bronze " applique ridge

or sharp edge over left eyebrow as in earlier bronzes.

As far as the face, from the brow downwards, goes,

o>ir metope head is nearest to this. The hair in ours is

in rougher masses and less defined, but locks by the ear

same in their general arrangement.

Let me finally add that when Mr. Murray notes the

pouting expression of the British Museum head, and con-

siders that this ' air morose ' does not suit a victor, he

points to a characteristic feature which all the Polycleitan

heads, from the Doryphorus downward, have iu common.

It arises chiefly o)it of the peculiar treatment of the lower

lip, which can be seen in all our heads, in conjunction with

the generally heavy treatment of the nose and other fea-
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depression under the left eye of the head,' a dejfree of " literalness " in detail modeling

which is parallt'led by the curious rise in the groin of our torso from the Hemeuni

metope. And tliis work cannot he placed later than 420 h. c.

The result of any careful conqiarison of these heads shows that the Doryphorus, as

well as the Diadunienus, is clearly Polycleitan ; and that the Diadumenus marks a diittinct

advance in freedom and delicacy of modeling over the Doryphorus. Furtwiingler,-'

wliilc assi<ifnin<>' to tiu' Dorypliorus and the Amazon the date B. c. 440, thinks that the

Diadumenus should probably be assigned to the same later period of the artist's career

as the Hera (b. c. 420). "I think," he says, "lam not misbiken in finding certain

kinship with the coin of Hera." Without attempting ta assign any precise date, all that

we are prepared to sfcite is that the Diadumenus presents the master's latest style ; that

all these heads of the Diadumenus are of the sjinie general chanicter as the head of our

youth from the Heraeum metopes, and that some of them invite interesting comparisons

with our larger female head, which we have called Hera, and that it was the revelation

of finish and delicate modeling in our torso from the metopes which enabled me to

appreciate these qualities in the heads of the Diadumenus.

A full appreciation of the Diadumenus and of our Heraeum finds gives us quite a new

conception of the art of Polycleitus. For years I had in my teaching constructed a view

of Polycleitus based chiefly upon the Doryphorus, the poor copy of the Diadumenus from

Vaison,'^ and the Amazon, as well as upon the chief passages referring to him in Pliny *

and Quintilian.'' In this light Polycleitus appeared as an artist of undoubtedly great

talent, but devoid of genius, who never attained to the truly artistic and spiritual expres-

sion, the grandeur of a Phidias, and was wanting in weight— deesse pon(b(s. And
though he may have added ideal beauty to his sfcitues, he never attained that ideal which

the Greeks, like Phidias, embodied in the stiitues of their gods— nam ut humanaeformae

decorem addiderit suj^ra verum, ita non explevisse deorum auctoritatem videtur. His

great merit lay rather in the academic direction of sober construction, draAving together

in a masterly manner, in technical and more theoretical control over his art, the separate

currents of genius in the various Greek artists that made for the pure beauty, grace, and

grandeur which Hellas has handed down to posterity— erudisse but not aperuisse.

The highest praise bestowed upon him and his works is more of a theoretical and sober

nature, dUifjentia ac decor. He is thus able to establish a canon of luunan proportions

from which subsequent artists could fcike the rules of art as from a law— qiiem canona

artifices vacant llniamenta artis ex eo petentes velntl a lege rpcadam. But he achieves

this at the cost of the spontaneity and variety of his productive genius and imagination.

And thus there is a certain sameness in his work, which a mere survey of the subjects

ascribed to him— chiefly athletes and purely masculine figures— suggests, so that they

tnres. It is another strong point showing that all these * N. H. XXXIV. 5C : Propriura ejus est nno crure

heads, including our Heraeum heads, are of the same ut insisterent signa excogitasse, quadrata tamen esse ea

school. tradit Varro et paene ad exempluni.

' See account of the head at end of previous footnote. ^ lust. Oral. XII. 10. 7 : Diligentia ao deoop in Poly-

'^ Meisterwerke, p. 442. cleto supra ceteros, cui quam<iuam a plerisque tribuitur

' In the British Museum. This copy has long been palma, tamen, ne nihil detrahatur, deesse pondus putaut;

recognized as inadequate and as being worked over in the nam ut humaiiae formae decorem addiderit supra verum,

head. It appears to me as if there had not been sufficient ita non explevisse deorum auctoritatem videtur
;

quia

marble on tlie left side of the head, or that some acci- aetatem quoque graviorem dicitur refugisse nihil ausus

dent had forced the copyist into greater flatness here. ultra leves g^nas.
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are all after one pattern, or closely follow the model—-proprmm, ad exemplum or imiim

exemplum. One can even recognize this in that it is thought necessary to draw atten-

tion to one definite attitude, the walking attitude, as peculiar to him,—propr'mm eius

est uno criire ut insisterent signa excogitasse,— an advance over the stiffness of archaic

artists which the transitional sculptors, Pythagoras of Rhegium, and Myron, had long-

since achieved. And all his works are rather heavy and massive, vigorous and square in

type,— quadratae tamen esse ea tradit Varro,— sane and healthy and unsentimental,

like the Doryphorus. On the whole, with all his greatness and the lasting advance his

activity marks in the history of Greek art, he followed the conservative spirit of Argive

tradition as confirmed by Ageladas and laid down in the archaic period by the sculptors

who said of themselves in an inscription that they practiced art " as handed down by

their forefathers."
^

This was, in short, the estimate I had previously formed of the art of Polycleitus. Yet

even while enunciating these views, I had frequent misgivings when I realized the

supremely high place accorded him by antiquity, his juxtaposition with Phidias, so that

sometimes, as is done by Cicero, he is even placed highest in the scale. I felt that the

Doryphorus by itself, as we know that statue, could not account for the beauty and grace

ascribed to his stiitues and his heads, by trustworthy authorities. With the discovery of

our Heraeum marbles, and of the new and better copies of the Diadunienus and the

advance these mark in the treatment of the head, the doubt as to the fairness and

completeness of my former view became stronger, and a complete reconsideration of

the ancient literary records concerning that artist has convinced me of this one-sidedness.

While I feel that in general the former negative appreciation of the great master holds

good for the Doryphorus, I am convinced that such a view would apply to the artist's

career only at the earlier stages, to which the Doryphorus belongs (say somewhere about

B. c. 450), while the work at the Heraeum (circ. B. c. 420) marks a later and far more

advanced period. Who could do justice to Raphael if he only considered the works of

the earlier Peruginesque period ?

While thus, in spite of its one-sidedness and consequent exaggeration, my former view

does apply to one characteristic side of this great Argive sculptor, we must now realize

that there were many sides not adequately touched by it, and these not only present a

greater variety and versatility of subject, but even show that the quoted passages deal-

ing with his style and technique suggest a different interpretation in the light of the new

discoveries of the Diadunienus and of our Argive marbles.

The chief artistic qualities of Polycleitus are summed up by Quintilian as dUujentia and

decor, qualities which I formerly felt were not naturally in harmony with the master

of the Doryphorus, the creator of the square, massive, healthy type of physical strength,

with broad chest and strong limbs standing in simple power upon one leg, the other

resting on the toes behind.

This decor, as we can now understand it, comes nearest to our word " beauty," the

absolute beauty of form. To render this absolute beauty of form in human beings, the

artist had to avoid the developed forms of mature manhood, and had to limit himself to

youth {nihil ausus ultra leves genas) ; and though he no doubt idealized the forms of

youth into complete harmony and beauty of proportion (which he established in his

canon) as they are not met with in nature, combining the actual details of life into the

• rexvav (iSSrfs 4k irpuTtpwv, inscription on the work of mentioned by Pausanias, VI. 10. 4. ; Overbeck, Schrifl-

the early Argive sculptors Eutelidas and Chrysothemis, quellen, No. 388.
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ideal unity of perfect Iiannony {lU hwannm fonnue decorem add'ulerit supra veruin),

lu! could not oiv(! tlu'iii that spirituality of expression and soul and character and dif!;^nity

inluircnt in the f>reat <;()ds like Zeus (mm cxji/nHKHc dcoruin auctorltnleiii) which Phidias

had given. He had further to avoid the violent contortions of the hody and the expres-

sion of moods and pathos in the face to preserve his heauty of outline in the body and

his severe proportion (»f line in the face. And further, tliis absolute beauty did not

in his works depend upon the sensuousness and softness of treatment ( he is still the

sculptor of the " scpiare " Doryphorus, a character maintained in essence in the body of

the Diadumenus), not upon the morhidezza of the modeling of flesh, as in the later

fourth-century art, nor upon the anatomical insistence in modeling of muscles, as in

llcik-nistic art. It is thus significant that we find only two sUitues of fViuak; figures

cmniu'rated among his works; one was the most serious and matronly divinity Hera, and

the other the most masculine woman, the Amazon. His " beauty " of treatment depended

upon proportion and line and upon the extreme and perfect finish of his work without

ap[)eal to sensuous associations. This is exjtressed in the word dilUjentla, which leads to

the decor. This finish within the careful study of line and outline in his composition of

every figure, he put into the most careful and complete nu)deling of eveiy detail so that,

as Cicero ' indicates when he insfcinces the treatment of the lion-skin or the Hydra in

his stiitue of Heracles with the Hydra, every detiiil of modeling is given with the utmost

completeness and mastery. And this ipiality of art Polycleitus himself singles out with

emphasis in the words which Plutjuch puts into his mouth." " The earlier stiiges in

scidpture are not so important," he says; " the real work of the true artist begins when

it comes to the finest last point of finish, the fingei--nail point, when the clay adheres

to the fingei'-nail." " There are," he observes, " the ordinary workers in any sphere,

and those who really advance their art in the world,— those with high ideals, who must

go further than what is ' just good ' or ' just good enough,' ' who use their ideal as if it

were a measure,' and give the most difficult last touch of perfection which makes the

great work."

This was the aim he set himself, and in his sculpture it led to the complete harmony

of line and the extreme finish of the modeling. Without suggesting anything like real-

istic reproduction, it means supreme finish of detail ; and the insbinces of such supreme

finish in the nude male torso from our metopes and in the hair of the Diadumenus help

us to realize this.

We can understand thus that, sacrificing everything to this absolute beixuty of form,

he may be wanting in the weight [lyonduH) and sublimity of a Phidias, in the sensuous-

ness and pathos of a Praxiteles and a Scopas, in the dramatic action of the Pergauienians

and Rhodians. Raphael could not remain Raphael while giving the strength and gran-

deur of Michael Angelo, or the sensuousness and glow of Titian, or the dramatic sen.sa-

tions of the Carracci. Polycleitus is the sculptor of Beauty, as Phidias is the sculptor of

Sublimity, Praxiteles of Grace and pure Greek sentiment, and the Pergamenians and Rho-

' De Oral. II. 16. 70 : Similiter arbitror in liac sive subject and the situation, that the fully developed Poly-

ratioiie sive exeroitiitione diceiidi, qui illaui viui adeptus cleitus was far from being restricted to the simple walk-

sit, ut eorum mentes qui . . . audiaut ad suum arbi- ing attitude of liis Dorypliorus; aud we can understand

trium movero possit, ilium de toto illo gencre reliquarum Iiow, when his task was to represent battle-scenes, as in

orationnm nou plus quaesiturum, quid dicct, quani Poly- our metopes and pediments, he could extend his diligenlia

cletum ilium, quum Hereidem fingebat, (iiiemadmodum to the adequate rendering of figures in motion,

pelleni aut Ilydram fingeret, etiamsi liaec nuraquam sepa- ^ De ProJ'eclib. in Virt. 17. Quae.il. Conviv. II. .3. 2.

ratini facere didicisset. Tliis also shows, as regards the
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dians of Action. This beauty we have long since called " classical," in the restricted

sense, as distinguished from the ruder Gothic and the romantic. Polycleitus is thus the

most ti-uly classic artist of antiquity.

The fuller and truer appreciation of Polycleitus, our Heraeum discoveries enable us to

grasp and make our own. In the future these marbles, together with the replicas of the

Doryphorus and Diadumenus, will have to be the starting-point in the study of that

artist and his school, as the few fragments from Tegea must be the fixed point of depar-

ture in the study of the art of Scopas.



DESCRIPTION OF THE PLATES.

PLATE XXX.

Portion of a Metope fitted together out of seven separate fragments, consistiwj of Head, Torso,

Legs above the knee. Shield, and Portions of the upper Background, with projecting band from
tap of a Metope. The arms aiul shoulders are broken away ; the left arm, extended, held the

shield, the inside of which is turned toward the spectator ; the right arm and shoulder were drawn

l)ai-k, and, no doubt, tlie hand lield the sword or spear. The action of the figure is not clear : the

weight rested on the right leg, which was bent outward, the left leg drawn up so that the thigh

approached a horizontal position, the body twisted round toward the right and slightly drawn

back. The head, turned toward the right shoulder and iiudined downward, suggests an adversary

lying or crouching on the ground, on or against whom the uplifted left foot may have been pressed.'

The action of the warrior would then denote a drawing back of the upi>er part of the figure in

order to strike or thrust downward. A small drill-hole in the abdomen near his right groin

might, then, perhaps, have served to fix a bronze support to the shaft of the spear, which would

have passed from his upraised right hand, drawn backwards, down past his left thigh to the op|)o-

nent at his feet. On the other hand, the action may denote a drawing or sinking back on the

part of a wounded warrior, and the forward droop of the head might support this view, as well as

the fact that the shield is turned out so as to show the inside, and leaves the body unprotected.

The small drill-hole might, then, have held a bronze arrow, or the point of some other weapon, to

denote the fact that the warrior was wounded.''

Like the warriors in the Aeginetan pediment and the groups at Olympia by Onatas,^ the warrior

was thus armed only with helmet, shield, and spear (or sword), and had no breastplate or greaves.

Dimensions :
—

Total height as inoiinted 78. cm.

Breadth » " 63.

Elevation of figure from background 17.5

Breadth of body at waist 15.7

" " " at groin 16.

" " " below shoulder 19.8

" of neck 7.6

" of right thigh 10.7

Dept!. " « 11.5

Height from base of neck to mouth ........... 23.

Estimated breadth of shield (horizontal diameter) ......... 54.

Unfortunately, the body of this warrior is so much fractured, and what remains of the surface has

suffered so much from corrosion, that the surface of the figure cannot give us an adequate notion

of the finished modeling carried to so high a point of excellence in these metopes, although it does

convey the life-like freedom in the pose and general composition. Fortunately, however, another

male torso from the metopes (Plate XXXIV.) is in a wonderful state of preservation with regard

just to the surface modeling of the nude, and thus supplements our knowledge of the style and work-

manship of the artists who made these metopes. Still, in spite of corrosions and fractures, the

working of the muscles on the warrior's right side above the waist, as well as in the region of the

groin * and of the thighs, manifests careful observation and study of muscles and high finish of

modeling. There is but one further point to which it is important to draw attention, as bearing

' Compare for possible parallels the metopes in Mi- has split away, it is conceivable that the drill-hole was

clmelis, her Parthenon, pi. iii. Nos. iii., xxiii., xxiv., xxvi., used to repair this fracture (caused by some flaw ia the

pi. iv. No. xxxi., pi. V. Nos. ix., xiii. ;
</"., also, pi. iv. and marble) in ancient times,

what is said on this point there. ' Pausanias, V. 25. 10.

' Finally, as the whole of the front portion of the body * See on this point remarks on Plate XXXIIL
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upon what has been said in the Introduction to the Sculpture as regards the methods of iniuiipula-

tion in tho marble-work employed by Polycleitan artists : it is the frequent use of the drill. This

is used to bore holes for the insertion of bronze bars or ornaments, as the small one at the groin,

the larger ones in front of the ear and immediately below the helmet, and the still larger ones

above the sliield. The hole between the ear and the right temple either served to hold some bronze

ornament connected with the helmet, or held the end of a si)ear which indicated the fatal wound

received by the warrior. The large hole over the shield sliows that these metopes, differing in

this from those of the Parthenon, were marble slabs, couiparatively thin, fixed on a ground behind

the metope, and not the solid blocks, part of the whole construction of the entablature. It shows

that the marble imported from a distance was valuable material which had to be used economically.

Still more interesting is the use of the drill at the back over the buttocks, to work away the mate-

rial from the background, a practice already referred to in connection with the metope heads.

The head, on the other hand, is in excellent preservation, not even the tip of the nose being

wanting. It is evidently that of a warrior with a crested helmet. A portion of the crest is broken

away. The head and face have all the massive, squai-e pi'ojjortions common to the other metope

heads (cf. Plate XXXI.), with the same broad forehead, the same massive, heavy cheeks and

rounded chin, the same nose, broad from root to tip, the same treatment of eyelid and orb, though

here the inward slant of tlie orb is probably connected with the downward look, which again may
be the only sign the sculptor adopted to indicate the suffering of a wounded warrior. Above all,

there is the same extremely characteristic mouth, with the short, protruding upper lip, and the

curious flattened arch, indicating more of the red portion than is usually the case, while the lower

lip, not tightly pressed to the upper lip, has the same fullness and the projecting thickening in

the middle — all giving a peculiar pouting, stolid expression which is borne out by the heavy

character of the face as a whole.

Dimensions :
—

Breadth of face . 8.C cm.

Length of face (hehnet visor to chin) 10.2

Depth of liead (forehead to back of helmet) .......... 13.2

Outer corner of eye to outer corner ........... 7.2

Inner corner of eye to inner corner ........... 2.3

Breadth of nose (at nostrils) ............. 2.5

Breadth of mouth ............... 2.7

Breadth of helmet, extreme . . . . . . . . . . . . .11.4
Length of nose ............... 4.

Breadth of ridge over crest ............. 1.8

Height of visor ............... 2.8

Breadth of eyes (outer corners) ............ 2.7

It will be seen that these measurements are practically the same as those of the youth's head

figured as Nos. 1 and 2 on the next Plate.

PLATE XXXI.

Nos. 1 and 2. Two views of a Youtlis Head from a Metope. Parian marble. This head was

first published by me in the American Journal of Archaeoloijy ^ shortly after its discovery in 1894.

As we realized immediately after its discovery, the head of this ephehus, corresponding in its

peculiar size and style of workmanship to all the other metope heads from the Heraeum, bears

the unmistakable characteristics of Polycleitan sculpture as manifested in the hitherto known

statues of the Doryphorus and Diadumenus.^

Dimensions :
—

Height of fragment (neck, 8 cm.) ........... 15.9 cm.

Breadth of face (cheek to neck) ............ 8.7

1 Vol. IX. (1894), pp. 331 ff. pi. xiv. ; reprinted in the conditions of its discovery, I must refer to the original

Papers of the American School of Classical Studies at paper in the American Journal of Archaeology, as well as

Athens, vol. VI. pp. 252 fE. pi. xx. It has since then been to what has been said on pp. 168 ff., in the Introduction

reproduced by Mr. Frazer, Pausanias, vol. III. p. 172. to the Sculpture in this volume.

^ For the further description of this point, as well as
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Heifjlit of face (liair to oliiii) 10.6

Ueptli of head (foreliead to back) 13.2

Outer corner of eye» to outer corner 7.3

luni'r corner to inner corner . 2.2

Loiij^tli of nose . 4.

lirondth of nose (at nostrils) 2.3

" " montli 2.7

" " eyes (inclusive lids) 2.7

Both in the profile and in the full face view the head shows the squareness ami inassivcness char-

acteristic of Polydeitan types. The.se cliaracteristics are moreover manifested in a marked manner

in all the other features, especially in the nose and mouth. The ncse is perfectly preserved, and

presents a broad ridge from root to tip, with a very slight thickening about the middle. In pro-

portion to its width it is thus comparatively short, and adds to the heavy expression which this

and the otlier heads from the metopes have in connnon with the heads whose attribution to Poly-

cleitus is well-established. One of the most characteristic features in this and in all our metope hcad.4

is the mouth. As the strikingly individual treatment of this expressive feature in the luunan face

is common to all these heads from the Heraeum (the Hera as well), and is to be found in the same

form in the heads hitherto recognized as Polycleitan, I nmst here enter into further details.

The peculiar pouting or, rather, stolid expression which all these heads have in common is due

not only to the strikingly thickened and protruding mass of the lower lip to which reference has been

made above,' but to the treatment of the mouth in every aspect and in every part. In the ujJiKir

lip, which is never firmly pressed upon the lower lip, the thickness of the projecting deep red {xir-

tions of the human lip is markedly iiulicated in almost the whole extent of the lip towards either

corner of the mouth,^ whereas in most other sculptured heads this thickening serves to accentuate

the rise of the firm archer's bow (so-called Cupid's bow) on either side of the

middle, and thus loses the effect of heaviness by contributing to

the well-curved, symmetrical outline of this bow firmly drawn. f
j

This difference can be best appreciated by comparing, for instance, y-r^"

the mouth of any one of the Polycleitan heads (Fig. 88"), includ- — ^ '—

Fig 88" — From '"» ^^^ ours, with the type like the head at Bologna, identified

the Heraeum ^Y Furtwiingler with the Lemnian Athena of Phidias (Fig. 88**).

Metopes. Owing to this difference, moreover, the downward protrusion in

the middle of the up{)er lip seems to be caused in mouths like ,.' ' , .

that of the " Lemnian Athena " by the ujiward curve of the two bows of the arch Athena,

on either side of the middle ; and this gives to the whole mouth an expression of

vivacity if it does not suggest a smile— the central protrusion seems to be caused by the upraising

and arching of the portions on either side of the centre. In oiu- Polycleitan heads, on the con-

trary, this central protrusion of the upper lip actually appears like a downward pressure of the

centre, because there is no active suggestion of an upward movement in the portions of the lip ou

either side of the centre.

Still more characteristic and individual is the treatment of the upper lip when seen in profile.

The distance from the point where the lip joins the nose to the beginning of the " red " of the lip

is almost abnormally short in all the Polycleitan heads, especially when considered in proi^ortion

to the distance between the beginning of the red in the upper lip above and tlie end of the red in

the lower lip below. This will become clearer when all these heads from the Heraeum, together

with all the Doryphorus and Dladumenus heads known, as well as .some of the most characteris-

tic Amazon heads (such as the Amazon of Berlin and one in the British Museum, London) ^ are

placed side by side. It will then be seen how all have this marked feature in common, and this

will be realized the more readily when the treatment of the upper lip in these is compared with

• Cf. p. 159. I should consider the Amazon heads which Michaelis

' Mr. Edward Robinson drew my attention to the (Jahrhuch des Kais. DetUschen Arch. last. Berlin, I. 1887,

flattening of this curve in the front view. pp. 27 ff.) assigns to type I., as nearer the art of Poly-

' On the ground not only of this feature, but of the clcitus than either type II. (the Amazon of Woerlitz, pi.

general outline and character of the heads as a whole, iv.) or type III. (the Amazon at Petworth, pis. i. and ii.).
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that of the so-called Lemnian Athena. It will then be seen how the space between the nose

and the red of the lip in all Polycleitan heads (Fig. 89*) is not more than half the distance between

the limits of red in the upper and lower lip ; ^ while in the Lemnian Athena (Fig. 89'') the two

distances are about equal. The rough sketch of this feature here given will illustrate this point.

Furthermore, it is important to note that this interval in the Polycleitan heads is strongly curved

inwards, the curve projecting slightly where it joins the red of the upper lip, while in the Lem-
nian head it is comparatively straight or shallow without the

marked projection below. The effect thus produced in the Poly-

cleitan heads is, that the upper lip, in fact the whole mouth,

protrudes, and accentuates in its totality the pouting or heavy

j
expression which we have already noted in the lower lip.

^""'^
^"^V"*—/ The chin is slightly damaged.

The hair has already been described on pp. 171 ff.

Reference has already been made to the peculiar use of the

drill in this head for purposes of undercutting where the head

approaches the background of the relief.^ The left side of the

head and the portion of the back of the head toward the left

side were nearest the background, and though they were rudely

undercut, there is no attempt at finished modeling here, neither

the locks of the hair nor even the left ear being indicated.

p,(j 89» From FiG. SO*. — From Deep grooves that are left manifest this rough work of the drill

the Iler-ienm the Lemnian as well as that of the chisel. From this working it appears that

Metopes. Athena. the head was not meant to be seen quite in profile, but slightly

turned round towards the left shoulder of the figure.

No. 3. Head of Amazonfrom the 3fetopes. Parian marble.

This head, fouml in 1892, was already figured and described by me in the preliminary pub-

lication.^

Dimensions :
—

Height of fragment (pointed helmet included) 22.6 cm.

Breadtli of fragment .............. 15.

Depth of head 12.3

Extreme breadth of face 8.3

Width from outer corners of eye ............ 6.6

Inner corner to inner corner ............. 2.4

Length of nose ............... 3.6

Breadth of nose (at nostrils) 2.5

Breadth of mouth 2.8

Breadth of eyes 2.5

In the preliminary publication I left it doubtful whether this was the head of an Amazon or not.

Further comparative study of the head itself and of other Amazon types, as well as the fact that

some portions of the female figures among these metopes were of Amazons (see, for instance,

Plate XXXV.), make it practically certain that this head is that of an Amazon. The peculiar

helmet, rising to a point like a Phrygian cap, is typical of the Amazon. It appears to me that the

helmet here given is really a development of the Phrygian cap in metallic form. Perhaps the

sculptor invented this form of helmet for the Amazon out of the Phrygian cap typically ascribed to

her. This would explain in an interesting manner the curious piece of drapery which flaps back

from the head on the left, immediately below the helmet, above the hair. It is readily confused

with the hair at that point. This piece of drapery in this position, under and behind the helmet,

is a kind of " survival " of the soft Phrygian cap made of cloth. The cloth cap, as we see it in

Persians and Amazons (for instance in the figures of Persians and Amazons in the Vatican and at

Venice, ascribed to the Pergamenian school), was like the long-pointed knitted caps which the

' Of course there is a slight variation in this proportion, " Excavations of the American School of Athens at the

as the lips are more or less parted. Heraion of Argos, 1892, p. 16, pi. vii.

^ Introduction to Sculpture, p. 154 ff.
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NeaiK)Iituii fisherineii now wear, and either could be drawn far down over the back of the head with

the flap hanging down, or could bo twisted or tied at the back. When a metal lielniet of this

form takes its place, it appears that a piece of drapery was inserted under it at the back of the

head, jjrobabiy meant to protect tlie back of the hea<l from the sun, sui is frecjuently done with

helmets and military caps in the present day. One of the Amazons from tiie frieze of the Mau-

soleum of Halicarnassus • shows this arrangement in a manner very similar to that of our Amazon

from the Argive Ileraeum.

Though this head is sliglitly disfigured by abrasions at the ti]> of the nose, over the right eye,

and on cheek and chin, it is in a comparatively excellent state of preservation, and shows in a

marked manner all the characteristic features which we have hitherto ascribed to these heads. The

evident inclination of the head to the left shoulder gives more expression or sentiment to this head

than is usual among these works. The i>osition of the head was almost in full face, slightly more

towards the background on the right side, in which direction the head is inclined. At first it

looked as if the mass broken away at the right was a kind of 2>'untcllo joining the head to the

background, and that thus the head was in profile turned to the right ; but closer examination

makes it more probable that this projection represented a mass of hair clutched by some adversary

jjulling the Amazon over on the right side. Still the head must have been slightly turned inward

on the right, as this side of the face is less fully finished in carving than the other side, in which

tiie hair and the mass of drapery beneath the helmet were fully visible.

No. 4. A split Portion of the Head of a Warrior,from the Metopes, Parian marble.

There remains here the left half, including both eyes, of a helmeted head very similar to that of

the warrior on Plate XXX.
Dimensions:—

Height of fragment (chin to socket of crest) 16.6 cm.

lireadtli of fragment ............. 9.3

Depth of fragment (forehead to back) .......... 13.3

Height of face 10.

Outer corner of eye to outer corner . . • . . . . . . . . . 7.

Inner corner of eye to inner corner 2.

Length of nose .............. 3.5

Breadth of nose (at nostrils) 2.3

Breadth of mouth .............. 2.8

Breadth of eyes ............ . . 2.6

The side here preserved was evidently not the one foremost, from the spectator's point of view,

since, towards the back, the carving is hardly finished, and must at that point have approached the

background of the relief.

PLATE XXXII.

Nos. 1 and 2. Female Head, from the Metopes. Parian marble. Here given in full face

and in profile.

This head is the only one from the metopes which was discovered by Rangabc in his excava-

tions of 1854.2

Dimensions :—
Height of fragment ............. 17. cm.

Breadth of fragment 12.5

Depth of fragment 15.

Breadth of face .............. 8.4

Outer corner of eye to outer corner 6.6

Inner corner of eye to inner corner........... 2.1

Length of nose 3.3

Breadth of nose (at nostrils) ............ 2.4

Breadth of mouth 2.7

Breadth of eyes 2.0

* Overbeck, Gesch. der Grieck. Plaslik, II. fig. 171, ^ See General Introduction, pp. 67 flf.

Series iv. No. 3.
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The head is evidently that of a fully matured girl or young woman and, in its original position,

was meant to be seen almost in full face (about
I
full face). The variation from the full face view

consisted in the turn of the head to the right, so that the left side of the face was less fully visible

than the right side. This is manifest from the fact that the right side (her left) is less complete

in its modeling and elaboration. The hair, sketcliily treated throughout, is hardly modeled at all

on the left side, not more fully than it is on the back ; the eye on this side is smaller and less fully

and delicately worked in the orb, lids, and brow. The same applies to the cheek. In the profile

view here given we have nevertheless presented this imperfect side because it illustrates so fully

the methods of cutting away the stone from the background of the relief, and the use of the drill

for this purpose— to which frequent reference has been made above. The whole square and

massive outline characteristic of these heads is here manifest in both views, as is also the peculiar

rendering of the several features, — eyes, nose, and, especially, the mouth. The hair, treated in a

more sketchy manner than is the case in any of the other heads, is parted in the middle, the masses

in front drawn over on either side, and tied together behind. They thus cover the ears, leaving

only the lobes visible at either side. A noteworthy peculiarity in the treatment of this hair is the

fact that the parting is not accurately in the middle of the head, above the centre between the

brows, and that its line and direction does not follow the line of the nose. Further notice will be

taken of this fact in the description of the helmeted head on Plate XXXIII. As this head was

not supposed to be seen in the profile view, neither of the ears is indicated with any degree of finish,

— the lobes are merely sketched in. If we bear in mind the sketchy character of the work and

the fact that this small head was to be seen at some distance from the spectator, we must be struck

by the grandeur and dignity coupled with a severe grace which the artist here succeeded in giving

to his work.

No. 3. Female Headfrom the Metopes. Parian marble.

A girl or young woman whose hair is grasped on the top of her head by some adversary (traces

of the fingers still visible), the head being pulled over to the left.

Dimensions :
—

Height of fragment (including 3 cm. of neck) 19.6 cm.

Breadth of fragment ............. 13.

Depth of fragment .............. 13.

Extreme breadth of face............. 8.6

Outer corner of eye to outer corner .......... 7.1

Inner corner of eye to inner corner........... 2.1

Length of nose (broken) 3.7 ?

Breadth of nose (at nostrils) ............ uncertain ,

Breadtli of mouth 2.8

Breadth of eyes 2.8

The scene given in this metope was evidently one of contest in which a female figure is being

violently grasped by the hair. This situation is often presented in battles of Amazons (thi-ee times

on the Phigalian Frieze, in the Mausoleum Frieze, and on numerous vases) ; or in scenes of the sack

of a city (as when Cassandra is dragged from the altar at which she has taken refuge) ; ^ or, finally,

in such scenes of abduction as are to be found in the Centaur battles. As the destruction of Troy

was represented in the sculptures, according to the testimony of Pausanias, and the battles of Ama-
zons, from the testimony of the extant monuments themselves, this head would probably belong to

a group from one or other of these scenes. The situation, to the indication of which this head

gave expression, is strongly individual, and thus the artistic treatment of this head differs in some

respects from that of the others. It is more violently drawn to one side, and this action necessitates

a greater degree of exjjression than is to be found in the placid heads hitherto described. The
hair being drawn up on the top, the slightly indicated waves are all vertical in the grooves ; while

the line of demarcation between the hair and the forehead is indicated in a severe and precise arch

from temple to temple ; the brow remains comparatively smooth, but the line of the eyebrows is

not so " placidly " horizontal with flat, broadened lines as is the case, for instance, in the head that

we have just described. The line of the brow thus rises sharj^ly upwards from the outer angle

' Cf. Overbeck, Bildwerke zum thebischen und troischen Heldenkreis, pi. xxvii.
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towards the nose, and tluiH corresponds to tlie line of the more jwinted arch in the demarcation of

the hiiir above tlio forehead. The eye itself is more widely ojH,'n, the orb more prominent and

rounded tiian lias hitherto been the case, while the lids are more evenly joined at the outer angle.

The nose is unfortunately broken away. The treatment of the region immediately l>elow the lower

lid is also softer than in the heads previously discussed. The total effect of this treatment is a

comparatively greater softness and less placidity and repose in the expression of this face than is

seen in the head immediately above it. More complex sentiment is further produced by the hollow

groove beside the nostril, accentuated by a softer rise in the check at that jKiint. There are no

furtlier indications of emotion or suffering,— unless these be found in the treatment of the month,

which is here more firmly closed than in any one of the other heads. The original position of the

head was again probably almost full face.

No. 4. Head of a Youmj Girl,from the Metopes. Parian marble.

Dimensions :
—

Heiglit of fragment 15. cm.

Breadth of fragment .............. 12.0

Doptli of fiiigiiieiit 12.7

Kxtreme breadtli of f.-icc ............. 8.G

Outer eye to outer corner ............. 0.8

Inner corner to inner corner ............. 2.

Lcngtli of nose 2.8

Hrcadtli uf nose (at nostrils) 2.5

Breadth of mouth 2.5

Breadth of eyes 2.5

It was at first doubtful whether this head belonged to a male or a female figure, but further exam-

illation showed that it is undoubtedly that of a girl. The hair, though modeled with some care

only in front (more especially on the right side), is quite unfinished and roughly blocked out on

the top, back, and sides behind the ears, but the parting in the centre and the pointed arch-like

demarcation of the line between hair and forehead show that it did not consist of short curls, but

of long strands gathered up from either side of the parting and tied together behind. Moreover,

the softer treatment in the modeling of the whole face shows it to be that of a girl and not of a

young man. The actual position of the head in the relief was about | full face, the head turning

towards the left (about like the view here given on the Plate), only slightly more turned to the left.

This is evident from the fact that the left half of the face is less fully elaborated on the side, and

more especially from the treatment of the hair and the ear. The ear is but very slightly indicated

on the left side, while on the right side it is perfectly modeled, and seems slightly turned forward

in order that it should be properly visible. Further, the hair in front on the left side is merely

roughly blocked out at the point above and in front of the ear, while no attempt at complete model-

ing is made on this side from the parting to the ear at a distance of half an inch above the

forehead. Moreover, it is on the left side at the back that a series of five drill-grooves are man-

ifest. Unfortunately in this case, too, the nose is broken away, while the upper lip, which was

curiously drawn up so that the teeth should show, is also damaged in the middle portion. The
expression of this head is distorted by this slight fracture of the upper lip. The lower lip of the

opened mouth shows the characteristic thickening in a marked, degree. On the whole, this

small head shows more vivacity than do any of the others, and, in spite of the disfigurement

resulting from the fractures at nose and lip, possesses a peculiar charm.

PLATE XXXIII.

Nob. 1 and 2. Head of Athena with Helmet. Parian marble.

Dimensions :
—

Height of fragment 20. cm.

Breadth of fragment 14.6

Depth of fragment (measured from front to back of helmet) ...... 17.

Extreme breadth of face 10.2

Outer corner of eye to outer corner 7.7
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Inner corner of eye to inner corner 2.7

Length of nose '
• • 4-6

Breadth of nose (at nostrils) 3.

Breadth of mouth 2.7

Breadth of eyes (including lids) ....... .... 3.3

It will readily be seen that this head is slightly larger than those hitherto examined ; and though

the head undoubtedly formed part of a high relief, the difference in dimensions caused a doubt

whether it was to be ascribed to the metopes at all ; but when these dimensions were compared

with those of the Amazon head measured from the point of the helmet to the chin, and when it

was realized that this head was that of a divinity, the force of this doubt was no longer felt.

This was especially the case when it was realized that similar differences exist in all known reliefs

and metopes.^ That this was the head of a divinity, in fact that of Athena, who would be present

at such a contest,^ became manifest when once it was recognized that this helineted head was that

of a female and not of a male figure. As in the case of the young girl's head just described,

the treatment of the hair did not make this manifest at once, for the rough blocking out at the

sides does not make it apparent to the hasty observer that it was long hair parted in the mid-

dle and drawn over the ears behind the back of the head. Careful observation of the hair at the

side will, however, show that this is the case, and this conclusion will be confirmed when the

mass behind the ear at the back is recognized as a continuation of the hair in front. The treat-

ment of the fleshy part of the face, moreover, is softer than in that of the male warriors and the

youth on Plates XXX. and XXXI., and finds its closest parallel in the girl's head (Plate

XXXIII. No. 4). Unfortunately, the face is much disfigured by fractures at one side of the nose,

which, so far as extant, together with the eyes, has the same characteristic treatment found in all

these heads. This common treatment is still more marked in the modeling of the mouth. The

helmet, too, the central portion of which is broken away, is peculiar to Athena on reliefs of this

period. A detail of this helmet serves to illustrate clearly the care and " science " of the sculptor

as he considered the peculiar "perspective " effects in sculpture from the point of view of the spec-

tator. The effect of such considerations upon the sculptor has already been noted with regard to

the sculjjtures of the Parthenon.^ In the view presented in No. 2 it will be seen that the central

division of the two halves of the helmet and the metal tongue which projects between them (the

cheek pieces and the nose covering) are not in their proper place immediately above the middle of

the forehead, nor do they follow the line of the nose. When, however, the head is seen more in

profile, turned to the right and from below, as is the case in the view given in No. 1, this dis-

crepancy, painfully manifest in the front view, is no longer felt. This is due to the fact that this

head was not seen in full face, but slightly inclined upwards, and turned to the right. This is

manifest from the fact that on the right side, ear and hair are not so completely worked as on the

left side and show chisel marks. It was this position which necessitated the peculiar direction

given this dividing line in the helmet in order that, from the spectator's point of view, the lines

should fall in their proper places. In the same way the slight divergence in the parting of the

hair of the female head on Plate XXXII. is rectified when the head is turned slightly to the left

and is seen from below; while the Amazon head on Plate XXXI., with the divergence between

the central line of the helmet and the line of the nose, is also rectified when tilted back and viewed

from the right— an experiment which can even be tried with the Plate.

Nos. 3 and 4. Portions of two Heads. Parian marble. From eyes to chin.

Dimensions of No. 3 :
—

i

Extreme breadth, cheek to cheek 12.2 cm.

Height, bridge of nose to chin 11.5

Outer corner to outer corner of eyes .......... 9.6

Inner corner to inner corner of eyes .......... 3.2

Breadth of nose at nostrils (base) 3.6

Breadth of mouth .............. 4.2

Eye-holes 5.3

• See Introduction to Sculpture, p. 148. » pf j^y Essays on the Art of Pheidias, pp. 79, 80, 205,

^ Compare, for instance, the friezes of the Temple of 227.

Nik^ Apterus at Athens, the Theseum, etc.
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Uufoitunately, both No. 3 and No. 4 are in so fragmentary a condition that little can be said

of them, and we can only feel regret at what we have lost in the missing parts. As will be seen

from the dimensions, these heads, which belonged to figures in the round, did not form part of the

metopes, nor have we strong grounds for attributing them to the pediments. The eyes in No. 8

were hollowed out with deep grooves, and were probably originally supplied by some paste set into

the sockets.

In No. 8 tliero is a slight difference in proportion of outline, in that the cheeks at either side

of the mouth maintain a scpiare niassiveness in an exaggerated form. This effect is no doubt

heightened by the fact that the front of the chin is damaged. The mouth and nose, however,

show the characteristic treatment of Polycleitan art ; and the i)crfection of the workmanship in

both these fragments makes us realize that these were once good specimens of the marble sculpture

of the period of Polycleitus.

PLATE XXXIV.

7^00 views of a Torso of a nude Youth,from the 3fetopes. Right leg and arm upraised, with

a hand pressed xmder this njjraiscd arm, belonging to some figure against whom the youth is

advancing to deal a blow with the sword, originally held in his right hand. Parian marble.'

Dimensions :
—

lireadtii of fragment as mounted ? .34. cm.

Height of fragment as mounted 55.

Deptli of fragment as mounted 23.

Navel to base of neek 19.5

Nipple to nipple .............. 13.

Rreadtli of lower waist ............. 17.3

Breadth of lower waist just above navel (narrowest part of torso) 16.

Breadth of thighs inside to outside ........... 11.

Breadth of thigh front to back (left thigh) 11.3

Breadth of arm (raised) at shoulder (top to armpit) 6.2

Breadth of wrist of hand placed on torso ......... 3.8 '

Breadth of hand on torso ............ 5.7

If in the metope representing a warrior (Plate XXX.) we had to deplore the state of imperfect

preservation of the surface, so tliat we learn but little from it as to our artist's modeling of the

nude, it is a piece of great good fortune that this torso from the metopes has come down to us

in an exceptional state of preservation with regard to the surface of the marble, as showing the

finished modeling of the nude.

The youth here represented was undoubtedly a warrior shown in the supreme moment of contest

in one of the battle scenes from the metopes. His opponent, to whom he is dealing the fatal blow,

was proliably not of his own sex, but an Amazon. This is suggested by the short, dainty hand

with its little dimples on the back below the fingers, and the delicacy of articulation of each finger.

The adversary has probably sunk down on one knee and is pressing her upraised hand against the

youth's side below his upraised arm, while he, resting his weight upon his left leg, has probably

jilanted his upraised right foot u])ou her thigh as she is kneeling before him just before he strikes.

An extant portion of a thigh, including the knee-cap from the metopes (Plate XL.), shows the

foot of another figure planted just above the knee, in the manner in which the youth from our

torso planted his foot on his fallen adversary. The upper part of the body was tluis strongly

drawn backward to the right, while the lower portion pressed forward to the left in the direc-

tion in which the upraised right foot was planted on the adversary. The left leg, upon which the

weight of the figure was chiefly carried, must have been slightly bent at the knee, as is evident

from the tension of the muscles of the thigh.

In the modeling of the nude this torso is among the finest that have come down to us from

Greek sculpture. The general masses of muscles of the chest and of the abdomen, firm and decided

in their articulation without hardness, gentle and flowing in the more delicate transitions without

softness and without unnecessary insistence upon details, are as far removed from any trace of the

' Found in 1892. See Excavations, etc. pi. vi.; Browusou, Am. Jour, of Arch. VIII. pi. x.; Frazer, Pausan. I. c.
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conventionalism of archaic art, or from the severity of the early fifth century b. c, as it is from the

over-elaborateness and anatomical pedantry which began to set in towards the close of the fourth

century b. C. In the skill of modeling and in the care with which every detail in the surface is

finished, it really marks one step in advance of the metopes of the Parthenon. Though these

metopes are larger, they do not show the same completeness of finish in the modeling wliieh is

manifested by these metopes of the Polycleitan period and school. The minute care in the ren-

dering of each detail, to which attention has been drawn in the Introduction to the Sculpture

(pp. 156 ff.), is illustrated by the delicate details in the modeling of the hand of the female adver-

sary, and especially in the treatment of the upper parts of tlie thigh, and the curious round protru-

sion in the groin to which reference has already been made. I have had casts and photographs of

this torso examined by several friends, surgeons and anatomists, leading authorities on this subject

both in England and in America ; but it has hitherto remained an unsolved problem. From tlieir

knowledge of the human figure dei-ived from the dissecting-room and the operating-table they have

not been able to account for this feature in normal anatomy. They either confessed their inability

to explain it, or maintained that it was a pathological phenomenon, the result of a too violent strain

or of the enlargement of the glands. But it was difficult to believe tliat, especially in this period of

art, so accidental a feature should have been copied, especially when we realize that in the torso on

Plate XXX. we have in the right leg of the warrior an indication of the same rise, though in a

slighter and less markedly visible form.

Recognizing these facts, I have carried on experiments with the living model under the direction

of Dr. Louis Waldstein, whose letter I here subjoin, with the result that in two of the most power-

fully developed professional athletes in London, the presence of this formation as a muscle in the

human body was fully demonstrated. But the muscle appeared in this form, not when the ath-

letes were in repose or general action, but only when the exact attitude of our torso was assumed

by them. It was not even enough that the weight should be thrown on the bent left leg when

the right leg was upraised,— to this had to be added the strain of pushing against an adversary

with the upper body, as in our torso the combatant is pressing against the adversary whose hand

is pressed against his side.

I cannot here dwell upon the interesting anatomical results of this observation. What it shows

us in the first place is the careful observation of nature and the painstaking rendering of these

observations in the art of modeling,— characteristics which the passages referred to in the Intro-

duction emphasize as a leading feature in the art of Polycleitus. At the same time I cannot refrain

from citing this as a striking confirmation of my exposition published some years ago, with regard

to the influence of athletic games upon Greek art.^ I there said :
^ "It was here [in the palaestra],

with hundreds of nude youths, not only Wrestling, jumping, and running, but endeavoring by syste-

matic practice to remedy any defect or abnormality in any one limb or organ, that the artist day

by day studied his anatomy of the human figure without the need of entering the dissecting-room

or calling in the help of the anatomist." ^ I there pointed to the difference between the attitude

of mind, observation, and creation of the ancient Greek and of modern artists in this respect. It

must be regarded as a misfortune that the modern artist is dependent upon his one model, and

receives his training as regards human structure from the anatomist.^ On the contrary, the real

" plastic anatomist " should in the future have to discard from his mind the reminiscences of the

dissecting-room and should study the structure of the human figure— bones and muscles— in

action, in their function, as the ancient Greek sculptor studied them.*^

' See my Essays on the Art of Pheidias, pp. 394 ff., ° from a letter of louis waldstein, m. d.

reprinted from the Proceedings of the Royal Inst, of The striking round prominence in tlie left groin of the

Great Britain, 1883. Argive torso suggests at once either an enlarged gland

* Pp. 400 and 401. (bubo) or package of glands, or a rupture {hernia), because

^ Cf. also bottom of p. 402 to p. 403 ; and pp. 406 and these are found exactly in that spot. But, for obvious rea-

407, where this point is further developed. sons, both possibilities must be excluded from consider-

* It looks as if this had been the case in ancient Greek ation, from the artistic as well as from the medical point

times only during the period of decline marked by the of view.

schools of Pergamon and Rhodes. The triangle, which is so well marked in the figure, i.s

occupied al.so by the large blood vessels and the crural
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PLATE XXXV,

No. 1. Torso of II Warrior with breastp/atc in hifjh relief, from the Metoj>e8. Parian marble.

It is evident tliat this fragment belongs to the nieto|)eH, as it is of the same dimensions and

workmanship and shows at tlie back a ])ortion of the background of the meto|)e, while the tech-

nique corresi)onds to that of the best speciniens from the metoj)es,— those given on this Plate, as

well as smaller fragments not given here. The fragment ladonged to the figure of a warrior S('en

in full face, in violent action, the lower ]iart of the body turning towards the left, while the up|M-r

part is turned towards the right ; the right arm pressed over the breast towards the left shoulder.

Though tiic warrior is protected by a breastplate reaching to the waist, we cannot be absoluUdy

certain whetlier we liave not here a female figure (an Amazon ?), as the drajwry covering the

thigh below the waist, and the rounded form which it covers, are suggestive of female garments

and forms, llnfortiniately, but very little remains of this figure, and the greater part of what

does remain is in such a fragmentary condition that it does not help us towards further identifica-

tion. The W(!ll-pr('served portions are the lower part of the breast])late and the drapery below it

from the waist to the upper part of the thigh. These portions, however, convey clearly the exqui-

siteness of artistic finish in the modeling of these metoiies. The undergarment has evidently Iwen

massed together beneath the bidt round the waist under the breast|)late, and thus ])r<Mluce8 a suc-

cession of short, tiiickly massed folds, which have their analogy in the same arrangement (though

on a slanting line downward) in No. 2 of this same plate. Below these thickly massed folds the

undergarment of thin texture clings about the rounded forms of the thigh in very delicate folds

that are indicated by slight flat ridges in relief— a method of indicating thin and pliant drapery

covering rounded forms without interfering witlr' the indication of the roundness in human, esjM?-

cially female, figures. This same method can/be noted in the region of the thigh of No. 2 and of

the right side of the waist in No. 3 on this same plate. It is the same system which is to Ik*

found in the drapery below the breasts of the large female torso from a pediment of this Temple,

figured on Plate XXXVII.

nerve, all of which, however, are fouiiil liiter.ally from the directed obliquely towards the back and side of the

prominence in question. There remain therefore to be median line. It is this course that so sharply defines the

considered only the mnscles of that region. In order to form of the protuberance, for it corresponds only to the

bring them well into view tlie leg must be flexed in the uppermost part of the muscle, which is alone near enough

knee, and must be fixed with unusual tension of all those to the skin to appear thus clearly, while the remainder of

groups of muscles that serve to fix the pelvis upon the the muscle gradually recedes more and more from the

thigh ; the whole body must, in fact, rest upon the left surface and is therefore hidden from view,

leg. In this position the extensors along the front of the In the living subject the Pectinens seems to be feebly

thigh bulge out, and the adductor group is well con- developed, for it could be seen but very slightly protrud-

tracted, so that the triangle (Scarpa's) is clearly defined, ing in two powerfully developed athletes, while in other

It will be seen that the nodule in question is in no way subjects no such indication of its functional power was

connected with any of the muscles forming the trian- produced. This proves, it would seem, that the exercises

gle, but that it is clearly separated from its base and its of the modern gymnast do not engage this group of

median boundary : it must, therefore, proceed from that muscles ; for it must be said that the function of the

structure whieli forms the floor of the triangle. These are Pectineus is not isolated, but will necessarily go together

the Pectineus and Ilio-Psoas muscles, whose function it with the Iliacus and the Psoas muscles. They are chiefly

is either to flex the trunk uj)on the fixed thigh, or to draw brought into play in wrestling,— wrestling, moreover, of

uj) and inwards the thigh upon the trunk. Of these two a particular kind, where the athlete ciintracts forcibly the

functions the first only need be considered, since, in the muscles of the gluteal region as well ; all that apparatus,

figure, the leg is in a rigidly fixed position, all the more in fact, that serves to fix the ball and socket joint and

fixed as the right leg is raised, and as the other com- thereby unite as into one rigid pillar the leg and the

batant is endeavoring to throw the entire weight of the pelvis. Tliis enables the combatant to oppose with the

body bej'ond the left leg. utmost power the force of a pushing attack. It would

Constructively and functionally, therefore, it is com- appear as if the modern wrestler relies much more upon

paratively simple to explain the roimd swelling under subtle agility than upon a concentration of pure muscular

consideration, and to see in it the forcibly contracted power. Such, at least, must be the inference drawn from

Pectineus muscle, a muscle which from its origin along the fact that the Greek artist reproduces a powerfully

the anterior ridge of the pubic bone to its msertion contracted muscle, which can hardly be found in the

directly under the trochanter minor of the thighbone, is modern gymnast.
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Dimensions :
—

Extreme height 45. cm.

Extreme width 21.5

Extreme depth 27.5

Height of relief from background 14.5

From base of neck to belt 26.

From breast to back 19.5

No. 2. Torso of a Female Figure, prohaMy an Anianon, from the Metopes. Parian marble.

The arrangement of the drapery in this lightly clad figure is typical of that worn by Amazons.

The light and short undergarment is fastened above her right shoulder, and then falls in undu-

lating curves over her right breast, leaving the whole left shoulder and breast bare. It is held

firmly to the body by a broad belt or zone round the waist. The baring of the left shoulder and

breast is not purely accidental and momentary, inasmuch as the amount of drapery thus left free

is on this side massed together under the belt. The consequence is that two strongly marked

masses of drapery, accentuating pronounced cross-lines in the composition of the figure, run from

her right shoulder and the right side of her waist, slanting downward in diagonal curves. These

lines, besides giving graceful variety to the composition, also accentuate the attitude : namely, the

bending of the upper part of the body backward to our right, while the lower part, with the right

hip, is pressed upward towards our left. The Amazon may thus be in an attitud.e of retreat or

avoidance of a blow coming from her right side above, or may be sinking down on her left knee in

consequence of a wound. In the modeling the same exquisiteness in the treatment, both of the

soft nude portions and of the folds in the garment, is maintained. The rippling larger mass

of folds, as the edge of the garment seems to flow from the shoulder to the waist, marks that

combination of firmness and crispness, together with softness, which among extant monuments

we find in the Thalassa or the reclining Fate in the Parthenon pediment, or the Victories

from the Nike balustrade. The thicker mass, running crosswise to the belt above it and below,

though full of life and variety, is not carried through with quite the same skill, especially as the

rounded mass above the belt bulges out without a proper suggestion of its continuation below

the belt. The broader, flatter masses of drapery below these cross-folds suggest the rounded forms

that they cover in the manner we have noted before, and have the same flat folds in relief, inter-

spersed between the smooth masses, clearly suggesting the nature of the drapery, and still accen-

tuating the rounded forms. The large species of dowel-hole cut in the side below the left shoul-

der I am unable to explain,— whether it served for the insertion of some object in the original

statue of the metope, or for some subsequent repair, or for some use to which the fragment was

put when destroyed.

Dimensions :
—

Extreme height 48.5 cm.

Extreme width 27.

Extreme depth ............... 23.

Height of relief 16.5

From base of neck to belt 14.5

From breast to back of outer side (t. e. from right nipple to block) ..... 17.

No. 3. Torso of a Draped Female Figure, probably an Amazon from the Metopes. Parian

marble.

This torso comes from a figure similar to the one just described, only that there is no belt round

the waist. The thin undergarment is here also fastened over the right shoulder, and expands

from this point in four relief folds over the right breast and towards the middle between the

breasts, where it evidently meets a similar arrangement of folds from the left shoulder (no longer

extant). These two masses of folds where they meet create, as is usual, the V-shape overlapping of

drapery at some distance below the neck between the breasts. From this point downward, in

well-marked wavy curves, the drapery falls down to the waist. Towards the right side and below

these marked folds, there are traces of the same treatment, suggestive of thin drapery over rounded

forms, which has been noted before. The modeling of this fragment of drapery is bold and firm

and yet delicate, completely in keeping with the finished style as we have recognized it in these

metopes from every aspect.
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Dimensions :
—

ISrcudtli (if fnigiiieiit 26.6 cm.

Heiglit of fragment 34.

Depth of fragment IS.

Breadtli of torso below arms 17.

FRONTISPIECE AND PLATE XXXVI.

Four views of the Head ofUera, 2>rohablyfrom t/te Western Pediment of the Temple. Parian

marble. Life size.

Dimensions :
—

Height of head 27. cm.

Breadth of head 19.7

Depth (dei)th of head, 22.7) 25.8

Ure.adth of faeo 13.2

Outer corner to outer corner of eyes 10.

Inner corner to inner corner of eyes 3.1

Length of nose 5.5

Breadtli of nose (at nostrils) 3.6

Breadth of moutli ............... 4.8

Breadth of eyes 3.7

This head has been fully described in my i)reHminary pnblication of 1892.' I have also referred

at some length to the discussion arising out of that publication in the Introduction to the Sculp-

ture in this volume.^ It will be seen that though most authorities, headed by Collignon,^ have

accepted my identification, others, headed by Furtwiingler,* have somewhat rashly ascribed it to

Attic art. The head is on the whole in excellent preservation, though the left side, from its jwsi-

tion in the earth, has been strongly corroded, and the whole of this side, as well as the tip of the

nose, has been worn away. The lips have suffered in the same manner. In all other respects,

however, we may consider this to be one of the most representative heads of the great period to

which it belongs.

The head formed part of a female figure, probably draped, and, from extant indications, the

whole figure must have borne characteristics of grandeur, if not of severity, in attitude and execu-

tion. It was evidently meant to be seen in full face from the front view, for, though the hair is

modeled in ridges at the back as well as at the front, it is much less finished, unmistakably showing

that the back was not meant to be seen. Moreover, the head is placed without any turn to right

or left on the neck, which again must have risen at right angles between the shoulders ; and this

position alone would be expressive of a certain solemnity, nay, severity in the general attitude. The

same character is preserved in the composition and modeling of this head in every phase of the

work. In full face as well as in profile the outline and general build of the head present that

square rectangular massiveness which we have found to constitute a leading characteristic in all our

heads as well as in those commonly attributed to Polycleitus. This broad, simple, severe character

is maintained in the general arrangement and elaboration of the hair, in the severe lines of forehea<l

and brow, as well as in every feature of the face,— though in this larger work the finish and refine-

ment of the modeling is blended with the breadth and moderation which stamp the head as a whole.

Moreover, we must always remember when comparing the execution of this work, originally destined

for marble, with that of other Polycleitan works, which are copies from original bronze or gold and

ivory statues, that a certain softness and indefiniteness is a characteristic inherent in marble sculp-

ture as such.^ The squareness of general outline is most pronounced in the profile view, whereas

in the front view this is slightly counteracted by the necessary protrusion of masses of hair on either

' See Excavations, etc. pp. 8-13, pis. iv. and v. by the technique of marble sculpture in Polycleitan heads

' See pp. 164 ff. in the treatment of the hair in our head of a youth from

• Hist, de la Sculpt. Grecque, II. p. 168. the metopes as compared with the Doryphorus and Dia-

* L. c. dumenus. Cf. pp. 169 ff.

' We have noted this modification of style as affected
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side of the forehead. The scale of this deviation from squareness can be most readily appreciated

when we compare in this respect the head of the Doryphorus with that of the Diadunienus, and

finally arrive at the Amazon heads of Polycleitan type, in which this bulging out of the hair corre-

sponds to that of our Hera. The hair was parted in the middle, the parting continuing behind the

narrow stephane down the back of the head. From the middle of the forehead two masses of hair

are combed to either side in a wavy line, and, covering the greater part of the ear,^ are joined

under the stephane .ibove the back of the neck ; while the mass of hair from either side of the

parting behind these hangs in one thick coil down the back. A curious feature is the small braid-

like line of curls which projects out of the central mass of hair between the stephane and the

middle of the forehead. This curious feature is to be found in the Caryatids from the Erechtheum,

and, as I have pointed out in the Introduction,^ probably led to the singular misconception on

the part of those who see Attic style in this head. The wavy mass of hair combed towards either

side from the central parting covers the ears and allows only the lobes to be visible. Holes are

drilled into these which evidently served to hold metal earrings. The line of demarcation between

the hair and the forehead is firmly drawn in its arch-like outline in spite of the wavy contour of

the hair, a feature which we have before noted in the metope heads on Plate XXXII. The

brow, too, is treated in broad simplicity without minute modeling and half-tones, herein also corre-

sponding to the treatment of the metope heads on Plate XXXII. The relation between the

brow, the eyelids, and the orbs is very similar to the treatment of these metope heads, only that

in this life-size head the working is more elaborate and the individual features more firmly cut. It

is in the treatment of the eyebrow and the eyelid that the maker of this marble head betrays him-

self as being chiefly influenced by the firmer bronze technique traditional in his school.

In spite of the corrosion and the breaking away of the tip, the nose shows the same treatment

that we have found in the metope heads and in heads attributed to Polycleitus. Unfortunately,

these breakages give a wrong impression of the whole face, especially in the profile view. In the

same way we must regret that the middle of the upper lip and the whole of its left side have been

partly broken off or worn away. In spite of this, all the characteristics of Heraeum and Poly-

cleitan heads that I have described in the treatment of these features are to be found in a marked

manner in this Hera. The same is true of the lower lip and of the chin. At all events, I can

hardly believe that we shall meet with a dissentient opinion conscientiously formed and honestly

held in stating that if the Bologna head, supposed to be a reproduction of the Lemnian Athena, is

characteristic of Attic art, then, in general character as well as detailed composition of the features

and in modeling, this Argive head would be contrasted with it ; whereas if the various heads,—
that of the Doryphorus, the Diadumenus, the Amazons, and the so-called Bacchus head in the

1 It has been maintained— though never, so far as I

know, in print— that this head was of a far later date than

the fifth century B. c, because it is held that in statues of

the fifth and earlier centuries before our era the ear was

not covered in this way, but was fully modeled. Apart

from the fact that whoever would ascribe this work to a

late origin proves himself to be utterly devoid of any

appreciation of the broad difference of style in Greek art,

the statement about the ear is flatly contradicted by the

evidence of extant monuments. It is true that in heads

of the Archaic period, notably on coins, the ear is generally

completely modeled, even in an exaggerated form, where

the hair ought to cover it. It may even be maintained

that it was usual not to hide the ear in most heads during

the earlier, and even the best, periods of Greek art. Still

it will be well to ask ourselves the question, how many
well-preserved, quite authentic heads, especially female

heads with long hair, we have belonging to these early

periods ? Yet even among these it is well for us to realize

that on our heads from the metopes of this very temple,

such as the Amazon head, Platk XXXI. No. 3, and two

of the heads on Plate XXXII., the lobe only is indicated.

as in this head of Hera. Moreover, we find, even as early

as the sculptures from the Temple of Zeus at Olympia,

that the ears of Hippodamia are completely covered ; that

on the nymph in the metope of the Hesperides, as well

as in the female head in tlie metope with Atlas, the ear

is covered as in ours; that in the Parthenon Frieze the

maidens as well as Hera have their ears partly covered,

and that the same is the rule with the Amazons and other

female figures from the Phigalian Frieze, while it is em-
phatically true of the Polycleitan Amazon. Even on

coins approaching the date of our statue we meet with

the same treatment, notably in those from Argos repre-

senting Hera, one of which (taken from Mionnet's casts,

Gardner, Types of Greek Coins, pi. viii. 14) shows the

earrings hanging from the lobe. And if we go further

afield among coins, a glance at those of Terina with the

nymph Terina, of Cephallenia with the head of Procris,

of Rhegium and Croton with the long-haired Apollo, will

forever dispel this absurd generalization which I have

heard quoted as a chronological landmark by an archseo-

logist of some reputation.

2 Pp. 1G6 ff.
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British Museum (wliich I liave now identified with the Polycleitan Hera),'— if these represent the

Ai'givo work of tiie Polycleitan ]>eriod, then this Hera shows most striking resemblances to it in

every resiwct.

I have called this head Hora.^ I fully admit that the identification of this head as Hera is far

from being beyond all doubt, and if I continue to use the name of this goddess, I do not do this

with any claim to dogmatic certainty. I only mean that among all jKJssible designations this still

appears to me the most likely. I do not see how any degree of probability attaches to the identi-

fication witli 1 lebe. P]ven if the type of this goddess were fully established in well-identified sjHJci-

mens (which is assuredly not the case), I believe that the severe character and the indication of the

age in our head would not correspond to the conception which, from other sources, we should form

of tliis youthful attendant upon Hera. For though I do not see in this head any indication of a

distinctly matronly character, it certainly suggests to me at once full maturity, stateliness, and grace.

Tliis very stateliness, together with the stepfiane, shows this head to bo that of a divinity. In look-

ing about the Greek divinities after Hera, there are three others to whom characteristics in this

work might possibly apply : Aphrodite, Artemis, and Athena. This order marks my ])reference

of identification. For Aphrodite the character and expression seem somewhat too severe, while

the presence of the earrings and the general effect they must have produced seem to me to mili-

tate against the character of Artemis as well as of Athena. Finally, it might be maintained that

this head may have belonged to one of the female figures of priestesses which, according to Pau-

sanias (II. 17. 3), stood before the temple. Here, again, the absence of the veil and the presence

of the earrings forbid such a supposition, and, moreover, the place where the head was found

directly contradicts the assumption that it belonged to one of the statues placed in front of the

temple. For the position of this head in the earth made it most probable that tliis was one of

the few works which had remained on the spot where it had originally fallen. This sjjot was

immediately in front of the western side of the temple, on a line with the stylobate. From the

nature of this region at the west end of the temple, it seems highly improbable that statues were

placed here on their bases ; while the evidence from the numerous bases that were found still in

the wide space in front of the temple at the east end shows that this was the region where statues

were massed together, and not the back. The actual provenience of the head thus strongly con-

firms the view that the head belonged to a figure from the western pediment of the temple, from

which it had fallen to the actual spot where good fortune enabled us to discover it in such excel-

lent preservation, as one of the very few Greek heads of these, and one of the noblest from the

fifth century B. C.

PLATE XXXVII.

Torso of a draped Female Fir/ure, from the Pediments of the Temjyle. Parian marble.

As I have already stated in the Introduction,^ this torso, which was excavated by Kangabe, cer-

tainly belonged to a pedimental figure. It is part of a life-size statue.

Dimensions :
—

Breadth of fragment 41. era.

Heiglit of fi-agnieiit 40.

Depth of fragment.............. 33.5

Breast to breast .............. 14.5

Width of upper arm at elbow 8.8

Extreme thickness of upper arm ........... 9.2

Breadth of torso just below breast 24.

Tliat it formed part of a pedimental figure is evident from the fact that, whereas the front is

modeled with exquisite finish, the back is only roughly blocked out. This will readily be seen by

comparing the front and side views given on the Plate. A hole is cut in the centre of the neck,

which may either have been worked in later times, when the temple was destroyed and the statue

1 Joum. ofHellen. Stud. 1901, pp. 30 ff. » See p. 152.

^ Furtwiingler {I. c.) maintains that it is certainly not

Hera, but probably Hebe.
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broken, or may have been a dowel-hole to hold the head when it was originally made, or during

subsequent repair. So, too, a hole on the right shoulder of the figure (clearly seen in the side

view) either may have been made for purposes of repair, or may have served to fix some bronze

object or ornament. There are also traces of drill-holes in the drapery about the waist and under

the left armpit. If the drill was used for the purpose of elaborating the folds of drapery in

the marble, it was only ajiplied roughly to work away the material and was not meant to be

seen. The projecting jjortions of the drajiery at this point which would have hidden these traces

of drill-work have been broken away. The drajjery above the breasts is much corroded, while below

these it is in comparatively good preservation and shows exquisite modeling. The figure was

clad in a thin undergarment {chiton}, while round the shoulders hung a thicker cloak {himation),

the edges of which can stiU be seen above the breast ; these, falling over the back, were massed

inider the left arm of the figure, falling in a curve over the forearm and the hand. Mention has

already been made in the Introduction ^ of the delicate modeling of the folds in the thin undergar-

ment as it covers the breasts, which this figure has in common with the torso from the metopes.

The naturalism of this modeling forms a striking contrast to the greater severity in a head like

that of our Hera. This contrast is the rule, and not the exception, in the sculpture of this

period. It is not greater than that between the modeling of the youth's head on Plate XXXI.
and of the nude torso on Plate XXXIV., all from the metopes of this temple. In respect to

the softness and elaborateness in the modeling of the female figure and the fall of the thin drapery

over it, we should place this torso half way between the reclining Fate or Thalassa from the eastern

pediment of the Parthenon and the sandal-binding Nike from the Balustrade of the Temple of

Nike Apterus. Our torso would well mark the intermediate stage of development in this respect

between these two works, which would, moreover, corresjiond exactly to the date ascribed to the

building of the Ileraeum.

PLATE XXXVin.

Nos. 1 and 2. Two views of a Fragment of the draped portion of the Lower Leg,from a

Figure in the round belonging to the Pediments, standing on a jdinth. Parian marble.

This interesting fragment of a draped figure, manifestly in violent motion, comes from a life-size

statue, which evidently belonged to the pediments.

Dimensions :
—

Extreme height from top of knee to bottom of plinth ........ 55. cm.

Extreme width of base as extant 21.6

Extreme breadth of base (including drapery) ......... 13.8

Extreme thickness of calf ............. 9.7

Thickness of plinth at the highest point .......... 9.

That this fragment belonged to a pedimental group is proved, not only by the fact that in marble

and workmanship it corresponds to the numerous smaller fragments of drapery belonging to the

same class of figures, which evidently formed part of a larger group (see Introduction to Sculjiture,

p. 152), but also by the fact that a figure in such violent motion could not have belonged to a sin-

gle statue standing upon its base in the period of Greek art to which all these fragments belong.

It might conceivably be a portion of a figure on a high pillar represented as floating through the

air, such as the Nike of Paeonius at Olympia ; but this Olympian figure was, if not unique, at

all events not a common type of monument, nor is such a monument, which would probably have

elicited a comment of Pausanias, mentioned by any ancient authority as being at the Heraeum.

The figure was evidently hastening through the air, the wind driving the drapery over the leg into

rounded folds behind. In all likelihood we here have a parallel to the Nike or Iris from the

Parthenon pediments, figures which, on either side of the centre, appear to be communicating the

news of the central scene to the seated or reclining figures at either angle of the pediment .^ The
bold curved lines of the sharply cut folds in this drapery illustrate the workmanship of the best

period of Greek sculpture. Within these sharp ridges of curved folds there is again a fondness

1 See pp. 157 and 187. ^ See my Essays on the Art of Pheidias, p. 149.
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for smooth, flat surfaces ; while variety is given to these at the points where the drap<'ry covers

the rounded calf of the leg by the thinner flat relief folds, again showing the same gyst<;m which

we have noted in the torso (Platk XXXVII.), a»d in the three draped fragments from the

metopes (Platk XXXV.). In fact, if we but remember the diflforent dimensions, and the differ-

ence between a figure in the round and one in high relief, the workmanship in this fragment of

drapery is (juito the same as that of the fragment (Platk XXXV. No. 3) which belongs to a

metope in relief less than lialf the size of this iiedimental statue. The pieces of undercut drapery

that have been broken away behind and above the foot show, in both views here given, the use

of the drill for the purpose of cutting away the unnecessary marble before the final finish. It

will here be seen how several grooves remain, showing how the drill had been worked tlirough

behind the foot from either side.

Nos. 3 and 4. Tu;o views of a Frayment of Drajjery roverimj portions of the Ley in a Female

Fiylire from (thove the knee to above the ankle,fromaJ^ediment. Parian marble. This frag-

ment, like Nos. 1 and 2, and for the same reasons there given, formed part of a ]>cdimental statue.

Tlie figure itself was on the same scale.

Dimensions :
—

Extreme height 08. cm.

Extreme width 60.

Thickness from middle of thij^h ............ 29.

From knee to beginning of .-inkle ............ 35.

Extreme thickness of calf (inside fold) ........... 11.3

Whereas the previous figure rapidly moving forward was evidently meant to be seen in profile, the

statue to which this fragment belongs was probably seen in the front view and did not stand

absolutely erect. At first sight it suggests the seated attitude as we know it from the Parthenon

pediments ; but the figure could not have been seated, as the knee, though slightly bent, is not

sufficiently bent for that attitude. The drapery is massed in deeply cut thicker folds between the

legs, converging in almost parallel lines below the knee to the middle of the ankle, and then fall-

ing in divergent lines over either ankle. As seen in this fragmentary condition, the close massing

of these folds, when parallel, looks somewhat monotonous ; but this effect was imdoubtedly relieved

by the variety above and below this point when the figure was complete. The actual carving of

these folds is the same as in Nos. 1 and 2. Though the edges of the folds have been broken away,

it will be seen that in the side view. No. 4, the work is not so careful and highly finished in the

back as in the front,— which is a further indication that this was a pedimental figure. For an

acroterium above or on the side of the pediment the dimensions of the figure are too large.

PLATES XXXIX., XL.

Additional Marble Fraymentsfrom the Metopes.

I have here given a number of additional fragments that certainly belonged to the metopes,

but which cannot be further identified and do not require detailed comment. One of these is

pieced together out of six separate fragments, and gives some notion of the arrangement of the

metopes, especially with regard to the background and the upper part. The hole drilled through

the background on the right-hand upper corner of Platk XXXIX*. is similar to that in Plate
XXX., and no doubt was the regular method of fixing these high relief slabs to the entablature.

I have also (Platk XL**.) given fragments of legs from the metopes. There is also one arm
vigorously drawn back, which held a shield. Among them are also the backs of two heads, one

with a helmet (Platk XL".).

PLATE XLI.

Additional Frayments of Drapery and Feet., probablyfrom the Pediments.

I have here selected from the large mass of such fragments portions that seemed to me to have

come from the pediments, since they belonged to larger figures worked in the round. These will

further illustrate the style of the drapery, and their number will help to supjwrt our conclusion as
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Of the larger feet here given (Plate XLP.),to the presence of such sculpture in the pediments

several rest on plinths. The right foot on

a plinth, covered with drapery over the instep,

belonged to a life-size figure about the dimen-

sions of the one to which the draped leg on

Plate XXXVIII. belonged. The varying

thickness of the plinth (5| cm. in front, 6]

to 8 cm. in the back) makes it improbable that

it belonged to an ordinary statue on a base.

The foot, moreover, is tilted forward, resting

chiefly upon tlie inside, and thus belonged to

a statue in motion, the forward movement of

whicli is further indicated by the curved direc-

tion of the folds in the drapery that covers the

instep.

The other dimensions are :
—

Leiigtli of fragment . . . 31.5 cm.

Extreme height (including plinth) . 20.

Depth 14.

Width of foot .... 9.3.

There is the fragment of a wrist and hand

holding a piece of flying drapery. This is

probably from the pediments, and belonged to

a figure in whicli the cloak, fluttering in the

wind from the back, is held up by one end in

the upraised hand, as is often the case with

Nikes. There is also here a small fragment

of what appears to have been a marble vase.

There is no reason to believe that the frag-

ment of drapery in broad, flat folds with

well-preserved jiainted border of a maeander

pattern, and below it spikes or rays, came from tlie pediments, while the other fragments proba-

bly did (Fig. 90).

Fig. 90. — Misceli-ankous Marble Fragments from
THE IIekaeum
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INSCRIPTIONS FROM THE ARCJIVE HERAEUM'
PART FIRST

INSCRIPTIONS ON STONE

BY RUFUS BYAM RICHARDSON AND JAMBS KIONALL WHKKLBB

I.

On a poros block in a wall between the Second Temple and the West Building;. The
block has a face 1.22 m.X.32 m. It was uncovered in the Hprinjr of 1895.

Cl-EoMA + 0^ KW/wyw.
The letters are in general .10 ni. high, but omivrnn is exceedingly small. This inscrip

tion is probably older than No. ii. The three-stroke K'ujma alone would carry its date

to about 500 b. c.^ Kappa is the most striking letter in form. At first sight one

hardly notices that the upright bar projects above and below its junction with the oblique

bars, which do not meet each other. Only on closer notice the uprigh^ bar is seen to

project slightly. The wide gap between the obUque bars might seem to be a Theran

feature, as the inscription from Thera given in /. G. A. 454 (Roberts, Introd. to

Greek Epi(j. No. 4') has a form in this respect almost exactly parallel. But almost the

sjime peculiarity occurs in the Nicandra inscription (/. G. A. 407), and in that on the

Apollo base at Delos (/. G. A. 409). In fact, we have almost a parallel at Argos itself

in /. 6?. A. 31.

II.

This inscription holds the first place in importance among all the inscriptions on stone

hitherto found at the Heraeum, both because it is one of the oldest and because it is so

preserved that it may be read entirely. It is cut in a massive block of limestone which

formed the upper part of the stele, the shape of which is shown in the cut. Its dimen-

sions are: thickness, .28 m. ; height, from apex to the break at the bottom, .44 m.

;

height at right side, .37 m. ; at left, .34 m. ; breadth, .39 m. Below the inscription

there is a rectangular depression .22 m. wide and .005 m. deep. The letter's vary in

The Inscriptions on Bronze (including the important

arcliaic bronze tablet, first published by Dr. James Den-

nison Rogers in the American Journal of Archaeology,

Second Series, vol. V. [1901], pp. 159 C) are published

by Mr. De Cou in the second voliin!<>, under Bronzes.

Inscribed vnsos are published by Mr. ileermance in the

same volume, in the chapter on Vases.

I wish to make acknowledgment here of the kindness

of Professor Max Friinkel of Berlin, who sent me advance

sheets of his Corpus Inscriptionum Graecarum Pelopon-

nesiacantm (C. /. G. P.), in which he has treated the

inscriptions from the Heraeum. In Nos. n. and xrv.

I have especially profited by his suggestions. — K. B.

Richardson.
^ It would fall into Roberts's (Fntrod. to Greek Epig.

p. 117) " second period of Argive inscriptions."

' The Inscriptions here discussed were, with a single

exception (Xo. I.), transported to Athens during or at

the close of the excavations, and are now in the National

Museum. The block upon which No. I. is cut was too

large to be removed.

Nos. iii.-v., vii.-x., and xv.-xviii., were first published

by Professor Wheeler, in the American Journal of Archae-

olo^ij, First Series, vol. IX. (1894), pp. 351 ff., and the

remainder by me in the same periodical. First Series,

vol. XI. (1896), pp. 42 ff., where I also published, in vol.

IX. (1894), pp. M:Q ff., the Stamped Tiles. (These articles

are republished in the Papers ofthe A merican School of Clas-

sical Studies at Athens, vol. VI. pp. 272 ff., 261 flF., 299 ff.)

In the present publication the order of the Inscriptions

on Stone is approximately chronological, although the

criteria are not in every case infallible. Otherwise little

change has been made in the first form of publication.
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height from .012 m. to .02 m. There is great irregularity in the spacing of the letters.

The irregularity of turning lines 4 and 6 clown at the ends is probably accounted for by

the desire to begin the following lines with a new name.

The stone was brought to the Central Museum from the Heraeum in the winter of

1893-94 with several others mentioned by Professor Wheeler as lying at the Heraeum.

Whether it was found in the excavations of 1892 or of 1893 I am not able to ascer-

tain. Professor Wheeler did not see it when he examined the inscriptions in the spring

of 1893.

The surface of the stone is slightly chipped at both edges. Room is found in this

battered space for B at the beginning of line 1, but at the end there is no room for the

N which might be expected. Neither can this N find a place at the beginning of line 2,
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where there is only room for I. The rouj^h breathliiff was apparently not used before

iap6<; an is .seen by the clear ease of iapofivdfiove<:, Une 3.' At the be^innin^ of line 3,

I must have been crowded in, since the diphthong is used in the very oldest inscriptioriK.'

In hue 4 the first letter must be n, since there is no trace of a cross-bar for B, which

^ A ^TA fe:. A j^l^A 1 B o^ E I-A^^® 1

I A i' IA R oa/\ a/am^a^^ ^>po 1 DW
%1V^> Al-l O A/; DVAAA Avi ••Af \>

'^^

f^R I ^ TOj)A/VvO^ IBV ll/VA.®_,

,

'Jtt OToAa • teat (' r(Xa/iw

2]apa [T]a« ["Mjpo* ' Ta« '\pyt-

[iJo? • lapOflvdflOVK '• TOI&4'

TlvpfaXxtav ; ^vftavi . . . ifptjrtvt,

'AXKafiivri^ • YXA«w,

'ApurriSa/KK ; "YpfdOioi,

woidd be the only alternative. The surface of the stone where such a bar would fall is

perfectly i)reserved. The fourth letter is almost certjiinly F, as the surface is smooth

where the right-hand limb of a n would naturally appear.^ Furthermore, if such a Umb
had had the length which it has in Uav(f)v\a<;, line 7, it would have run into the A im-

mediately below it. HvpfaXidiv is probably a diminutive from TrupaXis-, a kind of bird,

which in Hesychius is written TrvppaXi<; where the second 7'ho seems to point to an

original d'ujmmna.

There are many interesting peculiarities of form in the letters of the inscription. The
most striking is the second omicron of lapopvdpove^, line 3.* It is evident at a glance

that even apart from this omicron, which is probably an accident, we have an inscription

venerable for its antiquity. E=i7, o^w, t-=\, indeed run on in Argos to the end of the

fifth century. But we find beside these usages 0=S, P=p, Vr=u, ©=^, B= rough breath-

1 For lapiis as r^i\6v in Doric, see Ahrens, Dial. Dor.

§4.3.
^ /. G. A. .};!, 42.

' The only other possibility, since gamma has the form

A, line 2.

* This would pass without question for a simple error

of the stone-cutter, but for the fact that an inscription

connected with the frieze of the treasury of the Cnidiaus

at Delphi, which probably belongs to the sixth century

B. c, has two and perhaps three omicrons, crossed in the

same way. B. C. H. XIX. (1895), p. 537. M. HomoUe,

who had already pronounced in favor of an Argive artist

for this frieze on the ground of the Argive lambda in the

inscription, was inclined (/J. C. H. XX. [1896], p. 599 f.)

to see in this crossed omicron of our inscription a cor-

roboration of his view. But since a careful scrutiny of

all the other omicrons of our inscription fails to discover

any cross marks, the interpretation of this one case as the

survival of an Argive peculiarity seems precarious. Pro-

fessor Friinkel, however, in his copy (C /. G. P. 517),

which is here reproduced, finds traces of these cross

marks in the O at the end of the line.
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ing, the digamma, and perhaps, more important than all these, the punctuation of the

words with three dots in peri^endicular lines.' It may be added that M and N show very

obHqiie lines in place of the later perpendicular ones. In the former letter the middle

lines in several cases fail to meet at the bottom. Alpha also, which in the main looks

tolerably late, has in one or two cases the cross-bar quite far from horizontal. Forms

like Av/Aavs,* also, and Jlav^v\a<i ^ look old. In view of all these features, it would

seem rash to put our inscription much, if any, later than 500 b. c.

The dialect is Argive Doric, pure and simple. The names Alcamenes and Aristodamus

have also a good Doric ring to them.

The contents of the inscription is a list of four Hieromnemons, one from each tribe,

the name of which is appended, 'lepoiivijixove^ was the usual name for the board hav-

ing charge of temj^le affairs, not merely at Delphi, where the usage is perhaps best

known, but in many other places as well. For the Heraeum it is seen also in vii., ix., and

XIV. The inscription is interesting as affording almost the earliest mention of the names

of the four Doric tribes.* These are sufficiently well attested in later times for Argos

and for various Doric communities connected with Argos.^ Tlie editors of the inscrip-

tion in the BuUetui de Correspondance Hellenique, vol. IX. p. 350, remark :
" Jusqu'

ici les inscriptions du Peloponnese qui donnaient les noms des tribus argiennes dabiient

toutes de I'epoque imperiale ; il y a quelque interet a les retrouver dans un document

qui remonte, selon toute vraisemblance au iii°" siecle avant notre ere." But om- inscrip-

tion is at least two centuries older than the one in question.

The Hyrnethians are not so frequently mentioned as the other three tribes, and are

regarded as a later addition to these original three tribes," the name indicating perhaps

an incorporation of a non-Doric element' into the community, a fact which was con-

cealed under the myth of Hyrnetho, the daughter of Temenus, marrying Deiphontes.

But the addition of the Hyrnethians cannot have been very late, for our inscription

shows them in such good and regular standing that they are not even relegated to the

last place in the catalogue, as is the case in the inscription just mentioned.

To the name of the Hieromnemon who is mentioned first is appended the word

dppTJreve. By good fortune this very word, without the digamma, is preserved in Le

Bas, Voyage Archeologique, No. 1, of the inscriptions from Asia Minor {S. G. D. 3277).*'

The passage runs as follows : dpijTeve Aeuv /SwXas <revTepa<?. Le Bas translates :
" Etait

* We have become accustomed to find this method of ^ Gilbert, Griech. Staatsalter. II. p. 77, and the refer-

punctuation in some of the very oldest pieces which are ences there given. Also B. C. H. IX. p. 350 ; V. p. 217

well known, e. g. Riihl, /. G. A. Nos. 5, 37, 41, 42 (the (Cos) ; VIII. p. 29 (Calymnus).

last three from Argos), 68, 119 (Olympia bronzes), 321, ' Steph. Byz. s. v. Avixav : — ipvxii AupUav ?iaav 5* rpeh,

322 (Galaxidhi bronzes). *TAX€« koX T\6.fx(pv\oi koX Avfiatus i^ 'HpaKKeov^, Kal npoafrfQirj

^ Ahrens, Dial. Dor. § 14, puts this retention of the v 'rpvvela ws'E(popot d. It is wortli noting that in the in-

combination vs as a peculiarity of Argos and Crete. TJpws scription given in Kabbadias, Fouilles d'Epidaure, No.

is an instance of its survival to the present time (cf. 234, of the latter part of the third century, in a list of 151

Kiihner-Blass, Grammatik, I. p. 257). Megariau names, only Hylleis, Pamphyli, and Dymanes
' In the Argive inscription given by Foucart in Le Bas, appear. Perhaps the Hyrnethii had not been added in

Peloponnese, No. 1\&>, a (pvXh r&v Tla/jxpvKav (Foucart, na^- Megara. The old triple division appears in Herod. V. 08.

<j>iS\ai'), we have tliis form instead of the later form in Some would find it also in Awpi«s rpixamfs, Iloni. Od.

OS. Unless all single signs of age in alphabetic forms are xix. 177.

illusive, our inscription must be at the very least half a ' Roscher, Lex. Myth. p. 982.

century earlier than the one published by Le Bas, Voyage * This inscription from Smyrna, which records a favor-

Archeologique, II. 3', No. 1, and assigned to 417 B. c. Of able verdict of the Argives for the Cimolians in an arbi-

this we shall speak later. tration between them and the Melians, may have been

• The Hylleis are mentioned in the earlier bronze transported from Cimolus by some ship carrying Cimolian

tablet, Amer. Journ. Arch. VI. (1901), pp. 161 ff. earth to Smyrna. See Le Bas, ibid.
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pretre du second senat," and adds the followinj^ comment :
" 'Apijrive, qui, Lien (jiril

nuiiKjuo dans tons les lexiques, He deduit trcH-bien du nu-me nidioal (ju' apr}Tijp et apfJT€i.pa,

regaides tons deux jusqu'ici comme exclusivement usites diiiiH le dialecte ionien." '

In an inscription of the Hellenistic period from Mycenae, published by Tsountos in

the 'E(/>T7/xe/3i? '\pxo.ioXoyi,K7J, 1887, p. 156, lines 4 and 5, are jfiven d/siarcuc Sap-iopyiav

AeXifiioiv. The face of the stone is very much defaced, so that certainty is hardly attain-

able, but Tsountus is now convinced that the real rejiding is not dplanvf. but dp-qrivt.

The tla is, to be sure, in this c.ise very broad. Dr. A. Wilhehn, who decides that this

alone can be the reading, reinforces it by the consideration that in the prescript of

another edict published with this one, we have aprfT, which can be restored only as

a.py)T€ve.

In all these instances one is tempted to connect the word with the stem pp€J- and

make it designate the ' speaker,' or in other words the chairman of a board. We may
then think of Pyralion as the president of the board of Hieromnemons.

The word reXap-civ or rekapcj, line 1, is difficult of explanation. We have come to

associate the word with Caryatids and Atlantes, but it is almost certain that this associa-

tion will not hold here. We shall probably come to the proper explanation by hiking as

our starting-point an inscription from Varna (C. /. G. II. 2056), at the end of which

the following provision is made : tov 8c ieponoLov dvaypd^ai to i/n^'^itr/xa tovto eiv

Tikapava, Koi delvai ti? to lepov. With this may be associated another from Mesam-

bria {C. I. G. 'iOSS*"), which closes with a like provision : top Se rapiav dvaypd\\iavTa

TO ^(f>Lcrpa TOVTO CIS TeXapwva XevKov \C6ov duadepev ei? to Upov tov
'

AttoWcovo^.

One can hardly hesitate to say that Tekapcov here appears to be the equivalent in Thrace

for o-ttjXt] in Attica, where the latter word occurs constantly in the phi-ase prescribing

the setting up of inscriptions, a phrase which except for this difference is exactly the

same as in the two inscriptions cited. But our inscription mentions aTijkr) and rekapuiv

as two separate things, so that we have not yet arrived at a complete explanation. The

case seems at first sight to be complicated somewhat by a third inscription from the same

region as the first, and now preserved in the Museum at Odessa (C. /. G. 2056'*), where

the phrase is : [^dvaypaxpai, eis a-^TtjXrjv Xcvkov XCOov [xai] dva[^deluai avTrjv ini TcXa]-

pS)vo<;. The inscription then proceeds to speak of [to dvdXotpa et? Tr)v~\ dvddicriv tov

Ti.Xapwvo<;? It is this inscription which leads us to the light. TiXapfav is restored to

its function as a support in a way which fits our inscription very well. In regions where

marble was scarce, one may well suppose that an inscribed marble stele might be inserted

into a larger local stone, which might then not inaptly be called a TeXapwv. It must

be conceded that C. I. G. 2053'', where the TeXapcjv itself is of marble, affords difficidty.

But it may be that even with the origin of the word TeXapdv as here proposed, the two

words came to be used in some quarters interchangeably.

It will be seen by the cut, p. 198, that something was inserted in our massive block.

There are dowel-holes on the right and the left at the top of the rectangular depression,

to which probably two others at the bottom, now broken off, corresponded. The one at

the left measures .07 m. x-02 m., the one at the right .06 m. x.02 m.; both about .03m.

deep. These probably served to receive metallic dowels, inasmuch as they are provided

with little channels for pouring in the lead when the inserted object was In sihi, the channel

on the left running obliquely to the upper corner of the depression, and that at the right

' Voyage Arch. II. 3^, p. 6. • There seems to be no reasonable doubt that the read-

* Cf. FpiTpa, I. G. A. Nos. 110, 112. ings given are correct, although much has been restored.
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running horizontally to the edge of the depression. Besides the dowel-holes there is an

equally deep irregularly round hole about .12 m.x-07 m., which may have served also to

hold some strengthening dowel. That the insertion was original, and not connected with

some subsequent use of the block, is proved by the fact that the lines of the inscription

are shaped with regard to it, coming in around it to the right and to the left. The

object inserted cannot have been a statue, nor a stele to which this block served as a

horizontal base, for in that case this inscription would have been hidden from view,

except to one standing so as to read it sideways or bottom upwards. Probably we have

the reXafKut' into which was inserted a stele either of marble or bronze with an inscrip-

tion of greater length and importance than the one which we have here. This served

merely as a heading to the real contents of the inscription. It should be noted that at

Argos marble was not at hand, and that most of the inscriptions found there were cut in

the local limestone, which was a most unsatisfactory material. The veins of the stone

and the cracks which come with age make the reading of these inscriptions an exceed-

ingly difficult task.^ In this case, even at a very early date, a good piece of marble may

have been imported for an important inscription.

III.

Inscribed on a small Doric capital and on a portion of its column found in the West

Building (cf. Waldstein, TioeJfth Annual Report of the American School, p. 34), near

the third base of the inner row of columns, counting from the south (excavator's note).

Diameter of column, 1 ft. ; height of echinus, 4 in. ; width of abacus, 1 ft. 9 in. ; height

of abacus, 4 in. ; height of letters, about .8 in.

[a) is inscribed on the abacus and is difficult to read, owing to the damaged state of

the surface of the stone. Professor Tarbell was the first to read line 1, but the defective

squeeze which he used did not show the letters in line 2. It is possible that the letters

TQ PI should be read before TT in line 2. This reading is due to Frankel, C. I. G. P.

510, who restores KXeiJTopi.

(a) Iv NfJ/ntai Teyc'ai t€ ^ — <j^ —w
Topi Tl(Xku.v[o. . . .

(h) is inscribed on the column, there being two letters in each flute, as is shown in the

facsimile. The uneven stretching of the squeeze has caused the lines to appear not quite

equi-distant from one another.

T 1 A\0 PF ei A\e
« t e

« T.^okXt]^ /x' I6r]Ke

(a) shows clearly that the inscription is the dedication of some object by a victor in

games {cf. Furtwangler, Athen. Mittheil. V. pp. 30 and 31, note 2). Similar inscrip-

tions are quoted by Pausanias in his account of Olympia, and the excavations there have

yielded some of the same class {cf. Arch. Zeit. 1876-1878 ; Olymjna, V.). The fol-

^ No. XIV. is a good example of this difficulty of reading, although the surface is not badly broken.
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lowinf^ numbers from the Anthology may also be cited for comparison : xiii. 5, 8, 14,

15, IG, 18, li); xvi. (Piunudeu), 23, 24; vol. III. (Firmin-Didot), i. 23, 24, 30, 44, 50,

82, 89, 102, lOG, 291; Addenda to vol. III. i. 86 b. Friiukel, /. c, makes an inter-

esting conjecture, which would bring this inscription into connection with the house of

Theaeus of Argos, celebrated by Pindar in his tenth Nemean ode.

IV.

Found between the bases of the inner row of columns in the North Stoa (II, on the

Plan, Fig. 2, p. 9) and on a level with them, at a point about one third of the length of

the stoa, measured from the west end. The inscription is on a marble block measuring

10 in. by 10 in. by 3.6 in. The lettere are about .7 in. in height. There is a round

hole in the top of the block 1.6 in. in diameter. Of the name of the former dedicator

of the two only a single upright bar of one letter is preserved.

N E O E T/v

av(V€Tav

The name Hybrilas is found in a list of Proxeni, Btdl. Corr. Hell. 1891, p. 412, line

10 of the inscription, and in Bazin, Archiv. de Miss. Sdent. II. 369. On the suffix

-Xas see Fick, Griech. Personennamen, p. 123, and Pape-Benseler, Lex. p. xxx.

The really importjint feature in this inscription is the form P"
= B. With the excep-

tion of a bronze plaque said to be from Hermione, but apparently of doubtful prove-

nience, the Argive inscriptions of early date give but one example of the letter B. This

occurs in the proper name Bop6ay6pa<;, which with others is inscribed on a stone that is

built into the foundation of the eastern tower of the ruined castle on the Liirisa at Argos

(cf. LA. G. 30 = Dialekt-Lischriften, 3260 = Roberts, Greek Epig. 73). Here our

copies give the fonn

The plaque from Hermione has been published by Frfiliner In the Revue Archeo-

loyigue for 1891, ii. pp. 50 ff., and, with extended comment, by Robert in the Monu-

menti Antichi, 1891, pp. 593 tf. Here beta occurs twice (lines 2, 6) in the word D • h A.

It should be observed that the upper lateral stroke is not at right angles with the verti-

cal stroke, as is the case with the example from the Heraeum. There is, however, no

essential difference in the forms. If the bronze plaque is not Argive, but represents a

form of the alphabet in use at Hermione, we must suppose, as Frohner has pointed out,

that there existed there almost simultaneously two forms of the early alphabet, that of

Argos (note the letter J- on the bronze plaque), and a form closely allied to the Lacedjie-

monian {cf. Roberts, p. 284, and Kirchhoff, Sttidien* p. 160). It is more probable that

the plaque is of immediate Argive origin, and this view, to which both Friihuer and

Robert incline, is now shown to be almost certainly the correct one by the inscription

from the Heraeum. The resemblance of this form of beta to that of the letter in several

of the insular alphabets (C) and in the alphabet of Megara
(

J""
) has been remarked by

Robert, I. c.
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Inscribed on a white fine-grained limestone, which spUts with conchoidal fracture.

Found in the North Stoa, between the back wall and the inner row of columns. Six

irregularly broken fragments of the stone have been found, five of which may readily

be fitted together. These measure roughly 1 ft. by 8 in., the sixth fragment 3 in. by

1 in. The height of the letters is A in.

(a) Fragments 1-5.

pirov

ra • \->VV PP
covavtov i rvwv

. . iixerpov I H • nfid • nOOO O

. . T/30S

. . . aS . . .

(6) Fragment 6.

. . . avK . . .

The inscription is extremely well cut, and the surface of the stone in excellent condi-

tion, so that the failure to discover more fragments is peculiarly to be regretted. It

seems to have been an account of moneys paid out, possibly for building materials. We
might restore ^vXwv avcov in line 4, but the inscription is so broken away at the left that

conjectural restorations are not worth much. One Argive inscription gives H = 100,

n =50, 0=10, cf. Reinach, Traite d'Epigraphie grecqiie, p. 218; Dittenberger,

Hermes, vii. p. 62 ff., comments on the inscription, which is also published as No. 3286

in the Dialekt-Inschriften ; cf. Larfeld in Miiller's Ilandbuch, P. pp. 541 ff. Perhaps,

however, Q=:omieron, as in other portions of the inscription, and signifies an obol. But

how are we to read P ? If it means five or fifty drachmas in line 5, its repetition up to

five places would surely be most unusual. Professor F. D. Allen suggested that it may be

used to designate a coin of given value {cf. Reinach, Traite, p. 217, and note 3). Pro-

fessor Allen also suggested the reading wi/a vcov in line 4, thus connecting the inscription

with the purchase of sacrificial animals. Compare the sacrificial calendar from Cos,

J. H. S. IX. pp. 323 ff., published also in Paton's Corpus of Coan Inscriptions. Line

5, however, seems rather to suggest the purchase of building materials. We might per-

haps imagine in fine 5 something that had a Trepi/ier/aov (hiixeTpov or Tpifiirpov seems

difficult, since it involves the use of fiirpov as a linear unit) of 100, and in line 3 the

. . . ra might belong to some such expression as toI to. Siaa-TvXojv Ovpoyfia-ra {cf. lines

63-64 of the Epidaurean temple-inscription). This inscription is Frankel's C I. G. P.
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No. 523, and his commentary should be noted. He would inteqiret the H after -ifierpov

as TjdjitTrXedpov).

VI.

Oil a limestone trij)od-l)ase, found near the north wall of the West Building, with a

diameter of .50 m. and a height of .41 m. The top surface shows four dowel-lxdes, a

large sqiuire one in the centre, and three smaller rectangular ones for the legs, at dis-

tances of .23 m. apart.

E H M I h h O $. Ae«.XXo9.

Height of letters .03 m. to .035 m. The rounded delta throws this inscription also

back towards the beginning of the fifth century. But its chief interest lies in the

doubling of the xi. This is paralleled by the Boeotiiin Ae^^nr'rro';, Rihl, /. G. A. 150,

and Ae^^LTTva, C. I. G. 1G08, line 6.' The turning of xi on its side seems to be an

Argive peculiarity." It appears also on the inscription over the Cleonaeans who fell in

the battle of Tanagra : C. I. A. I. 441. The cutting off of the upper half of the middle

bar is, so far as I know, without precedent.

VII.

Found just to the south of the West Building among some architectural fragments.

Inscribed on an irregularly broken fragment 1 ft. by 8 in. in size. The height of the

letters is about .5 in. In the museum at Argos.

QO Kopivdof

At/KtCOf

^0^ \l^apoiJ,vdfi[ove^

Possibly the stone formed the upper part of a stele.

VIII.

This inscription is described as having come to light " on the surface of the south

side." The stone measures 5 in. by 6 in., and is broken on all sides. The letters are not

deeply cut and the squeeze is difficult to read. The height of the letters is about .3 in.

5]XK&/tva:AAll=ll

. . Tov oXxa /iva o . . .

. . 8ij« ironjpta k (?) . o . . .

(fudXa o 'E'jrtS<u[T]a

apyvptov oKko. fi[v(U (?)

fTravdiixara Xfto .

4>idXav okKav 8po[x/x<u (?)

<f>idXav oXici 8pa[x/«u (?)

SX]Kai S[>ax/Mu'(?)

» Roberta, Introd. to Greek Epigraphy, No. 77.

Xt^iaJ &II . a . . .

* For other cases of gemiuatiou, see G. Meyer, Gr.

Gram. § 227.
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Frankel's reading, C I. G. P. 526, in line 4, <^iaX.a d 'E7riSw[r]a, I believe to be right.

My squeeze appears to show the t, which I failed to observe before. His K[u]8[((jna in

line 3 also seems probable.

The fragment is evidently part of an inventory of valuable objects which were stored

in the temple or in some other building of the sanctuary. In line 1 the value of some

object seems to be 22 minae, and perhaps 20 drachmas 2 obols ; that is, if Ave may under-

stand— =: 10 dr. and I = 1 obol, as in the inscription which relates to the construction

of the temple of Asclepius at Epidaurus. Lines 7 and 8, however, show that the word

drachma was given in full, at any rate in the case of lesser values. The space preceding

the A which stands at the end of line 2 shows no trace of any letter. It would seem,

then, as if the value indicated were a single mina, unless A may possibly be taken as a

numeral. It is so used apparently in line 106 of the architectural inscription of the

temple at Epidaurus already referred to ; but, so far as I know, the letter has never been

interpreted thei-e, and it is of no help in understanding the present inscription. The

A rather suggests dveOrjKe or avdOefia in this place (c/'. the records of the temple of

Apollo at Delos, passim, Dittenberger, Sylloge', 588). The termination -87/ s looks like

the ending of a dedicator's name, but unfortunately there is no means of determining

how much has been broken ofE at the beginning or ending of the lines. In line 3 we
might expect a word expressing an attribute of Tror-qpLa (e. (j. KeSpiva, which, however,

is hardly possible, or KvScovLa (Friinkel)). In line 6 the compound inavdefiaTa is, so

far as I know, new, if we are to take it as signifying dedicated offerings. The use of

the accusative <^id\av in lines 6 and 7 has a parallel in lines 68 ff. of the records of the

temple at Delos.

IX.

An irregular fragment, broken on all sides, measuring 1 ft. 6 in. Height of letters

about A in. I can give no note as to the exact spot where this inscription was found.

Y pTnTATZ^Trl^CMATi^NnFIAMEl
T I T Y r ><AN oNTAS:P-^AE NTA

1

' A OA\A TONAIPON TAE N ox oNAj

^NKAITltriEXEirAynATANI

LN T I To IIAP0A\NAM0N E;:

.s:^AIKATAToNN'oy
>oNAIAEKAA\WEN1

. . . VKO . . .

apY/vp{q. • at Be ri? Ka rSiv irpiafj-ev^wv

. . . jTt Tvy'x^dvovTa'! ircoXev tA tt . . .

aTJadfjici Tov XiTrdvra evoy(pv aTr\oTla-ai,

. . CDV Kol Ti? Tt ex^i' -Trafidrcov «...

dytovTi Tol lapo/Mvd/iove':

SiKlda-crai Kara rov i'o/xo[i' o . . .

aSeVKcfiov • al Be Ka fir) ev . . .

BiKa'yrawini, vire^j)
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Enougli is left of this dooument to niuke tlie conjecture j)rol)al)le that it ih a (Mirtion

of a recurd of cei-tiiiii speciKcutious touching the sule or lease of some piece of projierty.

The ie/30/xt/a/xoce;, line G, whom seveml of the inscriptions from the IJerueum men-

tion (see Nos. ii., vii., xiv.), were doubtless the hourd which hud charge of the nego-

tiations. The restoration Si/catrcrat, in line 7, was suggested hy Professor F. D. Allen.

That in line 9 seems to follow from it. Noteworthy is the inicoimuon word iraixaTcjv in

line 5. We have TamrdfiaTa {to. inndiiaTa) in Dlalekt-fnHchriJ'tcn, 488, lines 163-

175. Compare imraa-is (Index to Dialekt-IiiHvhriften, Boiiticn), and the interesting

compound irafiaTo^ayflcrTai, (I. G. A. 321, Vmea ^2, ^5 =^ Dialekt^Inxchri/ten, 1478),

also the Homeric 7roXi»7ra/xwi/ and Ilesychius's ifivdiKov. The simple word ira/ia has

a rare literary use. (See the Thesaurus, ti. o.) In Une 8 Frankel, C. I. (i. I'. 521,

would restore €yypa\(\)ov.

X.

Inscribed on an irregularly broken fragment found just above the eastern wall of the

West Building. The stone measures about 1 ft. 5 in. in height, 1 ft. 1 in. in width at

the widest part, and 7 in. in thickness. The top, which is roughly hewn, has two small

holes in it, 2 in. by 2 in., and 1 in. in depth. Except at the top the stone is broken off

on all sides. The letters are from .6 to .8 in. in height.

tJAIITlAA/
iSOXMIO"

:a4>9

. o(J^K6(7iuo<i o{or «)

To]0 iheiK a . . .

t]^ <I>t\«T[T/S09

... at e7r(?) . . .

. . . e(?) . . .

In line 3 Frankel, C. I. G. P. 532, would read e/Aifjj'ue reo?. The small holes make

one think of a dedicatory offering by Philistis or her brother, but it is useless to speculate

in detail about the inscription.

XI.

Found in the West Building, close to the wall at the southwest comer, April 2, 1894.

The stone is irregularly broken with an inscribed surface about .31. m. x.l'i m., and is

about 12 m. thick. The letters are .005 m. to .007 m. high, very regular, and remark-

ably well preserved. They have no ornamentation except that the strokes are generally

broadened a little at the end. The inscription may belong to tlie third century, but

probably to the fourth, and is a fine example of careful cutting.'

• Yet the first alpha in NoAopxoJ, Hue 14, has uo cross- an impossible combination. The first </Wjfon in Ai^wffSjMioi'

bar, whicli makes the words look like 'A7ofl<»i'o» hiapx<>h in the next line also lacks the middle stroke.
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1 n* E A I

n

§ n K P A T

S fi K P A T

T E A A E A A

6 ANOIAAAG
S Q T H P I A A I

SYNETANTOI
^QiBIONSQKPA
A<t>POAITIANAAM

10 VllKYAIQNASnPAl
MOSXIONAAPXEKP
niSTAN*IAQTl§nc
SQKPATEIAN^IAfiTI
rAOQNANAYAPX0§

15 .. MOSOENEIANNIKOI
' TOKPATEIANEPIKPA
.0NOEP§IQNAAI<t>C
NAN^IAOKPATEIAPA/
. ANEPIKAHSAIFfiNYS

20 AAMO50ENHSAIFQN
^YPAPAIONIS

... NAPISTOPGMSKE

... KETOSKAE iOAl5
SANA

25 I A ^

i ' i},(f}e\ia)[ya

S&)K/3aT[etai'

TeWe'a A
5 'AvdiSa Ao

'^ooTrjpiBa I

livverav Voi

'AtppoSiTiav A.a/d.^oKpdreui

10 M.iKvXLQ)va 2a)7ra[T/)t?

Moffj^uBi'o 'Apx^K^pdjeia

IliffTav <I>iXwTt? Ho
'^coKpd.Teiav ^iXo)Tt[<i

['A]7a0ftji'a ^avap^o'S

15 Aal/J.oaOeveiav Nt«o/x[a';^;i7

'ApijoroKpaTeiav 'E7r6«/3o[Tetflt

.... ov @epcri(ov Aai<j)6[^VTr]<:

.... vav 'PiXoKpd.TeLa Uak

. . . . . av 'EttikXtj? Ai,p(ovv(T\_iav

20 Aafi.oa-6evr)<; Aifcov[^ua-{ccu

...... '2vpa notovt?

V 'AptfTTOTToXt? Ke

«eTo? KX£[o7r]o\t?

aav 'A

25 tXi»
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We have here simply a list of iiaiiies, some in the nominative and some in the accutui-

tive. On the left, where the oiij>iiial edge of the stone is preserved, we seem U) have an

accuBiitiveat the heginning of each line. In the first instance in which we have two

consecutive names, line 12, the second name is in the nominative. In line 14 it is the

sjime, and so on ap[)arently to the end. We cannot d('t<'rmine wlu'ther tlie third name
is an accusiitive, thus making a regular alternation, until we reach line 21. This line,

however, is peculiar in having a little hlank space ejich side of the preHer>'ed letters. It

is possible that before Xvpa an accusjitive stood, sepanited from it hy an interval slightly

greater than usual. Ilaiofts (which has a s[)ace after it for more than two letters),

is doubtless an epithet of Supa, and so does not break the alternation. Line 23 is the

only one which seems to do this, since -KtTo<; is probably the ending of a name in the

nominative ; and KXcottoXi?, which follows, seems to be a second name in the nominative.

It is also difficult to get a name short enough to precede ]/ctTo? supposing this were the

ending of an accusative, when only seven letters in all are lacking.

The inscription may be a record of emancipation of slaves, with the slaves' names in

the accusative, and the owners' names in the nominative. In such documents, at

Delphi and elsewhere, women's names generally outnuud)er men's names by more tlian

two to one.' In this list the proportion of women's names is even larger.

While some of the names are unusual, none of them are strange enough to be remark-

able. 'n<^eXi(i)i/ is interesting as occurring again in different shape in No. xiv. It is

perhaps a favorite in Argolis, as it appears in Dkilekt-biHchriflen, 3269, 3341, 3401.

The use of the dlgmiuna in Atfw^'ua•[la^'], which occurs twice, and the Doric ending a

for the first declension names, show some retention of old style, and caution us against

assigning too late a date to the inscription.

XII.

Found toAvards the close of the excavations of 1894. Of irregular shape, about .40 m.

long and .19 m. broad, .08 m. thick. Letters of the same size as those of Nos. xi., xni,

(.005 m. to .007 m.), and almost of the same fonn." The surface is so badly worn away

that but little can be made of the inscription, and that little only on the left side.

Only a few proper names result from the most careful scrutiny, hardly enough to

make it profitiible to add a transcription in small letters. Since the differences between

the letters of this inscription and those of Nos. xi., xiii., were at first hardly discernible,

and since this stone had no original edge preserved, it seemed as if it might belong to

the same inscription. The thickness of the stone would not be an insuperable objection,

as both fragments are extremely uneven at the back. Furthermore, while most of the

names which can be made out with cerfciinty are in the nominative, we have Xapira in

line 13 and an accusative ending apparently at the beginning of line 20. Even the two

consecutive nominatives in line 5, which may be regarded as certain, although this is

one of the most worn places of the stone, are paralleled in No. xi., as we have seen.

Some of the names are also the Siime, as 'A/dkttottoXi? (5), ^XydOoiv (14), perhaps

KXeoTToXt? (19, 21), and in different form '0<^€XXtwi/ (20).

But even the slight differences in the letters mentioned above, taken together with the

different thickness of the stones, make it ssifer to treat the two pieces as belonging to

different inscriptions.

1 Smith, Diet, of Anliq. II. 61'. ' M is somewhat broader, with the upright bars mora

perpciuliuiilar. O is somewhat smaller.
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1 N A S M I A I /«

ON0SAY...0S
A APXEMAX

A H I /v E I A A * I A

6 APISTOnOAIS NAYPAIA-
AAAKiiAY A TOA

A A I P I

AT H

10 PAT E Y €

A* A H § E

s ns T P A
"

CAPITA . API

A YS I S

16 A r A O fi

KAHrOPAP
X I r p A n
kaeiaaoka
PP05 KAEO

20 ONO<t>EIAA
4HSKAE0..AIAA
A/P1-IM...AMY

N A PAX N AS

1 vai Miai

a)vo<: Aii[apx]o<i

a 'Apx«Atax[«

a ^i\€ia A *A
5 'Apto-TOTToXf? NauTrXt'a

a AaKco Av . . a . . . . to\

a Alpi

arr) _

a

10 paT 8W

a<j)ar]<; 'E

2aj(7T/3aT[a

'X.dpira *A/3t[ffTo'7roXt9

Avai<r[TpdTa

16 'AydeQ)[v

KXTiy6[^pa] n
'A/jJ^tTT'Tra

KXeiSa 'Ok\

"A/3;^t]7r7ro9 K\eo'[7ro\t?

20 ov '0(j)e\\[icov

vr]<; K\eo[7ro]\i'So

aiTreifi . . . *A/tti'[/c\atos

V 'Apajfyat
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We seem to have genitives also in this inscription, as -wvo^ (2), *\pa\va^ (23),

]KX€t8a (18). Ot" these, however, only the last seems reasonuhly certain, as the first inay

be -OI/09; a nominative ending, and in Hne 23 we may liave '\pd\ua foUowed by a name

beginning with ^.

Line 22, whicli shows at the beginning seveml lettei-s which are hard to combine into

any proper name, may cont;iin something else than names, but this is doubtful. Aftur

this line there is space for another, which was lel't bhmk.

xiri.

A small irregular piece, .07 m.from top to bottom, .18 m. wide, of about the same thick-

ness as No. XII. The letters also are identical in form, so that in spite of different

weathering ' it is not unlikely that it formed a part of the same ins(;ription. It was

found at the close of the work in 18i)4. A small piece of the surface at the right, a)M>ut

.04 m. square, is now detached. But the two fragments fit so perfectly that there is

no doubt that they belong together.

K El

vKioNAPi :max
<t«IAnNIAAN<t>l ^0

PISTANANOIP
PYSIPPONS^

N
Ktt

<Pv\]dKiov 'Apt[ffTto 'Apx\ef*^<ix[p*'

^tXwviSav <l>t[X&)T/9] Xo

niaTav 'Av6iTr[jirov

X.^pv(TfjrTrov Sw

'\p')(€iid^ov in line 2 is suggested by the same name in xii. 3, although the space

is rather scanty for so many letters. The two compounds in Itriro^ are matched by the

two in XII. 17, 19. nicTTav occurs in xi. 12.

XIV.

The stone is very streaked limestone, .11 m. thick, irregularly broken. The greatest

length of inscribed surface, from top to bottom, is .30 m.
;
greatest breadth, .23 m. It is

not finished off evenly at the top, where the heading shows that we have the original

edge. The letters are .01 m. high. A remarkable feature of the inscription is that in

the top line where the stone is chipped off the letters are cut down into the breaks along

the edge.

1 MNAMONESHPASOIEI
API§TOKPATHSTIMArOPOY
TEO§THMENIAA§l$TP
rVEYSANTASElSAYTOYS

5 APKEIAA EPM0rENHSp:5MA
AAPAB0YANAPIK0S|AE*AHN
5IAs ISS* A H N AS A A M I T A

e AISXPONOS TTQAA0EE2
APXIAOS AG ANTITTATPA

10 TOS NAYTTAIA AAAPMON
This piece is so reddened that it seems at some time to have been exposed to fire.
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NASYAAAI^IAlSTOl^ K

NIKHIATKAEYKPATEOS
<t>IAONIKASSMlPEIAAI
|A^0EOAO§IA5POMAIA

15 ArA0QNO5ENAPrEIN
IENAS KEPKAAAieiO
I0KAAAPI2 TnrAS;
4>IAI5TinN |/^eiO<t>AN
.PITYAAA AYKO<t>P

20 .PATE02NAYTTAIf=
....AIONYS OYK
....EIA2 A OAOP

1 'lepo]/Ai'a^ot'€? "lipa<; oi e[7rl

'ApccrTOKpaT-qi; 'Yiji.ayopov

reos TT7/u,ei^i8a? 'Itrr/J [ey-

yv€V(ravTa<; ei5 aurovs [aTreXeu^e/Jwi' roij'oe

5 'A/3/cei8a 'Eppoyevr]^ lAG Ma
Aapdfiov 'ApSpiKo^ |AG *aT?i'[as

(Tia? IaS^ <I>a77Va? Aa/ioiTa[8as

e Aicr^^pwi'os IlwXa^ee?

'Ap^iSo? AG 'AvTiiraTpa

10 TO? NavTrXta AA 'A/)/xoi'[ia9 [4>aT7-

I'as 'TaSai ttiXio-Tw JAG K
VIK17 |AG KXev/c/aareo?

<I>tX.oi'iKas 'XfiipelSai

» |A5 BeoSocrta? 'Pw/i,aia[?

15 'Aydd(t)vo<; iv "Apyet N
$evaq Kep/caSai ®io [Aa-

p.0K\a 'ApicTTw |aS S

^iXicrrtwr (AG ®i-o(jiav

KjpiTwXXa? Au/co<^/3[wi' [KXeir

20 /cjpareos NavTrXia

.... Aicovvcriov K

.... eia? Aio8ajp[os

This inscription seems to be a list of certain persons who had become security to the

Hleromnemons for something. In my first pubHcation I ventured to make the sign

|aS, which does not occur elsewhere, a numeral sign, although I could not assign it a

value. The fact that in line 9 the form AG, and in line 10 AA, appeared made this

supposition seem plausible in view of the variety of nimieral systems in the Argolid.'

But this explanation is so uncertain that I feel obliged to leave the meaning of the sign

or signs doubtful. It seems clear that certain persons designated by the nominative

case become sponsors for others designated by the genitive case, probably freedmen.

Probably we have lost at least half of the inscribed surface. The first line must have

contained after the eVt at least a proper name of some magistrate who gave his name to

the year. This would make a line of about thirty letters. If in the next lines we have

' Collitz, Dialekt-Inschriften, Nos. 3286 (Argos), 3318 (Hermioiie). See also Ditteiiberger in Hermes, VII.

(Nemea), 3325 (Epidaunis), 33C2 (Troezeii), 3384, 3385 pp. 62 ff.
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the nauios offour IlieroiniifinotiH, as we niijjlit expetft from No. il., and tlie iihiiu'h of

their fathers, witli some siicli formula as aveypa^^au tov<; iyyvtv(rauTa<i,^ even forty let-

ters to the Hue will not suttice. It is of course possihle that there were only tliree Ilie-

ronuiemons at the time of this inscription. But line 5, to ^o no farther, with u name

like MarpoSoj/aou, and another name with the usual sijifu (for the onler, up to line 9,

seems to be nominative, sign, genitive), would make a line of forty letters. It is the lack

of such a large part of the inscription that makes the int<!rpretiition full of difiiculties.

In line 9 the order appears to he reversed, the genitive coming bef(»re the sign and the

nominative after it.

IIa(\a6'ee9 (8), 'TaSat (11), SfiipelSat (Hi), KepxaSai (IG), seen> to designatt; guilds or

possibly fjcnfcs, and may signify, according to Professor Frankel's suggestion, ' Horse-

breeders,' 'Swineherds,' ' Polishers,' or 'Sharpeners' (literally, 'users of emery '), ' Weav-

ers.' The designations recall the names given by Clisthenes to the tribes at Sicyon

(Herod. V. G8).

That the inscription is from Roman times may be inferred from the occurrence of

'Pw/Aaia[';], although the forms of the letters ah)ne woidd not have led us to ascriln; it

to so hite a period." Many of the letters are apicated.

XV.

Inscribed on a stone built into the wall of one of the structures that adjoin the

North Stoa. The wall is not of the best construction, and the inscribed stone was

undoubtedly brought from elsewhere and built iii at a date later than that of the cutting

of the inscription. The dimensions of the stone, which has apparently been cut down to

fit into its present position, are 2 ft. 11.5 in. by 1 ft. 11.5 in., and the upper line of the

letters is 3.5 in. below the top of the stone. The height of the letters is about 3 in.

The upper left-hand corner of the stone is broken off. The inscription is very cletirly

cut. The apparent dot in the first is almost certainly only a breiik in the surface of

the stone. The form of sifjnia is noteworthy in an Argive Inscription.

Dlfo^'yuo
Aipovvcri'ov

Friinkel, C I. G. P. 512, reads Ai/rwi/ucrtou on account of this form occurring in Nos.

XI. fine 20, and xiv. line 21.

Possibly this may be a patronymic genitive in a dedicatory inscription.

XVI.

Inscribed on a much-broken block of stone measuring 2 ft. 3 in. by 2 ft. by 1 ft. 3 in.

(height). Foiuid on the upper terrace just south of the remains of the earlier Temple.

A 1 1 AM i

'A-pTa/jii

For the form see Foucart in Le Bas, Explicat. No. 109«. The inscription there pub-

lished reads, WpuiTioiv 'Apra/u-t. Foucart compares the forms Sapdnt,, "lo-i, 'Apovfit (cf.

Mlttheil. IV. p. 148, No. 508 ; Dlalekt-Inschriften, 3283).

1 ^yyufiio), though not given in the lexicons, is contained - The rounded cpsilou which appears in the corabina-

in Wescher et Foucart, Imcr. de Delphes, No. 139. tion p^ does not appear in the body of the inscription.
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XVII.

Found in the same place as No. vi. The inscribed stone is of irregular shape, but

the measurements may be roughly given as 11 in. by 5 in. The height of the letters is

about 1.2 in. The dot in the is not entirely certain.

«>rAr
. . . o (or <o)v av^ed 7] Ke['!)

The squeeze fails to show any trace of the line after v which Frankel notes, C. I. G. P.

509.
XVIII.

Inscribed on a very much oroken fragment measuring roughly 9 in. by 5.4 in. The

letters are about .9 in. in height. In line 2 the fourth letter is very likely, though not

quite certainly, theta ; and indeed the second letter of the line, so far as form goes,

might be the same. In line 4 perhaps we should read ra instead of vra.

e]o? ^e(?).

. ev . .

vr a

Frankel, C I. G. P. 533, restores KX]eocr^e -
|

J' [ dvdarTiqa-^ev.

XIX.

M
On a fragment of a round base of limestone which must have had a diameter of about

1.50 m. with very elaborate moulding. The inscription is on a band .11 m. broad. Above

this is a projecting lip now badly shattered, once .03 m. thick and projecting at least

.02 m. ; below is a concave moulding .01 m. broad, then a convex one, .02 m. broad

;

then a band .05 m. broad with a double maeander pattern. The shape of the fragment

is like that of a sector of a cyUnder, the inscribed surface, i. e. the arc, measuring .24 m.

Height of letters, M .025 m., .02 m.

We have the beginning of the inscription, since there is a space of .14 m. before the M,

whereas the letters M and are only .05 m. ajiart. It is useless to attempt a restoration.

The inscription was probably brief, since other pieces of the base lying at the Heraeum

have no letters.
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XX.

Two marble fraj^nents, rough at the hack, .00 in. thick, both irrej^ularly hrukeii, («)

about .'22 m. X .22 ni.
; (6) about .15 m. X .25 m. (height) : lettere in both .00 ni. .07 m.

in heiglit, and with hirge apiccH.

(a) V A 1 •» (6) V I E

T P

Whether (a) is properly first in order of succession one cannot sjiy, as a reconstruction

is not to be made out of such scanty fragments. All we can say is that (n) certiiinly

yields in the second line Auro>fpa]Topo[? and in the first line perhaps ' \v[^T(ovivov. (b)

yields 'St^fiaa-Tou. It is in itself highly probable that the worship at the Ileraeum had

a period of revival under Hadrian and the Antoniues.



PART SECOND

STAMPED TILES FROM THE ARGIVE HERAEUM

BY KUFUS BYAM RICHARDSON

Clay that is to be fired presents an opportunity easily to inscribe a name so that it shall

become more durable than one laboriously chiseled in stone. This opportunity is one

too temjjting to be neglected, and from the time when the Assyrians stamped their bricks,

down to the present day, it has been improved. Tiles and bricks made by Romans, and

impressed with the names of the legions by which and for which they were made, have

been found all over Western Europe.^ At first less attention was paid to Greek material

of this character because the material itself has been less abundant. Birch {Ancient

Pottery, p. 116 ff.) gives a list of the examples known at the time of the publication of

that work ; but that was nearly forty years ago, and even the second edition is more

than twenty years old. In this interval many additions have been made to our stock.

A partial list of these additions was drawn up by Paris ' in 1892, including contributions

from Athens, Piraeus, Corinth, Mantinea, Tegea, Lycosura, Sparta, Olympia, Dodona,

Tanagra, Thisbe, Metiipontum, Velia, besides a considerable quantity from Elatea. This

list might be greatly enlarged. The two great excavations of Olympia and Delos were,

it is true, unfruitful iu this sort of material ; but Pergamon ^ has yielded one hundred

and twenty-four different stamps, with sometimes forty impressions from the same stamp.

The excavations at Megalopolis gave another smaller but interesting addition ;
* Chios,'^

Magnesia," Tralles," and Eretria * also furnish their contributions. Epidaurus has several

tiles with the stamp
ANTUJNeiNOY«

In the recent excavations at Corinth were found several tiles bearing the abbreviated

title of the Roman city, COL. I V L. CO R.'"

Of especial interest is a tile-fragment from the temple of Apollo at Amyclae, now in

the Central Museum at Athens, and not yet published. On this the stiimp has been

impressed twice. The first time it was done so carelessly that only the top line " took."

We read A TT A A W N 8. It is perfectly evident, however, from the breadth of the

indentation in the clay, that another line ought to be there. But by good luck the

workman saw his failure, and planted his stamp again about an inch higher up, this time

squarely. The larger portion of the lower line has been spared. Just at the top of the

fragment we read :
—

AA Wl
AA Y K A A I I

1 Marini, Inscrizioni doliari ; Bircli, Ancient Pottery, at * Athen. Mitth. XIIL p. 182.

tlie end. e
/jj-rf. XIV. pp. 103 f.

2 Elatee, pp. 110 ff. In tlie Bibliotheque des Scales ' B. C. H. X. p. 327.

franfaises d'Aihenes et de Rome, Fascicule 60"°. * Eleventh Annual Report of the American School of
' Alterthiimer von Pergamon, VIII. 2, pp. 393 ff. Classical Studies at Athens, p. 40.

* Excavations at Megalopolis, p. 140, and Jour, of Hell. ' Kabbadias, Fouilles d'I?pidaure, p. 107, No. 247.

Studies, XIII. pp. 332, 33G. w Am. Jour, of Arch. Second Series, I. (1897), p. 111.
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Hardly less interesting is a brick from Sparta stamped :
—

TTAIN0OIAAMOCIAICKANO
GHKACEniKAAAIKPATEOC
EPrWNANIKACIUJNOC'

It is not necessary, however, to give here a complete catalogue of the material

which has been found in recent years and has received casual mention in various jn'ri-

odicals. Enouf^h has been said to show that certain stamjHjd tiles found at the Argive

Heraeum are far from being an isolated phenomenon in Greece. Of these tiles, seven

fall at once into a class:—
(a) $fi K A H $
(b) $n K /

(c) §n K . . $A.
(d) $ KAH^APv.
(e) T E K T N,

(/) PXITE KT N

(9) \PXITEKTnN.
The letters in all these are of the same form, about half an inch long, and raised.*

There is no room for d()ul)t that they are all from a single stamp, and one can easily

restore for all the reading :
—
§QKAH$APXITEkTnN

By a piece of good fortune, the Central Museum possesses a fragment found by Stama-

fcikis at the Ileraeum in 1878, contiiining AH^APXITEKTQN, evidently stamped

with the same die. To remove any lingering doubt as to all these pieces belonging to

one lot, it may be added that they are all of the same thickness (.03.') m.); that about

.025 m. from the top (which is the only original edge preserved) a thin strijM; is im-

pressed ; that the st<imp is in each case placed innnediately below this stripe, always on

the concave side of the tile, which on this side had a finish not given to the other .side

;

and that the clay in all is rather coarse. After reaching this conclusion with very little

difficulty, I had my attention called to a whole tile in the Polytechnikon, found by Dr.

Schliemann in 1874 in the village of Chonika, about a mile and a half from the Heraeum.

Here stands in full :
—

^QKAH ^APXITEKTQN
At the bottom of the tile is another stamp :

—
AAMOIOIHPA^

This is, of course, for Sa/idcrtoi "H/aa?,' and would mark the tiles («rcpa/xot being

understood) as the public property of Hera.

On the stamped tile from Sparta, above mentioned, we had ttXCvOoi Sa/ioo-iai a-Kavo-

67JKa<;, an exactly parallel case. So on the Piraeus fragments we have AA $ I A TT E I P

' Alhen. MiUh. II. p. 441 ; mentioned also by Paris, Infrod. to Greek Epigraphy, No. 79, and 'Evofqi, No. 81,

op. cit. wliile in other cases, in the same position it vanishes alto-

' Particularly noteworthy are the small n, the $ with gether. Thus in C. /. G. I. 1120, TfAtiTroi is used

oblique upper and lower bars, the K with short oblique three times for T«A«'<n»Trof, and BpiOWos for BpiirvWot

bars, and the very loiiw E, which makes E K Tn descend (in CoUitz und Bechtel, Argivische Insckri/ien, p. 127, the

like the side of a tll<i;lit of steps. rough breatliing is g^ven to these names). See Ahrcns,

' In some Argive, as well as in Lacoiiian, inscriptions De Graeeae Linguae Dialectis, II. p. 78 f.

IT between vowels is changed to h, as in [Ao^ojfo, Roberts,
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with it\ivOo<; probably supplied. The three Tanagra tiles bear ^ I § M A A.* The

Tegea tile bears AAMOSIO^." A fragment of brick, also from Tegea, has -arrj?

S' 3
a/JLOcriov.

Another tile an inch thick and of great concavity, found at the Heraeum, has

A A M I 1."

This word Sa/xoioi does not put us in possession of any very definite information, such

as that secured by the English excavators at Megalopolis, who identified the Philippeum

by stamped tiles.'' The whole precinct was sacred to Hera, and the tiles of any build-

ing, or even of a drain-pipe, might have been said to belong to her.

One's first thought is of roof-tiles. But the tile that we have entire in the Poly-

technikon is very heavy and coarse. It is 1.10 m. long, .51 m. broad at the top,

.44 m. broad at the bottom, .035 m. thick. The edges are cut off with a slant, making

a cross section of this form : — C^^~~^
It has been suggested to me that it might be a drain-tile, but so slight is the concavity

that it would take at least five such pieces to make a cylinder, and this

would be enormously large— a metre and a half or more in diameter. Of

course, this might be the case ; the tiles, however, would not make joints,

but would simply touch one another with sharp edges thus :
—

It is not likely that the edges would have been made to fit so poorly if this had been

the end for which the tiles were designed. Neither is it likely that tiles like this were

intended to go in pairs, making a flat drain (one being imposed upon the

other), for in that case the edges would have met thus :
—

For only one sort of a drain does a tile of this shape seem fit, viz., for an open drain.

The lower smaller end of each upper tile would fit into the broader upper end of each

lower tile, and make a good drain for a small quantity of water, e. g., the drippings from

a roof. But it would be strange if such drains existed in quantity enough to have

afforded us almost our only siu-vivals of Heraeum tiles. Furthermore, a system that was

fit for an exposed drain was fit to serve as a series of gutter-tiles on a roof {ao)\i]ve<;).

The zigzag edge was perhaps rude, but it could be covered by the KaXvTrTrjpe<;, as may
be seen by the annexed cut :

—

There is a breadth of only slightly over .14 m. to be covered by the KaXvTrrijp. It

would be just .14 m. if the turned up edges of the (T(i)\rjve<;, for so we may now call

them, were cut off straight and not with a slant. If the /caXuTrr^pcs were as thick as

the (TcjXrjve'i, they must have had a superficial breadth of .21 m." Perhaps we may
assume .25 m. as a maximum. The (T(o\tjv€<; could have at most a breadth of only .30 m
exposed.^

This adjustment gave a roof divided in its surface about equally between gutter-tiles

' Paris, op. cit. p. 112. ters really look more like AIMO, an interesting iota-

2 Athen. Mitth. IV. 144. cism.

' Paris, op. cit. p. 110. ' Excavations at Megalopolis, p. 141.

^ At Eretria, in 1894, a small fragment of a tile was * The computation would be as follows : the taper of

found bearing apparently the au\{)v (.07 m.) plus twice the thickness of its edge

AHMO EPETPI. (.14 m.).

If AHMO be the true reading of the somewhat worn let- ' The computation would be as follows : .44 m.—
ters, H and M are strangely crowded together. The let- (.035 m. X 2 -(- .035 m. X 2)= .30 m.
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and coveriufj tiles. Tlie taper of the gutter-tiles affords an easy way of fittinji^ eat-h one

into the next lower. Probably the covering tiles were arranged in the same easy way,

the narrow upper end being overlapped by the broad end of the next covering tile.

This (lid not make so fine a roof as is found on buildings having marble tiles, with their

delicate KakvnTrjpe'i, or as the roof of the Treasury of Gela at Olynipiii with it« more

carefully niutclicd clay tiles. But that it is a probable and natural arningement is shown

by the fact that tiles are now adjusted in the siiuie way. The only difference is that they

are now made much smaller. The tile in the Polytechnikon must be twenty or thirty

times as heavy as those now in common use on the roofs in Athens. Such tihfs were

large enough to be held in })osition by their own weight, without mortar, even in spite <»f

considerable wind, thus making a roof comparable to those made of flat stones, so commun
in the valleys of Northern Italy, where fierce winds sweep down over the mountiiin itassefl.

These tiles might be considered (piite old and primitive were it not for the st;imp

which forbids such a thought. This even forbids our ascribing them to the time of the

erection of the new temple of Hera, which was probably begiui soon aft*'r the destruction

of the older temple in 423 B. c, and completed before 400 B. c, to say nothing of the fact

that Pausanias mentions Eupolemus as the architect of that temple. The West Build-

ing, also, if the signs of its age have been correctly estimated by the visiting architects,

could not have borne these tiles on its Jirst roof. Its massive character, however, and

the short span of its roof would make it a very proper building to carry such heavy tiles.

As these were found in various spots, («) at the north side of the West Building, (c)

and (e) on and near the steps of the EaKst chamber, the place of finding furnishes no clue

as to the building to which we are to assign them.

Not to be too exact about the forms of letters on a stamp, and that, too, outside of

Attica, where we are always uncertain as to dates of certain forms, we may yet ssiy with

considerable safety that the sfcimp cannot be earlier than the fourth century, B. c. The

small omeya would seem to make it venturesome even to put it into that century at all.

But against any very late date may be arrayed the following considerations :
—

1. A has a straight crossbar.

2. § has its upper and lower branches very divergent.

3. There is no attempt at ornamentation.

But it is of course possible that the stamp-maker may have indulged in an affected

archaism. The irregularity of the ending EKTQN may be due to that. On the Amy-

claean stamp there is no sign of a later date than 300 b. c, other than a very late form

of the omega (W). As for S with divergent upper and lower bars, it is found on bricks

made perchance a year ago at Chalkis.

The name Socles, a ' Koseform ' for Sosicles, is common enough, and affords no

particular interest. But the meaning of dpxi-TeKTcou is an interesting question. The

word seems, judging from its use in numerous inscriptions, to have the definite meaning

of ' supervising architect,' holding office sometimes for the erection of a certjiin build-

ing, as in the case of the temple of Asclepius at Epidaurus, or for a term during which

he would supervise all building and repairs, as at Delos. His office is well described by

Fabricius {Hermes, XVII. p. 17), and by Homolle {B. C. IT. XIV. pp. 477 ff.), who

remarks : " Dans un grand sanctuaire comine celui de Delos, oil les reparations, a d^faut

meme de travaux neufs, exigeaient continuellement la surveillance et la cajmcite d'un

homme de metier, on ne pouvait se passer d'un architecte. L'habitude d'attacher d'une

fayon permaneute un architecte aux temples etait assez repandue dans le monde grec."
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In C. I. A. I. 322, Philocles is mentioned as an dpxi-reKTCDv, who with a ypa/iyxarew?

belonged to a board of eVtcrraTai tov ve<b tov iv TroXei, iv w to ap-^aiov ayaXjota, sup-

posed to be the Erechtheum. In C. I. A. I. 324, a year later probably, for work on

the siinie building an dpxi-TeKTcov named Archilochus received 37 drachmas for one pi-y-

tany and 36 for another. This is pretty clearl}' a drachma a day. According to the

same account, men who worked on columns got as high wages as 20 or even 22 drachmas

a prytany. In C I. A. I. 60, dpxi-TeKTO)v and dp)(^LTeKTove<; are frequently mentioned

in connection with what is supposed to be the same work as that above mentioned. In

an inscription from Delos, published by Homolle,' a certain Philistides receives a pay-

ment of one drachma a day. Homolle supposes him to have been the architekton who

supervised all the buildings at the time on the island of Delos. At any rate, it appears

that nothing was done in great building enterprises without the consent and advice of

the architekton. KcXeuet dp^i-TeKTcov is a phrase of very common occurrence in building-

inscriptions ; it occurs 34 times in the accounts of the hiei'ojioioi of the temple of AjjoUo

at Delos, edited by Homolle in B. C H. VI. pp. 6 fE. The hierojjoioi make payments

at the order of the dp)(^iTeKTOvo^ /cai twi' iTnfjieXrjTwv, ibid. pp. 7, 8. In the Eleusinian

inscription published by Foucart, B. C. II. IV. 226 fF., we read ottov av SoKfj toIs lepo-

rrotois Koi tw dpxf-TCKTovi,. In the great building-inscription of Lebadea (/jjsc. Graec.

Sept. 3073, line 160), we see that a completed piece of work is submitted to the dpxi--

TeKTQjv, while minutiae like the sejjarate joints are attended to by a vTrapxiTeKTcov?

In an inscription from Epidaurus^ mention is repeatedly made of an architekton Tlieo-

dotus, who served for a period of more than six years at a salary of a drachma a day.* But

the salary of an dp^LTeKTOiv was not uniformly a drachma a day.® In the year 279 B. c,

at Delos, he received two drachmas a day ; but at the same time cerfciin workmen, Nicon

and his son, got the same amount for working on a column." At Eleusis, in the time of

Lycurgus, an dp^LreKTrnv received 72 drachmas for one prytany, or two drachmas a day,^

while an epistates of seven men received only ten drachmas for the same time."

The dpxLT^KTOiv inl to, lepd at Athens," and the dpxt^TeKTcov who had so much to do

with the theatre of Dionysus, were undoubtedly supervising architects, whatever other

functions went along with that office. The four persons mentioned in C. I. A. II. 194,

col. c, as dpxi'T€KTope<;, are similarly engaged, although their work is at the Piraeus in

connection with the ships.

Two things appear reasonably clearly from this list of inscriptions :
—

1. When a man is called an dpxn^xTwv, as Socles here is, he cannot be considered to

be the head of a tile factory.'" In that case he would probably have been called Kepafx.ev<;.

Socles was doubtless the supervising architect for some particular building or for some

one or more years.

2. The other result may seem surprising ; viz., that a man who undertook important

» B. C. H. VIII. p. 305 fF. « Cf. line 71 of the great inscription published by Ho-
^ Cf. line 53: apeo-ruis to?s veoirowh xaX Tip ctpx'TfKTOci moUe in B. C. H. XIV. p. 389 ff.

(it was easy for Dittenberger to restore in No. 3075 ' C. I. A. II. 834''.

[/toeis i.v KeK(ir) i a]px'r(KTav). Cf., also, C. I. G. 2266, * Ibid. col. 11. line 9.

line 19 : (Wft^av Si {rvvrfXtaBij rh tpyov^ t7ro77€iA<{Tat 6 ^pytavij^ ^ Ibid. II. 403, line 28.

To?s eVicTTaTais Ka\ rf apxn(KToi/i. '" For the head of a tile-factory to style himself apx'-

^ Kabbadias, Fimilles d'Epidaure, p. 78, Inscr. No. 145. riKrav would probably have seemed an unjustifiable as-

* His payment for one year is 350 drachmas ; for an- sumption of dignity. Foucart (in B. C. H. VIII. p.

other it is 353 drachmas. 407) understands a brick from Thebes to bear the stamp
^ See the list given by Homolle in B. C. H. XIV. p. of the maker's name, adding : Les marques de ce genre

478. !<ont encore wtsez rares en Grece.
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responsibilities, ie(iuiring special knowledge and training, received tiie sniall {myiuent of

one or two drachmas a day.' This may he a <j;ood illustration that oflieiuls in Greet-e

did not look for {^reat profit. Quite likely, the oidy reason why the unrhitect at Athenn

was paid at all, while the hoard of cVicrTaTai with whom lie Wiis asHOciitted gave their

services free, was that he had to give uj) (ill his time to the work. Perhaps tlie ]»uynient

given to a member of the Boule during his time of actual service was regarded iw u

proper stiindard in paying for this sort of work. Probably the only diiTerence lM'twt*en

such an dpxi-TeKTcjv as Socles and Ictinus or Libon ' was that the latter were engaged

in more important undertiikings.

A woril may here be atlded as to the practical reason for stamping tiles. Socles, who

may of course have had his own tile-making establishment, did not wish to have a pile of

his tiles stolen or mixed up with similar tiles."' Perhaps it is not without a liearing on

such possible purloining that we read an account of the hUtropo'un at Delos,^ running

thus: 'Bought 200 pairs of tiles; 70 pairs on one building, 44 on another; and turned

over to the following hlcropoiol a remainder of 76.' No mention is made of the deficit

of 10.

The tUes were probably formed in a wooden mould, like that referred to in an inven-

tory of Delos "* as a tutto? ^uXii/os Ktpafiihwv. Tiiat in some cases the stam]i wiis afiixed

by a separate impression might seem probable from the fact that the upjMjr stamp with

Socles's name was not exactly uniform with reference to the stripe above it. But this

may also be accounted for by supposing the metidlic stamp, which made the letters so

clearly cut, to have been a little loosened from the wood of the mould in some cases. I

once saw some moulds at a brick manufactory in Eleusis in just that condition.

II.

A small, thin flat piece, .08 m. X .05 m., without resemblance to the Socles tiles, yet

bearing the letters

I I H.

These seem to indicate the same stamp that was applied at the bottom of the Socles

tile which is found entire in the Polytechnikon at Athens, i. e., AAM0I0IHRA5. The

dimensions of the letters coincide exactly, their height being .015 m., except in the case

of the omicrons, which are only half as high.

On a piece of tile painted black, with considerable curvature, are the letters MOIOI.

As the stsimp is entire at the right end, it did not in this case have HRA5. Other-

wise the letters are the same.

III.

ETTINIK

A

On a small piece .12 x .07 m., from the West Building.

After A what looks like P follows, but this is uncertiiin. The rest of the lower line is

worn away. Coming to this from the pieces just discussed, one would be predisposed to

> Tliat an architect was a man of some standing might ' The stamp with Socles's name, being on the opper

appear from the words of [Plato] A nteraxlae, p. 135 B : end, would disappear when the tile was laid, even if it

^» Tp TfKTovtKfi TfKTOfa filv tiv vptakTo irc'i/Te fi ?| fiviiv i-Kfov, were a gutter-tile.

apxtTfKTOva 8e ou5' tiV fxvpian' SpaxM^*'* ^' ^' ^' P" '*^'

-' It is a little strange that Paiisaiiias (V. 10, 3) speaks ^ Ibid. VI. pp. 29 £f.

of Libon as a Tfierav.
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read 'EttiVikos dpxi'T€KTcoi', but it is quite as likely that eVi is a jireposition followed by

a genitive, as in so many of the Corfii stamps containing the names of prytanes (Riemann,

Les Isles loniennes, pp. 47, 54), or in the numerous stamps on amphora-handles collected

by Dumont in Insc^ Ceramiques de la Grece. The word following the name may be

dpxovTo^, for aught we know.

IV.

Another fragment still smaller, .09 m. x .07 m., has a name clearly in the genitive.

To the left we read :
—

YO A I

A^

It is evident that the top line runs from right to left, and we probably have a name

ending in iXou. If the next Hue turns back in a boustrophedon order, we may here have

inl—tXou dpxovTos or a/a^^ire/croi/os. Such a turning back of tlie second line is seen

on one of the Megalopolis tiles.^ In our inscription, as in that one, AYO is also possible,

since the mark at the edge of the fragment, after the supposed A, looks oblique, and may

be a part of a Y. The reading of the name from right to left has many parallels in

stamps. A Megalopolis tile^ has the name ^iknnToiixiqv read this way. The three tiles

from Tanagra read in the same way,^ as well as one of the three tiles from Chios before

mentioned. The maker of the stamp in these cases preferred to cut his letters running

in the usual order, regardless of the hundreds of impressions which would thus read

reversed.

We are sure that in some cases the stamps were not cut as a whole, but were made up

of movable letters.* On an amphora-handle from the Piraeus,^ the reading is from

right to left ; but the letters §, P and K are left turned the other way. In turning his

letters the workman forgot to arrange them so as to make the dii-ection of the word and

of the letter consistent.

V.

A series of four tile-fragments found on the south slope below the Heraeum just at the

close of the work (spring, 1894). These contain :
—

eTTITTOAYrNO

eTTITTO

GT

They are all impressed on the concave side of fragments about an inch thick. The
letters are not raised, as in the other fragments here catalogued, but depressed. The fact

that in No. 1 G is so close to the TT as not to allow room for the cross-bar of the latter to

extend so far to the left as in Nos. 2 and 3 points to a slight difference in the moulds,

possibly due to the use of movable letters. The date of this stamp is evidently very late.

Whether Polygnotus was an architect or a sacred official for the year is not known.

1 /. H. S. XIII. p. 336, No. 1. and Dumont, Inscr. Ccram., pp. 395, 396, 398, where are

" Ihid. cuts illustrating the making up of these stamps, in some
' B. C. H. XI. p. 209. of which letters are misplaced.

* Blumner, Technologie und Terminologie, II. p. 32 ; ° B. C. H. XI. p. 207.
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VI.

VOfiBA Seipov

Two fnif^meiits, one .18 ra. x 0.18 m., the other .10 m. X .19 m., one with a nuN«(l horder

.05 in. above the stjimp, iind the other without it, hut the stump ih evidently the name on

both pieces. The letters iire .01 to .012 ni. high. We HCem to have here a case of a

stamp reversed in which the character p= p was not reversed like the other letters. It is

singular that the break should occur in both pieces at exactly the same place, and so

lejive us in doubt whether we have the genitive of Acipo; or of some longer name.

VII.

ETTIKOP

MAKIA

A fragment found at the close of the season of 1895. The field of the stamp is

,10 m. X .05 m. The letters are .02 m. high. Another fragment bears f^f^ which seems to

be a duplicate of this. KOP is probably an abridgment of Kopvr)\Cov.

vm.
KAOiCCeENHC RXoicrtr^ei/Tj?

A fragment of absolutely flat tile, .02 m. thick, .26 X .25 m. ; letters .02 m. high. An-

other diminutive piece yields KAOICC. The square signias cannot belong to a date

much before the beginning of the Christian era, and the contamination of ei and ot

would seem to indicate a date much later still. Such a phenomenon in Attica would

hardly appear before the third century of our era.'

IX.

A small piece of the upper right-hand corner of a tile with ^ next to the preserved

edge. This ^ is exactly like those in the Socles stamps, and the piece agrees in thick-

ness ; but this cannot belong to that series unless the Aa/xoioi 'H/ja? was transferred to

the top.
X.

Broken a little at the right-hand lower corner. The raised letters are badly worn in

the middle of the second line, and at first glance the inscription seems to be easily

legible. It runs from right to left, thus :
—

V0//1 V A A ^

AA )J^O s/

Hopeful as the first line and the first half of the second look, affording KXawSiou

KXeocr^ , we must leave the rest unsolved.

XI.

But the pearl of the tile-inscriptions from the Heraeum is on the fragment of the upper

face of the edge of a huge bowl, which must have had a diameter of about three feet.

The fragment was found in 1894 " at the West end of the South Slope, behind the

^ Meisterbans, Gram. Att. Jnschr., p. 46, § 16. 10.
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retaining wall of the West Building, mixed up with a quantity of early pottery and figu-

rines."

The letters are not stamped so as to appear raised as in those hitherto mentioned, but

are incised, cut into the clay when it was moist. The inscribed face of the fragment is

.22 m.X-06 m. The letters are .03 m. high.

/MBEPAMEINI T]as 'Hpas ei^ai

This inscription, judging by A and E, and above all by M = cr, must be considerably

older than No. xii. of the inscriptions on stone. It must date at least as far back as

500 B. c.

While it may belong to a large amphora, it may also belong to a lustral bowl. This

might be the very bowl in which the mad king Cleomenes of Sparta dipped his bloody

hands before performing his bootless sacrifice which is graphically described by Herodotus

(VI. 81 ff.).

ADDENDUM.

Fragment of a roof tile with a closed eta stamped upon it. Here reproduced in fac-

simile in its actual size. As this fragment was found under the flooring of the Second

Temple, it must have come from the Old Temple, or from one of the buildings contem-

porary with it.
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AiiAS, (lividcH Ari^ive territory, 34.

Acraea, part of territory of Huraoum, doKiicd, 13.

Acrisius, Arf;ive trutlitiun of, 34 f.

Adnictu, dau^^iiter of KuryktheiiM, fuuiider of Suiniitii

Heraeuni, 5.

.^oliaii du])ositg, 05.

aFin'jTivi, lueaiiing of, 200 f.

Aganieninon, place of, in Arjrive tradition, 35; chosen

leader against Troy at the Hcravuui, 35.

Altars, below foundations of Second Temple, 20, n. 2.

Amazon, head of, i-elated to Polycleitiin type of Am-
azon, 164 ; described, 180 f.

Amazonomaohia, fragments of, from metopes of Sec-

ond Tenii)le, 150 f., 182.

Andesites, at tlie Heraeuni, 100.

Anthemion, upon cyma from Second Temple, 123 f.

Apollo Pytbaeus, temporarily supersedes Hera as

principal divinity of Argivo plain, 4, 37.

Aqueducts, connected witli the Revina-tou-Kastrou,

16 ff.

Archaic ^uavov, from western pediment of Second

Temple, 149 f.

Archinus, foumler of games in honor of Hera, 10.

Architect\ire of the Heraeuni, 103 ff.

Arijiue-Llnear vases, proposed designation for so-

called " Proto-Corinthian " vases, 50 ; preponder-

ance of, at Heraeuni, 50 ; represent a continuous

indigenous element, .59.

Argolis, defined, 3 n.; scenery of, 86 f.; geologically

of recent formation, 91 ; rivers of, 92 ; geological

history of, 93 f.

Argos, meaning and application of the name, 3 n.;

connection with the Heraeuni, 10 ff., 27 ; supre-

macy in the Argive plain comparatively late, 31

;

probably raised to importance by Dorians, 36

;

struggle with Sparta, 37 ; rehabilitated by Phidon,

37.

Argus, in Argive tradition, 33.

(i/);^iT€KT<i)i', meaning of, 219 ff.

(ItTTrts €v "Apyei, 10, 34.

Asterion, river near Hei'aeum, identified by Steffen,

14 f., 94, 107.

Athena, head of, from metopes of Second Temple,

183 f.

Athena Lemnia, head of, compared with heads of

Polycleitan type, 179 f., 190.

Athens, artistic relation with Argos, 163 ff.

Bacchus, head of, in Britisli Museum, identified with

Polycleitan Hera, 190 f.

liaMcit for NlatueN, Iteforu temple, 20, 144 ; between

Up|icr Ston ami NorthcuMt Ston, 112.

liuteN, W. N., theory of, roncvrning M:ul|>lares of 8vc-

ond Temple. 149 f.

Huuhivu tomlm, 79 f.

Beta, form of, in Argive inRcriplionn, 2(K{.

Black InyerK, priiici]Hil finding places of iimsll iilv

jects, 40, 73. 79. 82.

Boy, with dove (?), ittatue of, 143 ; head of, from

Brauron, belonging to Profeiwor Furtwilngler,

165 ff.

Brauron, head from, compared with head of Ilcra

from lioraeum, 165 ff.

Bronzes, 61 ff.; dating of, 62; rlomification of, 62;

])rimitive, 62 ; Mycenaean, 62 f.; geometric, 63 ;

archaic, 6,H ; oriental influence in, 63.

Burial of ancient remains, causes of, 94 ff.

Biirsian, excavations of, at the Heraeum, 67 ff.

Canephorae of Polycleitus, 167 f.

Capitals, details of, 11.3.

Caryatids of Kreclitheum, influenced by Argive art,

161 ; comjiared with head of Hera from tlie He-

raeuni, 166 ff., 190.

)(aKK(t)<; dyolii', 10.

Chryseis, causes destruction of Old Temple, 110, n. 1.

Cisterns, connected with tlie Kevma-tou-Kastrou,

16 ff., 136.

Clark. W. G., describes excavations of Rangab^,

69 f.

Coins, paucity of find in, 61.

Columns, of Upper Stoa, 112; of Northea-st Build-

ing, 115 f.; of East Building, 116 ; of Second Tem-

ple, 120 ff.; interior, of Second Temple, 126; of

South Stoa, 128 f.: of West Building. 132.

Cow, closely associated with worship of Hera, 6 ; of-

fered at feast of Hecatombaea, 8.

Cresilas, position and influence of. 164 f.

Cretaceous Period, formations of. ^*2 f.

Cuckoo, associated with Hera, 21 ; represented a|H>n

cyma from Second Temple, 123 f.

Curtius, theory of, concerning sculptures of Second

Temple, 149 f.

Cyclopean wall, leads to identification of site of He-

raeum, 25 : early remains below, 27 ; excavations

at, 74 ; described, 109 f.

Cyma-monlding, from Second Temple, 123 f.: com-

pared with moulding of Parthenon and other tem-

ples, 160, and n. 2.

Cynadra, well near Heraeum, 16, 18.
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Danaus, Argive tradition of, 34.

Diadumenus of Polycleitus, compared with Dory-

phorus, 169 ff.; head of, in British Museum, 171,

and n. 2 ; marks an advance over Doryphorus,

173 ; compared with head of youth from metopes,

178 fiE.; compared with head of Hera, 190.

^ifowa-lov, in inscription, 75, 77, 213.

Atf(/)vD(r, in inscription, 208 f.

Digamma, in inscriptions, 75, 199 f., 208 f.; 213.

" Dipylon " terra-cottas, 46 f.; comparative rarity of

works of " Dipylon " style at Heraeum, 47 ; vases,

53.

Doric tribes, earliest mention of names of, 200.

Doryphorus of Polycleitus, reproduction of, on a

lamp, 75 ; style of, in head of ephebus from a me-

tope, 77, 163, n. 4 ; compared with heads of youths

from metopes, 168 ff., 178 ff.; compared with Dia-

dumenus, 169 ff.; compared with head of Hera, 190.

Doves, group of, on stone, 112.

Drapery, treatment of, in Heraeum marbles, 157.

Drill, freely used in marble statuary from the He-

raeum, 154 ff., 178, 180.

Ear, treatment of, in early art, 190, n. 1.

Earthworms, a factor in the burial of ancient re-

mains, 96 f.

East Building, discovered 1894, 77 f .; described, 116 f.

Egyptian objects, 64, 84.

Eleutherion, river near Heraeum, now Revma-tou-

Kastrou, 14 ff., 94, 107 ; water of, used in lustra-

tions and at the emancipation of slaves, 18 f.

Elias Berbatiotikos, mountain near Heraeum, an-

cient Acraea, 13.

Engraved stones, 64.

Enneacrunus, compared with Eleutherion, 17, 19.

Eocene Period, formations of, 92.

Ephesus, cyma from temple of Artemis at, compared

with cyma from Heraeum, 160, and n. 2.

Epidaurus, sculptures from, compared with Heraeum

marbles, 160 f.

Evechtheuni, cyma of, compared with cyma from He-

raeum, 160 f.

Euboea, part of territory of Heraeum, defined, 12 f.

Eupolemus, of Argos, architect of Second Temple,

20, 118.

Eurydice, daughter of Lacedaemon, founder of oldest

sanctuary of Hera at Sparta, 4.

Eye, representation of, in ancient statues, 142.

Felsite, at the Heraeum, 100.

Finlay, gives account of General Gordon's excava-

tions at the Heraeum, 65 ff.

Fish, represented on ancient stone, 112 f.

Furtwangler, declares Heraeum marbles Attic, 164 ;

refuted, 164 ff.

Gabbros, found at the Heraeum, 99 f.

Geology of the Heraeum region, 89 ff.

" Geometric " terra-eolta figures, 46 f.; vases, 53

;

bronzes, 63 ; comparative paucity of works of

" Geometric " style at the Heraeum, 47, 62, 63.

" Geometric," a misnomer, as applied to Dipylon

vases, 53. See " Dipylon."

Gigantomachia, represented in sculptures of Second

Temple, 20, 148 ff.

Glykia, stream near Heraeum, formerly identified

witli ancient Asterion, 14.

Gordon, General, first excavations of, at the He-

raeum, 64 ff.

Graces, representation of, upon crown of Polycleitan

Hera, 21 f.

Guilds, mention of, in inscription, 213.

Hair, treatment of, on head of Hera, 166 ff.; on Do-

ryphorus and Diadumenus, 170 ff.; on female head

from metopes, 182 ; on head of young girl from me-

topes, 183 ; on head of Athena from metopes, 184.

Halicarnassus, cyma from Mausoleum at, compared

with cyma from Heraeum, 160.

" Hammer-stones," 99 f.

Head, of Hera, discovered 1892, 73, described, 189 ff.;

of Athena, from metopes, 183 f.; of Amazon, from

metopes, discovered 1892, 73, described, 180 f.;

of ephebus, from metopes, discovered 1894, 77,

described, 178 ff.; of warrior, from metopes, 181 ;

female, from metopes, discovered by Rangab^, 69,

described, 181 f.; female, from metopes, 182 f.; of

young girl, from metopes, 183.

Heads from Heraeum, treatment of. 1.57 f.; types of,

158 ; compared with head of Doryphorus, 168 ff.;

fragments of, from metopes, 184 f.

Hebe, chryselephantine statue of, 22 ; reproduced on

coins, 23 f.; marriage of, represented on altar,

24.

Hecatombaea, festival of Hera, 8.

Hera, earliest divinity of Argive plain, 4 ; nature and

evolution of, 5 ff.; chryselephantine statue of, 21 ff.;

head of, discovered at Heraeum, 23, 73, 189 ft'.;

bust of, in British Museum, 23 ; ancient wooden

image of, 24 ; early stone image of, 42 f., 139 ;

probably central figure in western pediment of Sec-

ond Temple, 150.

Hera Acria, 6; Aegophagus, 4, «. 9 ; Antheia, 8;

Aphrodite, 4, n. 9 ; Argeia, 4 ; Eileithyia, 8 ; Pe-

lasgis, 5 f.

Heracles, marriage of, represented on altar, 24.

Heraeum, chief religious centre of Argive ])lain, 3 f.;

source of Hera cult in other localities, 5 ; topo-

graphy of, 10 ff., 105 ff.; three periods in history

of, 11 ff.; early history of. 25 ff.; earliest temple

founded, circ. 1830 B. c, 28 ; later history of, 38

;

age of, as determined by finds, 38 ff.; nature of

the site, 39 ff., 94 ; history of previous excavations,

64 ff.; history of excavation by American School,
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70 ff.; l)iiiiiil of tlie Kite, 97 ff.; principal buildiiigM,

108.

HieroiiiniMiioiiH, iiieiiUoned in iimcriptiuns, 199 f.,2W>,

•2(H) f., L'll tV.

HieroK ffumos, 8, 19.

HiHSiirlik, Willis of First and Second CiticH coniparud

witli early walls at the IIuraiMini, 27 ; vases from,

correspontl to early vases from tiie Ileraeuni, 56.

Honeysuckle scroll, upon stej/hane of Hera on coins,

22 ; upon cynia of Second Temple, 23.

Horses, sacred to Hera, 8.

Hyncthians, Uoric tribe, mentioned in inscription,

200.

Hypocaust. in Roman Building, 135.

Hyrnetho, myth of, 200.

Iliupersis, represented in temple sculptures, 20, 148 ff.

Inscriptions from the Heraeum, 195 IV.

lo, in Argivo tradition, 33 f.; identified with first

priestess of Hera, 34.

Iron, iinds of, 61, 77.

Jones, Stuart, theory of, concerning scidptures of Sec-

ond Temple, 152.

Jurassic Period, formations of, 92 f.

Linear ornamentation, a prominent element in the

decoration of Mycenaean vases, 53 ff.: presents an

unbroken development from earliest primitive

forms of vases to the period of perfect freedom,

55 ff.

Lion's head water-spouts, from Second Temple, 123 f.;

from South Stoa, 130.

Lower Stoa, described, 136.

Lynceus, founder of games in honor of Hera, 10.

Marble statuary from the Heraeum, 137 ff.

Megapenthes, earliest figure in traditions of Argos,

31 ; exchanges kingdoms with Per.seus, 35.

Metopes of Second Temple, fragments of, discov-

ered i)y Rangab^, 69 ; discovered 1892-95, 73, 77,

80, 83 : described, 146 ff., 177 ff.

Mosaic floor, from Roman Building, 134 f.

Mure, William, first published account of the discov-

ery of the Heraeum, 64 f.

Mycenae, connection with the Heraeum, 10 ff., 26 ff.;

with Tiryns and Argos, 36.

Mycenaean terra-cottas, 44 ff.; produced under influ-

ence of ceramic art, 45 f.; vases, classification of,

50 ff.; geometric elements in, 52 ff.; bronzes, 62 f.;

graves, 28, 69, 79, 92 ; walls, 84.

Naucydes, author of chryselephantine statue of Hebe,

22, 24.

Neogene Period, formations of, 92.

Nik^ Balustrade, style of, compared with Heraeum

marbles, 157, 160, 188, 192.

Northeant Building, detu-rilKMl. 114.

Northwest Uuihling, diacoveretl 1K94, 78; il«Mribed,

134.

Obsidian, at the Heraeum, 10() f.

Old 'I'emple, referred to by PauMnioa. 24 I.: partially

i-xcavated, 1892. 73 ; completely excavated, 1893,

74 ; renmins of, deNcrilMMJ, IIU f.

Olympia, finds at, compaied with finds al the Ile-

raeuni, 39 ; bronzes and terra>cotta figurine* from,

compared with terra-<'otla tyixr* from Heraeum,

48 f.; site of, coinjiared with site of Heroeuui, KM;
temple of Zeus at, proportions of, 121, n. 1 ; treat-

ment of hair in heuds from, 158 ; tiles from Trea-

sury of Gehi at, 219.

Orientation of principal buildings, 108; of Old Tem-
ple, as means of determining date. 28 f.

Paestum, temple of Poseidon, proportions of, 121.

H. 1.

Parian marble, used for architectuml Rculjttures of

Heraeum, 146, ».

Parthenon, proi>ortions of, 121 f.; ]iediment sculp-

tures of, compared with ]>ediments of .Second Tem-
ple, 1,53 ; treatment of hair in heads from, 158

;

treatment of nude and drapery in sculptures from,

160 ; cyma from, compared with cyma from He-

raeum, 160, n. 2 ; reclining Fate from, conipare<l

with torso of fem<ile figure from meto|>es, 188,

compared with female figure from pe<liments. 192.

Pausanias, describes toj)ogrni)hy of the Heraeum. 1 ff.

;

describes Second Temjile, 20 ff., 117, «. 1, 148;

Argive genealogies of, 25 f., 29 ff.

Peacock, associated with Hera, 24 ; tail of, discoveretl

by General Gordon, 6.5.

Pediments of Second Temple, describe<l, 148 ff.

;

torso of female figure from, 191 f. ; fragments

from. 192 ff.

Penrose, computes date of earliest temple at Heraeum,

28 f.

Perseus, signifiance of, in Argive tradition, 35.

Phidias, and Polycleitus, 162 f., 168.

Phidon, revives supremacy of Argos, 37 ; date of,

61, n. 1.

Phigalia, sculi)ture8 from, compared with Heraeum

marbles, 160.

Phorbas, in Argive tradition, 33.

Phoroneus, date of. 29. 32 : tradition of, preserved

at Heraeum, 31 ; probably united peoples of Argive

plain, 32.

Pillar of limestone, earliest image of Hera, 42 f.,

139.

Pins of bronze, 61 ff. ; served as a medium of ex-

change, 61.

Pirasus, son of Argus, dedicated seated wooden im-

age to Hera, 24, 33 ; influence of, upon terra-cotta

figures, 44.
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Pliny, distinguishes style of D(>i-yi)hoi-us and Uiadu-

nienus, 169, ?t. 4 ; statements of, concerning Poly-

cleitus, discussed, 173 fif.

Polycleitus, author of chryselephantine statue of Hera,

21 ;
peculiar treatment of upper lip in statues of,

159, 179 f. ; relation of, to Heraeuni marbles,

162 ff. ; and Phidias, 162 f ., 168 ; characteristics

of, 173 ff., 186.

Polygnotus, influence of, upon temple sculpture,

151.

Pompeii, baths at, compared with baths in Roman

Building, 135.

Porphyry (Felsite), at the Heraeum, 100.

Poseidon, as rival of Hera, 4, n. 5.

Priene, cyma from temple at, compared with cyma

from Heraeum, 160, and n. 2.

Priestess of Hera, Roman statue of (?), 141 ff.

Proetus, builder of walls of Tiryns, 26, 34 f.

Prosymna, part of territory of Heraeum, defined,

13 f.; possibly provincial name for arable land,

70.

" Proto-Corinthian " or Argive-Linear vases, prepon-

derance of, at Heraeum, 50 ; characteristics of,

59 ff.

Quintilian, statements of, regarding Polycleitus, dis-

cussed, 173 ff.

Rangabd, A. Rizo, excavations of, at the Heraeum,

67 ff.

Revma-tou-Kastrou, river near Heraeum, identified

with ancient Eleutherion, 14 ff. ; connected with

elaborate system of cisterns and aqueducts, 16 ff.

Richardson, R. B., Inscriptions from the Heraeum,

197 ff.; Stamped Tiles from the Heraeum, 216 ff.

Rings of bronze, 61 f. ; served as a medium of ex-

change, 61.

Roman Building, described, 134 ff.

" Salaminian ." shaft-tombs, 28, 69, 79.

Samos, derived cult of Hera from Argos, 5.

Sardis, burial of, 96.

ScamilU, traces of, in Second Temple, 120.

Sculptures from the Heraeum, 138 ff. ; single figures,

140 ff. ; architectural, 144 ff. ; general style of,

153 ff. ;
period and school of, 160 ff.

Seasons, representation of, upon crown of Polycleitan

Hera, 21 f.

Second Temple, built inmiediately after 423 b. c, 20 ;

partially excavated by Rangab^, 67 f. : excavation

of, 1892, 73 ; description of, 117 ff. ; orientation

of, 108, 119 ; proportions of, 129 f. ; plan of, 125.

Sima, see Cyma.

Socles, apx^TCKTiav, 217, 219 ff.

South Stoa, discovered 1894, 79 ; completely cleared,

1895, 80 ff. ; described, 127 ff.

Spits, dedicated at the Heraeum, 62.

Statues, before temple of Hera, 20 ; bases for, 20, 21 ;

bases for, between Upper Stoa and Northeast

Stoa. 112.

.Stei)s below South Stoa, 130 f.

Stoae, 112 ff.; Upper, 112 ff.; Northeast, 114, ff.;

South, 127 ff. ; Lower, 136.

Strabo, does not mention isolation between the He-

raeum and Tiryns, 11, 85 f.; characterization of,

85 f.

Tarbell, F. B., theory of, concerning sculptures of

Second Temple, 149 f.

Tegea, sculi)tures from, compared with Heraeum mar-

bles, 160.

TeXa/i(i)(i'), meaning of, 201 f.

Terra-cotta images, 42 ff.; earliest types, 43 ; Tiryn-

thian Argive type, 44 ; Mycenaean type, 44 ff.;

" Dipylon " type. 46 f .; Advanced Argive type,

47 ; under oriental influence, 47 ; archaic Greek

type, 47 ; of free style, 48 ; compared with bronzes

and terra-cottas from Olympia, 48 f.; development

of, runs parallel to development of vase-painting,

60.

Tertiary Period, formations of, in Argive plain, 92.

Theaeus of Argos, connected with inscription from

Heraeum (?), 203.

' Theseum," proportions of, 121, n. 1, 122.

Tiles, marble, of Second Temple, 124 ; stamped,

216 ff.; date of, 219.

Tilton, E. L., Architecture of the Heraeum, 105 ff.

Tiryns, connection with the Heraeum, 10 ff., 25 ff.;

walls of. compared with Cyclopaean wall at He-

raeum, 26 ; chronological relation to Mycenae and

Argos, 36.

Tirynthian-Argive terra-cottas, 44.

Torso of nude youth from nietoj)es, discovered 1892,

73 ; described, 185 ff.; of warrior, from metopes,

187 £.; of fesaale figure (Amazon ?), from metopes,

188 f.; of female figure, from pediments, 191 f.

Trojan War, represented in sculptures of Second

Temple, 20, 148 ff.

Unit of measurement in Second Temple, 120.

Upper Stoa, discovered in 1893, 74 f.; described,

112 ff.

Vases. 49 ff.; preponderance of Argive-Linear (" Pro-

to-Corinthian ") style at the Heraeum, 50; classifi-

cation of, 50 ff.; Mycenaean, 51 ff.; Dipylon, 53 ;

primitive, 55 f.; Argive-Linear (" Proto-Corin-

thian "), 57 ff.; development of, runs parallel to

development of terra-cotta figurines, 60.

Volcanoes, action of. in burying ancient remains,

96.

Waldstein, C, General Introduction, 3 ff. ; Marble

Statuary from the Heraeum, 139 ff.
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Waldstein, L., letter of, i-uneci'iiiii^ iiiiiitoiny of iiiuiu Wlu-eler, .). U., Iimcriplioiu from ilii] Arpre
torso from meto])e!i, 18ti, n. 5.

Walls, early, KW f.

Washington, H. S., Geology of the Herneiiin Ucgioii,

91 ff.

Water, action i)f, in tuiryirif; ancient reniainii, 1)5 f.

Weloker, theory of, concerning 8eul]>tureN of Secontl

Temple, 149 f.

Well near Panagia chajjel, ])08!<il)ly niu-ient Kleuthe-

rion. Hi II'.

West Building, discovered 1893, 70 ; excavated 1894,

78 ; described, 131 tf.

Ilernouiii, 197 fT.

Wind, action of, in huryini; ancient remain*, 94 f.:

|>rinci]ml agent in buriul of lli-rueuni, '.17 (.

Xanthna, cyma of Nen-id nionnuiciit from. com|Mre<l

with cyma from lleracum, l<i<), n. 'i.

Xi, doubled, in inncription, 2U5.

Zeu8, birth of, re|)reMnt<Nl in wulpture* of Seeood

Temple, 20, 148 fT.
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